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PREFACE

Shortly after the 1955 Geneva Summit Conference, Mr. Nelson Rockefeller,

Special Assistant to the President, convened a panel of Imowledgeable persons

to consider the psychological aspects of U. S. strategy in the light of the Post-

Geneva situation. The findings of this panel have been submitted in a report

entitled "Psychological Aspects of U. S. Strategy,” Individual papers vu'ittea

for consideration of the panel in the preparation of this report are included in

this volume.

The terms of reference of the study panel which produced this volume of

individual papers are implicit in the world situation. It was thought that "an

initial siu’vey of the psychological aspects of the political, economic, social,

and military factors affecting [the seomifey of the United States]” would

undoubtedly result in the panel focusing attention not only on certain vital

areas of governmental activity, but on the major regional problems as well.

Background areas of investigation to which the panel tui’ned included:

(1) major political trends, (2) the military balance, and (3) Asia, the Middle

East, Africa, and Latin America as geographic units. Likely emerging for-

eign policies of various nations, the coliesiveness of the Soviet bloc vemus the

Free World alliance system, the scale and character of tlie lilcely Soviet effort

in the arms race over the next five to ten years, the likely Communist challenge

to the underdeveloped areas over this same tune period, and the possible uses

to which the Soviets might put arms parity or superiority, or other positions of

relative strength, were assessed and considered.

The psychological aspects of implementing programs were an important

term of reference for the panel. The scale and character of the Free World

effort in a nmnber of crucial areas were considered. In addition, the panel

accepted the task of how best to mtegrate its findings in order to provide

governmental departments with useful, definitive psychological guidance.

All the foregoing considerations are in varying degrees reflected in the indi-

vidual papers presented in this volume. These papers were written as a pre-

liminary step before the panel met to deliberate. They served as the basis

from which the final panel report evolved.

It should be emphasized that each of these papers is the work of an indi-

vidual, with varying degrees of assistance from his critic. The substance of

each is not necessarily agreed to in toto by the panel as a whole.

The letter inviting panel participation and the objectives of the panel are

appended.

(HI)
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CONFIDENTIAL Paper 1

A Post-Geneva Estimate of Soviet Intentions

Originator: Philip E. Mosely

Critic: Stefan Possony

I. THE PROBLEM
The problem is to estimate botli the possible

and probable range of Soviet intentions now and

in the near future, e. g., during the next twelve

to eighteen months.

II. ASSUMPTIONS

For piu'poses of this discussion, it is not

assumed that the Soviet leaders now in com-

mand of Soviet decisions are eiithely new

people, devoid of Soviet experience or Bol-

shevik ideology, but are people who have

struggled, to the top within the Stalinist system,

and that Klmishchev was sincere, in his cx-

IH’omptu speech of September 17, in asserting

his devotion to Leninist ideology. It is also

assumed that, although the present leaders

have demonstrated a greater flexibility and

adaptability in their tactics than at any time

since 1946, they ore fiiUy aware of the limits

within which their ideology allows them to

maneuver, as well as of the limits set hy the

concrete interests of the Soviet state in the

pui’suit of its foreign policy aims. It is further

assumed that the present leadership is well

aware of the earlier periods of relative flexi-

bility, demonstrated particularly in the mid-

1930’s and during World War II, and that they

have not exhausted the range of adaptations

which they can introduce into the immediate

conduct of Soviet policy. It is assumed like-

wise that the experience of the past two and

one-half years suggests that it is relatively

fruitless to attempt to identify a 'fliard” or

"soft” policy with this or that individual within

the ruling group.

For pm*poses of this estimate it is assiuned

that the Soviet leadership understands, better

than did Stalin, the impact of the atomic age,

the nature of new weapons, and therefore the

dangers which inhere in the race for supremacy

.

It is also assumed that the Soviet leaders ai*e

better awai*e than previously of the difficult

choices which they must make in the allocation

of resoiu-ees to various purposes. It is clear

that the new leadership is showing a much

sharper awareness of the actual and potential

reactions abroad to their policies, together ^vitli

a growing skill in manipulating these reactions.

The Free World, and particularly the United

States, can no longer rely on massive Soviet

hostility of expression to provide the basis for

our own decisions. These decisions must be

planned skillfully to seize and retain the initia-

tive in the face of a greatly expanded Soviet

arsenal of political warfare weapons.

III. DISCUSSION

The new Soviet tactic of relaxation has dis-

tinguished carefully between trivial and essen-

tial interests. The long-overdue Soviet accept-

ance of the treaty with Austria has initiated

profound shifts in the popular estimate, mthin

Europe, of the nature and extent of the Soviet

thi’eat. Without sacrificing any important

interest, the Soviet leadership has achieved an

important change in the international atmos-

phere. The abandonment of the useless quarrel

with Tito has probably moved Yugoslavia to

^ CONFIDENTIAL
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tlio position of n neutral, one which on many
international issues support the Soviet

position. This gesture, togetlier with the out-

break of Greek-Turldsh antagonism, lias greatlji^

reduced, at least temporarily, the defensive

value of the thi^ee-power Balkan alliance. The
wnthdrawal from the Porkknla base will relievo

the fear of renewed Soviet aggi’ession widely

felt in Finland, and ^vill reinforce neutralist

trends in the other Scandinavian countries. At
the same time the Soviet goverainent has made
it amply clear, if it were not clear before, that

it has no intention of abandoning its valuable

colony. East Germany, and that neutralism is

designed only for export be3^ond the boundaries

of tho Soviet bloc.

The effects of the new Soviet tactic are favor-

able within the Soviet Union. It creates a far

stronger basis for popular acceptance of the

regime’s claims to be pursuing a peace-loving

policy. If a reversal conies, and it can come
over night, a new policj'^ of tension -udll be ac-

cepted ivith gi'eater credence by the population
at large as well as by the Communist Pai'ty.

At home the Soviet leadership has traditionally

followed a policy of alternate tension and relaxa-

tion, realizing that an unrelenting state of ten-

sion leads to many unfavorable results, deple-

tion of hope, pessimistic expectations for the

future and other morale-depressing results.

Within the satellites the new tactic is also

favorable. It tends to strengthen the position

of the Communist ruling groups and to discour-

age expectations of an early liberation, which
previously has been expected, as the result of
an early clash between the two major blocs.

A polic3^ of relaxation, which could have been
risky in earlier 3’’ears, offei*s no substantial risks

today to Soviet control, for during the years of
sharp tension the Communist apparatus has
been recruited, disciplined and given confidence
in its abilit}’- to rule, with Soviet bacldng.
Within Western Germany the eff’ects of the

new tactic are favorable to the Soviet position.

Those who oppose rearmament can now assert

that the new Soviet policy makes it unnecessary
for Germany to incur the economic costs and

CONFIDENTIAL

political risks of rearming. It reinforces the

hopes of those who believe that reunification

can be achieved through a policy of weakness.

It discourages those who support rearmament

and cooperation with the West because the

general atmosphere of relaxation makes it ap-

pear that, no matter what efforts Germany may
make, the prospect for reunification becomes

dimmer. In Western Europe and Japan, social

and political resentment of tho cost of defense

and political resentments over tho inevitable

frictions of alliances promote indifference to

the common aims of the free world and leave

the way open to revive many domestic and
intra-alliance squabbles. Within the United

States the 'ivillingness to make sacrifices to

maintain and strengthen the free world alliances

and to give the primary to international aimvS

over domestic ones is likely to bo diminished.

Has the Soviet leadership exhausted its bag
of Christmas presents? There seems to bo
very few further "concessions” which it can
make in order to retain the initiative in tho

course of relaxation. Cultural exchanges offor

an insubstantial and undramatic ground for

new gestm’es. The development of trade

between the Soviet bloc and the free world is

likely to he slow and to he fraught witli more
disappointments of expectations than with ful-

fillments of hopes on the part of the free world
countries. One possibility is that the Soviet

leadership expects the tendency of relaxation

to be of relatively short duration and is there-

fore willing to spend its chips somewhat lavishly

at this time, in order to achieve a maximum
sliort-terai effect upon opinion abroad. A
second possibility is that, though the Soviet
leadership may intend to continue the policy of

relaxation into an indefinite future, the outside
world will come to realize that the basic position
and demands of the Soviet regime remain un-
changed and will tlierefoi’e recover gradually
from the immediate impact of tho Soviet
policy of relaxation and will come to take a
more balanced view of the medium-range
prospect for better relations between the two
blocs.
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If the Soviet leadership is sincere in seeking

a long-range relaxation, followed by genuine

co-existence, it would do exactly what it is

doing now. However, in order to continue the

strengthening of the mood of relaxation abroad

the Soviet leadership would have to provide

new and stronger proof of its long-range inten-

tion. The most important single sphere of

such proof would be in the field of inspection

and limitation of armaments. And it is pre-

cisely in this sphere that the Soviet leadership

is least likely to display any genuine evidence of

seeldng a long-range relaxation of tension.

That is why the question of control of arma-

ments must be pursued with a maximum of

energy and the greatest possible clarity of

statement for the public at large, both m the

United States and abroad.

Is the Soviet leadership engaged in one of its

classical maneuvers, designed to reduce tension

and allied unity in Europe, in expectation of

sharpened tension in Asia? There is no ques-

tion but what the Soviet and Chinese Com-

munist leaderships consider Southeast Asia a

higldy favorable field of expansion during the

next few years. They also believe that a

further shaking of American prestige in Asia

may give them control of Formosa and of South

Korea, together with the neutralization of

Japan, and that they must strive to minimize

the risks of war in pursuing these aims. The

Chinese Communists are preparing intensively

the capability for seizing the offshore islands

and, if they carry this out with, direct damage

to American prestige, they may hope to shake

the Chinese Nationalist regime on Formosa.

The important thing for them is to bo as certain

os they can that the United States will be

deterred by its allies from retaliation. Strength-

ening the mood of relaxation in Western Europe

is the best way to achieve a separation between

the American position in Europe and that m

American policy mil he confronted shortly

with the question of whether to permit “free

elections” for the unification of Vietnam; if it

decides not to permit them, in order to prevent

a further territorial expansion by the Com-

munist bloc, it will then face the problem of

creating a viable regime in South Vietnam and

of defending it by American land power. A
refusal of “free elections” will he followed by a

renewal of guerrilla warfare, conducted by a

vastly strengthened Viet Minh force without

dii’ect Chinese Communist participation. Over

this issue, as well as over the question of retalia-

tion against an attack on the offshore islands,

the Soviet leadership presumably hopes to

isolate the United States from its allies. It

may hope, beyond that, that the fear of a major

war breaking out in the Far Bast may load the

allies of the United States to request the with-

drawal of American forces from their territories,

perhaps for the period of the Far Eastern crisis.

The Communist aggression in Korea was

followed by a sharpened fear of aggression in

Europe and thus provided an important stimu-

lus to the efforts for self-defense and mutual

defense. The Korean outbreak had been

preceded by several years of extreme pressure

against vulnerable points along the European

periphery of the Soviet bloc. A similar hut

more confusing Communist outthi’ust, for

example iii Indochina, may not have a similarly

stimulating effect on self-defense efforts in

Eui’ope, smee it will have been preceded by a

systematic pattern of minor but locally impres-

sive concessions.

The “concessions” which are being used as

counters by the Soviet leadership in its present

tactic are of slight or no importance to the

Soviet bloc but have an impressive impact on

the peoples beyond its borders. It is necessary

to negotiate actively on the really difficult

problems in order to make clear to European

peoples that the basic Soviet position in

respect to Germany and the satellites remains

unchanged. It is deshable to take an initiative

in lessening trade ban'iers, except in carefully

defined strategic lists, in order to prevent this

card from being played against the American

and free world position. It is important to

establish a broader free world position on the

principal issues in the Far East, since otherwise

CONFIDENTIAL
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the United States alliances elsewhere in the Europe and in Asia, they are striving to secui’e

world may be nullified in practice through the local political and perhaps military advances
pursuit of a separate policy in the Far East by in the Far East, hoping at the same time to

the United States, There is no sign whatever weaken or destroy the U. S. system of alliances

that the Chinese Commimist leadership or the and to achieve theii’ basic aim; the retraction

Soviet leadership have relaxed their immediate of American power from its advanced positions

aims in the Far East, It is more likely, on to the territory of U. S. allies,

balance, that, by divemifying their tactics in

CONFIDENTIAL
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Thresholds of U. S. Effort

Originator: Max F. Millikan

Critic: George Pettee

The drafters of basic policy statements at the

level of NSC papers are confronted ^vith a

serious dUemma. On the one hand if they

make these statements too detailed and specific,

they will make inadequate allowance for the

innumerable variations of ou’cmnstance and

event which must condition the detailed im-

plementation of a broad policy. On the other

hand if they ai-e to be drawn so as to cover all

contingencies and still he short, they are in

danger of being so general and platitudinous^ as

to be of almost no use in providing selective

guidance in deciding between two alternative

speciffc courses of action. The requirements

of brevity and interdepai'tmental compromise

usually force the drafters to seize the second

horn of this dilemma and escape their obliga-

tion to be helpful to those charged vnili de-

tailed implementation by the use of such

phmses as “where appropriate," “when re-

quii’ed by the national interest," “unless

clearly dictated by secmity considerations,"

and the like. In part this is a weaknep which

is inherent in the very nature of a basic policy

paper and cannot be avoided by the most

conscientious and unambiguous drafting. It

is part of the essence of “policy" that it cannot

be fully defined in general terms and can be

recognized only after the fact as a series of

consistent speciffc acts taken in a particular

context, designed to produce cumulatively a

major general result.

It is the obligation of drafters of basic

policy proposals, however, to reduce to an

iiTeduciblo minimum the degi’ee to which

implementation must be played by ear. There

is one particular respect in which there is both

a possibility and an urgent need to improve

practice in this regard. This has to do with

giving indications of the order of magnitude of

effort requii’ed if a recommended course of

action is to have, even qualitatively, the result

it is designed to achieve.

Some activities are of the “some is good,

more is better" variety) that is, there is a small

benefit to be derived from a small effort and

the benefit increases in a faii’ly regular fashion

as the effort increases. The decision as to

how much effort to expend in view of all the

circumstances is one wliich results from a

balancing of rising costs against rising benefits.

The precise amount decided upon is a matter

of judginont and there is little in the way of

objective rules to tell the decision-maker

whether it should be more or less. There are

other activities, however, in which a minimum

threshold of effort must be crossed if the result

is to be even qualitatively in the right dhection.

Lesser effort does not produce merely a lesser

result) it produces no desirable result at all.

One can drive a car at any speed from a creep

in low gear to eighty miles per hour and get

where one wants to go at a varying cost in

time. But if one is flying an ahplane, one

must achieve a certain critical velocity or the

plane will never leave the ground.

Wliere one is dealing with what the mathe-

matician would call the case of continuous

voi’iation there is some defense for the chafter

of basic policy who refuses to attach numbeis

to his recommendations on the ground that

the precise degree of effort justified must de-

pend on complex considerations outside the

scope of the policy under review. The only

question the policy leaves unsettled is the degiee

and not the kind of effect to be achieved. But

CONFIDENTIAL
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where there is a discontinuity in the relation

between effort and benefit^ specifically where

there exists a tlireshold effect of the kind de-

scribed above, the policy is not really defined

even in broad terms unless some indication is

given of the minimum scale of effort requhed

to get the kind of effect one is aiming at.

It is the contention of this paper that thresh-

olds of this sort characterize a number of key

ai’eas of oui' cold war polics^ that we are expend-

ing some effort in all these areas, but that the

effort is currently well below the tlireshold and

that in consequence we have the illusion of a pol-

icy rather than the policy itself. Wliether one

agrees with this judgment of the effectiveness

of current efforts there can simely be no quaiTel

with the principle that where a minimum
tlneshold of effort can clearly" be shown to be

requh'ed to achieve a result in the right clhec-

tion the identification of that threshold (at

least to an order of magnitude) is a necessary

part of any basic document purporting to

describe the policy.

I. WHY AKE THERE THRESHOLD
EFFECTS?

There are three sorts of reasons for the

existence of thi*eshold effects. In the first

place the United States may be engaged in an

endeavor whose outcome depends upon the

relative scale of our effort compared to that

of another power. Conventional military com-

bat falls in this category, The threshold is set

by the opposing power to be overcome or frus-

trated. If the effort is too small, the result is

defeat; if it is adequate, the result is victory or

effective deterrence. The difference between

the results is clearly one of kind and not of

degree.

In the second place an effort on our part

may have as one of its objectives stiffening the

resolve of an ally to continue to undertake

actions we believe to be in oiu’ interest. In

the post-Genova atmosphere whether our allies

maintain a bimlensome mditaiy effort and a

politically uupopidar support for NATO may
depend critically on what kind of an example

CONFIDENTIAL

we set. The tbi’eshokl of our effort necessary

to set an example for them is perhaps much
harder to estimate with precision than the mili-

tary tlireshold described above, and it may be

a band of values rather than a single sharply

defined one. Nevertheless there is likely to be

a reaction from them which will be qualita-

tively different if they believe we oi*e signifi-

cantly relaxing oiu’ efforts than if they believe

we are continuing to cony our just share of

the load.

In the third place there are actions of om*s

whose efiiectiveness may be subject to this

thresliold efl'ect wholly apart from any compari-

son with the level of effort by others. An ex-

ample might be ah defense. A level of air

defense which gives us a reasonable assui’ance

of survival in the face of atomic attack is quali-

tatively and not just quantitative!}’' different

from one which does not provide this assurance.

This is a field in which there may be several

thresholds. Small levels of effort may be suffi-

cient somewhat to reduce the amount of dam-
age we suffer but inadequate to provide either

effectivb, deterrence or assurance of survival.

A some^^Jiafc larger effort, inadequate to give

reasonable, assurance of survival, may still be

enough effectively to deter a potential enemy
from taking 'the risk of failure. Finally a still

larger effort might reduce the risk of annihila-

tion to a very, small figure.

11. CRITICAL THRESHOLDS IN CURRENT
POLICY

It is perhaps worth elaborating a bit three

areas in which the estimation of a threshold of

effort may be particularly vital in the ciUTent

phase of the cold war. The first of these has

to do with the shape of the arms race over the

next decade. One clear purpose of our policy

may he to persuade the rulers of the Soviet

empire that our resources and our determina-

tion are such that they simply have no reason-

able hope of being able to establish sufficient

military superioiity over us to use military

power as a principal instrument for extending

theii’ area of influence., One pui’pose of their
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present line of approach is undoubtedly to see

whether by softening their manner they can

induce a relaxation of our efforts sufficient to

permit them over a number of years to achieve

such a degree of superiority. As long as they

believe they can do this at a bearable cost to

themselves the chances that they will agree to

a reaUy effective system of arms control which

will remove military instruments from the

arena of international conflict are negligible.

There is a minimum and quite high level of

effort in arms production, in the maintenance

of forces, and especially in aggressive research

and development which iviU be necessary to

persuade them that they cannot gain on us m
the long run.

, ,, , i

The estimation of this threshold level is

clearly difficult. It places a very high priority

on intelligence as to Soviet achievements, since

this is clearly in the category of thresholds

which are determined by relative effort. Never-

theless it should bo possible, \vithin a fahly

ivide band of possibilities, to get some indica-

tions of what wo must spend in money and

effort to keep far enough ahead to persuade

them that this particular game is not worth

while. The stakes are so high and the long-

run gains from success so great that we should

be vdlling to err on the side of exaggerating the

height of this tlneshold to avoid a risk of defeat.

It is worth emphasizing that the threshold here

defined is a different and probably liigher one

than that defined by considerations of our own

short-run security. It is not sufficient merely

to keep abreast or to deter cuiTent attack if the

hope is nouiishod in the Soviet Union that there

is a good possibility that they wiU gam an edge

in the future. The demonstration that they

cannot win must be sufficiently decisive and

sufficiently sustained to persuade them to alter

a basic policy they have pursued for some time.

The second critical tlu’eshold in current

policy relates to the same area of effort, namely

defense expenditures in the United States, but

is defined by the necessity to set a persuasive

example for our allies. The countries of

Western Europe have, under our proddmg,

V. S. EFFORT

boon maintaining military

are relatively speaking a greater

noorer economies than wo snaei hom oui

military effort. There are important elomoi^ts

of publio opinion in those countries which hoi

that this level of military ofloit is both iin-

bearable and unnecessary. The effort to hold

the alliance together in the face of the relaxation

of tensions inaugurated at Goiiova la going to

require on our part convincuig cvidonco that

we regard the thi-eat as still great enough to

iustify a major outlay on our part. If wo

shave our own defense budget and roduco

taxes in this country at the same time that wo

are pressmg the NATO countries for mo o

rapid fulfillment of thoir commitments, wo wiU

bring about either the defeat of our friends or

thefi defection from our cause. A level oi

efi’ort which would exceed the first fcliroshokl

described in paragraphs ton and cloven above

would almost certainly bo Buffioioiit to exooed

the one just described, but tho two constUiite

separate reasons for insisting tliat a policy oi

iTiaintaining our defensive guard is moaiiiugless

unless a price tag is attached to tho policy with

some specific mimhors on it.
^

A thii-d critical threshold exists m an entirely

different area of policy, that of oeonomic aul

to the imderdoveloped areas. This is explained

in gi’eater detail in Draft Paper Number hour,

hut a summary of the argument may lielp to

illustrate tho threshold concept. .In the first

place there is a minimum level of investment

which countries witli expanding populations

must undertake merely to prevent their stand-

ards of living from declining. Thin level will

bo quite inadequate to x^^’oduce^ a-ny of the

economic or political rcsiiUs which a polity

of encouraging economic dovolopmont is de-

signed to produce. picople of those areas

have acquired, on a scale never before ap-

proached in history, a belief that change and

improvement in their lot is possible. Ibis

revolution of rising expectations is inducing

loaders to explore what forms of society are

likely to have the best promise of satisfying

those expectations. If voluntarist and domo-
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cratic forais do no more than hold their own

with population increase, they ’vvill almost

certaihly not survive in the face of sldllfnl

persuasion accompanied by example from

behind the Iron Curtain. This means that in

many of these areas investment must be suf-

ficient to produce at least a rate of growth of

national product in excess of IK percent per

year, which is a commonly found rate of increase

of population.

Actually the thi-eshold is substantially higher

than this. The process of growth is a cumula-

tive one. If a country is poor, it has great

difficulty in raising the resources requked to

expand its physical plant in order to become

richer. But once the process of growth gets

under way, the increments of new product

fortlieoming each year provide new resources

for reinvestment and thus for continued and

expanded giwth. Beyond this resource con-

sideration, there are many intangible reasons

why growth is a self-reinforcing process. It

must attam a certain scale and momentum in

order to capture the imaginations and enlist

the energies of the vigorous elements in the

population. If it becomes sufficiently evident

that progress is being made not just in one or

two spots but widely throughout the country,

the pursuit of economic change may become a

symbol to which increasing numbers of citizens

attach theii’ national and their personal aspii'a-

tioDs. If it occurs on too small a scale, it will

not provide the escape valve for newly awakened
energies which will pour, instead, into much
more politically and socially destructive

channels of protest.

Ill, OUTSIDE AID AND THE THRESHOLD
EFFECT

So far wc have spoken of the level of effort

reqnmed within a country if its own desires to

expand its economy are to be even partially

met. Unless there is local effort, of coiu'se, no
amount of outside capital or assistance will be

successful in launching self-sustaining growth.

And unless growth is in the end self-sustaining

it cannot be the basis for political stability and

CONFIDENTIAL

development. But if the local will is present,

an injection of resources from the outside on a

sufficient scale and over a long enough period

can make the critical difference between a

country’s exceeding the thi’eshold of effort

which Avill launch it on a long-term, upward
path and falling short of that threshold 'with

resultant deterioration of both its economy and
its body politic. Thus a level of outside aid

which is insufficient is likely to create a vicious

spiral in which the amount of aid called for to

save a country from imminent crisis keeps

rising until at last no amount wiU prevent

disaster. On the other hand a level above tlie

critical one in the early years can load to

growth which will in time make the recipient

quite independent of the need for further

foreign capital resources.

It is worth emphasizing that the upward and

downward spirals described above are likely to

be social and political as well as economic, and

that the thresholds of effort requhed of us

relate not only to amounts of money to bo

spent but also to amounts of American eiiergios

to be put into developing local loadoraliip,

assisting in the most effective use of tlio

resources we supply, providing political support

to governments which give promise of being

domestically effective, and the like.

IV. CONCLUSION

There are, of course, serious dangers in

putting numbers into basic policy papers. It

is impossible to justify any particular sot of

numbers as being precisely the right ones, A
policy with, numbers runs the risk of being

attacked on\ the details of its computations

rather than on its essential elements. But the

argument of this paper is that there are many
policies for which at least the order of magnitude

of the effort recommended is an essential—in

some cases the most essential—element of the

policy. To avoid including this element is to

avoid stating a policy at all. This may malco

agreement easier in an interdepartmental body,

but it does not advance the national interest.
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Economic Policy as an Instrument of Political

and Psychological Policy

Originator : Max F. Millikan

Critic: Goorgo Pottoo

I. THE THESIS

The thesis ol this paper is that a mudi ox-

paiulod program of American partici])ation in

tlio economic ckwolopimmt of the so-called

umlerdoveloped areas can and should be one of

tlie most iinporta!)t elements in a i)i’ogram of

expanding the dynamism and stability of tlie

Free World and inernasing its resistance to tlie

appeals of Commimism. 1 believe such a

program can bo so designed ns to bo a priiici])al

and ellrietive instniinont in our ofTorts to

produce political, social, and psychological

I’esulta in our interest. Specifically I believe

tliat such a program is one of the few concrete

instrumentalities available to us for acliioving

tlie twofokl result of (!) developing viable, ener-

getic, and confident democratic Hocioties tlirough

the ilfroe World and (2) increasing the realiza-

tion elsewhere in the world that tlie goals,

aspirations, and values of the peoiiles of otlior

countries are in large part the same as ours.

'Po be ekeetivo sueli a ])rogram would re<iiiiro

tlie expenditure by the U. S, Government of

soniewlmt larger sums than we are cumvnfcly

spending for econoinie aid, but t!io amounts

needed would bo small com])ared to what wo

will have to spend in desperate efforts to put

out additional In'usli fires if they get started

ami insignificant compared to the costs of

waging limited wars.

8««U22—B5- 2

II. MISCONCEPTIONS AS TO THE PUR-
POSES OF ECONOMIC PROGRAMS

1'his tliesiB lias boon pub forward frequently

over the past few years and has equally fre-

quently been challenged as nntoimblo liy

thoviglitful and informocl critics. Many of the

challenging criticisms have liceii valid and

jiersiiasive, but it is my conviction bliab wlicii

valid they have boon directed againab niia-

concoptions of the way in which economlo pro-

grams can 1)0 expected to liavo desirable results.

'Pliero is no doubt that unless vsuch programs

arc based on a correct understanding of tiio

kinds of political and psychological effects

that economic programs can be expected to

have, the progi'ams will be poorly designed and

Avill at the t)cst bo wholly ineffective and at

the worst backfire very badly against us.

Thero ai.'o so many confusions and misconcep-

tions in this field that the best way to jirocood

is ])or]ia])s first to examine some of tlio orroncons

notions current about this relations) lip.

III. THE ERROR THAT AID WILE GAIN US
FRIENDS

^j’ho simplest misconception is that in some

fairly simple way gratitude for liclp and assist-

ance oxtendod by us will load the recipients

to behave in ways wo desire simply because

CONFIDENTXAG
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we want them to. Crudely put this is the

notion that wc can l)uy friendship and affection

and that these in turn will insure behavior in

oui* interest. Anj’^one who has had experience

of the psychology of the gi*nntor-gi'antee rela-

tionship in private charity or in international

relations w\l\ avoid consciously falling into this

error. This relationship is a very complex and

frequently corrosive one. The grantee’s aware-

ness of his dependence commonly produces

aggi’essive feelings of resentment towai'd the

gi’antor which worsen rather than improve the

relations between the two. If on other grounds

wo determine that large-scale assistance is a

policy in oui’ interest, we must expect that an

incidental result will frequently be less rather

than more spirit of cooperation and mutual

respect, even and perhaps especially when the

aid progi’ams are successful in achieving their

objectives.

This point is accepted intellectually by most

perceptive observers, Even those who are

clearest about it, however, are often psychologi-

cally unprepared for and emotionally hurt by

evidences of what look like gross ingratitude.

This emotional reaction produces a state of

mind in which serious mistakes may be made in

the design of economic programs. Many
measm’es can be taken to reduce the severity

of these hostile reactions to economic assistance,

hut they are often the precise opposite of the

measures likely to be taken by an official smart-

ing from the hint of these reactions. Our
public role must be minimized, not maximized;

exaggerated credit must be given the recipient

for his own contributions; reduced rather than

expanded demands must be made for demon-
strations of alliance and agreement, and the lilte.

Even under the wisest administration, however,

the best that can probably be hoped for is a

neutral impact on the superficial evidences of

international friendship. If our central ob-

jective is to win friends for the United States,

to get people to say they like us and will join

with us, those who argue that economic pro-

grams are a bad way to achieve this objective

are probably right. But this does not seem to

the writer to be a central and fundamental

objective. It is important to conduct aid

programs in ways that minimize these hostile

reactions mainly in order to prevent such re-

actions from leading to a rejection or interrup-

tion of the programs themselves, which have the

quite different purposes outlined later in this

paper,

IV. THE ERROR THAT AID IS TO
STRENGTHEN FOREIGN MILITARY
CAPABILITIES

A second misconception is that the central

purpose of economic aid progi'ams is to

strengthen the economies of the recipient coun-

tries to a point where they will be able to carry

a much larger share of the burden of military

build-up against Communist armed forces.

The first trouble with this idea is that the

resources of most of the underdeveloped arons

of the world are so limited that even with

massive aid the contribution they can make to

defense against open military aggression by the

Communist nations is inevitably going to bo

very small. We must face squarely up to the

fact that resistance to determined military

aggression by the Soviet bloc powers is a job

for the United States with help from the NATO
powers of Western Europe. The hope that

we can accomplish this task cheaply by organiz-

ing the manpower hordes of Asia, that wo can

prevent aggression by getting Asians to fight

Asians, is largely illusory because Free Asia

(perhaps excluding Japan) does not now linvo

and cannot in the near future develop even with

our assistance the economic potential to support

a major military effort.

In the second place, while these countries

can help to resist minor aggression and sliould

be able to maintain order internally, weapons

and military potential are ineffective without

the will to use them. Some of the under-

developed areas appear to have this will,

others clearly do not. There is considerable

doubt as to how far even those leaders who now
profess tliG will would be able to mobilize
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\videspread popular energies behind the sacri-

fices entailed by a major military effort. As

explained below, development programs can

play a crucial role in developing the morale

which is a precondition for military perform-

ance. But the damage already done to our

interests by the widespread conviction in Asia

that U. S. objectives are exclusively aggressive

and militaiy has been commented on too often

to requhe elaboration here. Economic pro-

gi’ams with an expressed or implied militaiy

objective are in serious danger of bacldiring

badly.

There is a further consideration which

suggests, that even in those cases where the

governments of underdeveloped countries arc

willing or eager to expand their military

establishments, we should proceed only with

great caution to meet tlieii’ wishes. The

difference which is most likely to bo decisive

between tlio Communist formula for economic

growth and the Free World formula is that the

Free World formula offers to the citizens of a

country the hope that the fruits of development

will be experienced early in tlie process very

widely by the whole population, that emerging

aspirations for economic, social, and political

betterment can be at least partly satisfied as

the process of development proceeds. The

Communists promise this but are unable in

fact to perform precisely because theh pattern

of development emphasizes the heavy industrial

growth important to military power at the

expense of the agricultural and light industrial

development relevant to citizen welfare. It is

this distortion of the energies of the economy

from satisfying the values of its citizens to the

creation of military power which makes neces-

sary many of the instruments of force and

repression which characterize Communist

states. The collection of grain to supply the

food requhements of armies has been used in

China, Indo-China, and elsewhere to justify

the abandonment of freedoms and corrosion of

the political process at the village level. Press-

ing for a heavy military bias in the economy of

a poor country runs the risk of either preventing

11

the economy from growing or persuading the

country’s leaders to adopt totalitarian measures

to force growth in the face of lack of popular

enthusiasm.

V. THE ERROR THAT COMMUNISM
SPRINGS FROM HUNGER

A much more serious misconception which

exposes proposals for economic programs to

effective attack is what may be called the

Marxist fallacy underlying the thinking of many
conservative people on tlie role of economic

change in political development. Crudely

stated the chain of reasoning runs that revolt

and protest are the result of hunger and poverty,

that relieving lumger and reducing poverty

will therefore reduce revolutionary pressures,

and that if we can supply the wlierewifchal to

feed people better they are much less likely to

support Communist or other extremist move-

ments. The implied picture of the forces

affecting social and political change is, so naive

as to be vulnerable to attack from a iminbcr of

directions.

In the first place the spirit of revolt does not

breed easily among people who are chronically

destitute. In the rigid feudal societies which

still characterize some parts of the world those

at the bottom of the scale have for generations

accepted a fatalistic view that it is in the nature

of things tliat they should be poor. People

do not organize and conspire to promote change

when they believe change to be inherently

impossible. One of the first effects of an

economic development program at the grass

roots is thus likely to be a revealing demonstra-

tion that change can occur. This combined

with the energy-stimulating effects of better

nutrition is likely to release psychological and

political pressures for change which may go

in almost any direction. This is well under-

stood by the Communists, who concentrate

their efforts not among those who are hopeless

but among those in whom expectations have

already been aroused. The Communist line

is, of course, that these newly aroused expecta-

tions can never he satisfied within the existing
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socin], political, and economic framBn’'ork but

only under reYolufcionaiy Communist leader-

ship, use whatever expectations and
aspirations turn out to be most powerful in

the particular region and not the utopias to be
found in the classic Communist literature.

This explains the phenomenon which has

been so puzzling to observers in a number of

countries, such as Italy, that Communist gains

appear to have been greatest in areas where
the government was doing something about

the economic x*roblem rather than in those

where nothing was being done. The first and
most powerful effect of economic development
efforts is likely to be to dislodge convictions

and habit patterns which have in the past

furnished the cement holding the society to-

gether. A further factor contributing to unrest

is the education which accompanies economic
change. People who can’t read can’t be sub-

verted by literature. Once they can read the

process of mdening knowledge and changing

images of what the world is like and what is

possible in it proceeds with great rapidity.

With a growing understanding of the huge
discrepancies in rewards customary in baclcward

societies comes a growing awareness tliat these

discrepancies are not the inevitable result of

God’s ^vilL

Added to these factors are the social and
ciiltm’al effects of industrialization and urbani-

zation. People who were brought up hi the

economic and psychological security of a ti'adi-

tional extended family system or a communal
village structure are uprooted, moved physically

to unfamiliar and threatening surroundings,

plunged into a competitive world of individual

effort with no paternalistic small group units to

fall back on, and find their core values and
beliefs subj ccted to dailj’- challenge. They have
a desperate need for new common goals and an
experience of common effort with a new in-

group which gives promise of reestablishing

their confidence and reintegi'atmg their person-

alities. If these are not provided by the exist-

ing social and political structure, they will seek

them in a dream of a wholly new struotiu’e.

CONFIDENTIAL

If aU we have to place against these dis-

turbing effects of the breakdown of traditional

cultures and the development of widely ex-

panded expectations is the actual physical

increment of new product created in the short

run by development, the picture is bleak indeed.

Under the most favorable conditions the maxi-

mum rate of growth of ph3^sical output likely

to be achievable by countries in the early stages

of development is 3 or 4 per cent per year.

Where populations are increasing by IK or 2

per cent per j'^ear this means that the ceiling

on the rate of improvement of individual welfare

is iK or 2 per cent per year. If growth is to

become self-sustaining, some fraction of this

increase must be plowed back into further in-

vestment. The maximum rate of increase in

consumption per person averaged over the

population as a whole is not likely to exceed 1

per cent per year. It is easy to bo derisive

about the notion that oiio.more grain of rice in a

peasant’s bowl for every hundred he now gets

is likely to compensate him for the things that

are shaking his soul and will make him again

docile, placid, and content with his lot. It is

true that 1 per cent compounded over ton or

twenty years begins to amount to something

substantial, and over fift^'^ years becomes

miraculous especially since ns the process goes

on the percentage will probably grow. Even
at a growth rate of only 1 per cent per 3mar tlio

standard of living will double in two generations.

But in the modern world of rapid communica-
tion the political and social process are greatl3

'’

accelerated and will not give us fifty or even

twenty years. By and large economic programs

bused on tliis crude materialist thesis deserve

all the derision they get.

Such a conception of the way economic pro-

grams are supposed to work, in addition to

being wong, can be very dangerous. The
conviction is alread3

>' wddespread in Asia that

we are crude materialists with no understand-

ing of things of the mind and spiiit. If ivo

promote economic programs vnth this crude

conception in mind, we will not 0013^^ be dis-

appointed in their results but we will crento
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additional hostility and contempt in the areas

we are trying to influence and drive them

powerfully to seek solutions more congenial to

them than ours.

VI. THE POSITIVE CASE FOR ECONOMIC
PROGRAMS

In the face of this powerful battery of argu-

ments that whatever the economic effect of

economic programs (and we have yet to exam-

ine whether even an economic effect can be

expected) the political and psychological effects

can ho contrary to our interests, how can the

thesis stated at the opening of this paper be

defended? Would it not be better to leave the

peoples of the underdeveloped areas of the

world in a state of placid stagnation rather

than arouse expectations that neither we nor

they can possibly satisfy and expose their

societies to the I’isk of social and political dis-

integration? There is, of course, an obvious

negative answer to this question, The ques-

tion implies a much greater degree of control

over social processes abroad than we now have

or could conceivably aspire to. The process

of change is already inevitably xinder way,

the expectations are already aroused, and the

economic, political, and social revolution of the

underdeveloped areas is already inexorably on

the march. Even if the Cominuniats were

not everywhere promoting and encouraging

this process, the unprecedented spread of com-

munication throughout the world in the last

twenty years has already fundamentally altered

the images of tlie future of the bulk of tho

world’s population. Tins alteration will be

accelerated in the coming decades. The spread

of literacy, motion pictures, radio, and travel,

rapid as it has alread}^ been, has just begun

and will produce much more unsettling results

over the coming years, whatever we or the

Communists do about it.

More constructively, however, the argument

to this point has wholly neglected the core of

the case for an active promotion of economic

programs, which is to be found in tho indirect
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political, social, and psychological eft'ects that

such programs can be made to have if they are

designed with this end in view. Some eco-

nomic advance, while certainly not a sufficient

condition for the development of stable, con-

flclent democratic societies, is an absolutely

necessary condition and properly designed can

be an effective engine to promote broader

pohtical and cultural objectives that we, in

fact, have in common with the people of these

countries. Our most important long-run aim

is, I take it, the growth of societies around the

world which will resist Communism and other

extremist movements because they learn to

handle effectively their own problems and to

meet tho aspirations of their people while rein-

forcing their dedication to the dispersion of

power and the maintenance of freedom.

VII. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE GROWTH
OF POLITICAL MATURITY

To see how economic programs can servo this

end we must first outline briefly some of the

requirements that must be met if these areas

are to achieve political matuiity:

a. There must be posed for the leadersliip and

tbe people of each country challenging and

constructive internal tasks which will capture

tlie imaginations and harness the energies of

persons throughout the society. The peoples

of the countries of Asia, the Middle East, and

Africa have been until recently either de jure

or de jaclo dominated by tlie will of foreign

powers of difl'orent races from their own. To

the extent that their peoples have achieved a

degree of common purpose it has been in oppo-

sition to this external influence. To the extent

that they have achieved their independence

both de jure and de facio from colonial control,

this sjnnbol of their common purpose has lost

some of its energizing force. Many of them are

trying to retain their crusading spirit and their

sense of direction either by retrospectively

fighting over again in their minds and in their

political speeches the glorious revolutions they

have already accomplished or by identifying
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themselves \\ifch the revolutionary aspirations
of countries still not independent. A prime
requirement for their political development is

that they now turn their constructive energies
on a broad scale to the real pi’oblems of tlieir

o^vn inteinal future. Onl3’- when these prob-
lems of internal change have become the earnest
concern of a large part of the population, and
individuals throughout these societies see waj^s
in which they can make useful contributions to

the solution of these problems will the institu-

tionsand forms ofdemocracy becomemeaningful.
b. The constructive issues around which

unity and cohesion is to be forged must relate
to the emerging aspirations of all classes and
regions in the society. The fight against
Communism is neither sufficiently meaningful
nor sufficiently related to the current aspirations
of the bulk of the peoples of the underdeveloped
areas to be an effective standard around which
to mobilize political activity. First, it is a
fight against and nob a fight for something.
Second, Communism is not seen as a menace
in many of these areas because they have had
no personal contact with what it can mean.
Those who are aware of the East-West struggle
regard it as something that matters to us but
not to them. Thii’d, the Communists have
very skillfully soft-pedalled the ideological
elements in theh position and have identified
themselves with the things on each local scene
tliat the local people want. Thus to attack
it in principle gives us the appearance of
attacking the whole idea of trying to solve
local problems. The best counter to Coin-
inunist appeals is a demonstration tiiat these
same problems are capable of solution by other
means than those the Communists propose.
The great revolution of om* time consists in
the extraordinary spread of aspirations for
change to many millions who never felt such
aspii'ations before. Unless there is an equally
rapid spread of the conviction that purposive
action within the existing social order can make
progress in meeting these aspirations, move-
ments to alter the order by violence will become
increasingly successful.

CONFIDENTIAL

c. These countries must find ways of devolop-
ing new, young, and vigorous leadership.
Their leaders, with some notable exceptions,
are either men who have spent their lives
organizing opposition or men selected by tho
occupying powers because they had a stake in
the maintenance of the status quo or because
they could be trusted to administer witlioub
having too many ideas of theii’ own. Many of
them are older men. The development of the
right kind of young leadership will require
stressing problems which are challenges and
opportunities rather than threats and which
therefore appeal to constructive rather than
conservative motives. There are reserves of
leadership potential throughout the populations
of the underdeveloped areas but tlioy must
find a focus for thoii' energies in problems they
regard as real rather than symbolic. Economic
growth can provide one such focus.

d. Related to the recruitment of now loador-
ship is the encouraging of greatly increased
social, economic, and political mobility. One
reason for the widespread impression that
leadership material is scarce in these countries
is that the base from whicli such leadership
could be drawn has traditionally been incredibly
narrow. One of the things the Communist
movement does is to provide outlets for fcbo

awakening energies of young men previously
denied opportunity by the rigid feudal-ckss
structure of their societies. In particular,

recruitment of leadership lias too frecpientlj’’

been confined to tho urban centers where a
small fraction of the population is concentrated.
There arc human resources wliich have been
largety untapped in the rural areas whore 70 to

90 percent of the people in the underdeveloped
areas live. Outsiders cannot force the recruit-

ment of such leadership, but programs of rural

development can lead to a necessity to draw
on this resource.

0 . Related to this is the requirement, if these

countries are to achieve mature development,
of finding ways to bridge the almost un-

believable gulf between the urban classes, often

Western educated, and the countryside. Tho
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educated classes in many cases often know

less—and more important care less—about

their o\vn counti’ymen in the rural districts

than we or other foreigners. This has a doubly

unfortunate influence. The urban leaders do

little in fact about some of the country’s most

urgent problems, and the mass of tlie people

lack the conviction that their leaders are

centrally concerned with their problems and

aspirations . Those conntries which are making

the most progi’ess toward matiu-ity are those in

which this gulf is being bridged, more through

economic progi’ams which yield a sense of

common purpose derived from common effort

than through any other channel.

f. Perhaps the most critical requirement is

that the people of these countries develop a

degi’ee of confidence both as a nation and as

individuals and small communities that they

can through their own efforts make progress

vuth their problems. The most important

reason for believing that some gi-owth in

economic output, even at a slow rate, is criti-

cally important to political stability is that such

gi-owtli has become increasingly an important

symbol to them of their capabilities, their

national worth, and their national dignity. If

this groNvth is vddespread through the country

and based upon a good measure of local com-

munity initiative, it can become a vital symbol

of individual and community as well as national

achievement. The Communists are saying,

through the countryside, “Your leaders are

bankrupt. You can take no action under the

present system to work toward the satisfaction

of j^our hopes. Join us and we will give you a

meaningful mission.^' There must be an alter-

native to this appeal if democratic evolution is

to succeed.

g. This same sense of confidence is also the

chief prerequisite for the development of satis-

factory external relations with the rest of the

world. At the moment many of these coun-

tries are fearful that other nations have ob-

jectives and values different from theh own

which threaten their national integrity and

security. Once they see that they are wholly
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capable of standing on them own two feet they

can afford to be less quixotic and nervous in

theh’ foreign policies. They will be suspicious

of dii’ecb appeals from us urging them to accept

our principles and values. If we demonstrate

those principles in detailed programs of common
action to deal wth their pressing internal prob-

lems, they vdll come to a recognition of the in-

terests we have in common and of what we both

can gain from working together to advance

those interests.

VIII. HOW ECONOMIC PROGRAMS CAN
PROMOTE STEPS TO SATISFY
THESE REQUIREMENTS

It has already been suggested in a number of

places above what economic programs can have

to do with the meeting of these requirements for

stable political growth. It should be apparent

that whether such programs have desirable po-

litical and psj^chological effects will depend on

how they are carried through. We have had

experiences with aid programs which justify

all the scornful strictures of tiieir opponents,

and which have been not merely neutralin their

eflect and hence wasteful but positively harm-

ful to our interests. Certain of our programs

hnmediately following World War II such as

our early efforts in the Philippines were of this

variety. Benefits do not follow any more auto-

matically from the voting of siuns of money by

the Congress in this field of policy than in any

other. But properly designed and adminis-

tered, economic programs are one of the few

levers of influence available to us which have

a real chance of influencing in important ways

political developments in the underdeveloped

areas. It is worth explaining in more detail

why this is so.

In the first place, the 'possibility of economic

growth is a problem that presents a real challenge

to the constructive energies of the people of these

countHes. Some of them, like India, have

already demonstrated that this challenge can

have much greater appeal as a rallying point

for national effort than the preservation of their
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societiGS froin whiifc we believe to be mi external
threat. Indeed, in India the problems of
internal development have abeady replaced to
a considerable degree the issues of colonialism,
race discrimination, relations with foreign
countries and the 1U?b as the burning issues of
local politics. The present government has
tied its fortunes to the success of its five-year
plans and has generated a degi’ee of interest in
these even dovm to the remote villages which
is quite remarkable. Performance under the
five-year plans has become important not
merely as an index of the effectiveness of the
present government but as a major symbol of
Indian national aspirations, independence, and
dignity. A realization of fonvard movement
in this area, even if the visible economic results
are not major, has become a prime factor in
the national consciousness. The widespread
awareness of India’s competition for success
in growth with China has been described too
often to need detailed comment here. It is
not accidental that India's internal political
situation is in better shape than that of most
other Asian countries. Their effective absorp-
tion in a constructive economic effort is not the
whole story, but it is an important part of the
story. And a reversal of the trend of progress
which has been started could lead to a rapid
deterioration of the political scene. It is the
thesis of this paper that supporting efforts lilm
the Indian one and encouraging the develop-
ment of such efforts in other countries can be
one of the better ways we can influence political
change.

One reason for this is that a real concern with
the over-all economic problems of these countries
literally forces the urban educated leadership to
get out into the countryside and find out about
rural conditions and prospects. Indian intel-
lectuals are learning, slowly but sm-ely, to work
with peasants, to soil their hands, to interest
themselves in the issues peculiar to their own
nation rather than in the intellectual fashions
of the Western world. There ai-e still viUages
in India where people have never heard of
Nehru, much less of community development,
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but the number of these is shrinking witli
amazing rapidity. A more energetic focus oa
development could have similar effects in

countries where the gap between city and
country is still almost unbridged and where
the Communists therefore have a clear fiold ia
the rural areas.

Programs of agricultural and milage <kvehp^
ment probably provide the best opporlunities for
uncoveiing and encouraging new sources oj
young leadership. Again, the village worker
training programs which several conn trios in
Asia are undertaking are recruiting not from
the castes and classes to which oppoiiuiiily
has traditionally been limited but to much
broader sectors of the population. Even in the
cities industrial development is beginning to bo
accompanied by a labor movement timl is

shifting its focus from political agitation to
increasingly responsible concern witli the eco-
nomic welfare of the working classes within
the framework of existing institutions, This
process has a long Avay to go, bub it is moving
in the right direction. The failure of offoils
at economic growth could rapidly rovorso this
trend and cHve labor and peasant organiza-
tions back to a concentration on political
protest instead of constructive effort. More
vigorous promotion of growth with ojjportiiiii-

ties for these groups to realize some success
in theii' efforts to improve their welfare could
greatly accelerate the emergence of responsi-
bility in such organizations.

Psychologically as we pointed out above
confidence that they have it in their jwwjc/' to

improve their ovm lot is one of the most essential

requirements for political responsihilily, lilco-

nomic evidences of success are among the most
persuasive ones. Seeing new factories, better
farming methods, improved public health and
education, better transport actually becoming
realities in response to their own efforts can

this confidence. The more widely
spread these activities and the more iinivomal
the efforts of which they are the tangible evi-
dence the more lU^ely is the political effect to
be salutary.
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Finally many kinds oj economic programs pro-

vide opportunities to demonstrate democracy in

action which are much more convincing than

abstract discussion or than the operation of

electoral machinery divorced from real prob-

lems. If voting is to be made an activity which

is more than an amusing new gadget, there must

be something to vote about which directly con-

cerns people and some test of candidates other

than their polemic abilities or the width of their

circle of acquaintances. Economic issues are,

of course, not the only ones with real vitality,

but most other cultural, educational, and social

issues raise resource problems.

There arc possibilities in cooperation on eco-

nomic issues to demonstrate not only the com-

mon goals shared by the peoples of one country

with those of another but also helpful waj^s in

which those goals are being pursiied which

con-ect false images of foreign societies. One

of the most politically effective programs wo

have carried out to date has]>een the sponsoiing

of visits to American industry by European

productivity teams. The ostensible purpose of

these visits was to give the visitors new ideas

about technical and organizational ways to

increase productivity. Their most dramatic

consequence, widely attested to, was to spread

an understanding of what lahor-mauagemeiit

relations were really like in America. Visitor

after visitor from both European management

and labor expressed amazement at the degree

of democracy and mutual human respect they

found in Amei*ican labor-management relations.

Experience of our agricultural extension service,

of the American cooperative movement, and

of many other features of our economic organi-

zation supplied in the context of a program to

participate in the promotion of development

abroad can be one of the most effective instru-

ments of international understanding we can

employ. Ideology, values, and principles of

political organization can be much more quickly

gi’asped and promoted through^ programs of

common action than through debate or edu-

cation.”

It is perhaps necessary to repeat again that

1?

economic problems are, of course, not the only

focus for constructive effort. Tut almost all

the challenging things people can be stirred to

want to do with themselves and their societies

require some additional resources. Without

economic growth neither the human energies

nor the physical resources will be available in

the poorer countries of the world for the satis-

faction. of the aspirations of their peoples.

Thus economic growth is both a prerequisite

for political, cultural, anti social improvement

and can itself in many ways l^c an engine of

such ini])rovemciit. The unique opportunity

that this presents to us is that only we in all

the world have the abundant resources to make

such growth possible. Others can and should

contribute for a variety of reasons. But the

scale of effort rec[uircd for real results is beyond

the unaided capacities of many of the under-

developed countries, and the volume of assist-

ance that could fruitfully be used probably

cannot and wull not be supplied by the Soviet

bloc. As long as we keep our efforts on a

scale sufficiently meager so that the Communist

world can afford to match it, they will do so

and with great effect. But this is one area

where we have the wherewithal to leave them

far, far behind.

IX. ECONOMIC PROGRAMS—A WAY TO
BY-PASS POLITICAL STALEMATE

To put the argument of this paper another

wa3% our basic objectives are, of course, politi-

cal ill the sense that our most pressing interest

is that the societies of the world should develop

in ways that will not menace our security,

either as a result of their own internal dynamics

or because they are weak enough to be used as

tools by others. But our capabilities to in-

fluence political development by direct aigu-

ment or intervention are very slight. Indeed,

direct political intervention is almost certain

to set up resentments and resistances which

will produce the exact reverse of the result Ave

seek. Economic programs which are neutral

with respect to the political issues Avlhcli rouse
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men’s passions nonetheless can be effective
mstniments of political influence, not in the
sense that they will recruit allies but in the
much more fundamental sense that they can
develop political responsibility. They are thus
a way I would argue the best and perhaps
the only \\fny around the impasse with which
we are confronted when we try to use our
political influence dneotly.

X. A NEW POLICY TOWARD COLONIAL
AREAS

An important illustration of this principle is
to be found in our policies toward colonialism,

e should be on the side of freedom and inde-
pendence for subject peoples. But to espouse
this openly damages severely our relations with
the powers possessing colonies. Beyond this
it is not at all clear tliat we contribute to the
peace and stability of the world b3’’ encouraging
colonial peoples to rally their energies around
the goal of violent revolution. There is some
merit in the argument of the colonial powers
that to turn loose their colonies before they
have acquired the capacity to deal with their
own affairs is to do the colonies as well as the
world at large a disservice.

But a vigorous program of assistance to eco-
nomic development in colonial areas can put
us on the right side of the case with much
less political embarrassment. We can perfec%
properlj’' insist that economic growth in these
ai-eas vn\l only be lasting if responsibility for
economic programs is delegated at a rapid pace
to the people of the area themselves. We can
insist, through economic programs, on seeking
out and developing local leadership. We can
aigue persuasively' with the occupying powers
that such programs will provide an outlet for
the energies of local communities which will
divert their attention from subversion and vio-
lence against Europeans. We can with equal
justice insist that oiu‘ aim in supporting these
programs is to speed the time at which the
colonial peoples can secure that independence
to which w& as well as thc5’' are dedicated. Wo
CONFIDENTIAL

can show the colonial peoples that we are effec-
tively securing independence for them by forcing,
as a technicallj’- necessary condition for eco-
nomic growth, the delegation to them of an in-
creasingly important share of the decisions that
aRect their daily lives and welfare. Thus the
formal status of political independence will
become both less emotionally urgent and more
attainable. To describe all the ways in which
this can be done would take more space than
we can devote to it here. But I am convinced
that a skillful program of economic and tech-
nical assistance could take much of the dyna-
mite out of the sj’-mhols of colonialism if it is

piu’sued with vigor and imagination well boforo
the djmamite has begun to explode.

XI. EFFECT ON OUR MORE DEVELOPED
ALLIES

The relevance of all this for the other
relatively developed countries of the Free
Woild has been spelled out in many places and
needs only a few comments here to higlilight it.

The economic problems of Western Europe and
Japan are problems of finding trading relation-
ships in the world which will permit them to
coiitinue to specialize in the kinds of economic
activity to which they are best suited. Eco-
nomic development of the underdeveloped
areas could be a major factor in providing
markets for theii* industrial output and agri-
ciiltiu’al and raw material imports essential to
their survival. This result would come about,
of coiu’se, only if development iiolicies were
accompanied by policies with respect to the
liberalization of trade both by this country and
by the underdeveloped areas which would
permit such trade to flourish. This will bo
discussed further in a later section.

Equally important, however, are the possible
political and psychological eftects on the other
developed nations of a program of development
in which they participate as partners. Our
common efforts mth them to date, with the
notable exception of the Marshall Plan, have
been largely mUitary and have had the negative
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if vital objective of confining the expansion of

Communist military power. It is important

for our relations with them, too, that now that

the Marshall Plan is largely over we demon-

strate that we are still interested in more

constructive tasks. It is possible that the

NATO machinery could be utilized in a

common development effort. This would have

the highly deshable effect of changing the

image of NATO throughout the world from

that of a military alliance to that of a construc-

tive partnership. The difficulty with this is

that the military image is so ffi'mly held that it

might servo to prevent NATO activities from

being accepted in tho areas where development

help is most needed. Wlmtever the machinery,

a joint effort to which we make a major contri-

bution which has as its objective the building

of successful democratic societies could have im-

portant effects in holding the alliance together

and substituting the cement of hope through

common effort for the binding force of fear.

XII. THE CONDITIONS FOR EFFECTIVE-

NESS OF ECONOMIC PROGRAMS

TVo have explained why economic programs,

if successful in effectively expanding the re-

som-ces available to the presently under-

developed areas, can have political, social, and

psychological effects which are highly desirable

from the point of view of the countries them-

selves, and also from our point of view. It

remains to consider first wl^at chance tlieie is

that such programs can achieve their economic

pmpose, and second what minimiini level of

effort is necessary on our part if they are to do

so. Economic programs can have, and in

some cases have had, little or no lasting impact

on the level of output of the countries where

they have been applied. There are a number

of conditions that must apply if they aro to

have such an impact.

In the first place, each oj ike particular projects

developed under such programs must oj course be

soundly conceived in economic or business terms.

The domestic resoui'ces necessary for histalling

and operating the project must have been

planned for, the market for its product must be

correctly foreseen, its location and character

must have been carefully tested to make certain,

they are optimum, etc. These are the consid-

erations normally applied to any sclieme by an

investor or a banker. Some modification of

the banker’s rules is called for in the case of

projects such as irrigation or highways where

the benefits to the country cannot easily be

captured in the form of revenues to the enter-

prise, but laxness in the severity of project

screening in order to get money spent does a

disservice to the country being supplied with

capital. One essential condition is that these

must be nationals of the receiving country

with the energy and skill to develop project

proposals soundly and in detail. They can

of course secure expert advice and assistance

from foreign technicians, but unless they take

tho responsibility and initiative for preparing

sound projects, whatever results is unlikelj^

to be operated long in such a fashion as to make

its full contribution to the country’s economy.

In the second place, the receiving countnj

must be able to demonstrate convincingly that it

has thought through Us economic needs and esiab-

lisked a pnoriiy program oj capital requiremenis

of which the project in question forms a logical

part. The purposes and ends which economic

development is to serve are, with some excep-

tions to be noted below, the business of the

developing country and not of those supplying

capital and assistance to it. But it is impor-

tant that explicit consideration be given to

those purposes by those responsible for tho

country’s planning and that major issues as to

the desired pattern of development have been

considered and passed upon to insure tho effec-

tive use of availablo resources in promoting

those ends. This again requires that these

issues be formulated not by foreign experts or

observers but by nationals of the country,

sufficiently widely and with sufficient under-

standing to insure reasonable continuity in

objective and maximum energy, devotion and

intelligence in pursuing the program.
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Thci’c is a condition underlying both these

criteria that deserves to be more fully stated.

Development will become self-sustaining and

will have the desired political and psychological

consequences only if the country in question

has the knowledge, the training, and the will

to use additional resources vdth some wisdom.

A minimum level qf administrative skills, oj

trained labor, of planning talents and oj political

cohesion Jnust be present Investment which

will be profitable to the investor is possible

without these things. Foreigners can come in,

bringing the neccssaiy technical and adminis-

trative talent wfitli them, and can invest cfTcc-

tively in sucii things as extractive industry

producing a product for export, but this kind

of investment is likel}’’ to leave both the

economy and the political and social structure

of the coiintiy largely untouched. In any
case it is most iinlikely to promote underlying

changes in the society to the degree necessary

to launch a self-sustaining process.

It is this set of considerations that sets limits

to what is frequently described as the absorp-

tive capacity of an economy for outside capital.

In countries whose economies have not yet

begun to gi-ow, and in some which have started

this process, it is this absorptive capacity

which is the bottleneck limiting the amount
of capital that can be used to good effect.

The problem raised in the first paragraph of

this section can be restated as follows: Is the

al)30rptive capacity of most of the underdevel-
oped areas likely to be great enough to permit
a level of investment there which can move
them from static income levels to self-sustaining

growth? The answer to this question exposes
what looks like a vicious circle of effects. For
we have seen that the challenge of economic
growth may be one of the best catalysts for
generating the energies, the dedication, and the
sense of common purpose needed to encourage
political maturity, social mobility, the recruit-
ment of new vigorous leadership, and confi-
dence, But unless these things are already
present in some degree no offer of help in the
growth process is likely to produce desirable
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results. Economic, political, and social devel-

opment are all part of a closety interwoven
fabric. No one of them can proceed far with-

out the other two and each is tiierefore a
precondition for the others.

Like most such circles, fortunately, this one
is not quite so vicious as it looks. The ele-

ments of movement and progress are present

in some degi’ee almost everywhere. Two re-

lated things are required: a challenge which
will stir tlie sense of opportunity and the

imagination of an important fraction of a
countiy’s leadership, and some hope that if

the opportunity is grasped the resources to

make it a reality will be somehow available.

These tv o elements being present there is of

coui’se n assurance that the society will move
forward. But this pair of forces operating in a
sustained way over a period of years has a
good chance of starting a spiral ^vllich will

move upward rather than down^vard with
economic, political, and social forces interacting

in such a way as mutually to reenforce rather

than to thwart further forward movement.

XIII. WHAT INFLUENCE CAN WE HAVE
FROM OUTSIDE ON THESE CON-
DITIONS?

Wimt role can be played from the outside to

initiate and encourage this process? Certainly

the basic initiative and energy must come from
within the country. But both the challenge

and the resources can be supplied in part from
abroad. Tlie resources are eas}^. What about
the challenge? This can be supplied in part 1)3'-

the wdj ill which an offer of resources is made.
It must be made on a big enough scale so that
statesmen in the recipient countries will see

that it can make a decisive difference to their

chances of realizing some of their dreams for

their countiy. It must be made with criteria

of eligibility to be met by the recipient country
sufficiently severe to call forth major efforts on
the part of the country to prepare itself for tiio

effective use of additional resources. And it

must be made over a long ciioiigh period of

tune and with sufficient promise of continuity

ECONOMIC POLICY
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to make rather long run efforts to qualify worth

’W'liile.

The criteria of eligibility must be severe in

oiie sense but very carefully delimited in

fvx-iother. There must be no suggestion in

tUesG criteria of a political or military quid pro

qxio, and no hint of the imposition of a detailed

economic or political philosophy by the sup-

X>lier. The criteria must be accepted and

I'ecognized as being technical ones in the sense

tliat they are designed solely to insure that

I'csources made avahable will be effectivel}'^

xrsed in securing the result the recipient country

wishes to achieve. They should probably bo

laid down, for this reason, by an international

t>ody of some kind (like the International Bank)

i*ecognized as expert and disinterested politi-

cally. If thej^ meet these conditions they can

fund should be severe enough both to prevent

trlic gi’oss waste of resources and to have the

iixaxhniun effect in stimulating local action to

r-aise absorptive capacity.

XIV. THE THRESHOLD OF EFFORT

required

In this framework, two factors set the limits

of the tlueshold of effort required if economic

^programs are to be effective. The first is a set

of economic factors growing out of the relation

of additions to capital to additions to income.

One can make reasonable estimates of how much

capital is required, if it is effectivel}’' used, to

produce a given increment to income. One can

make further estimates of how much the

x'Gcipient countries can reasonably bo expected

to mobilize out of their own resoiu'ces at each

stage as development proceeds. The difference

is the minimum which must be supplied from

some outside som’ce if the deshed rate of

growth is to bo made possible. The second sot

of factors is much more difficult to describe, and

even more difficult to put in numbers. It is

the set of factors which determines whether the

offer is large enough, sustained enough, and of

the right character to be perceived as a challenge

by decision makers in the recipient countries.

XV. ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING

THE THRESHOLD

Let us take the economic considerations fii’st.

The author has participated, in another con-

text, in an effort to estimate the magnitude of

the supply of capital which would be requued

per year to launch all the presently under-

developed areas into a self-sustaining process

of growth.^ The details of the computations

wiU not be repeated here but the general

method of approach and the broad results

may be briefly indicated. Taldng existing

estimates of the national products of all the

underdeveloped areas, one can make estimates

of the over-all capital-output ratio which may

apply m each region, that is of the number of

units of capital which must be uwested to

secure an increase of one unit per yeai in

output. This was taken to be 4 : 1 in all areas

except Latin America where it was taken to be

3.5:1. It was assumed for reasons to be ex-

plained in a moment that it would be necessary

and conceivably possible to produce a rate of

increase of output of 1 percent per year per

capita to induce self-sustaining growth. Since

population is increasing in Asia and Africa at

something like an average of 1.5 percent per

year and in Latin America at around 2 percent

per year, this requires rates of increase of out-

put of 2.5 and 3 percent, respectively, in these

areas. Applying the above capital-output ra-

tios to these percentages of existing levels of

mcomo, one arrives at an estimate of total

capital requirements. If we take existing levels

of investment in these countries as an index of

what they can supply from their own resources

without outside aid and subtract these from

the total requhements we come up with a very

rough estimate of the amounts of foreign capital

that would be required to make possible a 1

percent per annum increase in output in nil

the presently underdeveloped areas of the Free

1 "Propo^l for a New United States Foreign Eco-

nomic Policy,” Cambridge, Mass., July 1954, unpub-

lished manuscript by W. W. Rostow and Max F.

Millikan.
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World, assuming t<?chnical absorptive capacity

pmniUtKi.

The calculations result in the following

ranges:

Billions

of dollars

Irtdia, Pakistan, Ceylon 0. 8-1. 2

Unnna, Indochina, Indonesia, South

Korea, Malaya, Tliailand 0- •t'O* ®

Middle i:ast inch Egypt 0- ^0- ®

l,atin America 0. 8-1. 2

Africa excl. Egypt and 3. Mrica 0. 2-0. 4

3. 0-4. 6

The United Nations and others have made

estimates based on a target of a 2 percent per

annum increase instead of a 1 percent per

annum increase. The latter figure was chosen

for this estimate because it was believed that

absorptive capacity would not be great enough

on the average to take up, over the next ten

years, more tlian the amounts here indicated.

The total investment levels resulting from this

program would be from 30 to 50 percent greater

than present levels in all areas except Latin

America, where they would be about 20 per-

cent greater. This is believed to be about as

much as there is any reasonable hope could be

absorbed under the fairly strict conditions of

eligibility contemplated. Actually, during the

first two or three years of the program the

amounts absorbable w^ould be much less than

this. If tliere were a ten year prospect of tliis

amount being available annually, however, it

is possible that at least a number of countries

would be able to expand their investment levels

intelligently by three years from the iimugm'a-

tioii of the program to a level 30 to 50 percent

above the present one. Their capacities to

invest fruitfully would of course continue to

expand by 5 to 10 percent per year but the

resources for this expansion could come from
the expanded flow of domestic savings made
possible by the higher output.

If an offer of capital assistance, partly in the
form of grants but predominantly in the fonn of

CONFIDENTIAL

long-term loans at low interest rates, of this

order of magnitude were made by a group of

participating western nations, there would be a

wide variety of responses. Some countries

might for a time refuse to apply for funds be-

cause of doubts as to whether the program

would be administered in a politically accept-

able maimer. Others would undoubtedly not

be able for considerably longer than the three

jj^ears assumed above to meet the criteria of

eligibility. Others would be willing and able

to move ahead quite rapidly. On balance per-

haps no more than 60 percent to 70 percent of

the fimds thus offered might he taken up within

the first ten year period. Thus the total an-

nual financial drain on the participating coun-

tries might not be more than 2.0 to 3.0 billion

dollars. Sources other than the U. S. govern-

ment, including foreign nations, the Interna-

tional Bank, and private capital could probably

mobilize over the ten year period an average ol

$0.5 to 1.0 billion per year. This would leave

the budgetary load on the U, S. at a figure of

$1.5-2.0 billion per year.

XVI. NON-ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECT-
ING THE THRESHOLD

Now let us turn to the thresholds detei’ininod

by non-economic factors. The following con-

siderations bear on these thresholds. In the

first place countries now in movement, like

India, must feel that the increment to tlial

movement to be secured from participating in

such a program makes worth while some resid-

ual risks of involvement with outsiders plus the

energies and efforts that would have to go into

planning and negotiation. But more impor-

tant are the countries like Indonesia that liavo

not yet generated much forward momentum.
One of the ideas underlying this proposal is that

the leverage it might exert on such countries is

considerable. If it is to have this effect, how-
ever, the challenge the program poses must bo
both dramatic and manageable. It must be on
a scale which promises results of major impor-
tance, and the prospective recipients must bo
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convinced that it is serious and tliat outside ro-

soiirccs will continuo to bo fortlicoming over

the ton year period. If the case could be con-

vincingly made that no country need remain

economically stagnant for lack of capital re-

sources if it was i>repared to make itself ready

to receive and use those rosourcoa, the pressures

on loaders ovorywhore to malte their countries

eligible would bo tremendous. If existing lead-

ership was not prepared to rcapoiul or not com-

petent to meet the conditions there wotild un-

doubtedly bo strong forces pushing alternntiyo

Icador.slu]) to the top. Tlio facit that certain

countries would undoubtedly both acco])t and

make effective iiso of additional i-esoureos would

bo a strong fa( 5tor promoting over tlvc years the

kinds of developinonts in other couivtries which

would bring them into the category of eligi-

bility. ConsideratioiiH such as these argue the

(iuse for making the of i-esourees to be made

availalde somewhat greater lhan our best esti-

mates of how minh will be used. If our esti-

matOB of absorptive capa<!ity turn out to l)o too

low ami the entire amount is bid for, this will bo

booauHO the resull we seek is more attainable

than we had hoped. If they turn mi I to bo too

high, the money will never be allocated and wo

will have lost nothing.

'riie estimates given above are oxtroinoly

rough and hastily made. Mwv\\ n^or(^ careful

stah work should go into their examination and

revision. Even the orders of niagnitude may

bo tpiit(i wrong. But the considerations tliat

wont into them are at least some of the relovaut

ones that need to bo taken acic-oimt of by any

more professional attempt to estimate the

threshold of effort nupiired if wo are to acluoyo

political and iisychologic-al results with economic

programs,

23

XVII. THE RELEVANCE OF U. S. TRADE
POLICY

A final comment is in order about tho rela-

tion of this set of proposals to our commercial

policy, including our East-West trade policy.

If growth of tho kind here hoped for is to have

favorable effects on the economies of the de-

veloped countries of Western Europe and

Japan, as it is capable of doing, it must take

place in the context of a world trading com-

munity. We must exert our influonco to seo

to it that tho developing countries do not

adopt autarchic policies of self-suffi(‘icncy or

nogloet those areas of investment that are im-

portant to the expansion of thoir export indus-

tries. Our example will be vitally imiiortant

here. Unless we give by our actions as ivoll ns

mir words convincing evidence that wo believe

in a workl trading system, wo (iaimot ox])cot to

have mueh success in porsuading others to ])ut

any reliance on such a sy.stein. 'I'liis calls for

throe kinds of effort on our part. First, wo

must push even more vigorously for the reduc-

tion of harriers to imports into tho United

vStatos. Second, wo must koc5p rigidly out of

any foreign economic programs we now con-

(]\mt or devise for the future buy-Amorican

restrictions and provisions, Tliird, wo must

reconsider the syinbolio effect of our present

East-West trade policy. It is tlio conviction

of tho present writer that tho actual conso-

qnonces of relaxing that policy in increased

East-West trade would bo too small to be of

significant bouefft to tho Soviet bloc countries.

On the other hand tho symbolie consequences

of this kiml of domoiistration that wo bolievo

in tho maintenance and expansion of a world

trading community even among politically

antagonistic sysiema would bo very groat.

ECONOMIC POLICY
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General Guide Lines for an American

Long Range Psychological Plan

Author: Stefan Possony

Critic: Philip

I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The policy of the United States is to bring

about a gradual and evolutionary improvement

in world conditions. This pohcy should be

made known and reiterated at every op-

portunity, At the same time it should be

made clear that the United States does not

pursue Utopian projects and does not close its

eyes to many concrete dilhcultics which oj)-

pose and occasionally prevent evolutionary

progress. These difficulties are material,

organizational, and mental in character, with

the mental obstacles probably being the most

significant and therefore requiring particular

attention.

The United States should face up franldy to

the various world problems and proclaim that

it aims to help solve them by systematic

endeavors over a period of approximately fifty

years or so. By placing the American program

on a long range time schedule, U. S. policies can

avoid many present and painful inconsistencies.

The long range approach will allow the U. S.

Government to take a constructive attitude

with respect to any crisis that may emerge and

to abandon the negative attitude which it is

forced so often to assume, for example, with

respect to colonial issues.

The United States also should make it clear

that in its convictions most of the outstanding

problems of the world are solvable and can be

solved within the next two generations. Such an

attitude does not imply an unreasoned belief

that human nature can be changed, let alone

that by 2000 A. D. a paradise will have been

so0322—66 ^3

E.

established on earth. The United States should

not commit itself to a behef that these solutions

actually will be implemented fuUy and suc-

cessfully by the end of the century nor that the

mental climate prerequisite for eternal peace

and happiness will be in unchallenged existence.

But it shoidd stress that many problems which

loom large today gradually will lose theh

significance and that none of these problems

is sufficiently gi’ave that it must be solved by

radical and violent means. The idea should

be emphasized that within the next fifty years

things wiU improve substantially, and wU be

improved in all countries. There should be no

suggestion that all pohtical problems can be

solved, but rather than many of them are

susceptible to solution and that it is to the

general interest of all nations to cooperate in the

management of those solvable problems.

The United States should express its belief

that the peoples of the world are not funda-

mentally unreasonable and that practically all

nations, in time, can develop attitudes to politi-

cal issues which characterize the common sense

behavior of the Scandinavian peoples, the

Swiss, and the Anglo-Saxons. It must be sug-

gested that many present difficulties and the

inability to see any but violent solutions are

due to traditional beliefs, faidty assumptions,

out-of-date behavior patterns, and basically

to inadecpiate and distorted information.

The United States also should express the

opinion that many of the power-political prob-

lems which so far have beset the 20th centuiy—

in particular the phenomenon of world-wide

aggression—were characteristic of a passing
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plinse in Jiuman history and specifically of the

conflict between the dymg world of feudalism

(including the intellectual reranauts of feudal-

ism) and the emergent industrial and techno-

logical society.

The United States must make it clear that

for many technical and organizational reasons,

dictatorship is an improper solution which

inevitably hampers progress. No better organi-

zation has yet been developed than democracy,

although the techniques of democracy must

be learned and although even the most advanced

democracies must be developed fui’thei*.

In this general line of thought, the United

States should set a tone of optimism and

confidence and combat all suggestions that the

progress of mankind has been halted and that

many of the crucial problems cannot be solved

at all or only by forceful means aiming at the

remaking of “buman nature.” It should make
it clear that solutions which are striven for in

the unilateral interest of one nation are not

genuine solutions but tend to bad^firo and

create worse difficulties. Solutions which last

must safeguard the interests of all parties and
therefore bo the result of compromise. The
United States should opxiose aU versions of

perfectionism and Utopianism and bring about

a general maturity in political attitudes. It

never should tire of stressing the interrelation-

ships and the mutual interests between nations.

In expressing the thought that many socio-

political problems are subject to satisfactory

solutions the United States should not claim

that /imericans have all tlie answers. It should

make it clear that American society has found

many of the suitable answers and that it has

applied successfully quite a few of them. It

would be beneficial to all nations if they were
to become familiar with those precedents.

However, these answers are not perfect or final,

and are subject to improvement. Moreover,

other nations dealing wth other conditions

may find answers which ai'o more satisfactory

to them and should be encouraged to do so.

The United States is not chauvinistically at-

tached to its answers and it considers them

pertinent simply because the U. S. has be<Ci

the most advanced industrial society; thei^

fore nations which follow on the road to iadas-

trialization can profit by the most important
;

experiences which have been made ao far. |
To the extent that no proper answers are aj |

yet available, the United States will give overr |

support to determining what can bo done, f

The main point is that in the scarcli for i

tions, the scientific methods, the spirit of mutual

cooperation, and a general attitude of commoa
sense and reasonableness, be given thoir proper

weight.

The United States should make it clear that

:

hi its belief it can make a major contribution

to the solutions of outstanding problems in th«

;

form of intellectual, organisational, iceknicalt and \

material assistance. On tho other hand, the

United States should not presume that it can

solve other nations' difficulties, lot nloiio that U

intends to take over other nations’ jobs. No
progress can be made without inlomalionnl

cooperation and, specifically, without tho dolor*

mined will of each nation to find ilsolf the

proper solutions. No one can bo helped who
does not help himself.

The United States considers that tho follow-

ing outstanding problems can bo solved williin

the next 60 years or so: the olimination oi

hunger, the raising of living stanclai'ds, including

tho provision of decent housing, the ostablish*

ment of a satisfactory structure of private

ownership, and thereby of true economic se-

curity, and the elhnination of all current forms

of economic want; tho establishment of self-

government in most nations, tho di’awiiig oi

adequate and mutually satisfactory frontiers,

the re-definition of frontiers in such a way that

international cooperation is not impodwl, ond

the establislunent of regional ami fcdoi’al Blruc

tiires combining several nations; tho oalablisli

ment of proper legal codes in all cmnitrici

including tho granting of human righla ami

personal and political freedoms; improvernonti

in the efficiency of political organization aiu

state structures of all types including inter

national organizations; vast improvomoiits ii
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the educational and public health fields; and

advances toward the final solution of the prob-

lem of military security.

The United States should leave no doubt that

the solutions to these problems proposed by

such movements ns Communism, socialism,

fascism, aggressive militarism, and other dog-

matic “isms” are wrong. Nor should it imply

that institutional democracy has reached the

end of its evolution but rather state clearly that

progress is dependent upon the improvement

and development of democratic procedures. It

should continue to wam against the dangers of

all forms of radicalism and take stands against

all attempts by Communism to delay progress.

It should leave no doubt that (a) progress could

bo more rapid and satisfactory if Russia weio

to change its policy; and (b) progress was de-

layed since 1914 duo to two world wars and in

particular, since 1945. due to Communist

aggressiveness. The record of Communism as

a tr\ily reaetionanj party should bo spelled out

in detail to all pertinent audicucjes.

The United States should make every oH'ort

to oroato in the world a general image of gradual

and i^ositive evolution. The peoples of nil

nations should acquire the conviction that while

things are bad today, they will bo better soon,

with initial improvements possible almost im-

mediately. It shoidd emphasize that difficulties

can emerge and slow down this evolution. Such

diflicultios can arise ovorywhoro, even in the

U. S. and naturally, the resources which must

bo invested in order to bring about the desired

evolution are scarce and must be used judi-

ciously which moans that progress will bo

uneven.
Attempts to overcome those dmiciuties by

radical and violent moans would tend to

jeopardize the process in its entirety. Many

problems will have to bo handled with patience

and such preaching of patience will not sound

hypocritical if it is paired with concrete ad-

vances in fields wliero difficulties have not

arisen or have been overcome.

Moreover, difficulties can be handled only to

the degree that people act reasonably and

discharge then’ responsibilities actively. The

effectiveness of this eiithe approach would be

nullified if people would get from it the idea

that progi’ess being inevitable, they need not

bestir themselves. On the contrary, audiences

must be called “to arms” in the sense that then

duties and responsibilities must be impressed

upon them fiimly, and active behavior be

elicited. They must be brought to understand

that it depends on them whether the good

society will emerge or not. The political

maturity which we want to achieve consists of

Jour broad parts

:

1. Confidence that a better future can

and will be brought about;

2. The wisdom and necessity of evolution-

ary development;

3. The indispensability of rational, com-

mon sense and mutually acceptable solutions;

4. Personal responsibility in thought and

action.

On the other hand, the United States should

leave no doubt that it expects the emergence of

violent crises and convulsions and that it is

prepared to use force, together with its allies

and friends, if this be necessary to protect the

security of the entire operation. Without

order and security, no peace, progress and

freedom. . . ^

Lastly, the United States should try to inject

into the world’s thinking the conviction that

since the beginning of the century people have

become overly excited about jjolitical issues.

It is not necessary to minimize the role of

politics but it is exceedingly dangerous and

costly to overrate it. There are limits beyond

which political pursuits should not go and there

are oven firmer limits beyond which politics

cannot solvehuman problems. The overempha-

sis on political issues has led to an impoverish-

ment of many other human interests and it is

important to keep a balance between all human

pre-occupations. The infusion of passion into

politics precludes the finding and adoption of

sensible solutions. While the crisis produced

by the industrial revolution and the collapse of
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old political forms are the main causes of this

political over-excitement, the time now has come
to reevaluate the role of politics in human affairs

:

politics, to a large extent, deals with technical

matters of organization and management. To
the extent that this thought finds acceptance,

a better framework for political progress ^vill

have been created.

These psychological points should not be
made in a vacuum and should not be restricted

to verbal exliibitionism. They should be tied

closely to the many concrete American pro-

grams, including military secmity, NATO, the

inspection scheme/ atoms for peace, technical

assistance, the fostering of international trade,

improvement of living standards and enlarge-

ment of ownership, the ideological effort, and
various cultural ventui’es which have yet to be
set up/ Means should bo explored by which
this overall approach can be rendered most con-

vincing. Reference is made to companion
papers.

II. AMERICAN BEHAVIOR

An important caveat needs to be reiterated.

In pui'suing this type of a program, it is abso-

lutely imperative that the United States, in

addition to giving the impression of confidence,

optimism, and helpful leadership, display and
even exude strength and determination. Any
compromise by the United States with its mili-

taiy security, any lag in the technological "race'"

any attempt to put economies before security

and to shun away from necessary sacrifices,

any vacillation with respect to basic and long-

• It should be possible to develop strong support for
the iuspection scheme by (a) producing adequate
literature and films explaining the concept; (b) sending
around exhibits, including to Russia; and (c) set up
forums and other organizations abroad (and not only
in the U. S.) which can launch into agitation, put local

CPs on the spot and address frequent messages to
Moscow.

» Culturally, the U, S. must take the lead not only
in demonstrating its own cultural achievements and
destroy once and for all the faulty image of "material-
istic America,” but also in bringing about ever closer
international cultural exchanges.

CONFIDENTIAL
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range security imdertaldngs inevitably must
lead to a diminution of the American impact.

Whether or not there can be significant “ciit-

backs’^ or “stretch-outs” depends primariljr on

Soviet military policies and their Avillingness or

unwillingness to enter into mutual control

schemes. It would be particularly dangerous

if the U. S. were to act as though it were “fall-

ing” for a clever Communist propaganda lino,

therefore exhibiting not only lack of stamina

but also intellectual inability to understand tho

nature of the world crisis.

Such American behavior would keep alive the

hopes of Communists, anti-Americans, and anti-

capitalists that the American structure will

break down or be destroyed, after all. Through-
out its entire history the fundamental strength

of Communism has been the conviction that

ultimately a Communist victory is unavoidable

and that the free world must collapse. Sup-
posedly, this outcome is immutably prodestine cl

and, so far, this expectation wliich has boon tlio

root cause of Communist moral strength has
hot yet been disappointed. It is thcroforo

necessary to create the counterimage of tlio

inevitability of the ultimate frustration of
Communist strategy and of Communist down-
fall, and of the absolute and clear certainty

that the American system does not bear in

itself the germs of its own destruction, but on
the contrary, the elements of over greater and
accelerated success; ahd that moreover tho
morale, the wiU to sacrifice and tho resolution

of the people living under this satisfactory and
growing system are unshaken and are bocoiniiig

stronger.

The double image of American invincibility

and anticipated Communist decay will be tho
main prerequisite to a permanent and funda-
mental change in the world's climate of opinion.
American moral strength and military prowess
do not need to be advertised with fanfare.
This is a matter of quiet persuasion and display,
and it must be coupled with the growing con-
viction among other peoples that America will
never abuse its military superiority but will
employ it only in the case of utter necessity
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and then in the interest of humanity and

progress. It must be remembered, however,

that the instability of American military policies

are destructive of these ends and that as long

as the hope persists that the American pvern-

ment can be tripped up and trapped into ill-

considered gambles with U. S. security, the

true image of America as the guardian of peace

cannot emerge or persist. Should the U. S.

fall behind in the technological race, a very

serious situation would have been created in

which the positive and constructive pursuit

of American security might become impossible.

HI. CENTRAL CONCEPTS OF PSYCHO-

LOGICAL WARFARE PROGRAM

It will not be attempted here to spell out a

psychological warfare program in all its detaUs.

Only a few central concepts 'will be mentioned.

Insofar as the Soviet Union is concerned, the

general intention should be to bring about and

help along the Soviet regime’s evolution toward

a more peaceful and “reasonable” state

structure.

As a particular unplementation of the general

principles enunciated above, it would be useful

to implant in Soviet minds the concept of

redemocmiization.^ The Commimists have been

paying lip service to democracy, although they

think of a perverted type of democracy. But

why not take them by theii* own word? For

example, while it might be unacceptable to

them to introduce democratic elections in the

proper sense of the word, they have asserted

that within the Communist party, democratic

procedures must obtain. Naturally, they have

not lived up to this heretofore mendacious

doctrine, but, after all, a good Communist

cannot really argue against the usefulness and

doctrinal acceptability of intra-party democracy.

Consequently, the idea might be suggested

3 It will bD recalled that the absolutist regimes of the

18th century, for technical as well as political reasons,

found it expedient to undertake gradual reforms from

above”; rule by decree was found to be unproductive.

The precedent seems to be pertinent.

that in intra-party elections the voters should

be free to choose from among various party

members, in order to assure that the best man

gets the job. The thought might be suggested

that the faithful party candidates should cam-

paign against each other and that thereby the

efficiency of the Soviet regime will be enhanced.

Lilrewse, general elections in the Soviet Union

could be made more meaningful if instead of

“voting” for just one nominated candidate,

the voter can take his choice from among various

acceptable party members. It also should be

possible to transform the various “elected’

bodies within Russia, such as the Supreme

Soviet, into more deliberative organs. There

is no reason why the Supreme Soviet should ho

restricted to efforts at acclamation and should

not he allowed to be in permanent session and

debate current problems.^

In a similar vein, it should be possible to

advertise the better provisions of the Soviet

constitution and try to put some life into them

For example, the various human rights laid

down in this dociimeut could be taken some-

what more seriously. Insofar as the federal

structure of the Soviet Union is concerned, it

need not be expected that any Soviet republic

will make use of its pretended right of succes-

sion. But certainly it should be possible to

endow each member state ivith a government

composed exclusively of its own nationals (and

this of course would also apply to the local

Communist party) and to give more delibera-

tive freedom to the local Soviets,

In all this it would be highly undesirable if

the important issue of slave labor ho sidestepped.

On the contrary, the idea should bo implanted

that slave labor not only is inhuman and

endangers the personal security of every

Russian citizen includiug those at the highest

echelons, but is really one of the fundamental

iTo support this line of reasoning, Marx may bo

“re-interproted” as a champion of demooraoy and it

may be shown that Lenin distorted Mar.x and Engels,

as he undoubtedly did in some respects. Moreover,

various statements by Lenin and Stalin on mtra-party

democracy could bo exploited.
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roftsons why the economic progress of tlio

Soviet Union has been tluvarted. Slave labor

is an uneconomical way of production, and this

is particular!}’ true in an ora when ample

machinery has become available even for the

accomplisliment of the most arduous tasks, such

as the cultivation and utilization of Arctic and

desert territory. Consideration should be given

to the idea that former inmates of So\det slave

labor camps now living in the free world, at

frequent intervals petition the Soviet govern-

ment in a spirit of friendly helpfulness and not

in a spirit of revenge, inviting the Soviets to

close the labor camps and offering to the Soviet

government to present them with power tools

such as chain saws, if a number of slave laborers

cutting trees in the Soviet Arctic Avcre to be

liberated.

The Soviet Union has made much capital

with its contention that it stands for “economic

democracy.

“

Instead of disputing this claim

we should take them by tlieir word and see to it

that economic democracy be actually introduced

in the Soviet Union, for example, in the form of

higher wages, better housing, the provision of

electric appliances, better transportation, sub-

stitution of machines for heavy work per-

formed by women, etc. The United States

must give the strong impression that it has the

fate of the Soviet consumer at heart and that it

is anxious to associate itself with all attempts

to improve standards of living everywdiere.

The United States continuously should

explore ways by which the Soviet government
can be dissuaded from entertaining any
thoughts of aggressive wur. It should never

allow the Soviets to get away ^vith its phony
pacifist propaganda, ' The inspection scheme
and its key role for the safeguarding of peace
should be firmly underscored and every attempt
should be made to reduce or eliminate the

‘‘iron curtain.” Again, such endeavors should
avail themselves of the evolutionary principle

and should be geared to a long range program.
Since it would be more difficult for the Soviets
to eliminate current practices than to undertake
some significant action which would endanger
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their security at the present time, it is sugges tod

that efforts be made to persuade the Soxriot

government to open its archives

y

on the

basis as the United States archives are opon
for historical research and that reliable cross

reporting between the two countries and

rest of the world he brought into boii^g.

gi'adually.

Insofar as the SateUiies are concerned, tlie

program of redemocratization should be puslio cl.

Furthermore, suggestions should be made for
the revision of many of the provisions in

satellite constitutions and in particular for tiro

elimination of the most oppressive stipulations

(includhig laws on forced labor and correctvion

camps). The idea should be suggested thmt. a

system of regional security does not need to l>o

incompatible with true national indepondoTiLC^c

and that on the contrary, truly indepondont
states are more reliable allies than opprossod
nations.

In furtherance of those ideas, scienti^c Gon-
gresses should be convoked to discuss pracfciorLl

problems such as housing, inspection, cuUl'V’JEX-

tion, labor saving devices, etc. Former Rxis~
sian nationals should be invited to attend those
congresses in large numbers but in addition
every effort should be made to associate tocili-

nicians from inside the Soviet Union ^vith those
deliberations and to distribute publications
w’hich may result from such activities to Russia,!!
readers.

In general, the United States should infxlco
an attempt to deflate the importance of liuss'ia,

and Communism in the minds of the peopio,
except as military and domestic security thron. ts.
It is important to destroy the mental quandixi'y
which is characteristic of so much politico.!
thinking, viz^ that there is nothing but a choice 1>g-
tw’een Communism and American '‘capitalism
Instead the idea should be propagated tliat fclio
Communist “solution” has proved umvorka-l>lo
and is in the process of revision and tl\rLt
hence, the various countries within the fr*oo
world should atop worrying about iiiapplical>lo
and unsatisfactory examples. They must g'ol;
the idea that there are better, safer and choax^or

A PSYCHOLOGICAL PLAN
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methods and that Comniiinism merely treats of

how not to do it.

With, respect to Ohina, the expectation should

be fostered that, sooner or later, the Chinese

Communist government will run itself into an

impasse without being able to solve the con-

crete problems of the Chinese people. Chinese

scholarsliip should be encouraged to analyze the

main problems of China in order to suggest

proper solutions which arc technically workable

and in line witli the age-old traditions and

thought patterns of the Chinese people.

The problems posed by NATO have been

dealt with in other papers. Be it stressed here

merely that the creation of an atmosphere of

optimism and “we can do it” is basic to all

efforts. More specifically, it is necessary to

direct French thinking into profitable and

creative channels and to convince the French

that the evolutionary reform of their institutions

is an indispensablo prerequisite for continued

progress.®

Insofar as the neutrals are concerned, we

should atop putting them all under one cate-

gory. The neutrality of countries like Sweden

and Switzerland does not hiu-t us—it may be

beneficial—provided they do not neglect their

defenses. Countries like India and Burma are

of a different type, but the last thing we should

do is to get excited about them. The point

here is to expose phony neutralism if and

Avhon it acts procommunistically. Otherwise,

the main task is to create the double image

that the wave of the future lies with freedom

and not socialism, and that the XJ. S. is a true

loader, a friend in need, and a good counsellor.

In the case of the underdeveloped areas it is

important to impress upon them the errors of

tho widespread agitation against western ex-

traction of mineral raw materials, to warn

them against the faulty overemphasis on rapid,

premature, and misdii-ected industrialization,

and to stress the dangers and the backfire

« It is suggested tUat a magazine be founded devoted

exclusively to discussions of the required .^^^t.tuUonal

reforms in France. This magazine, with suitable

adaptions, should be fashioned after Fortune,

effects of most nationalization programs. There

must be created in the underdeveloped areas a

conviction that their economic future is depend-

ent upon close cooperation with the western

world, including the inescapable and honest

acceptance of foreign capital investments.

Moreover, it is necessaiy to impress upon the

underdeveloped nations the urgent need for

proper education and to offer help for their

educational programs. Specifically, an effort

will have to be made to show them that neither

Communism nor nationalism is liable to solve

then’ problems and in addition to explain that

some of the attitudes of the underdeveloped

nations (in particular their abhorrence of work

and work discipline) are at the root of many

of theii' difficulties. They must be induced to

realize that, regardless of foreign assistance,

they are the makers of then* own future.

The colonial question which looks so insoluble

when viewed in a short-time perspective be-

comes more manageable if it is tied to a longer

schedule. The U. S. stands for self-determina-

tion
;
no compromise on that. But self-govern-

ment must be instituted, learned and practiced.

It must not lead to irresponsible government

and oppression of racial minorities. Many

other steps must be taken in addition to self-

government, especially in the educational, legal,

and economic fields. Legitimate acquired

rights must be respected. Economic coopera-

tion which would be satisfactory to all con-

cerned must be assured. In short, the present

colonial structm’es should give way, not to

congeries of phony independences, but to higher

and better forms of international mutuality.

It must be borne in mind, however, that this

argument will not be convincing so long as the

“motherlands” persist in their present unen-

lightened and restrictive policies. Methods

should be explored through which these “moth-

erlands,” perhaps within the NATO frame-

work could be induced to assume more pro-

gressive attitudes and foster self-administration

and economic expansion, both of which pro-

grams are presently undertaken by them with

too much hesitation and too much deceit.
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A Positive Position for the Third Phase

of the Cold War
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I, INTRODUCTION
Soviet and Communist provocations have

pushed the United States since 1946 to its

present posture of defense. These provoca-

tions have been of gi'cat variety. The Soviet

leaders have expressed arrogant discourtesy,

and they have asserted their contempt for men

and principles in the councils of the nations.

They have overturned democratic governments

through cynical political engineering. They

have turned loose the armies of satellite frag-

ments of nations against the free parts of the

same nations. They have conquered a great

country through civil Avar. They have block-

aded a city AA^here three other poAvers Avere in

occupation with them by firm agi’eement.

They have used the place of honor accorded

them in the world organizations established

after the Second Great War to sabotage and

paralyze the development of common action

among all nations. They have tried to subvert

where they could not conquer, to spy Avhere

they could not subvert. And Avitbal they have

maiiitaiiicd an outpouring of propaganda

about colonialism, Avarmongering, People’s de-

mocracy, and other concepts related to then-

gi-eat central idea of ultimate war and conquest.

Tlio measures taken by the United States

have been of many different kinds. The first

measures of rosistance Avere diplomatic ones in

1946 Avhen the enemy effort to intrude in Iran

was checked. In 1947 Ave undertook to assist

the struggle of Greece and Turkey to maintain

themselves against Communist pressure. In

1947 Ave also initiated the Marshall Plan,

against Soviet opposition, after inviting Soviet

participation. In 1949 A\’’e established NATO
Avith our North Atlantic allies and commenced

the program of military aid. In 1950 the

attack on Korea AA’^as met by immediate decision

on oiu' part; the decision was supported by

many members of the U. N.
;
and aa'b met force

Avith force. We also then undertook to rest

our position of military strength which Ave had

dissipated in 1945 and 1946. When the enemy

blockaded Berlin, we met this with the ahlift.

We met his subversion and espionage with

gi'adually better security measures. And we

spent billions.

On our part the matter was not all action;

there Avere also Avords. The AA^ords, in tlie

major speeches of our Presidents and Secretaries

of State, in Congressional statements, in legis-

lation, and in the press and the public forum,

have drummed out oiu' inteipretations of the

events and of the situation. In the recognition

of the formidable power of the eneinj^^, of his

destructive intent, and of the consequent need

for sufficient safeguards, there has developed at

last a very substantial degree of consensus.

But actions speak louder than Avords, and

better yet, actions and Avords taken together

speak more clearly than either alone. The

state of opinion and of will in the United States

is the foundation of all that we can do to make

ourselves and the Avorld safe from the enemy’s

designs.

The actions we have taken and the Avords Ave

have spoken reflect and express tAvo quite
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different aspects of the situation to which we

haye been reacting. First, we have in largo

part dealt with specific incidents as closed

situations in themselves. Second, we have to

some extent intei-preted the individual incidents

as parts revealing a larger pattern with a logic

above that of the incidents taken separately.

Our readiness to accept the significance of an

incident by itself was plain when we moved in

the Korean situation with no dela3^ Our

willingness to accept the broader logic is evident

in the scale of the post-Korean mobilization.

But the tendency to water down the logic of the

long enduring danger with wishful thinking has

been evident in the pressures to reduce the

defense budget, to hope for an end to foreign

aid, and to turn our minds toward tax reduction.

The logic of the long haul has not been clearly or

emphatically expressed in deeds or words.

The impracticality of short-term remedies for

long-term problems has not been fiimly estab-

lished. We have not yet shown the inner

strengtli to maintain costly effort without the

stimulus of enemy provocation.

We have taken all immediately needed meas-

ures for nine years. During these nine years

there has been no year until 1955 in which there

was not the fall of a state, or a war, to bring

fresh impact to our thought and vdll. Wc have

taken immediate measures
j
the longest forward

look was in the Marshall Plan, projected for

four years at its start, and in military aid,

projected for a 3^ear or more, and for our post-

Korean mobilization, origin all}’’ set for three

jmai’s and then stretched out. We have not

5’et proven our capaeitj’ to estimate a danger

remote in time, to recognize that some such

dangers require initial preparation mnn}’^ j’ears

ahead, and to undertake the long drawn out

efforts and stick to them to the end without

renewed provocation by the euemy. This does

not prove that we cannot do it without provo-

cation since we have had no opportunity to try.

But there have been factors affecting opinion

and will in this countiy which imply a lack of

stajdng power in this respect,

A problem is posed: Can the present state of
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opinion and of Avill in the U. S. support the

efforts which must be made in order to safe-

guard the U. S. itself and the free world, in a

still developing crisis which will endure with

acute dangers for at least a decade or more in the

futiu-e?

II. THE GENERAL POSITION

The processes of economic and social change,

continuing in tliis century from the stage

reached in the 19th, have generated strains and

tensions of explosive intensity, resulting in two

major wars of the character of civil wars of tlio

world community.

The advance of weapons technology has

entered a new stage of dynamic progress which

threatens to make the balance of military

strength very unstable, and which also threatens

to make another major war too destructive to

be tolerated.

The world political system has been

drastically modified already, so that there aro

now two powers of such outstanding stature

that there can be no fui'ther major war unless

between them as the primary antagonists.

Technological advances in the fii*st half of

this century, especially in flying and in elec-

tronics, have altered the relation between

human cost and distance for the delivery of

loads, or of messages, or of military force.

Distances which once were almost prohibitive

of contact, and therefore also prohibitive of

both intercourse and war, have come within a

few hours range of modern aircraft. Tiio

structure of liuman societj’ in space is adjusting

to this radical shift affecting all types of

communication among men.

The situation can eventuate in a major war

sooner or later, or in tlie siUTeucler of one side

to the other in a show-down without war, or

in the gradual conversion of the enemy system

into one compatible with a peaceful order of the

world. The last cannot be expected to occur

ill less time than several decades.

The plysical capabilit}’’ to kill liiiman boinga

in hundreds of millions aheady exists on our

side, and soon will exist if it does not already
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on the other side. There can be no assurance

that any limitation on the use of such means

will stand the test of a major wai*.

The risks faced by the Uiiitcd States dming
the next decade or two decades include the

following;

a. Defeat in war, with the imposition of

Communism.
b. Destruction of human life for the whole

U. S. people.

c. Surrender to demonstrable necessity in

a showdown when caught at clear disad-

vantage for war,

d. Mutual destruction of both sides.

The avoidance of war, without paying a very

regrettable price for peace, would be an un-

prccedonted achievement. On this account the

burden of the argument mtiy be taken to rest

with the proposition that this can bo done.

However, it is also clear that another major

war will bo of unprecedented character and that

it will have unprecedented results. There are,

therefore, unprecedented factors in the present

situation, and we kno^v it, and any expectation

that history must follow precedent in this

revolutionary age may equally well be ques-

tioned.

III. THE COLD WAR

The Cold War has now endured from 1946

to 1955. It has gone through two phases and

has entered a thii’d.

Ill the first phase the Communists exploited

the opportunities of the post-war situation,

ofl'ored by the weakness of war-broken countries

and by the generosity of the U. S. and Britain,

to seize political power in many aa-eas and to

seek power in many others. This presently

brought U. S. reactions in the Ti-uman Doctrine,

March 1947, and the Marshall Plan, enacted

in legislation in 1948. The Communists con-

tinued their efforts to move in or to consolidate

poivor wherever they could until June 1949,

when they had completed the conquest of

China. At this point they had run out of

promising situations, civil wars in various

countries had been won or lost, or were then in

stalemate without promise of immediate results

as in Indo-China. Coalition governments had

been taken over by the Communists, or Com-
munists had been excluded from them.

The second phase opened with the attack on

vSouth Korea, Juno 25, 1950. Here the Com-

munists attempted to open a new gambit by

military means, where no pre-existing civil war,

nor official political position, gave them any

title. They chose for the occasion the one

situation where it appeared most prol)ablc that

the U. S. and the Free World generally would

fail to take countermeasures. The U. S. reacted

with speed and with considerable energy, and

was able to utilize the mechanism of the U. N.

to organize a show of Free World common

action.

The Korean War was liquidated in 1953 as

inconvenient by both sides. The Communists

failed to gain their objectives, and came out

poorer by a few square miles of territory. They

also were exposed to the results of the ex-

traordinary showing that many thousands of

their captured troops did not wish to return

to their homelands. But the U . N. and the U. S.

also had to swallow the frustration of their

announced goal of a united and free Korea,

and the close of the Korean War was soon

followed by the loss of much of Indo-China,

leaving enemy prestige in Asia with a substan-

tial gain.

The Indo-China case has been an obscure

one. It was widely predicted that the loss of

the northern aa^ea to the Communists would

be followed by tlie fall of adjacent areas, “like

a row of dominoes”. It was also widely felt

that the Chinese Communists would move next

to attack the “offshore islands” and Formosa

in a serious attempt to take them. The U. S.,

which had poured a billion dollars in military

aid into Indo-China, took a position that may”^

have been more clear to the Communists than

to the U. S. public. The argmnent over whether

to intervene or not, and in what manner and

by what means to do so, was never clearly

resolved in one way or the other. But the
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Communists appear to have decided not to

press their luck. The U. S., though hesitant,

and hi an awkward position to take any initia-

tive in an area where France had the sovereign

interest, displayed a rather narrow balance of

opinion as between those in favor of energetic

measures and those against any major effort.

It was also apparent that the opposition to

active measures in the U. S. was based on pessi-

mism about accomplisbing anytliing, at least

as much as on any real lethargy or neutrality

of feeling. Fui’ther, the Communists had an

immediate task of consolidation, and the argu-

ment that the factor of momentum was in their

favor is countered by the fact that the British

had practically eliminated the Communist

threat in Malaya. Last but not least, it is hy

no means certain that the Communists feel

any need to hurry in Southeast Asia in order

to reap all the fruits which pessimists have

expected them to garner.

The preparations which appeared to presage

an attack on Formosa did not necessarily

demonstrate a firm intention to make such an

attack. They could not testU. S. determination

to prevent theii' capture of Formosa without

going through Avith such preparations. The

preparations prove that the3’' would not fail

to probe our intention. It remains unproven

that they will actualij’’ launch the attack under

conditions of gi’eat risk.

Except for Formosa, and possibly Viet Nam,
the conditions for further emplojmient b}^ the

Communists of the tactics of the Korean period

do not exist.

The thii-d phase of the Cold War has now evi-

deiitl)^ begun. There have been various antici-

patoiy signs that this might occiu*, begin-

ning shortly after the death of Stalin. The

various political developments in the Russian

government may have had more or less to do

with it. However, the sheer logic of the ex-

haustion of the actual opportunities afforded

for the tactics of the fii'st phase, and again for

the tactics of the second phase, make it unneces-

sary to resort to an^’' fancy explanations. The

Communists took all the gains thej'^ could get
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without absolutely senous risk in each phase.

The FreeAVorld, under U.S. initiative, developed

counter-measures which closed out each phase.

The e.xUaustion of opportunity is the best of

reasons for such shifts.

The tactics of the thud phase may be ex-

pected to follow those of the other periods in

Soviet history when thej’^ talked soft, acted

aggreeably, and generally earned the temporary

repute of good and peaceful people. The goals

will be the relaxation of all the efforts of the

Free World to secure itself against thou long-

run plans. The}’^ may have no greater ob-

jective for the time being than time in ’\diich to

pursue their own programs while delajdng ours.

The reasons why this maj^ be so, and the many

factors in the world which may cause disorder

and weakness if time and relaxation are given

free plaj^, are treated elsewhere.

One thing is ai>parent if the account of the

Cold War given above is even approximately

correct. This is the combination of daring and

skill with long-range planning and long-range

attitudes exliibited by the enemj^. Close stu-

dents of the euem^'’ system cannot be surprised

by this, but it remains surprising to many others.

They take long enough views so that a policy

which seems too serious to be only temporary

to us may seem an obviously temporaiy ex-

pedient to them.

Such a democracy as oiu’s could not possibly

follow a line of policy for five or six years which

was definitely not the permanent line nor so

regarded, while keeping a straight face to the

world as if no other policy could be in mind.

It is a measure of their dictatorship, and of the

tight knit complex of indoctrinated cadres at

its center, that they can do this, and can do

it several times in the course of four decades.

The doctrine which can cover such a grand

scale series of tactical phases under a constant

overall strategy*, and the sobriety and patience

which results from it, are among their advan-

tages for such a struggle as this cold war.

However, be it added, during the six years

since the fall of China the game has been

relatively even, with our adaptability and
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onor^y matching each new move in their tac-

tical system. It is this that has brought the

exhaustion of then past tactics, and which

invites them to initiate a new phase in which

they will offer us the fewest possible premises

for our own reactions. So far as our tactical

system lias beeu reactive to theirs, what will

ifc bo when they withdraw the type of initiative

to which we have leanied to react?

IV. THE FREE-WORLD REACTION

The predominant character of the reactions

of the U. S. and of the Free World to Commu-
nism has been the specific character of each

improvisation to meet each problem when it

arose. The Truman Doctrine on aid to Greece

and Turkey was devised on the spur of the

moment in the spring of 1947. Korean inter-

vention was quicldy improvised from no plans

whatever, though we were able to plan and

conduct the Inchon landing within less than

three months after the war started. The air

lift to Berlin was a pure improvisation. The

Marshall Han was an improvisation, though

exceptionally wmll studied and organized after

its inception. NATO and MDAP were more

thoroughly thought out in advance, but each

was a specific.

The program for developing defensive forces

in western Eiu*ope under NATO, with MDAP
support, is illustrative of the ad hoc and short

term nature of some of our thinking only a few

short yeaxa ago. The program originated with

the idea of providing a substantial amount of

equipment to the armies, navies, and air forces

of our European allies, while they would raise

and support the necessary men and also supply

considerable parts of the equipment. The idea

was that the Soviet Union might be ready for

war in or about 1953, and that this would

constitute a of greatest danger”. The

build-up of the forces was to be a one-time affair,

requiring three to five yeai’s, with aid to cease

thereafter because it would no t be needed. The

forces have now reached a fairly good level in

strength and equipment, though far less than
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the level set in the “Lisbon Goals” of 1951.

The navies are in general capable of controlling,

or at least contributing, to the control of coast-

wise waters. The air forces are partly modern,

partly obsolescent or obsolete, and in strength

represent asmiich asone quarter of U. S. air force

strength. The armies, which ai'e the most

important military element in NATO European

forces, became ready, by 1955, to fight a 1953

type Avar. They could still fight and give some

account of themselves for perhaps the next two

years, as they are. Meanwhile the U. S. has not

explained in any audible or legible terms, to

itself or to its NATO allies:

What is supposed to be the role of

European NATO armies in a war in 1958

or later?

What should be done now to assure

capability for the proposed role?

How can NATO find n military rationale

to stay in business?

How to extend the deterrent situation,

and how to get and keep NATO on the

positive side of the deterrent balance sheet,

How to make NATO compatible with

the minor threats in many other areas

including the colonies of NATO countries.

In short, it may be said that the thinldng

that was done about the NATO military forces

was done in 1949 to 1951, that the thinking

tliat has been done since then has not been

sufficient in energy and in political effect to

bring the designs up to date, and that NATO
and its forces do uot j''et reflect anj^ longer-

range vicAV of the situation. This is by no

moans an absolute; it is easy to mention facts

Avhich stand on the other side and which do

show changes and more advanced thinking.

It remains fair to say that the whole system

is still dominated by the original concepts and

that the now is still rather a veneer than bone

and muscle. Those who argue that the job

must he continued, that the armies noAV estab-

lished must be modernized, and that this job

is not a one-time build-up operation still face

the power of inertia and carry the burden of
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proof. If the thing Iiad been thought through

earlier, and if (ho newer thinking had become

dominant, the debate would have an altogether

different character. This is the meaning of the

statement that our reactions to enemy threats

have been too specific and short term in char-

acter, and that we have not yet built a program

of action upon our own fundamental estimate

of the situation.

One of the evidences of our lack of a general

theoretical analysis of the struggle lies in the

scries of specifics, with their lack of integration.

Evidence of another kind can be found in the

tendency to demand a completely consistent

treatment of Communism, which took the spe-

cial form of MeCarthyism, pai'tly at least be-

cause of the slowness to develop a vigorous,

consistent, and just policy in regular agencies.

It required specific proven cases of Communist
espionage to make us tighten up security against

such espionage, even long after it had been

established that there was serious conflict be-

tween us and the Communist power in the

world. The demands for extreme measures

reflected the impatience of those to whom offi-

cial progress on security seemed far too slow.

The Chinese intervention in Korea in the

winter of 1950, however, did bring things to a

pitch where we undertook one form of general

preparation, and voted the money necessary

for a great revival of our militaiy strength.

Even in the case, however, it lias become
apparent that it was a temporary fear that

supported the effort undertaken, and that the

steam has gone out of the effort in proportion

as the fear of immediate war has lessened. It is

a fact that there are large groups in the U. S.

services and in the government generally who
are now quite accustomed to tliinking of the

whole broad problem and the long-range as

well as the short-range tlireat. But it is

equally evident that U. S. opinion in general

is still rather heavilj" impressed with immediate
danger onlj^, and does not yet follow the logic

beyond the specific event.

The motive behind the biggest effort we have
made, the post-Korean mobilization, was the
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immediate fear of general war. The motive in
|

many other situations has been the fear that the
|

Communists would gain some specific advantage

wdiich might snowball into further gains. The

implication is that Communism could be

stopped by simply stopping each instance of
^

Communist aggi'ession. The residual motive

has been the fear that they would upset the

status quo. j

There are several reasons why the U, S. has

been lethargic in its intellectual approach to the

situation. These reasons are rooted in the |

history of our ideas and our ways of thinking
||

and in our conceptions about the world and

about our place in it. There are also several

reasons why this avoidance of any broad

interpretation cannot be continued. These
;

reasons relate to the need for starting efforts on
time for results es much as a decade in the

[

future, and to the necessity for giving confidence I

in our policies and faith in our aims and hope
for our goals to a billion other people who do
not share our subconscious faith in our own
way of doing thiogs. There will be further 1

discussion of these poiuts in a later section of
|

this paper. ]

In sum, our position has amounted to a policy
|

of “muddle through”. This might work quite

well for the conditions of the past. It actually

did work well enough so that we are here in our
position of great power. It might do well

enough to win a war of past typo, in which prep-
aration could begin after war commenced and

|

we could still wn. It has no more pertinence

to the prevention of war than the claily judg-
ment of business men without analytic econom-
ics has to the prevention of depressions. It

'

has no more pertinence to the ^vinning of a war
|

which cannot be prepared for after it begins than
starting to dig a well has to putting out a house

|

afire. >

[
V. THE WORLD SITUATION OF THE i

TWENTIETH CENTURY
[

Many observers have recognized that the |

character of the times is fundamentally revo- |
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lutionary. This view is central to Communism,
but by no means limited to Communists.

Oliurchill and the Pope and a multitude of

others who are not Communists have also

stated it.

It is also an unfamiliar sort of revolution in

many respects. It is not a national revolution

like the French or Russian or the American

Revolution. It is best identified as a revolution

involving many countries at once rather than

being centered in any single country. It may
be referred to as a systemic revolution, and by

this is meant a revolution not of one state but

of the whole political system of a multi-state

community. Similar occasions have oc-

curred in the past of our culture, though they

have not commonly been called revolutions;

tho^7’.<?/ was the decline of the city-state system

in tlio Mediterranean world and the rise of the

Roman Empire; the second was the fall of Rome
and the rise of feudalism; the third was the de-

clino of feudalism and rise of the nation-state

system.

When wo regard the great events of this

century as events in such a process they make

sense. The dramatic shift in teclmology lead-

ing to dramatic shifts of social structure fits the

picture. The vast changes in the relative

power of nations makes sense. The pooling of

resources affected tlnough U. S. aid to its allies

makes sense. So also do the great wars with

the great and unexpected changes they have

brought. So also does the savagery of the

struggle. Most of all do all the similarities

between the groat wars, especially the second,

and the normal character of a civil war. There

are many evidences that the present situation

is sucli a systemic revolution, and that it is an

unfinished one. Not the least, if wo examine

the history of revolutions carefully, is the

confirming evidence that the participants have

not understood it, and have no clear view either

of its causes or of its consequences.

This last point begs a great question as to the

relation between such a phenomenon as war or

rovolution and the human mind. It is a native

Amorican habit to assume that wars are
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consciously intended human actions. Our habit

has been to answer the question as to the causes

of war with the answer of blame assigned to the

wilful initiators of war. There is an alternative

which seems cogent, though not commonly

accepted as yet. This is that wars are more of

the character of economic depressions, the

resultant of human actions arising quite

UTelevant to the conscious purposes of the

participants. One need not, we feel now,

ascribe the depression to the intentions of

anyone. It can be better accounted for by

analytic economics as a logical process of cause

and effect completely outside the conscious

minds of the participants. Any close study of

the French Revolution also implies this strongly.

Surely it can hardly be held that Robespierre

foresaw and planned to get himself guillotined,

or that Napoleon planned to get himself to St,

Helena. The implication is that neither revo-

lutionaries nor conservatives have understood

revolutions as they thought they did, any more

than businessmen understood the business

cycle.
’ The hnplication is also strong that the

thing can be understood, once we take an

objective look at the events instead of at what

men think they ai’e doing. The modern social

sciences at every point of advance from crimi-

nology to economics have made thek way not

by discovering imknown phenomena only, but

by discovering new explanations of cause and

consequence in substitution for older views

found to be orroiieoiis and superstitious.

If war were the result of wickedness and

manldnd endowed Mth original sin, war might

be inevitable forever. If war between states

is inevitable as long as there is a multiple state

sj^stem, and if the familiar nation-states are

immutable and eternal, war would recur for-

ever, But if war is one of the mass-action

effects arising among men due to processes not

understood by man until a certain state of

scientific analysis is reached, then war may be

no more inevitable than the business cycle.

The abolition of war has been viewed as

possible by many. Americans have shared this

belief and have made it a goal. Many of the
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means proposed, however, imply little compre-

hension of the seriousness of the problem. We
know that the Kellogg-Briand Pact did not

abolish war as a matter of fact. What we are

at last prepared to recognize is tliat the aboli-

tion of war would be an enormous scientific

and political task, not to be accomplished by

wishful thinking nor by token documents, nor

by pious expressions.

The mastery of economic crises was for a

long time the major practical test of economics.

The mastery of war and revolutions is the

obvious major target of general social science

in this generation. A great deal of progress

has already been made. The digestion of ex-

perience and the anal3'sis of history have been

going forward rapidly since the Fii'st World

War. We do not j’^et have blueprints for the

future, but the contrast of our ideas on the

subject today^ \rith those of 1910 is as revolu-

tionary as the other changes that have occurred.

At first glance it may seem that the positive

hopes and concepts of 1910, or of the 1920s,

have been replaced bj^ cjuiicism and skepticism.

But most of the ideas on the prevention of war

held by those times were illusions and we are

well rid of them. Ortega y Gasset once re-

marked that “one never arrives at truth save

wdth hands bloodstained from the slaughter of

a thousand platitudes”. There were a multi-

tude of platitudes on this subject in the world,

all of entirely imscientific origin, and the elim-

ination of those platitudes from our serious

thinking is good progress.

The problem is no simple one. It extends,

as every social thinker worth his salt recog-

nizes, across the whole scope of philosophy’’,

ethics, law, politics, general sociology’-, eco-

nomics, psychology^, and more. It is therefore

delayed in some quarters by’’ the compartnieut-

alization of thought into the separate disci-

plines as if these were separate and should not

be mixed. The belief has been very strong in

American academic circles that cross-discipline

reseai'ch is both unnecessary and somehow dis-

reputable. Progress has Ibeen made against

this attitude only’’ slowly. Even ^vdthout re-
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sistance the task would be one of great difficulty^

Against such resistance it has made slow head-

way>', though more than is apparent, since the

resistance has also meant less emphasis on

what is going forward than its importance

warrants.

The resistance to serious thinking outside the

conventional bounds of the conventional dis-

ciplines has been stronger in the U. S. than in

other countries. It has been no accident that

scholars of the ty’pe of Weber, Pareto, and

Toymbee have developed in Europe, and that

similar types have occmTcd much less in the

U. S. The U. S. academic world has not set for

itself such ideals for work and career, and has

tended in fact to frown on such efforts, except

as it has praised them after the fact. But the

important questions ai-e simply’’ not approach-

able ^rithin the conventional disciplines.

The lack of a properly organized intellectual

approach to the world situation is perfectly’’

understandable, then, if one takes an objective

look at intellectual history in this country. It

is part and parcel of the same thing that is

reflected in our relative lack of ideological

rationale on the nature of the situation. It is

the obverse aspect of the superiority the Com-
munists have enjoyed in this respect.

There is a direct implication in this which has

immediate importance. It is quite sensible to

talk of supplementing fear as a basis of our

policy by truth and hope. The essential thing

to recognize is that truth does not come ready

and obvious and easy. The truth of this situa-

tion caimot be expected to conform to oiu’ pre-

conceptions and predilections. This is still

contrary to om' prevailing assumptions, and

our prevailing assumptions are wrong about it.

The truth is the objective and goal of the most
difficult efforts that men can make. It is to

be won progressively by hard work, it is not

ready made.

This does not mean that all of the ideas we
hold to be valid are ^^Tong. The values of

democracy may be expected to find confirma-

tion rather than rejection. But they 'will

find such confirmation only through realignment
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and revision, not as literal and unmodified

enclorsenient.

Tliere are also some truths about the situa-

tion which can be recognized and made Icnown

at another level. If it is known that eneni3»-

weapons progress threatens us with extreme

danger a few years away in the future, this can

bo settled and made known without vast

intellectual progress, The truth in such a

sense as this is nob altogether dependent on

the general truth of interpretation of the whole

rovohitionary situation. However, let us ask

why is it not done. The answer lies in skepti-

cism about the importance of making the truth

known to the people
;
and this rests upon igno-

rance of the truths about the importance of

public knowledge, which are part of the bigger

and more difRcult body of truth. Or it rests

upon skepticism as to the trutli about the

possibility and probnbilitj'^ of war and about

the nature and intentions of the enemy; and

those too are parts of the bigger and more

difficult truth. These essential parts of the

bigger and more difficult truth are not kuoivn

with full spread and conviction even ivithin

the ruling groups in our government. If they

wore uniformly held as doctrine chere would be

no argument about them, the thing would bo

done. If it is nob done it is clear that they

are not so held with conviction.

hlany great historic achievements of man-

kind have been accomplished by the processes

of growth without preconceived design under

tlio influence of constant purposive forces.

The development of the British pailiainentary

system of government, as a wonderfully articu-

lated system of operations to transmit the will

of the people while restraining it within consti-

tutional limits, is a classic instance. As former

President Lowell of Harvard explained in a

paper delivered at the Tercentenary of Harvard

University, this design was fully developed

btyfore tlio time when the first clear analytic

account of it was written by Bagehot.
^

The

aohievements of free enterprise are of a similar

type, in the sense that the great results are

ciuito outside the scope of the conscious mind

806S22—5B ‘1

of any participant. There is reality in this,

and faith in this reality has a proper place in

our affah’s. But this reality also has limits.

The automatic procos.ges of history without

conscious guidance can achieve much, but they

also yield by-products, and the principal

results are not obtained without the by-jirod-

nets. The by-products include wai-s, civU and

foreign, economic disasters, hatreds and pov-

erty, and the decline of states and peoples.

For the great problem we face, it is the very

heart of the problem that icar should be ex-

cluded from the results of the processes of

history. This means the exclusion of one of

the great normal features of history if human

events in the course of time are to drift. The

exclusion of war can hardly be ex'pected to

occur in the absence of conscious will and ana-

lytic problem solving. To attribute the early

cessation of war to such factors as increased

understanding of peoples because of greater

numbers of tourists or of cultural contacts

flies in the face of the fact that wars occur be-

tween peoples with closer contacts rather than

between people more remote from each other.

There is no other pretense made for the elimina-

tion of war by social processes short of conscious

mastery of the problem. War is not to be

abolished by muddling through because war

is a part of any system of muddling thi’ougli.

The nature of the prerevolutionary condition

is another essential point for an understanding

of the situation. The state of public feeling

just before any revolution consists of a repudia-

tion of an old regime which has failed to per-

form within tolerable limits. This is easily

confh'med by close study of the origins of any

of the famous revolutions. It is obscured for

us only by the efforts of rationalistic historians

to find conscious theoretical design and purpo-

sive behavior. It is clearest probably in the

case of Germany, where the beginamg of the

world depression, and such discouraging inci-

dents as the prevention of the Austro-German

customs imion in 1931, brought out a vote of

more than a half of the voters for either the

Nazis or the Commimists. The coimiioii factor
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between these two otlierwise opposed parties

was their radical rejection of the existing order.

For a people whose hope and faith in the exist-

ing order had been exhausted, and who could

feel no hope unless there was the premise of

fundamental change in aims and methods, only

such a mass protest vote could express their

feelings. It was the promise of a drastic dif-

ference of approach, and of ruthlessness in

method, that distinguished the Nazis from the

regime which hoped to make slow headway

without breaking con tinuity wi th the past

.

There are many areas in the w^orld where this

condition, or something too closely like it for

comfort, now exists. This statement after all

is only a paraphrase of the fact that we all

recognize, that the world is full of opportunities

for Communist influence. He who denies one

shoidd deny both. There are a billion people

in the free world who have far less cause to be

satisfied with the accomplishments of their sys-

tems of politics than have tlie people of the U. S.

The U. S. has outstripped them all. Many of

them have failed to progress at any satisfactory

rate in comparison to the U. S., whether the

progi’ess be measured in purely material tenns,

or in terms of social values. The pent up

disappointments are intense enough to include

exasperations, violent group antagonisms, and

international tensions approaching war.

A list of the trouble spots of the world in

which Communism has no part, or less tlian a

controlling part in the troubles, ilhptrates the

point. For in each of these spots it is on the

record that tension is close to the point of

violence, and that impatient men lack faith

and hope in the processes of peaceful and legal

progress. The points of trouble include:

The C3’'prus issue between Greece and

the U. K.
The position of Syngman Rhee on the

unification of Korea.

Morocco.

Algeria.

Goa as an issue between India and

Portugal,
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Kashmir as an issue between India and

Pakistan.

Israel-Arab relations.

French withdrawal from the UN meet-

ings over Algerian issue.

“Apartheid” policy in South Africa.

Eg}T)tian purchase of ai-ms from USSR.

Internal politics in tlie Argentine, in

Colombia, and other Latin countries.

It may w^ell be that the U. S. by itself could

get through its problems of the next years

muddling, aside from the problem of war. But

to assume that the billion people of the free

w-orld would share our faith in our capacity to

muddle through is to assume something in their

minds which in fact is in our minds and not in

theirs. They vnll accept the continuance of

the basic sj^tems thej" have, and believe in the

efficacy of reform, if they are given adequate

and cogent reasons for believing that progress

vdll in fact get going. They wiU resort to the

commonhuman resort of violence otherwise, and

this will mean the self-destruction of the Free

World. The ancient argument of the violent

revolutionist, as against the peaceful reformer,

before Commuuism as w'cll as since, has always

been that effective reforms are wrung from

resistant reactionaries only by violence or the

threat of violence, and that where reformers

succeed they owe their success to the fear of

revolution provided by the radicals. If this

condition, and the prerevolutionary condition

of repudiation of the old, cannot be countered,

WG will hav'c not one cold war but many. Ihis

is a situation which simply cannot be met with-

out a strong and cogent doctrine which can

reach the minds of all the peoples. It cannot

be done by the U. S. minding its own business

and leaving others to mind thehs.

If we do master the situation the probable

outcome is a permanent peaceful order of the

world. If we do not there will most probably

be war. There is also a possibility that we
will fail and that there will still not be war in

the familiar sense, but some sort of struggle

without formal inilitaiy means, because of the

.
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accoptaiico by botli sides of tlie exclusion from

war of military means, or of some military

moans, when they become too dangerous to use.

The present psychological fact that this would

strain our present imaginations is no bar to it.

In case of success the outcome must obviously

be a dynamic but peaceful orclei\ This need

not be a world state, in spite of the fact that in

our past experience it is only within a state

that there have been long continued conditions

of peace. Or rather, it need not be a state of

familiar typo. It is likely to represent a fonn

of federalism unknown to us today. The deci-

sion-making processes which govern men, and

from which war will have been excluded, sent

to the ash-can with the business cycle, will

include far more science and far less politics

as wo know politics. The present anticipatory

form of the future situation may probably be

recognized in the establishment of problem-

solving as an advisory aid to decision-making

processes, which is going on so rapidly today,

with the application of scientific method, more

or loss, to the problem solving and the accept-

ance of the solutions reached, to some extent,

by decision makers. The escape from preju-

di(^o and partisan maneuvering which is so

accomplished arc quite impressive m sonie

favorable situations, and the techirique, bemg

very now, can by no means be supposed to

have reached its iiltimate development. As-

suming that such a development can go for-

wnrd, the enemy must be as virlnerable to proof

of its efficacy as we ourselves.

Until the distant time when the avordance of

World War III can be regarded os an accoin-

plishod fact, thoio will be a long period of cold

warfare. Substantial relaxation, on genuine

and objoetivo grounds, will come late. If we

give forty years to tlio entire transition for the

sake of an ostimnto, wo must assume that war

will remain very dangerously probab e for tbe

first twenty, and that it will be on y m e

last decade that wo can begin to breathe easily

about it. In the meantime tliere mil be fom

major keys to tbe situation:

a. Constant deterrent military strength

b. Growth and stability of the economy

c. Rapid advance of the backward coun-

tries tlu-ough normal political means

d. Continuing growth of all forms of inter-

national joint decision-making (federalism).

VI. THE BACKWARD AREAS: REVOLU-
TION WITHOUT COMMUNISM

About one-quarter of mankind have partici-

pated in the building of Western culture since

tbe Renaissance, and about three-quarters have

not. The three-quarters that have not are

by no means living in a cultural void. They

have philosophies and religions and jmUtical

systems and economic life. They have learned

men, scholars in the scholarship of their cul-

tures as there were scholars in our culture before

the Renaissance who became as learned a»

men can become. They are shifting towanl the

adoption of Western culture, most rapidly in

material teclmology, most slowly in philosophi-

cal and ethical matters and in the social basis

of politics. We have tended for several cen-

turies to think that they shoidd make the shift

with ease, that it must be effortless to accept

and copy our ways. We have begun to learn

tlu-ough modern anthropological and psycho-

logical science what the reasons are why the

shift is so much more arduous and slow than we

once expected.

The condition of the most backward culture:,

is not just a generation beliiud us. The transi-

tion to be made is not represented just by the

building of schools and factories and roads or

machinery. They have a complete social sys-

tem based upon philosophical attitudes toward

life, toward men, toward the use of tbcir oum

minds, toward decision and authority.

Bystem is pre-Bodiniaii, ivbieli is to say that i

mitedates aU the attitudes about politics that

oharacterizo the modeiu West It m more l^ba

pre-Bodinian in that it resembles not so mudi

L Europe of the early

tbe level of mentality described by Lesj-Biulil

as "The Mind of the Prumtive .
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Instilulional reforms are far more difficult to

accomplish than is commonly assumed. Tliis

is the great fact about the politics of any coun-

try, and especially of relatively backward coun-

tries, to which we are often blind.

The need for more effective means to obtain

reforms has been recognized for a century and
longer. It was apparent long ago that the

political machinery in such countries as the U. S.

or the U. K. did not nomially provide reforms

until long after they \vere due. Various means
have been tried in a long series, all designed to

make reforms foUow more readily from the dis-

covery of the need. The fimt approach was
to e.xpand the suffrage, secure the freedom of

the press, provide universal education, and
leave the results then to the obvious mechanism
of the ballot. It was unimaginable to several

generations of refoimers that tliis would not
provide an immediate and undistorted registry

of rational human intent forthwith. But it has
been learned that reforms do not come because
of demonstrable logic alone. There must be
also an interested group, with a degree of

organization. It must have a strong internal
life of discussion and opinion formation and
(lecision-making, and e.xpcrienced and sldhfid
leadership.

The entire logic of “imperfect competition”
or of “countersmiling power” applies here in
pohtics as well as in economics. Equitable
legislation is no more to be e.vpected than an
equitable price or wage level, or equitable
terms of trade, in a situation where either the
numbers, or the degree of organization, or the
intensity of interest of groups on each side are
unequal. Where the numbers are greater on
one side but organization better on the other,
organization can often outweigii numbers.

Tliis is not solely because those enjoying an
initial advantage are stupid, greedy, or cynical.
Let us consider the situation in such a case as
the U. S. automobUe industry, and let us begin
by assuming that a wage raise is justified. If
labor is able to e.vert gi-eat pressure on Ford,
but not also on Cluysler or GiM, Ford is in a
very unfortunate position, for if it grants a
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substantial raise and the others do not, then

Ford is put at a severe competitive cost dis-

advantage. Unless labor can, so to speak,

promise Ford that it will exert equal pressure

on Ford’s competitors, Ford may not be able

to act reasonably on the wage issue taken by
itself because of its place in a larger system of

considerations. There are economic advan-
tages for lo\v standards whenever the various

competitors are not subject to the same clegroo

of pressures for reform. The chance that the

forces for any reform will have effective political

power in all parts of the free world is negligibly

low.

The problem of developing a political system
reasonably sensitive to the need of reform has
been effectively solved in the U. S., tlioU. IC.

,
and

in some other countries, so far as internal issues

are concerned. But even within tho U. S., if

one examines the course of consideration of
such an issue as the granting of statehood to
Hawaii and to Alaska, which has been activoi

for several yeai’s, it is apparent that party
politics mthin the U. S. causes a stultification of
the matter because there simply is not yot an
organized supporting interest capable of cancel-
ing out the interests opposed.
The tendency to delay and distortion in tlici

political reflection of intrinsic needs is well
exhibited in most cases where “land-rofoiun”
is needed. The case for land reform is fairly
clear in text-hook terms in many situations.
The problem of bow to accomplish it with
justice is always far more difficult. The cases
where it has been effectively accoinplishod aro
few.

The difficulty of reform under imporfoc/tly
developed democratic systems, and of roforin
on any issues not covered on both sides by
political forces within a democratic system, is
only a corollary of many boasted accomplish-
ments of the most advanced domocracioa.
The very fact that we are now able to accom-
plish reforms with reasonable efl’ect and expocli-
tion m tins country, where ^vo were not nearly
so well able to do so some decades ago, strongly
implies that this capability is not to bo expected
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in the political systems of the many states

which are not now at the same stage of

development.

Land reform in countries where it is a critical

issue is typical of a range of problems which

arise throughout the world when modern in-

dustry confronts old social and political in-

stitutions. Of these it may be said in general

that:

a. the material changes which occur wth
comparative ease at the start generate forces

for social and institutional change;

b. the changes required are extremely

complex;

c. political systems are not as sensitive to

the new forces as they often need to be if

changes are to occur in good time;

d. the forces generated arc human motiva-

tionsj emotional and powerful;

e. men will not tolerate for a long time an

institutional system which seems to give no

promise of effective progress in institutional

change;

f. long continued frustration generates

hatreds;

g. hatreds generate violence;

h. violence in turn cements hatreds in a

form which permanently impairs the condi-

tions for progress on later problems.

This course toward progress through violence

has been the normal course of history. The

fact that there have been outstanding excep-

tions does not disprove this, though it does

afford the positive basis for believing that the

old course can be changed. The important

thing is that violence in the form of civil wars,

or of wars for colonial independence, or of civil

wars, cannot now occur without threatening

the interests of the two great alignments in the

world. As in Korea, neither of the great

alignments can regard with equanimity the

outcome of even a civil war in a small country.

Tho fundamental proposition remains that a

general 'war, or a position in which a weakened

free world must suiTencler without war, are

exactly the situations which must be prevented.

The development in the non-industrial coun-

tries is extremely uneven. New raw materials

production arises with great speed and ease in

backward countries to satisfy tlie demands of

the industrial world. Wages are better than

former ones. But material living standards

higher than primitive subsistence immechately

become dissatisfying, and the economic and

social consequences of a new industry are far

extended. The problem is to stabilize this

complex development, so that the easy and

smft changes do not bring an accumulation of

explosive social forces worldng out at slower

time rates until accumulated tensions generate

disasters.

The development of colonial areas toward

matiu’ity by Western standards although quite

uneven, has not been wholly a record of failure

for the West. All the world except China and

Thailand came at one time or another in the

last two centuries under the domination of

European countries. Except in Africa, most

of the former dominated areas have now become

politically free, most conspicuously the whole

of the two American continents except Guiana

and British Hondiu’as. In this great process

it has been widely recognized for many decades

now that the colonial powers cannot expect to

dominate and exploit colonies forever, and that

right and justice and practical politics alike

demand the preparation of such areas for peace-

fid transition to self-government. On this the

record is mixed. The former colonies of

Britain, both those settled by peoples of British

orEuropean origin, like theU. S. and the English-

speaking dominions, and some of those of non-

European popiUation such as India, have shoivn,

at least comparatively, a high degree of political

maturity when they became free. Some of tlie

other European powers show no such records.

The former Spanish colonies have shown, very

erratic political records for more than a century

since gaining their freedom from Spain. No

former Ercnch colony has become a stable and

well-governed modem state. The case of the

Dutch is not yet easy to judge, but the condi-

tion of Indonesia appears neither very hopeful
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nor as yet a cause for despair about Indonesian
politics. The U. S. record in the Philippines

appears at least good and perhaps outstanding,

considering the initial situation.

“Point Pour’’ marked the opening of a new
approach by the United States. Thus far, in

the six years since President Truman proposed

it in 1949, it has been but a shadow of what it

might be. It was originally conceived as a

broad approach to more effective transmission

of all those elements in Western culture needed
by the non-Wostern countries. The needs, of

course, range from how to build dams and
bridges to how to operate hospitals and how to

run public and private affairs in an offoctive

manner, “Technological aid” covers only a

small part of the spectrum. All that is most
important in the successful evolution toward
modern democracy instead of toward strife

and faction and Communism has been loft out.

There have been, fortunately, a few examples

of good progress toward political stability along

with rapid material progress. The cases in-

clude some where democracy'’ in fair working
order has resulted, along witli fairly rapid rise

of living standards and of education. Of these

Turkey and Mexico, each over approximately

the last thirty years, are the best examples.

Whether to call the methods they have applied

democracy or to call them benevolent dictator-

ships may be arguable. But they made rapid

and fairly well-balanced progress and have
caught up relatively in maturity and stability

as well as in industrial wealth and welfare.

India, Cuba, and the Philippines may bo cited

as other possible examples. The most impor-

tant thing is that the cases prove that the thing

can be done. They also prove that when it is

done it is done not in onthc accordance with

our preconceptions. The derivative lesson may
be that the Turks and Mexicans could toll us

some things we ought to learn and know about
this problem.

The problem cannot bo approached without
noting one aggravating factor. The gap be-

tween the modern West and the backward
countries was once taken as a diminishing one
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when the idea of progress was essentially of

progress to a finite end condition. The second

industrial revolution, frustrated by the con-

ditions prevailing before 1940 and by the

world depression, but released by the Second

World War, has been marked by advances in

Western technology and industry more rapid

than any before. The beginnings of applied

social and economic science in the West have
also begun to move apace, and social progress

has been great in the most leading countries in

the last twenty or thirty years. So the back-

ward countries have to move faster and farther

to catch up than if wo were not moving rapidly

ahead ourselves.

The old American attitude would be to keep

hands off in this situation. Where we willingly

sent out Clu’istian missionaries in the last

century and still do so on a minor scale, we
tend to think that there can be no good from
meddling with other peoples’ politics and
social systems. If they cannot run them
properly themselves without our help it is their

fault because the principles are known and
obvious. If they do things wrong they must
be sinful. This is a slow dying aspect of our

familiar old isolationism.

However, it is a fact that we know a lot that

they need to learn, and that it is far easier to !

learn from teachers than from books alone.
'

The backward countries cannot flounder with- e

out dangers to us. Conflicts between non- |

Communist countries arc meat for the Com- |

munists. Isolationism from the problem is |

incompatible with the interests or survival of |

the U. S. today. While effective action may be
difficult, and we may wish that the problem
would disappear, such immaturity of outlook is

a luxury we cannot aflord.

VII. THE PLACE OF COMMUNISM
Communism originated as a western Euro-

pean intellectual movement in favor of revolu-

tion to establish a socialist economy. The doc-

trine spread in the late nineteenth century to

Russia, and in 1917 the Communist Party suc-

ceeded in assuming power in Russia by force.
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The wedding of Communism with Russian

culture has produced an ugly giant. Shub's

analysis of the combination by Lenin of Wes-

tern socialism with Eastern savagery in Bolshe-

vilr doctrine is a cogent exposition of one major

aspect of this. There is another. The intro-

duction of socialism abolishes all centers of eco-

nomic power below the state itself, only at the

cost of making the state a center of all economic

power. In Western socialism this hypertrophy

of power is corrected, in theory, by doctrines

about the democratic government of a socialist

state, or by doctrines about the withering away

of the state. In Western culture wo have deep-

laid and centuries-old traditions and institutions

by whicli to set brakes upon the power of the

state, and the wliole tradition of constitutional

government or of government under law, with

the independence of judges, trial by jury, par-

lianacntary responsibility, two party or multi-

party government, universal suffrage, and

many other elements. Here the introduction

of socialism might, as in England, not change the

character of the state into an all-powerful

Garganfcua. In Russia, where the state was

explicitly and in theory absolute and auto-

cratic, with only the fii’st faint intrusions of

domocratic principles as late as the fii’st decade

of this century, the concentration of economic

power in the state was in a totally different

context. Russian Bolshevism, aside from all

argiunonts as to the nature of Marxism before

Lenin, is a primitively totalitarian system.

This does not mean that they are only Asiatic

and in no way Marxists. They do inherit from

Marxism a comprehensive approach to social-

political and military problems. Being central

European rather than Anglo-American in their

non-Russian intellectual roots, they are far less

subject than we to artificial compartmentali-

zation of the conventional disciplines, far more

addicted to think of politics and economics

simuUaneously, far less addicted to trying to

solve economic problems as if politics did not

exist. Marx and Engels took the world as

their province, accepted the doctrine of Vico

and others that the culture is not a set of closed

compartments but that philosophy, art, eco-

nomics and science are linked and react upon

each other. They wrote competent books on

philosophy as well as on economics and politics.

Lenin followed them in this, and across the

span he himself produced important books on

economics

—

Imiierialisin, on political theory

—

The State and Fevolution, on philosophy—

Materialism and Emph'io Criticism, and on

practical political tactics

—

Lejtism, the Infantile

Weakness of Communism.

The strength of Communism rests on the

training of large cadres of leaders in a very

comprehensive system of doctrine, and in their

trained capability to relate the various aspects

of actual situations bylogic. This doctrine is

far from being all right and true, else they

would long since have made better progress

than they have, and we would be simply

wrong-headed to oppose them. But neither is

it all wrong and false, else they would be little

bother and no threat to us today.

In philosophy they are dogmatic, for the

epistemology’’ outlined by Engels and Lenin as

scientific in point of view has long since been

frozen into a dogmatism which is restrictive

and sterile. Their economics is based on an

analysis of nineteenth century economics which

has long since passed out of date. Theii' con-

cept of capitalism belongs in a museum of

antiques. Their analysis of revolution, as laid

down by Lenin, deals with national revolution

only and ignores the type of multi-state revo-

lution which is the real problem, and which to

the advocates of “world revolution” should,

one would think, have been the prime target

of interest. Their concept of the state and of

politics are primitive ovemimplificatious. Their

concept of man is of a barbarian.

The Coimmiuists speak plainly of maintain-

ing the essential organs of the state until after

the liquidation of all “capitalist democracy”.

They are specific that this means the main-

tenance of the military and intelligence and

police organs. What is more, under tlieh

system they have never approached the level of

“withering away” in these organs that is
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exliibited, more tlian once, in the United States.

We liave learned, with great labor and trouble,

to maintain capable niilitaiy forces in peace-

time, for the fii-st time in our bistoiy, to meet
the threat of their aggression and subversion.

We have learned to operate a security s^^tem

in our govenunent, and our sheer awkwardness
about it and the anxiety it has caused us is the

most conclusive evidence of how little it con-

formed to our general inclination. We have
developed a competent s^^stcni of intelligence

agencies for the first time, and bad great diffi-

culty in doing so. In tbe Communists* own
terms we were far closer to tbc “wilbering away
of the state” than they have ever been, and
liave been forced only by them to restore the

state in this special sense. On their part they
still settle political affairs at the highest level in

their own system by conspiracy and violence.

They still operate a partd-stmt as Hitler did.

They operate both espionage and security
s^-stems which are the apotheosis rather than
the “withering away” of such organs of war.
They keep hundreds of millions of people in the
condition of e.xpioited “have nots” through the
perversity of a sj^stem that dedicates its capital
growtli to the means of war.

We have been puzzled about the relation of

Communism to a world revolution, Prima
facie

^

it has seemed, if there is a world revolution
they must be right, because tliey have always
insisted that there must be one. But to
identify a revolution and to understand one arc
two different things, I\ffiat we have is a school
of revolution on the one hand, and a revolution
on the other, and the fact is that the revolution
is more strange to them than to us. They have
conceived the revolution as a series of national
revolutions only, with no concept of the forces
involved in a revolution of many states at once.
They conceive it as the overthrow of the
“capitalists” by the “proletariat” in each
countrj^ Avith no conception of how little

similarity there is betiA'cen their class concejits
and a modern society. The World Wai-s are
properly recognized by them (os by us) as
involved with the rovolutionaiy changes going
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on, but they have nob at all recognized them
as “wars betiveen the states** and as tho |

naturallj^-to-be-expected form of civil wars of

the world community. World War II has

passed for them as well as for us as a war with |

no serious analysis in retrospect. It was a
|

foreign body in history so far as Communist
J

doctrine is concerned, something to ivliich their

little theories are irrelevant and unilluminating.

This paradox of a real revolution and a
false school of revolution is no stranger to

histoiy, however. It is quite impossible to

show any correspondence between tbe logic of

a revolution, such as that in Britain in tho

17th century, or the French Revohition, and
the ideas of the revolutionists who took part
in them. The revolutionists chose courses of

action, and being normally rational men, they
tried to do so, as men must, on the basis of a
view of causes and consequences, of faults in

the old sy^stem and of goals to he accomplished.
Historical retrospect shows that their estimates f

of causes and forces were parity right, partly I

in grievous error, and that the consequences of
^

their actions differed widely from their well-
|

expressed intentions. The Communists with a |
dogmatic doctrine which was locked more than

|
a generation ago simply do not imdorstand tho |
TAventieth Century. The U. S., Avitbits abhor- I

rence of dogma during the same period, has
created the TAventieth Century, understands it,

and is still quite astonished at itself.

Theh* errors do not, unfortunately, mean th at
tli03’' arc AATong about everything concoriiing I

the means to their ends. The kind of thing
\

they are Avrong about is not a proof of ahoor
stupidity. In many Avaj-s, and particularly in
AA^a}^s that have a bearing upon thcii’ self-chosen
struggle with the world, they are not stupid
but cleA'^er, not blind but perceiving. In par-
ticular situations they examine tho social forces i

in plaj', and arrive at estimates of the situation
|

and choices of courses of action AAdiich are too !•

often remarkably realistic and effective. They
j

shoAV an especial superiority to the Western
'

democracies Avhenever a situation involves
Avhat AA'^e regard as hard-boiled politics, and w’^e :

I
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have had to learn much of this kind of realism

since the raid-thirties, which they did not have

to learn.

Their broad theoretical approach to strategic

problems makes them adept at long range plans.

They are fully trained in thinking of distinct

phases in any long term sequence, quite pre-

pared, mentally, to follow one tactical line for

years and shift to another when it is judged

"that the time has come to do so. Their present

shift toward the more agreeable or amenable

lino is their fourth, the others being those of

1922, 1935, and 1941. Their capacity to re-

verse again, from soft to hard cannot be

doubted, having been demonstrated also four

times, in 1918, 1927, 1939, and 1946. For a

long time the West was highly disoriented

every time they took a major turn of policy,

and tried to assume that the temporary direc-

tion was the basic and permanent direction in

spite of the explicit doctrine of Lenin that the

course must be a zig-zag one.

Tlio truth of the matter is that the world

revolution has outgrown Marxism and Com-

munism. It is the United States which repre-

sents the most revolutionary state of economy

and society and politics, not Russia. The

revolution does not mean the destruction of all

the great truths that have been learned in the

West. The Communists’ efforts to turn their

back on nineteenth century evils have resulted

in their rejecting the good and keeping the bad.

At the same time modern science and technology

are in a new phase of development and the

conditions of life on the planet are presenting

problems for wliicli Marxism and Communism

are less and less pertinent.

There is one very groat advantage on the

Communist side which rests upon tlieh' faults

rather than being weakened by tliese faults.

For the backward countries, Communism with

its party-state or police-state, and its fiim

bolief that violence is the inevitable hand-

maiden of progress, offers a crude solution to

all the difficulties of reform. It is easier to

hate and to kill than to persuade in many

situations. It is always easier to assert one’s
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own position than to integrate the elements of

truth in conflicting positions. It is easier to

see the error of the other and the virtue of one-

self than to see the converse aspects. The task

confronting the backward peoples is more

diffftcult than what we have accomplished in

our past, simply because they have to traverse

in a far shorter time a course which took us

centuries. With extraordinaiy luck it might

happen that they would produce leaders of the

highest calibre who would master it. To rest

our hopes on that would be pure Micawberism.

The dice are loaded in favor of Communism,

and this will remain true except as the effective

means are found to assure the solving of the

problems of progress througli responsible means.

It has been stated more than once above that

the Communists have had an advantage in

their integrated ideology and doctrine. There

has also been an advantage to us in not having

had one up to now. If one goes back histori-

cally over tlie ideas which have been most

influential on our side, any attempt to have

formulated doctrine at any time might have

been quite dangerous. The period of the

Neutrality Acts was certainly a time when

American doctrine would have been a queer

fish. Our lack of doctrine has partially repre-

sented a feeling that our doctrine was the ob-

vious truth and needed no stating; we have

had more doctrine than we have sometimes ad-

mitted; but our pretense to lack of it, and the

degree of our real lack of it, have left the way

open for the sort of improvisation by which

we have so successfully met more than one

crisis and are still in business. This does not

mean that we need no doctrine at all. Our

need is greater than we are aware of. What

is more we now have enough experience and

have abandoned enough of our old illusions, so

that a doctrine if we now formulate it might

have three important oharaoteristics;

a. It might be far supeiior to Communism

in retaining the great values of Western

civilization.

b. It might be far superior to thehs in
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scientific objectivity, a far better operating

tool for estimating situations and choosing

courses of action, and as good for us as

theirs for them in facilitating unity in the

complex cadres which have to conduct our

affairs.

c. It could retain the element of skepticism,

of openness to revision and improvement,

and to further discovery of truth which
contradicts old prejudice, where theirs has
become a dogma.

In summary, they think that we are in a world

revolution and that they own it. Tlie3’' have
preached for years that it must come. We
have shut our eyes to it. Yet we are more
revolutionary than thej’', more modern than
thej^, and more realistic than they about this

same world revolution. The U. S. is far more the

protagonist of the revolution than they are,

and is cast in the role of its leader and exponent,

wliile thej’ have distorted and perverted it into

a rcnctionaiy thing. It would be tragedj’^ if

they were to mn. It should be basically

comedy, .and comic as well, if we oiitmaneuver

them and create the future world in spite of

their opposition.

Their power is now such as to make the thing

about as difficult as can he tolerated. The
loss of Chinn to Communism was a very serious

loss. Their material power is a power for dis-

turbance, through military might, through
scientific capability, through trade and influence

and prestige. But the weiglit of all resoui’ces

still favois us, and if we cannot win with such
weight it must be because of a gross failure to

learn how to organize our assets.

VIII. THE POSITION OF THE U. S.

The U. S. has accepted the role of center and
leader of the world reluctantly as becomes a
leader who might be a good one. It has moved
onl3’' wlien its own interests were clearly threat-

ened and where it was obvious that no other
powerwould act effectively if the U. .S. would not.

It has tried repeatedl3'^ to put away world prob-
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lems tlu'ough such gadgetry devices as tUt>

League of Nations and the Kellogg Pact an£^

the Neutrality Acts. It has avoided thinking

about the operational problems of the rest of

the world to such an extent that it has had nO

bod3’^ of organized doctrine about such problems

^

It still sho’ivs a tendency to approach the biggest

problems with a policy of miiddlo-through-

Large sectors of opinion still resort to MicaAV-

berish optimism whenever immediate tlu'oats

give them any latitude to do so. American

thinking, in the forms that were dominant
enough in American life to dominate our poli-

cies, had a ghastl3'^ record in the first half of tliiH

century for misconceptions, mistakes, and fail-

ures. Lippmann has devoted much energ.y to

anal3^zing the roots of this inadequacy of U. S.

thinking on international affairs.,

Lippmann’s views can be summarized in a foW
excerpts;

Is it not true that in the twentieth century wo havo
witnessed on the one hand the rise of tho Uiilloil

States to preeminence among the nations, to a
tion of great leadership and immense responsihllity

in shaping the destiny of mankind? And on tho ol.liof

hand, is it not also true that the course of ovoiUh ta

strewn with the debris and wreckage of high a ml
hopeful declarations of policy: with Wilson’s neu-
trality, Wilson’s Fourteen Points, and the Covonant
of the League of Nations; with the WashlnKton
treaties of disarmament and the Kellogg Pilot (,t>

outlaw war; with tho Dawe.s Plan, the Young Plan,
and the Hoover Moratorium to reconstruct the worhl
after the First World War; with tiie Stimson doctrine
to prevent aggression; with the Neutrality Act
before tlie Second World War; with the quarniitlnn
speech of Franklin Roosevelt, and the Four Freedoms
and Hull’s Seventeen Points, and the Atlaulio
Charter, and the Yalta Declaration, and the Truman
Doctrine?

In the American ideology the struggle for oxlatonco,
and the rivalry of nations for advantage.s, aro bold
to be wrong, abnormal, and transitory. Our foreign

policy throughout this period has been dominatefl by
the belief that the struggle does not exist, or that
it can be avoided, or that it can be abolished. .1 lo-

calise of this belief our aim has not been to rogulalo
and to moderate and to compo.se the conflicts and tho
issues, to clieck and to balance tlie contending forooH,

Our aim has been either to abstain from tho strilgglo

or to abolish the struggle immediately, or to oonduot
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decisions to be dominfited by minorities, in
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crusades against those nations that most actively

continue the struggle.

We not only ignored the development of the

means to achieve our ends; we chose as the ends of

our efforts a set of ideals which were incompatible

with all the means of achieving any ideals.

We must seek the cause of our diplomatic failures,

therefore, in our own minds. We must look for the

cause of trouble not in material circumstances but iii

out* own habits of thought when we are dealing with

foreign affairs and with the formation of American

policy. In the period from Woodrow Wilson to

Harry S. Truman our foreign policy has miscarried

so regularly because there has been interposed within

our own minds, between the outer world and our

selves, a collcetion of stereotyped prejudices and

sacred cows and wishful eoncoptioiis, which misrepre-

sent the nature of things, which falsify our judgments

of events, and which inhibit the formation of workable

policies by which our available means can be devoted

cfTicieutly to realizable ends.

Wliether one agrees with Lippmami in detail

or not, it is certainly hard to avoid accepting

at least that there is much truth in his thesis.

The present writer feels that while the explana-

tion offered by Lippmann is rather inadequate

and a fuller examination of the historic and

pliilosopliic roots of our mistakes is required,

the basic charge of unreality is correct.

In addition to some peculiarities of mind

which made us much trouble until recently, we

have some difficulties mtli our governmental

organization also. Eor a long time this was

largely due to the simple fact that there were no

organized agencies in our government designed

and assigned to think about some of the things

which have to ho tliouglit about. Also, in part,

it is due to special features and consequences of

our system of separation of powers.

The problem of what we should say to the

world is illustrative, In spite of our pretense

that we all understand the principles of democ-

racy, any statement of these principles is

actually a partisan matter unless it is

^

made

quite vague, and worse than that, neither of

the major parties has any firm and unanimous

position. There is some group in this country

which will rise in opposition to almost any

formulation that can bo offered. Recall, also,

that in our political system there is room tor

every case where a small group feels strongly

and makes a loud noise, while the majority is

unconcerned because it is concerned about

other things. If ten percent of the people feel

strongl}^ while the other ninety percent either

are unconcerned or divided, it is easy for the

ten percent to liave tlieir way in the processes of

democratic government, for they can deliver

decisive votes. This is well-known to all

students of American government and politics.

What it means in relation to U. S. foreign propa-

ganda is that it is almost impossible for the

government to address the world in other than

pusillanimous or bowdlerized terms without

raising a storm of protest in the U. S. from some

gi’oup, and onlj’^ if it can gain the compensatory

support of some comparable group. The only

corrective is strong support from the White

House, which is the onlyU.S.institution accepted

by the American people as speaking for the

national interest rather than for local and

parochial interests of all kinds. Only the

Wliite House can arouse the mildly interested

majority against the intensely interested few.

The U. S. and its manner of living, and the

methods by which it conducts its affairs, are

difficult to explain, apart from any difficulty

of attaining agreement. The U. S, economy is

now activated by a highly articulated system

of private and governmental factors. Like the

British constitution before Bagehot, it has been

constructed by the work of many architects,

hut has been clearly analyzed in its whole effect

by none. (This is a summary statement, not

meant to imply prejudice that some recent

hooks may have made long strides in this

respect.) The political sj-stem of the United

States is far different from what it was three

decades ago, and is still changing rapidly.

The major internal actions of the U. S., which

are the best evidence of everything about us

on which it is difficult to fuid the right words,

are basically consistent when examined, but toll

only what we accomplish and not how we do it.

In politics we have discovered, learned, and

become experienced practitioners, of the art of

SECRET
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providing adequate power on the side of needed
reforms. This is far from perfect, but it is

far more effective now than foimerly. This
reflects a sort of mass competence in politics,

a vitality in the people themselves, that is the

real source of strength. It is political skill at

the level of the PTA, the labor union local, and
a multitude of other elementary forms of politi-

cal life, which gives our political sj^stem the

character of free enterprise and dynamic sta-

bility, Leadership is not absent, it is effective

because prospective followers are not inert. It

does not take the old form of bossism because
the capacity is too widely distributed. A sense

of responsibility for the general effects of par-
ticular acts is more and more evident, vnth
less and less tendency to practice the old

principle of everybody for himself.

Problem solving methods have more and
more influence on the decision making process.

In the most advanced form, this is represented
by scientilie studies to produce advice for

policy makers. In more rudimentary forms,
it is represented in a heightened level of debate,

an acceptance of the merits of the argument, a
restraint placed on individual or group interest.

Our economy is also now a great system of
private and governmental factors. Its tre-

mendous productivity reflects the high motiva-
tion of free enterprise. Its freedom from
obsolete and misdii’ected accumulations of

wealth and power reflect the income ta:^

system, the anti-trust laws, and the low
interest rate. Its combination of competition
^\dtli hiige-scale production reflects the sheer

size of the big economy, with internal barriers

and impedimenta restrained by the freedom of

interstate commerce. Its freedom reflects tlie

fact that the iUs of older and smaller economies
in Europe, which led to the movement for

socialism as a remedy, have been passed by in

the United States, with socialism left in the

limbo of unrealized and unnecessary concepts.
The relatively equitable shares of labor, of

management, of commerce, and of agricultui’e,

in the national dividend, reflects the organized
power of each to claim its rights and the power
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of all to restrain the excessive claims of each.

It also reflects the d^mamic balance of political

power. The relatively narrow range of living

standards for the very great part of the people,

with a differential of ten to one, covering more
than nine-tenths of the people, narrower than

in Russia, reflects both the great productivity

and the feat of preserving motivation without

excessive individual wealth. To the outer

world this is for the most part sheer mystery.

To Americans themselves it is also mystery,

since few understand the whole, while each

knows his part with an obviousness born of

experience and living, and knows it without the

questioning which would prompt lucidity. It

is easiest to define our economy in terms of

what it is not. It is not the “capitalism” of

Marx or the Communists. It is not the free

economy of Mises and Hayek. It is not the

socialism of the British socialists nor tlio state

monopoly of the Communists. It is the revolu-

tionary reality that sui-passes all those poor
conceptions.

The record of action toward the world is

far more mixed, and is the evidence that wo
have been slow to recognize our relation to

the world. On the one hand we have been
guilt3

’^ of errors of judgment and of failui’cs

to act. From the neutrality acts and the
demobilization of 1946 to the loss of China
one can make a long list of instances where wo
judged wrougly^, or where we wrongly judged
that we did not need to judge. At the same
time there is a contrasting list of great actions,

from our conduct toward Cuba and the Philip-

pines to the Marshall Plan, MDAP, NATO,
our proposals for control of atomic energy, our
intervention in Korea, and many others, which
can be summed up only as evidence tliat we
have recognized many of the obligations and
opportunities of leadership, and many of the
responsibilities that accompany our extraordi-
nary power. Furthermore, there is the long
and arduous record of re-toolmg our government
for continuing active participation in the
critical condition of the world, not only tlnougli
the re-establisliineiit of military strength, hut

A POSITIVE U. S. POLICY
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through the development of reasonably compe-

tent intelligence, of a modern diplomatic system,

of improved governmental management, and

of improved conduct of legislative business and

of executive-legislative relations. Einally, there

is the clear evidence of our reluctance to impose

our will, most evident in our reluctance to

accept security restrictions, in our very diffi-

culty in establishing an intelligence system,

and in our eager post-war demobilization. We,

not the Soviets, undertook a program in 1946

which approximated their concept of the

^hvithering away of the State,’’ so far as all

aspects of the state related to the affahs of

other nations was concerned.

“Isolationism” is the old name of the element

in the American mind which assumed that if

we could manage our own affairs, the other

nations should he able to manage their own.

Since we have recognized that “isolationism

was wrong-headed, wo have become blind to

the virtue which it expressed, for it did express

virtue as well as a narrow hedonism. The

whole record of our isolationism is the conclu-

sive answer to any and all charges that we are

imperialist or war-mongerers.

The record is far more consistent than even

we have been aware. We have been slow, hut

not quite too slow at any time, to learn new

lessons and to take new steps. We have been

slow, but not quite too slow, to undertake

some of the most difficult and unpleasant of

the tasks hnx)Osed, such as intelligence, security,

and conscription in peacetime. We have been

generous in granting wealth and resources to

every proven need. Historically, the recoid

has been much more systematic and consistent

than it has seemed. The view of the forest

lins hocii obscured not only by the towering

trees of particular events, but by the under-

brush of confused detail and the brambles of

controversy.

There is much to be done here. The sources

of American power are obscured even to Ameri-

cans by the superficialities of natural resom-ces

and productivity. The American scholars and

exports have had their noses to the grindstone
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of detail, and have generally failed to integi’ate

the whole. As Allan Nevins has asserted, the

historians have followed a misconception of the

logic of American development. We now need

to define our place in the world when we have

neglected the basic work for such a definition.

We need to tell others the secrets of our success,

when we have not yet understood those secrets

omselves. Our government needs to speak to

the world with a consistent and clear voice,

when we cannot yet endow it with the right

and power to speak for ns who camiot agree

among oiu'selves. Above all we need to estab-

lish in oui’ minds as Lincoln put it, “where we

are and whither we am tending” so as to “better

know what to do and how to do it.”

With all our strengths and wealmesses we are

cast by forcible facts in the role of leader of the

free world. Coinses of common action among

free nations can be taken with confidence and

energy only if we are sure to support them.

Only if we initiate them is our support surely

evident to others.

Common action is important in this situation.

We rightly feel not only that we cannot do the

job by ourselves, but that if we did so it would

not come out right. But talk of common action

has all too frequently a tone of making common

action an end in itself, as if there were some

article of faith which makes common action the

touchstone of sure vhtiie and success.

Action reqiiii'es decisions. Decisions among

allies as among men anywhere in any numbers

have to be made by processes that take more

or less time, and wliieh involve the weighing

of evidence, study, argument, and authority

or voting, in various ways and degi’ees. Deci-

sions can be made by command, and must be

so made, in the single brain which can make

them with least time, when action must be

taken in least time. Decisions can bo made

by the processes of the law, with as much time

consumed as is necessary to examine all evidence

and to hoar all arguments, when tune is not

essential. They can he made by negotiation

or politics, without pretense to reconciliation

of all arguments but yet with a common decision
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for action, as in the bargaining of the market

place or in the political processes of a committee

or a congress or an election. Or they can bo

arrived at through tlie problem solving processes

of scientific or expert investigation, if and when

the findings of the scientists are accepted by
the actors. Decisions in a coalition are not

different from decisions in a government in this

respect. Command can be used only if estab-

lished bj’- the will and consent of the partici-

pants. Science can be used only if those who
must follow the advice of the scientist can follow

its logic, or if they aa‘e impi-essed enough \vith

the prestige of the scientist to accept his advice

without understanding.

In a general sense there must be a trend to-

ward federalism. This is not to be intei’preted

only as a formal development exhibited in

federal types of institutions and agencies. It

will take far more the form of joint decisions

on common courses of action, with the constant

emphasis on the necessit}’’ of interdependence

and of the necessity for compromise. Without

the simultaneous use of problem solving tech-

niques in conjunction with decision-making

techniques, this would result only in constant

compromise of principle and corruption of the

results. Progi’Gss toward standards must go

forwai-d with progi'ess towards agi'eement if

compromise is not to ei-ode all principles. The
important issue is that a modern peaceful order

is inconceivable without decision-maldng pro-

cedm-es; that decision-maldng only by a rigidly

organized world state w'ould be only an ex-

trapolatio]! of the past with all its limitations,

that the future condition is more likely to be

something different from an3dliing we can j^et

handle with our concepts and ways of thought,

that truth and error will remain as causes of

success and fnilime, and that agi^eement for its

own sake is no test of truth.

If common action were to be elevated to a

nianciatoiy principle then, what would bo the

result? Given the wa3^s in which men conduct

affairs, the result would be most often the

resultant of negotiative or diplomatic-political

processes. As in our own politics, there would
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be an exaggerated leverage for special interests.

Further, the processes of decision in a coalition

or alliance are subject to unanimity, a gross

wealmess always.

If aU actions of our alliance were to be

common then there would be three conse-

quences:

a. Some actions would never occm’ because

there could be no decision on time by the

laboiioiis and slow processes available.

b. Many decisions would reflect compro-

mise for the sake of unanimity to such an

extent as to ruin the effectiveness of the action

taken.

c. The ruinous results would soon dissolve

the alliance, unless it led to the introduction

of stronger methods.

Then what meaning and value can we assign to

‘‘common action.” It must mean this. Wo
will never act alone in situations in which thoro

is time to consult our allies, nor against their

express will except where they differ among
tliemselves and the necessity for some action is

apparent. We will seek collective action in

every case where it is appropriate and practi-

cable. We will seek to develop common
doctrine and standards by which to increase the

sense of teamwork and of spontaneity in acting

independently for agreed objectives.

But, also, we will never fail to act, with or

without our allies' concurrence, when the safety

of the Free World demands immediate action.

We vdll not fail to accept this responsibility,

heavy as it may bo. To avoid this involves our
doctrine in unrealities, however idealistic. If

we accept this responsibilit3’^ the common will

of the coalition will bo assured by the assuraiico

of viability. If we accept it, the truth can bo
served. Common will and common recog-

nition of truth and common hope cannot rest

upon a doctrine of common action subject to

fatal impediments to right and necessary action.

Unilateral actions have been necessary sev-
eral times in the course of the Cold War thus
far, and have been taken. One was the de-
cision to develop the capacity to use atomic
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warfare rather than liquidate it after World

War II. Another was the decision to offer the

Baruch Proposals to the world, repeated or mod-

ij&ed ill several later versions, but standing as a

unilateral move of profound significance. An-

other ivas the decision to fight in Korea, while

seeking UN support. Others have included the

proposal of the Marshall Plan, the Truman

Doctrine. These do not represent common

action except as they fit into a much larger

pattern of common action. They do represent

the acceptance of prime responsibility, and the

fulfillincnt by the strongest partner of the con-

ditions which make a coalition possible. The

doctrine of “common action” must not be mis-

taken as excluding such unilateral actions.

Given this, the U. S. is inevitably cast as leader

of tlie Free World. It has the material power

which permits decisions and actions as compre-

hensive as the situation. If the U. S. does not

lead, nobody else can. The U. S. is in some

ways ill-equipped for its role, yet its weak-

nesses arc the weaknesses which have accom-

panied its strengths. It is weak on ideological

doctrine, but therefore its doctrine, if now

formulated, cannot be so obsolete. It lias

lacked modern organization for necessary plan-

ning and intelligence, but it has rapidly

worked to make up such deficiencies. It has

been subject to sentimental illusions, but it has

found a practicality crises which has permitted

it to survive a strenuous schooling by hard

experience. It is closely approaching matiiiity

for its role, if it has not reached this already.

Other papers have emphasized in more than

one place the all-important issue of maintain-

ing deterrent strength in arras, and the hazard-

ous instability which characterizes this task.

The issue need not be discussed again in detail

at this point. But the issue is the most critical

one, in the sense of setting the criteria which we

have to meet.

The U. S. has to find the wisdom and skill to

assess with ruthless objectivity the actual pace

and scale of weapons developments. Tins does

not mean that we have to know precisely when

the onomy will have a weapon, or how many.
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It means that if we do not know we must not

guess iivislifully. The necessary may include

a safety margin. Only when knowledge of

enemy capabilities is absolutely certain and

precise can margins be dispensed with. Such

cases will be the exception, in fact they are

substantially impossible.

If we can be uncompromising on this issue

we can surely find the morale to make the

necessary sacrifices whatever they may be.

And we can then be realistic on any other issue,

for none is so seductive \vith its promises of

welfare and of political advantage as this one.

It is not necessary that we expect perfection

of oui'selves overnight in all things, but it is

necessary that we earn the right to all the time

it takes us to go on learning what we have to

learn. The maintenance of unbroken deter-

rent strength is the price of time, and it will

buy all time if we never cheat on the price.

The determination of America to maintain

an effective deterrent position is the corner-

stone. In the first place we must not fail. In

the second place, oui* determination must be

apparent, for it is the fact which all the free

world must know. This fact, that we are de-

termined, must enter their minds and affect

then thinkiiig as one of the very few most

important premises for all the development of

the free world in the next few decades. It is

the premise which makes it possible to assume

that the whole difliculty and cost of responsible

progress Mthout violence is worth bearing, and

that world war or the defeat of the U. S. will

not vitiate the accomplishments of every other

nation. To make our determination clear is,

basically, an honest matter of niaintahiing de-

termination. But it is also in part a surface

matter of how we show this determination. If

wo cut our arms budget at the first appearance

of relaxed tension with the Soviet, it will not

be clear that we are determined. No words

will then suffice to make it clear. This does

not mean that no reduction of our defense

budget can ever be made. It does mean that

the explanation to theU. S. and to the world as

to what we are nevertheless doing to maintain
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tlie deterrent will have to be veiy very clear.

In consideration of all the technological-military

factors, tliere appears little chance that a sub-
stantial budgetary reduction can be compatible
with V. S. determination in the next decade.
The possibility of establishing a positive

motivation for the American people does not
mean that it will occur just because it is needed,
nor even just because it is inspiring, Americans
have been saturated with individualism for a
century, and their habitual idea of a positive
goal is of a goal for the individual, not for the
nation or the world. They fight with fury
when the nation is visibly tlireatened, because
the nation is the shelter wntliin which they can
go about their individual business. Jobs and
families and homes and seemity are the positive
goals of their individual lives. They have
learned in the last decade to recognize Com-
munism as a threat, and to accept taxes and
conscription to prevent Communism from be-
coming more of a threat, but they have no
concept in mind of building a new world which
would eliminate Communism as we know it
now. They want peace, and they support the

and they like NATO. Communism
threatens to disturb things, either by starting
a major war, as they feared in 1951, or by
nibbling away gains for itself and losses for our
world until It can call us to showdo^vn and
defeat. As long as Coimminist moves are
minor, tlrn American has the reaction of a man
to a gad-fl}', to reach for a fly swatter. If there
are too many lie puts up screens. If they are
still a nuisance he may set out to wipe out all fliesAny attempt to mobilize feam based on pre-

™pres-

1 I
has beendone for ten years on the subject of atomic war-

is cold
">« H-bomb, have left

l>«, I 'f
some commentators

bas been partly a frantic reaction to the lethargy

briefly, to torea, to the Berlin Blockade antto other Communist moves. But it has 'thenlad a course of action laid out for it by itsgovernment. When no coume of action .t'bid
i
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out the public waits for one and, genorHlly
^ speaking, it assumes that there is no urgonoy if

no coiu’se is offered.

The idea of doing the necessary to change
the structure of human culture so that wars
will not occur is not a clear idea to any but a

very few people. It is not clear to the govern-
ment itself. Yet it is the onlj'" positive cxpri.^s-

sion of what is otherwise expressed negat.ivoJy
as the avoidance of wai*, and tlio ovonfciial

transformation of Communism.
The Government has not in the jiast ooii-

sidered that the formulation of such a purpoao
is actually a proper function of the g'ovorjunont,
Tile reason is traditional. Such positivo proj-
ects have never been sot Govominoiit in our
system, with the possible ox'coption of tlio Now
Deal. Historically considered, we can rovio^v
the great causes whicli the American pooplii
have accepted, and in nearly all cases tho tonh
was carried by private groups, with the Govm*u-
ment acting after and not before tJio estahlinh-
nient of a consensus. This was true of Uin
abolition of slavery, of proliibition, of wouum's
suffrage, of conservation, of the United Nations,
of intervention in both world wars.

This relation between Government niul
private forces m the formation of opinion m tin
important one m a Democracy, and on lOtliCentury premises as to the nature of pi oJiloius,
the degree of danger, and the time olonumt
this arrangemoiit made good sense. But ifc isalso one reason why the U. S. has nmdo so

-tury,whylts into"vention in two great wars lias been so (lis-appointing, and why ifc has faced s cl tsuccession of disastrous surprises.
flor there are things which tbo iiriviUoagencies seelang to slmpe public opiuio!, Cic

cannot speak with nnii./x n i

‘ thoy

cannot establish the anthmi^: oT™"*S
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about the problem. This leaves the situation

which made Olnirchill and others during the

war beg for more clear and positive leadership

from, the American Government, and has made
Malik of Lebanon and Hammarskjold of

Sweden beg the XJ. S. to accept the burden of

telling the peoples what they have to know.

The substitution of a positive purpose for the

negative motive of specific fear does not appear

easy in this context. But there are favorable

factors also. The persistent hope of the people

for peace, and willingness to sacrifice for peace,

has been demonstrated constantly. Their fear

of being hoodwinked with a nostrum or panacea

or utopia or fallacy or illusion is deeply grounded

in the record of deception by self-deceived

loaders in the past. TJiat they have swallowed

so many bitter disappointments is a measure

of their faith. Further, they believe in work

and pragmatic experimental progress and tests.

If they are told that they Imve a job to do in

a generation, that the essential resources are

available, that it will be the greatest achieve-

mont of man if tliey succeed, that the greatest

disaster that over befell man will occur if they

fail, and will also occur if they fail to try, and

that tliere must be no illusions or nonsense

about it, and if this is done from the highest

point of authority as to the dangers and

possibilities in the situation, they may be

expected to react with all the latent idealism

they liavG.

Stopx>ing the expansion of Communism will

not save the status quo. The fact that the

Communists are wrong, and the fact of their

failure, will not mean that there is no revolution.

Their failures will mean that we mastered the

revolution and led it.

Thoro is an immediate clialleuge, a passive

and negative challenge. Wo have to avoid

undue Enj^horia and abhor relaxation. Any

relaxation that is really justified in one field

of effort will bo only an opportunity to turn

more of our energy to others. If we can do

this it will be the most significant landmark of

our history in this century. It may be in

many respects an unobtrusive achievement,
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since its critical proof will he continuity of

direction, not a change of course. But it

will also requhe outspoken expression of the

estimate of the situation which underlies our

stubborn determination.

It is a situation for fear and hesitancy in the

face of an effort which may “shrivel up our

little stock of courage,” because it may demand

more effort than minds can bear. A positive

basis for our morale cannot be made a really

dominant factor in the drive and direction of

our action by exhortation about abstractions

like Hope and Truth unless positive content

is given to these terms. The positive content

that can be given to them is ready to hand and

can be backed up all the way. The effort is

unescapable for the minds of men who have a

will to clarity of the consciousness which God

gave them.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The Immediate Situation

The reactions of the U. S. and the Free AVorld

to the Soviet-Communist threat have been

mainly motivated by direct jirovocation, and

have been mainly designed to prevent specific

enemy gains.

Communist tactics during the first two phases

of the Cold War, from 1946 to 1955, have pro-

vided renewed provocation whenever the will

to maintain the necessary countereffort has

declined.

In the tim’d phase of the cold war now open-

ing, they tlii’eaten to deny us further stimulus

by abstaining from overt provocation.

We remain hi a situation in which there arc

very great latent dangers, as much as five to

ton years away in the future, without overt

enemy action to ompliasize or dramatize them.

The greatest dangers ahead are of great cer-

tainty in degree of danger, though of great un-

certainty as to timing.

The remoteness of the principal dangers in

time makes it impossible to establish and main-

tain a film will to continued effort on the former

basis of immediate enemy provocation.
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To conduct our aflfaks under these conditions

will require a basic estimate of the situation

broader, firmer, and clearer, than any we have

needed during the nine years of cold war that

are now past.

Stable long-term motivation has to he a moti-

vation to do something, not merely to prevent

something.

Only a positive basis of motivation can he

independent of specific actions by the enemy,

As a corollary, only a positive basis for motiva-

tion can afford us a basis for initiative, with all

the advantages of initiative.

The General Situation

,
The world situation in this centuiy is a

systemic revolution, that is, a revolution of

the whole state system, nob simply of one

country.
.

The two World Wars amount to two civil

wars of the world community.

The revolution can he analyzed and under-

stood.

The problem now is to eliminate war, the

evolution of a world political system free of

war is a basic aspect of this world revolution,

but war is to be expected as an automatic by-

product of the situation unless the automatic

forces can be analyzed and brought under

control.
^ .11

The customary processes of history include

war as a part of the process of deciding matters

which cannot be decided by the decision-

making procedures of a single state.

War is not immune to mastery by the human

mind, once it is recognized that it involves

social mass action and that its logic is not the

same as the conscious logic in the minds of its

participants, tins in paraUel with the business

cycle and other cases of social mass action

which have been analyzed.

We cannot now take several centuries to

abolish war.

The Backward Areas

The backward areas, present special prob-

lems, and are involved in revolutionary changes
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of various intensity which threaten to produce

violence and disorder incidental to the main

development.

Disparate progress as between countries,

between groups within countries, and between

technological and institutional elements in the

same culture or country, strains customary

social-political relationships always, but now

more than ever.

The essential is to find ways to adjust the

time-phasing of those elements in progress

whose disorder otherwise generates explosive

tensions.

“Point Four” in its present form is inade-

quate as a means of assisting baclavard coun-

tries to adjust their cultures to Western tech-

nology, since it emphasizes just the technologj’'

which is easiest to learn, and underemphasizes

the social and political and economic factors

which are most difficult.

A basis for motivation that would satisfy the

U, S. people by themselves would offer no basis

for morale and patience and confidence in

progress, for the peoples of the back^vard areas.

To satisfy the need for direction for the Free

World, a rational basis for morale must satisfy

the U. S., its principal allies, and the backward

countries.

Reform is much more difficult than supposed

in all but the most higlily developed political

systems.

Communism

Communism has long predicted a world revo-

lution and they consider themselves as enjoying

proprietary rights in it.

Communism has so man}’^ faults and errors

built into it that it is actually obsolete and

iiTelevaiit to the main development.

One great advantage Communism neverthe-

less enjoys is its applicability, because of its

crudity, in situations where the modern political

processes become unusable. Communism ofieis

an easier because cruder route toward tech-

nological advance and toward the destruction

A POSITIVE U. S. POLICY
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ol obsol(5tG institutions than doos modern

democracy.

The case of revolutionists by profession who

actually do not understand the revolution in

which they are engaged is a familiar fact of

history.

The Communists, in spite of their errors, are

skillful in practical political situations, sldlled

in long range planning, and capable of adopting

a hard or soft line for several years on end as a

more phase in a longer plan.

The United States

The United States has avoided general

ilicorotical analyses of its own situation and

has made its way by improvisation.

The U. S. political system has evolved in recent

decades into a revolutionary new social-political

system with capabilities for resolving problems

beyond any previous one.

The U. S, economy is a now and revolutionary

system which is neither capitalism, socialism,

nor communism, and which makes nil of those

concepts obsolete.

The U. S., not the Soviet, is of post-revolu-

tionary typo.
, tt 1

There remain many factors m the United

States which make it difficult to recognize its

own achievements, to formulate them, and to

accept the appropriate position in the lyorld.

The record of U. S. actions is more consistent

than is generally understood, and represents

tho acceptance by the U. S. of the role of leader,

hut is marred by various failures and mistakes.

Tho necessary positive reformulation must

begin with recognition of tho nature of the situ-

ation, die stops required for the avoidance of

war and for the defeat and transformation ol

Commimiam, and the practical methods and

measures to be taken, and costs to be accepted

Tho alternative is to “mudeUe thi-oiigh ,
and

our conlidonco in our own capacity to mu e

through is a factor which inclines us to try to

go on doing so.

Deterrent strength is the key issue which

must be met without any mistakes and which

is the essential price of time for all other matters

to he dealt vnth.

U. S. determination to maintain deterrent

strength, and to maintain all necessary effort,

must not only be real; in order to serve as a

premise for confidence iu the outcome it must

also be cleaiiy^ apparent at all times to the whole

of the Free World,

Summary

The world situation is a world revolution.

The U. S. is the leader of the world revolution.

There are two great dangers;

1. That the Soviets will obtain at some

time in the future (1958-1970) a decisive

military-technological advantage which ^yiU

pennit them to precipitate a shoivdown ivith

expectation of success.

2. That the failm’e of the U. S. to assert its

leadership in an adequate manner ivill permit

the Free World to fall into disorder and weak-

ness ivith Communism as the winner by de-

fault in local situations.

There are foiu’ reasons why the U. S. cannot

pursue its fm'ther com-ses of action mtliout a

positive doctrine concerning the situation and

the goals:

1. We have now to undertake long-term

efforts of high cost without the immediate

provocation of enemy action,

2 The Free World, including the backivarcl

areas, as well as the U. S., has to be given di-

rection and confidence.

3. Only a positive position can provide the

advantages of the initiative.

4. War cannot be excluded from history by

leaving the historic process to the customary

automatic forces.
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The U. S. Public—A Matter of Orchestration

Originator: C. D. Jackson

Critics: Max Millikan

P. M. A. Linebarger

I. THE PROBLEM—ALLEGRO MA NON
TROPPO.

It would be best at the very outset to admit

that the U. S., its Government, its people, its

press, its history, its temperament, all combine

to prevent a complete solution to the problem of

orchestrating a foreign policy. To insist,

or to sot forth a plan, that requhes a totality of

our Government to stick to the agreed-upon

position, so that the American people, the

audience, hear only a single coherent and con-

vincing theme, is, in the context of the United

States of America, unrealistic.

We certainly do not wish to adopt the mono-

lithic techniques which are possible in a police-

state dictatorsliip. Equally, we cannot wait a

century or two to develop the render-unto-the-

Foreign-Office type of orderly respect which

diai'actorizes the attitude of Parliament, press,

and people in Great Britain.

Hov^ever, there arc many things we can and

should do which we are not doing. Om* built-in

deterrents may prevent perfect operations, but

they need not prevent far better results than we

are cm’rently achieving.

The solution would be far easier if there were

one identifiable villain or set of villains. Pro-

fessional mavericks aside, there ai’e not villains

in this picture—only a vast uncoordinated mass

of minds and vocal chords.

Some attempts at orchestration have been

made, but they have almost all been of the ad

hoc variety—one shot operations which mo-

mentarily stimidated a large number of people to

some semblance of coordinated activity. But

the moment passed quickly.

As this papei' is being wiitten, we can witness

a perfect illustration of the problem.

Taken together, the declarations of the

President at Geneva, the President’s speech in

Philadelphia on the true meaning of the “spu’it

of Genova,” and the Secretary of State’s speech

at the openmg session of the United Nations,

present a coherent, convincing, compelling,

and in a sense majestic, statement of American

foreign policy for the coming period.

Yet what has been done to orchestrate this

composition? Has the President explained

the matter in these terms to his Cabinet?

Have the appropriate legislators been informed

by the appropriate administration ofRcials of

this three-stage development, and its implica-

tion for the future? Has the State Depart-

ment forcibly impressed upon the Chiefs of

U. S. klissions abroad the overall implications

and then individual responsibilities within the

frame of these implications? Has an appro-

priate person communicated to citizens’ groups

throughout the country a detailed interpreta-

tion of these fantastic 1955 foreign policy

developments and their vast implications?

Has it been suggested that a group of interested

and dedicated citizens on a national scale band

together for the purpose of common apprecia-

tion in order in turn that they might disseminate

then* appreciation locally?

The answer is NO.

To be sure, the mimeograph machines have

ground furiously. But what has come out is
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iinevftluated facts. Every Ambassador has

indeed received a copy of the text of Mr.

Dulles’ speech, but none of them have re-

ceived a copy of the alhimportant relationship

between Geneva, Philadelphia, and the United

Nations. And in the U. S. the various media

of communication are left strictly on their own

to devise their own angles and interpretation

from the raw facts. Government officials get

their nourishment from headlmes, and the

citizens have to rely on a special kind of

osmosis.

This sorry situation is not entirely due to

negligence. There is also an underljdng psychic

block—^namely, self-consciousness and fear that

any oi^anized attempt at orchestration will be

attacked as administration propaganda.

In the context of the vast and dangerous game
which is being played, this is utter nonsense.

This does not mean that such attacks will

not be made. It does mean that they should

be disregarded—for what we are dealing wdth is

not the raw stuff of partisan politics, but in a

very real sense a victory or defeat in the most
titanic struggle in which this nation has ever

found itself involved.

II. THE NEED—ANDANTE CANTABILE,

Although many details are still missing, and
otliere w'ill come into being only as events

demand their appearance, the Government of

the Unitec! States does not have today sufficient

thinking and decision to articulate global policy

on the three tremendous fronts of diplomacy,
foreign economics, and security.

If this is a correct statement, the task of

infonnation and interpretation to the U. S. public
is as important as any other aspect of the
operation.

The American people have in fact been
extraordinarily docile and cooperative. They
have rolled or oscillated with a tremendous
number of changing moods—hard line, soft line,

scowls, smiles, tough words, peaceful words,
and now the “spirit of Geneva”.
But now also, in this year 1955, there is the
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new phenomenon of relative fluidity in tho

East-West maneuvering, coupled with the fact

that the President and the Secretary of State

have hammered out the broad outlines of a real

policy winch can be told. And if this policj’’ is

to achieve maximum international amperage, it

must have the drive of an educated citizenry

behind it.

III. THE PROPOSAL—MAESTOSO.

The first and essential step is for the Execu-

tive Branch to get its own ducks in a row.

And here the chief burden falls on the President

and the Secretaiy of State.

Assuming that they would both subscribe to

I and II above, and are prepared to concert

their tlhnldng, tlu*ee immediate aiidionces

should hear the story in considerable detail

—

and presented not as a suggestion, but as a fimi

policy to which they will all commit themselves.

These audiences are:

1. A combined Cabinet and NSC mooting
(including Secretaries of the armed sorv-

ices and the Joint Chiefs.)

2. The Wliite House Staff.

3. The legislative leaders, plus possibly some
additional specially selected legislators.

Prom these meetings a group of londora
should be designated to assume the responsi-
bility of disseminating tho essence of tlio

President’s policy to the key personnel in their
organization—and the White House should bo
prepared to furnish speech outlines and/or ail

articulate representative if necessary. It ia

conceivable that in the case of a particulaily
important sub-group, say Pentagon brass, tho
President himself might address thorn.

Key questions should be arranged for Presi-
dential press conferences which will permit tho
President to make the necessary public stato-
mentson the subject, and the Secretary of State
should hold at least one off-the-record back-
ground-only press corps dinner to position this
global policy in their minds.

Several national organizations, notably CED

THE U. S. PUBLIC
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(Committee for Economic Development) and

the Advertising Council, have learned how to

act as national minute-men on matters of

importance to the nation. The appropriate

officials of these and one or two other national

organizations should be summoned to Washing-

ton for a thorough briefing, and should then be

charged mth the responsibility of organizing

this material in such a form that it can be sent

to their chapters and representatives and

membership throughout the country, after full-

dress ratification by theii’ Boards—at a special

meeting if necessary.

Although the preceding paragraph gets close

to grass roots, a still closer activity is essential,

and to achieve this a National Conference of

educators, industrialists, public opinion ex-

perts, politicians, and national organization

heads is the best and quickest-acting device.

The National Conference is recommended

rather than another Committee because:

(1)

it would not present overt competition

to any existing organizations;

(2) it would provide the broadest possible

framework for every kind of organization to

participate as much and as deeply as possible;

(3) it could set up special committees of

its own to carry out particular programs that

didn't fit into any existing organizations;

(4) while the conference organization can

continue as long as there is need for its e.\ist-

ence, it does not have the am’a of a self-per-

petuating committee staff, and therefore has

greater appeal for fund-raising.

A detailed description of such a National

Conference—its organization, its agenda, its

techniques, and the results to be expected

—

has been drafted and is avaHahle.

In conclusion, note that there has been no

attempt in the above to discuss substance.

There has merely been reference to the three

major fronts of U. S. global policy—diplomatic,

foreign economic, and seemity. The assmnp-

tion has been that other conference papers and

the siunmary conference findings would de-

velop the substance.
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The Discrete Problems of the Far East

Originator: Paul M. A. Linebarger

Critic: George A. Lincoln

Prefatory

The following paper consists of thi’ee distinct

parts.

Part One, Prologue, states the difficulties of

getting a policy which will meet five basic

criteria:

(1) acceptability and deshability to the

U. S. public;

(2) coherence with the general dhection of

U. S. domestic development and world-wide

policy, as seen by leaders and experts within

the United States

;

(3) applicability to the real-life situations

in which different portions of the Chinese

people find themselves;

(4) harmony of the U. S. policy with

British, Japanese, and other allied policies;

(5) relevance of the policy to the general

relationship of security-tlnough-competition

which now obtains between U. S. and Soviet

power, especially in marginal areas such as

Germany, Korea, and Vietnam.

Part Two, Draft of a Ten-Year Policy, pro-

vides a target for discussion and for further

refinement by spelling out some of the concrete

policies which should be considered seriously

for American policy-planning purposes.

Part Three is a brief r6sum6 of the overseas

Chinese situation,

Though the focus of the paper is on Chma

the general conclusion of the paper is to the

effect that for the next decade or two, Japan

is more important than China for many U. S.

purposes, and that therefore no China policy

should be developed unless it fits closely and

effectively with the policies of Japan concern-

ing China. In theh tm-ii, the policies of Japan

concerning China should he a major focus of

American study and (if necessary) of American

partnership.

This paper is submitted in conjunction with a

closely related paper on the subject of Policy

diid Opinion in South and Southeast Asia. The

two papers are designed to cover adjacent geo-

graphic areas, and in many cases their subject

matter carries through from the one paper to

the other.

No attempt is made, in this paper, to spell

out the economic or military costs of operations

in the South Asia, Southeast Asia, and East

Asia areas. It is generally assumed that short

of open combat these costs are and should be

less than the cost of the military and economic

aid programs which have already been applied

in the Mediterranean and West European areas.

The cost may be substantial in any one year,

but in relation to U. S. totals of defense and aid

expenditures over a decade, the cost of all the

Asia progi-ams put together should not be high.

Consideration of any American policy toward

China is complicated by the fact that there aie

at least five basic frames of reference (outlined

above) which such a policy must fit.

Peculiai’ly important is the consideration that

over and above the miier circle of the definitely

pro-American Nations of the Pacific (Japan,

EOIC, Nationalist China, Thailand, Australia,

New’ Zealand), there ai’O potentially pro-

American nations who must not be alienated.

In some cases, the reasons for not alienating
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them are militarily and diplomatically opera-

iionaL The nation in cpiestion would be

valuable as an ally to us, and may well become

an allj^. In other cases, the value is psychologi-

cal; American lenders and joumnlists would not

like to see a country estranged, come a show-

down on the world scene. Furthermore, the

Communist pleasure at taking anything what-

ever from us, unreasonable though it may be,

usually arouses a corresponding emotion of

woiTy and dread on our side.

Of the nations which are not pro-American,

most of them are “Asian” in terms of prop-

aganda utterance instead of merely Asian or

Asiatic in terms of their geographic location.

The more w'ell-established and older the govern-

ment, the less apt it is to be “Asian”. The

Japanese GovenmieiiL is rarely “Asian” in the

sense in. wdiich Mr. Nehru uses the term.

The policies which suit the pro-American Na-

tions will not necessarily suit the “Asian”

group. An nlhrmative policy on Formosa’s

security will probabty please Hatoyama, Rliee,

Chiang, Pibul, and J^Iagsaysaj’^
;
it may even be

a source of reassui'ance to Norodom Sihanouk;

it will most distinctly worry U Nu when he is

speaking in public, however much he may be

pleased by it when he is speaking in private,

and it wall vex Mr. Panikkar or Mr. Menon.

To be effective, an American policy concern-

ing the Chinese people, their National govern-

ment, the Communist authorities, their repre-

sentation in the world, and then’ future cannot

shift from week to week as British or “Asian”

opinion may require.

a. A very substantial achievement has al-

readybeen accomplished by the Eisenhower-

Dulles team in getting Formosa off some

of the tenterhooks of uncertainty and by
scaring the Communists away from the

offshore islands for the time being,

b. Particularly effective was President

Eisenhower’s insistence in simple and

understandable teims, on the idea of

“peace” last spring. The President ex-

pressed, wittinglj’’ or not, almost all of the

classic Chinese virtues. In reply, Chou

En-lai sounded like a bad Chinese garble

of a German text. He bad to lard his

riposte with foreignisms (so far as the

spoken Chinese language is concerned)

referring to “domestic” rights in “inter-

national” law, "international jurisdiction,”

and the like.

c. Since a long-range American policy can-

not and mil not be effective if America's

top leaders, busy as they are, try to figure

out a long-range Chinese approach to

China's problems, really effective policy

depends on its being grounded on what the

U. S. is going to do anyway, China or no

China.

The first question on China policy is, “What
is U. S. domestic policy?” Should our policy

be impugned, we cannot and will not have a

position of strength in the Far East if at the

same time we reduce our military budgets so

that we no longer possess the striking forces

with which to strike.

U. S. domestic policy is derived—quite

reasonably, too—from the U. S. estimate of

TJ. S. global policy at any one time. This

primarily concerns oiu own safety in relation

to Soviet power at the time. Only latei’ can

and should China policy come in.

I. PROLOGUE

Supremely important the fact that an Ameri-

can China policy must cohere with XJ. S. domestic

policy. In a sense modern Chinese civilization is

ab'eady propaganda-saturated. Only rarely can

verbal symbols compete with the inferences made

by observers from action. The future is measured

on both sides of the Bamboo Curtain in terms of

what is going to happen, not in terms of what

should hai)pen. If American domestic policy

appears to he leading the United States first to a

position of domestic strength and then to an in-

ternational position of being able to use that

strength, most of the ^^psychological warfare’ ‘ will

make itself in the future. If the United States is

going to beco?ne absolutely and relatively weaker
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in the next three decddes a Chind policy h(ised

npon a false pi^ediction of strength could bring the

United States people and government nothing but

harm m China and contiguous terntories of East

Asia,
. A •

Up to now imicli of the difficulty of an Aineri-

enn China policy” has been the fact that it was

"Ciima policy” and nothing more—not an or-

ganic living part of America’s general policy in

the world. If the United States is capable of

creating a Far Eastern policy from the founda-

tion of basic “American policy” prescriptions

for action which show humane, practical, long-

range prediction of American economic and

political survival, with a sanOj optimistic, in-

tolligiblo affirmation of how America intends to

grow and prosper—the result would he much

more valuable than the trumpery of a specious

"China policy” made up by Americans for

Chincso, only for Chinese, and not applicable to

any tiling else on earth.

On the score of the acceptability of American

policy as part of the cold war the Chinese Com-

nuinists are vulnerable both as Commimists

and as Chinese. A policy toward the Com-

muniat authorities of China can take account ot

the fact that American-Russian relations are

much better than American-Peking arrange-

monts at the present time. There is no need to

make American policy toward the Communist

mainland identical with American policy toward

the USSR. The two can be distinguished. I

is necessary, Kowerer, to reconcile an iniplicit

contradiction in tlie present Amencan position

a contradiction whioli ai-ises from two sopaia

and distinct aspects of recent U. S. policy.

The first implication is that (a)

political and economic structure

country is none of Amonca’s business, that b)

the Uidlcd States is indifferent

of people under Communism, and dial (_o) d

Oohmuuist government behaves

in a teclmical and nanw
text the Government of the United

willing to deal amiably

^Phn second implication is that the

States as a government and the Amoucans as

a people have a special sentimental and political

loyalty to the Chinese on the grounds of one

hundred years of peculiarly significant and inti-

mate association, i\dth American appreciation

of China’s dedicated sacrifices in the struggle

against Japan, and that therefore neither the

American people nor the American government

can accept the Communist subjugation of

China as anything more than a temporary

phenomenon which we are prepared to outwait

if necessary.

Each of these implicit statements has been

made explicit by various U. S. spokesmen with

reference to the Chinese front of the world-

wide cold war. The contradictions between

them are serious enough to affect the grounds

of America’s entire moral and political posture

in the Far East. It can be suggested that

neither of these considerations need be e.xcluded

altogether from diplomatic consideration, but

that a thoroughly clear-cut choice of one as a

major theme and the other as a minor theme

might permit better diplomacy as well as more

effective propaganda programs.

When one turns to the intra-Chinese impac

of U. S. policy, consideration must be given to

the fact that Chinese political behavior is

highly sophisticated and that in a sense the

C&nL were Marxists long before Karl Marx

was born. This can be explained with the

statement that the use of ideological control

within the Contucianist system

Cliinese to the concept of official truth Ion

before the Western autliontarinn states had

spread the m-t of doublethink" on the present

'“Much of China’s internal polilioal behavior

as weU as external relations have been based

on the strilcing of postures which are not meant

to reflect fact or even seriously to deceive t le

llnnbt but which are merely postures

tafed to evoke from the antagonist a coimter-

Jostm-e for the next stage in a pantomime of

of the Chinese to bo

n IXow» at the present time is meant to

be taken very seriously as a claim, ns an impor-
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tant ceremonial verbalization not yet related to

fact, hut providing a foundation for future atti-

tudes of deference on the American side and
arrogance on the Chinese side, and therefore at

present nothing more than a claim.

The study made by Dr. Shen-hu Dai for the

F. P. R. I. indicates that the Chinese people on
many occasions in the past established separate

co-existing Chinese governmental forms which
could bo called “states’’ is not to be found as a

major strain in Confucian thought.

A distinction between state and government
can be made even in Western thought with

reference to the permanence of the institutions

involved. It can be suggested that few West-
ern thinkers would regard two co-existing gov-

ernments, even if they were closely aldn by
race or competitive in their juristic claims to

territory, as mere “governments” and not

“states” if they lasted as long as fifty years.

The Chinese are rapidly approaching a point

in which they themselves admit in fact that

there are two separate Chinese states, two
Chinas, both of which will exist as far as any
man can foresee.

The fact that the foundation of two Chinas
instead of one is adventitious docs not mean
that the foundation is not becoming more and
more accomplished a fact with the passing of

each successive year. Foreign Minister Shige-

mitsu stated before the National Press Club on
August 30, 1955, the best view of the Japanese

Bureaucrats at the present time:

As for China, my country is maintaining diplo-

matic relations with the Chinese Nationalist Gov-
ernment on Formosa and that precludes our entering

upon formal relations with Communist China.

Nevertheless, neither we, nor you, can possibly escape

the reality that there are two mutually hostile Chinese

governments exercising control over two separate areas.

We naturally feel gravely concerned for the sake of

peace in Asia and are most an.xious that neither side

aggravates anew the situation, now fortunately tran-

quil, by resorting to violence.

As you well know, there is a popular pressure in

Japan in favor of expanding our trade with Con-
tinental China. This is understandable since we
must foster trade wherever available in order to

sustain our slender economy, but we feel tliat our
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public is apt to forget the drastic change that has
taken place in China during the past decade. (Italics

added.)

As a tactful man, Mr. Shigemitsu did not go

so far as to indicate that he thought that the

freezing of the Chinese civil war by the world

situation meant that the particular division of

China which happened to obtain in the winter

of 1949-50 was going to lead to the creation of

two Chinese states.

The point should perhaps be made both in

staff studies and in propaganda that there is

no serious prospect of the People’s Republic

overcoming the Republic of China without

Russian aid. The entire military air establish-

ment of Communist China is Russian-sup-

ported.

The Communists have been successful in

making the balance of forces on the Chinese

scone seem to bo the result of unilateral Ameri-

can intervention, when in fact it is much more
reasonable to assume that “a balance of inter-

ventions” has stopped the Chinese civil war at

the particular boundary which now obtains

between the two Chinas.

In other words, Free China with American

aid can defeat Now China.

Free China without American aid could not

touch Now China with Russian aid.

New China without Russian aid can not touch

a Free China which has American aid.

If neither China obtains aid from its respec-

tive international partner, it is extremely un-

likely that Chiang could land in the near future

or that the Reds could take Formosa in the near

future.

Finally, if America helps Free China and

Russia helps Now China, the outcome is unpre-

dictable, but might well lead to a major war
which neither Americans nor Russians appear

to desire at the present time.

Considerations such as those set forth above

may appear very cogent in Chinese eyes. They
do not necessarily have much effect on the iso-

lated groups of political leaders and publicists

who grandiloquently call themselves “Asians”

(see paper 8).
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Finally, reference must be made to the fact

that the only operational great power in Asia is

Japan, ‘^Great Power” is used in this context

to denote a nation-state which could plan, or-

ganize, equip, and deliver an invasion across

2,000 miles of foreign land or of open sea. If

Asian opinion is to be considered at all, Japa-
nese opinion should be consulted first and fore-

most. Japan and only Japan possesses the

near-future capacity of putting task forces over-

seas in Japanese-built ships, with Japanese-
designed air cover, for Japanese strategic pur-
poses (within the limits of future U. N. man-
dates) for the preservation of life and order in

disturbed portions of Asia.

The Indians, the Chinese Communists, the
Pakistani, and the Indonesians are in no posi-

tion, technologically or militarily, to act the

part of great military powers even if world
history demands that they should do so.

Considering this prologue, the digest of a

proposed China policy which follows may make
enough sense to remove some of the so-called

China problem from the area of controversy
within the United States. No policy designed
as a means for the accomplishment of goals

which are reciprocally, partly or wholly, con-
tradictory can achieve real internal consistency.

It is impossible for Americans to seek the friend-

ship of Peking and the destruction of the Peking
regime at the same time. The policy set forth
in Part II is an attempt to provide a thumbnail
sketch of a policy which will in its several facets

achieve a maximum number of goals over a
ten-year period.

II. DRAFT STATEMENT OF A TEN-YEAR
POLICY

The following draft of a policy is not designed
to supersede or replace policy statements which
now exist. It is, on the other hand, an experi-

ment in planning.

Obviously, the writer of this paper agrees
with Bismarck, who was quoted as saying that
with the best intelligence in the most efficiently

run chanceries of Europe, no statesman could

see more than three years ahead. The draft

is made for ten years because certain phases of

policy—long-range effects in psychological war-
fare, economic development, results from edu-
cational policy—cannot be obtained in less

than a decade in many instances. If the means
to a policy require more time than the end of

the policy itself stipulates, a paradoxical

situation results.

Perhaps the only solution is to set up an “as
if” policy, a hypothetical statement of what the

U. S. people and leaders should want “if all

other factors remain the same,” Obviously
these excluded factors will not remain the

same, but it is better to establish a modifiable

goal than no goal at all.

For speed in readmg, the subjointed paper
has been cast in the rough outline of a staff

study.

Statement of the Problem

How can the United States Government sus-

tain a diplomatic policy toward the several

Chinese political authorities in a manner de-

vised to achieve the following long-range goals:

a. Minimization of the prospect of effec-

tive further Communist territorial expansion;

b. Minimization of the prospect of inter-

national or intra-Chinese armed conflict;

c. Minimization of the unnecessary ten-

sions which may exist between Peking and
Washington without a loss of honor, security,

or power by Washington;

d. Furtherance of an acceptable form of

peaceful competitive co-existence between
the Communist and anti-Communist systems
in the Far East;

c. Recognition of the special role of Japan
as the only indigenous groat power in East
Asia;

f. Repayment of America’s historic debt
to the Chinese Nationalists for the Chinese
Nationalists’ sacrifices made on behalf of

themselves as a movement and of China as

a nation in the war against Japan;

g. Preservation of the territory of Formosa
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in tlic political framework of the free world

combined wilh a policy whicli will not

preclude the “liberation from within” of the

Chinese people now governed by Communist
authorities on the mainland.

How can policies designed to achieve these

goals be combined with policies designed to

achieve other goals deriving primarily from
diplomatic situations in other parts of the

world (such as Germany or AXorocco)?

Facts Bearing on the Problem

The Chinese governmental and political

system has been in a condition of decline and
chaos for two hundred and twenty years, more
or less, and in a condition of nearly continuous
internal armed conflict between 1820 and 1950.
The stabilization of China under a single

political order, ij it turns out to have been ac-
complished by the Communists, will turn out to
be the most important political miracle oj our
time. In dealing mth this potential miracle
American policy should be neitlier to admit nor
to deny that a wonder has been worked. A
decade is too short a time to reveal whether the
Communists have or have not accomplished
this.

There are today in fact two Chinese states.
These states claim to be identical with one
another. The claim, itself a manifestation of
internal Chinese political warfare, has been
accepted naively at face value by all the outside
Communist and non-Communist powers with
the sole exception of Japan. The two Chinese
states may not wish to be any more than
competing governments of the same Chinese
state, but since neither state possesses the
physical capacity of destro^nng the other in an
effective war the presence of both on the
international scene must be predicted for an
indefinite period of time.

The Chinese Nationalist State is oflacially
called the Republic of China and unofficially
alluded to as Free China. It comprises
Imrmosa and various off-shore islands.
The Chinese Communist State is officially
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world called the Chinese People’s Commomvoaltli,
ill not (Knng-ho-kuo being closer to Karl Alarx’s con-

of the cept of commonwealth of Oemeinwesen than to

raunist “republic,” though it is usually translated

“republic,” thus confusing it with Min~kuo, tho

( these
traditional term) and unofficially called New

led to
China. The fact of Communist rulo on the

from n^ainland is no more and no less a fact than the

)f the Nationalist rule on the island. A
final and reasonably clear title to Formosa was
given by the previous owners, the Japauoso, to

“a Chinese government” in the Tolcyo-Tnipoi
treaty of 1951. Third parties lost their chance i

ilitical to protest the validit}’- of tho treaty wlioii they
e and failed to speak up by registering thoir objections
more at the time.

nuous Neither in the U. N. nor elsowlioro is there
1950. international official acknowledgment that all

single pemons speaking the same language should bo
ta ac- di’iyen by military power into a single inhfiod
ut to political sj^^stem. The Cihinoso Oommunisls
/ our claim to represent the Chinese race and nation
iracle and to be the only Chinese authorities in tho
t nor world. This claim can not bo supported from
1. A Western experience.

r the There is no United States policy paper listing
ished specifically American, specifically selfish, spe-

cifically protective goals ontortainod by thia
ates. government with respect to the general area of
one the Western Pacific,

•n of In the absence of such a statement, U. S.-
been China policy must take tlio form of AmcricatJ
tsKle intentions “on behalf of the Chinese” instead of
with American intentions “on behalf of tho Amerl-
nese cans.” An official, public statoinont of Amori-
bban can strategic goals outlining wliat Amoricaim
nese regarded as the minimum requiroinont for U, S.
the safety in the Western Pacific, such hardhoadc{l,

1 fm realistic pals might win greater accoptanee '

from both Mao’s cabiiiot and Chiang’s than ;

an would an excessively moral claim on holialf of
Aipricans that Americans sliould giiido Cliincse

a } mternal ideological and political afi’airs. Thom impact of such a statement on U. S. domoatie
|ises opinion might well be salutary, and might !

allv Zliry' gap winch :

y exists in Peking’s eyes—between so-called, t
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"China-firsters” and persons chiefly concerned

with the defense of Europe.

The United States has not held an inter-

national conference on the subject of China.

The United States has not obtained a recon-

ciliation of its long-range foreign policy goals

for Chinn with the Chinese goals of Japan and

of the Kepublic of Korea.

The United States does not at present desire

an identification of the pro-American nations of

East Asia with one another. An alliance of

Japan, the Republic of Korea, Nationalist

China, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand,

and the Philippines has not been encom-aged.

Bilateral arrangements between the United

Staccs and each of these nations exist in one

form or another.

In terms of the deployment of any reasonable

combination of sea, air, and land power the

nations listed in the paragraph above are far

more a part of tlie strategic territory of the

Western Pacific than they are a part of the rim-

land of a Soviet heartland.

It is assumed that Oho United States i-vill not

discover a clean-cut ideological goal within the

near future (1965-1968) and that even in the

mid-range future (1959-1965) it is quite un-

certain that the domestic forces of American

politics will raise a political standard to which

men of good faith on all continents can repair,

as to a crusade. The United States will reinain

empirical, governing its judgments and actions

by largely unexpressed systems of value, and

loosely democratic in its foreign policy.

Liberation wUl be a slogan, but not an opera-

tion of government.

While the United States desires the liberation

of the mainland of China from Communism

neither the leaders nor the people of this country

are willing to take a serious chance on World

War III in order to obtain that goal. In this

tlioy can be considered wise. If Communism

in Russia should fall, Chinese Communism sur-

viving alone would pose no strategic threat to

the world.

The crux of the world situation lies for the

1955-1965 period in the competition of Ameri-

can and Russian science and tecluiology, and

not in a count of heads on the mainland of

Asia.

The 600,000,000 recently discovered Chinese

(as opposed to 480,000,000 previously listed)

and the 400,000,000 Indians do not by sheer

numbers constitute a “force” in world politics.

The number of persons under Communism does

not reflect the striking force which might be

delivered by the Communist or anti-Com-

munist system in an all-out war.

The strategic wishes of the Japanese have not

yet been expressed. Japanese claims to a re-

sumption of the effective strategic military

leadership of the Western Pacific and East

Asia would be vigorously resisted at the present

time by many of the territories which in fact

depend upon the United States and upon a non-

Conununist Japan for their own protection.

The United States must be prepared not

merely for counterpressure which may he

offered by Communist aggression and to capi-

talize on future pro-American sentiment arising

as a consequence of future domestic American

strength engendered by resentment against

Communist aggression. The United States for

the present and the foreseeable future need not

be capable of taking the initiative in any mili-

tary operation against Communist held terri-

tory. Once given the initiative, and a superior

military capacity, the conclusion of local wars

to the advantage of the United States and

related nations becomes an important problem

ill foreign policy. Without this U. S. capacity,

the Free World risks being nibbled to death by

Communist aggi’essions.

The best evidence from the Communist and

non-Communist press suggests that the leader-

ship of the Soviet Union is increasingly im-

pressed by the risk of a general war reqnii-ing

the use of atomic weapons, but that the leader-

ship of the Chinese People’s Republic is not

impressed by atomic weapons and is willing to

assume risks which the Moscow leaders would

reject.
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Discussion

The potential of the Eluomintang as a revolu-

tionary force is, judging by appearances, not

defined as a datum and included in Ainerican

policy toward or concerning China. The de-

velopment of the necessary intelligence and

research on this point should be considered a

matter of high priority for both private scholar-

ship and governmental study.

If the people and leaders of the United States

have faith that a characteristically Chinese

revolution can consummate the modernization

and democratization of China there is no reason

why the United States should not indefinitely

support either the Nationalists or an antici-

pated modification of the Nationalist move-

ment which such an American expectation

would assume. It is eiitheb^ possible to frame

a long-range policy on the liberation of China

from Communist imperialism and the mere

“fact^’ that a Coinmnnist regime has lasted for

six years is no more compelling a political con-

sideration than the fact that Manchukuo lasted

for fom'teen years.

If the United States does not expect that the

Chinese will continue and complete their own
revolution, and if the United States is prepared

to accept as a fact and a continuing probability

the effective leadership of most of Chinese

civilization by Communists, the United States

should consider moving with great care toward

the manipulation of two separate Chinas on

the world scene.

The United States has already negotiated

very sensibly with the Chinese Communist
authorities in Korea, in New York, and twice

at Geneva.

The handicaps of initiative lie entirely with

the Communists and then' friends. At present,

most of the advantages of inactivity lie very

largely with the United States.

The Chinese Communists humiliate the

United States whenever they (as they see it)

compel the United States to deal directly with

them. If a matter is sufficiently momentous

to be discussed in Washington, U. C., it should

be taken up with the international equivalent
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of Washington. The only Communist equiva-

lent of Washington, D. C., is Moscow. If the

Peking leadem wish to address themselves to

Washington they should be compelled to go

through Moscow. If a matter is unimportant

they should be compelled to go through Chiang

Kai-shek’s government, the local British author-

ities in Hong Kong, or the government of India.

American domestic public opinion and inter-

nal politics will not permit the writing off of all

China to Communism, nor will it permit the

risks involved in an effort to liberate China by

a combination of a Nationalist initiative with

American support.

If the United States continues to be the pri-

mary source of support for the government on

Formosa it should be prepared to accept as the

price of that support the responsibility of inter-

fering enough in the domestic, political, and

military affairs of Formosa to make sure that

the Nationalist Government represents not

only historic Chinese Nationalism, but a

partner of whom the American people can bo

proud.

The further democratization of Formosa and

the creation of an even higher standard of

living will be effective unless a maximum effort

is made by means of both traveling individuals

and media of communication to spread tho

actual facts concerning Formosa before non-

Formosan Chinese elsewhere in the world

together with other Asian spectators.

Conclusion

The United States should continue to recog-

nize the Nationalist Government of the Repub-

lic of China as the only legitimate goverainoiit

of China for the near future.

If the Cliinese Communist authorities behavo

themselves and meet the requhements of inter-

national good behavior alluded to by tho

Secretary of State on August 2, 1955, tho

United States should be prepared to recognize

tho Communist government of China as “tho

only Communist government of China,” but

not as “the only national government of China.”

U. S. de facto recognition of the principles of
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military and political authorities on the main-

land of China should be conditioned upon a

factual recognition by those Communist Chinese

mainland authorities of the existence of Na-

tionalist Chinese off-shore authorities.

The United States should not move toward

the recognition of Red China until American

striking forces in the Western Pacific (in the

Sino-Soviet military estimate of the situation)

possess a striking capacity which the Chinese

Communist lenders will not, under any circum-

stances, dare to ignore or to deny. Recogni-

tion proceeding from apparent weakness could

be a sure provocation of further aggression. If

the U. S. military forces are in fact so deployed

as to bo capable of ofTectivo and heavy reprisal

against the next Communist Chinese armed

aggrossiou the ininiinuirL conditions for a re-

spectful Peking attitude toward Washington

will have boon obtained.

Uccommenclatioiis

It is therefore recommended that:

The present ein])ii’ically satisfactorj^ policy

toward China should be maintained.

No attempt should be made ^vithin the next

tlu'co years to make general a settlement of

any aspect of the China problem.

In information programs, stress should be

laid upon the fact that China’s political situa-

tion 'exists because Clunese persons have

created two different Chinese governments and

that American support has done nothing more

tlian to counterbalance in a small measure

Soviet support for the Chinese Communist

ail tliori ties. .

The United States should encoiuage otJier

governments to press their sottlomonts of what

they allege to bo "the China problem” by male-

iiig sure that alternative solutions are always

available. For example, if the British press

for a solution of outstanding issues b^weeu

Washington and Peldng through Delhi, the

United States should indirectly encoumge the

Japanoso to press for a somewbat difteent

solution by means of a conference of ^
trios recognizing Japan wth frontiers g
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territories now controlled by the Ciiinese Com-

munist armed forces of their dependent allies

in North Korea and North Vietnam, Such

alternative solutions would, where effective,

relieve part of the strain which the Communist

and neutralist world has imposed on the U. S.

by alleging that Anericans, not Chinese, are

the arbiters of China’s destinies.

III. THE OVERSEAS CHINESE

If the practice of tlie Chinese tliemselvcs is

followed, the term hua-ch'iao can be taken as

the prototype of the English-language ivords,

“overseas Chinese.
’

’ In this sense, the Chinese

in Foi-mosa are not overseas Cliiuese, nor are

the Chinese of Hongkong island, though tliey

are both separated from the mainland of China

by ocean water. Overseas Chinese, in the

sense of hua-ch'iao, refers to Chinese—or per-

sons of Chinese ethnic origin-domiciled in

foreign countries. (The germ is thus remi-

niscent of the meaning and application of the

concept Audandsdeuisch as of 1914 or 1939.)

There arc somewhat more than ten million

overseas Chinese, who fall under more than

thirty political jurisdictions. The most im-

portant areas of settlement are Southeast Asia

and the Americas.

The practical affiliation of the overseas

Chinese mth the mainland of China lies almost

entii-ely through their native counties {ksien),

from which Chinese migration took place.

Many of these counties have been badly gov-

erned by the Cominunists and a majority of

the overseas Chinese is still outside the tom-

niunist camp at the present time.

The military potential of the overseas Clunese

is substantial. Their importance for overt or

covert psychological warfure IS

Their traditional political role, 1894 19—,

supporters of the inlaiul revolution, is uo longer

teimble to the degree that it was
'!'

^t-

sen's lifetime. In part, the dmiimsbecl effect

of the overseas Chinese on the homeland re-

sults from the general increase of pohee con-

“ol thl-ghont the world. In greater part,
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the reduced importance of the overseas Chinese

arises from the fact that culturally and socially

tlic mainland is in many ways “ahead” of

them—that is, it is more changed. Many of

the overseas Chinese groups are becoming

islands of archaic Chinese language and

customs.

From the U. S. point of view, it is important

to note that though a vast majority of the over-

seas Chinese live in temtories outside direct

American jm-isdiction, a somewdiat differently

composed majorit}^ lie well ^rithin the area of

U. S. strategic influence.

A serious approach to the overseas Chinese

must consider their value to the Nationalists

and to the Communists. At present the Na-

tionalists appear to be holding their ground in

the ovei-seas communities as a whole, though

they lose in specific areas.

The strategic value of the overseas Chiuese

can be found in their performing the following

tasks:

a. lessening the line of communications

burden on ANZUS or SEATO forces by

means of a U. S.-inspired and U. S.-supported

but British-controlled recruitment policy

aimed at exploitation of the Chinese man-

power of British Malaysia and the British

territories in Borneo;

b. U. S.-Nationalist cooperation in the

development of overseas Chinese personnel

in friendly foreign armies for intelligence, for

special forces cadres in the event of war with

mainland China, and for civil government

support in the liberation of Chinese territory;

c, Japanese American progi’amming for

the inclusion of Chinese minority units in

Japanese land forces at a later date.

The long-range task of an overseas Chinese

progi*am should be to promote the local Chinese

interest in becoming citizens in their countries

of new settlement, or facilitating them eventual

return to Nationalist or Communist China.

It is not in the interest of long-range American

policy to foster small China irredentas in many

different foreign countries. The Chinese

Americans of the United States can fortunately

be considered a model for this lino of

development.
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Policy and Opinion in South and Southeast Asia

Originator: Paul M. A. Linebarger

Critic; George A. Lincoln

Prefatory

The problems of South and Southeast Asia

are eYon more isolated from the whole of Asia,

from one another, than are the problems of

China, Japan, and Korea. While Vietnam

provides the physical luik between the crisis

area of Northeast Asia and a comparable crisis

area in Southeast Asia, the two areas have very

little else in common. Psychologically and

diplomatically, Communist China has consider-

able impact on India and on the neutral states

of Asia; economically and strageticall}^, this

impact duninishes very rapidly with distance.

To make the proportions of discussion man-

ageable as between the different areas of South

and Southeast Asia three principal subjects will

be considered in this paper:

1st. Vietnam and the other two states of

Indochina;

2nd. India;

3rd. The relations of the British to Amer-

ican policy m this area.

Each of these subjects will be taken up in

turn.

L INDOCHINA

Eor the purposes of a psychological-political

evaluation of the situation in this part of the

world, Indochina along with Formosa provides

both a geographic and a psychological connect-

ing link between South and Southeast Asia, on

the one side, and Northeast Asia, on the other.

The highest common denominators of North-

east Asia and Southeast Asia are threefold:

a, the continued psychological resistance to

a past period of European and Japanese

imperialism;

b. cooperation with the United States as

the predominant power among the free

nations;

c. relationships to Communist power.

The different portions of the South Asia,

Southeast Asia, Northeast Asia combine re-

act in very different form to each of these

pressures. Anti-colonialism is, for instance, a

very minor issue on Foimosa, while in Korea

anti-colonialism (as anti-Japanism) is vital.

The Communist threat is the supreme issue in

South Vietnam and virtually no issue at all to

Ceylon at this time. The reactions of these

different temtories must be separated from one

another, and U. S. policy must make a very

nice adjustment in calculating a balance

between particular targets and the sweep of

non-Communist Asia as a whole.

An American retreat in Formosa would, as

pointed out in the discussion of China, have

severe repercussions as fai’ west as Pakistan.

Even more pressmg than the problem of For-

mosa is the issue of Vietnam. What the

United States does in Vietnam is not only of

supreme importance to the survival or extinc-

tion of a non-Communist Vietnamese state; it

is also one of the future yardsticks by which the

other nations of Asia will measure U. S. capa-

bilities and intentions for the next few years.

Vietnam and Formosa are more mgent than

Korea, chiefly because U. S. policy has frozen

on Korea to such a degree as to preclude a

successful Communist attack on the Kepublic of

Korea in the immediate future. The United

States has, in other words, pm'chased a degi’ee of
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security in Korea at the price of losing a

strategic and political initiative for the time

being. The economic initiative in Korea re-

mains important and if economic factors are

considered Korea must be added to Formosa

and Vietnam as a crisis area.

The Present Situation in Vietnam

Apart from relatively minor aggressions in

Laos, the Communists appear to acquiesce in a

condition of militaiy quiet with respect to the

Vietnamese situation at the present time.

The Democratic Kepuhlic of Vietnam (DRV)

may decide at any time to exercise its acknowl-

edged military superiority and to sweep over

the South before the training and equipment of

the Vietnamese jVrmy can be brought to the

point of making Communist aggression too

risky or too costl3^ Alternatively, the DRV
might precipitate chaos by means of a major

covert campaign.

More remote in time tJian military action,

and somewhat more probable in the light of

world-mde Communist strategy, is the possi-

bility that the Ho Clii Minli regime would

agree to strictly define free election and would

win these elections. If Ho does this he will

become the fii’st Communist leader to ^vin out-

side the Lon Ciu-tain and to overtmii the cur-

rent assumption of the free powers—the

assumption that a Communist state cannot be

installed beyond the periphery of Communist

military power. Such a peaceful victory would

do damage far beyond the limits of Asia and

would undermine a fundamental dogma of

cui’rent Western policy.

The logical but purely formal alternative

—

that the anti-Commiinist Vietnamese of tlie

South might take the initiative in overriding

Geneva I—is extremely imlikely for both

military and political reasons.

The primary task for immediate United

States policy and action is the utilization of a

pei'iod of relative outward calm to help the

construction of a Vietnamese regime so solidly

based economically, politically, militarily, as to

CONFIDENTIAL

reduce the probabilities of a peaceful victory for

Ho. It is a reasonable surmise that Ho will not

join battle unless he has a reasonable chance of

success. The Communists appear to have

acquired a distaste for fi^ascos.

Currently m-geiit among issues facing the

U. S. is a policy responsive to the cease-fire

arrangement reached at Geneva I. The U, S.

commitment, although moral, is very

substantial. The signatories to the agreement

included the U. K., France, and the DRV.
The agreement itself leaves the nature and tlic

pui’pose of the elections wide open. The

United States delegate to Geneva said,

In the case of nations now divided against their

will, we shall continue to seek to achieve unity

through free elections, supervised by the

U. N. . . . peoples are entitled to determine

their own future and [the U. S.) will not join in

an arrangement wiiioh will hinder this.

The agreement itself states that the elections

must lead toward unification, but does not

specify what kind of unification, ivhero, uiulor

whose auspices, or in what fashion after tlic

holding of the elections. All the agreement

states is, “pending the general elections which

will hing about the unification of Vietnam. , .

The Geneva declaration is not a formal

intergovernmental arrangement at the inter-

national level. It did, however, refer to the

elections in the following language, , free

elections by secret ballot . . . general elections

shall be held in July 1956, under the supervision

of an international commission.” The doclnra-

fcioii further provided that consultation was to

be held from 20 July 1956 onward.

With respect to Indochina, the over-all

commitments of the United States in Asia have

a more binding effect on Vietnam than do the

mere statements of the American delegate to

Geneva in 1964. The United States cannot

oppose genuinely free elections as a road to

nationhood and unity for Vietnam while

demanding the same typo of elections for

Germany and for Korea.

It can be suggested that the United States

may gain more by linking the divided countries
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and insisting on free elections for all four of

them than by lotting the issue of divided

nations remain discrete to be settled country by
country at Communist convenience. The
grouping of the two Germanys, the two Koreas,

the two Vietnams, and the two Chinas might
result in the loss of the Vietnams and the

Chinas, but would do so only at the gain of the

Germanys and the Koreas to our side. A
demand for free and internationally supervised

elections which covered the entire mainland of

China as well as Formosa would be certain to

be rejected by the Communist side, but would
not be morally inadmissible before the Asian

and West European audience.

For the immediate area of Vietnam a more
modest and immediate U. S. policy emerges.

Can American policy-makers define procedures,

elections, and post-election political develop-

ments which will preserve the political integrity

of as many Vietnamese as possible while per-

mitting the fulfillment of the Genova I arrange-

ments in good faith? U. S. action for the Viet-

nam area is conditioned by U. S. relations with

the other Asian states, as well as U. S.-U. K.
and Franco-U. S. relationships.

The Diem government has caused some
embarrassment by failing to commence talks on
the specified date for the agreement, but

Diem's radio broadcast of August 9, in which

he agreed to free, nation-wide elections, miti-

gated his earlier obstinancy.

The Vietminh press representative, com-
menting on the September 5-10 conference,

suggests that the DRV would be amenable

to regional elections. It is possible, therefore,

that if there are regional elections the two
Vietnamese governments will compete for the

largest minority vote. Each will count on a

majority from its own area, but will place pri-

mary emphasis on acquiring a minority, opposi-

tion vote from the antagonist's area in order to

get the largest feasible nation-wide margin.

Immediate U. S. tasks are to encourage the

Diem regime to grow toward political, economic,

and military maturity, to keep the Diem regime

talking, to help the Diem regime define the
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election times, terms, and issues in such a way
that a Vietminh victory in voting would not

necessarily load to a Vietminh take-over, and

to preserve, un compromised and crystal-clear,

the basic insistence that the United States and

its allies favor genuinely free and genuinely

democratic political processes.

Several types of elections have been suggested

as possibilities:

a. a plebiscite to choose a national leader

(IIo Chi Minh, Ngu Dinh Diem, Bao Dai,

or a dark horse)

;

b. an election to choose a national legisla-

tive assembly, the rest of the government to

follow later;

c. an election to choose a constituent

assembly

;

d. and a referendum on the fundamental

question of national unity.

Of these, the plebiscite is the most dangerous

and the least useful. An election to select a

national legislature would have to be preceded

by negotiations as to the form and duty of the

legislative body. Such a negotiation could bo

valuable as a time-consumer, but not as a

practical way forward for the implementation

of the first Geneva agreements. A constituent

assembly might be feasible, particularly if the

special majorities required to approve a draft

constitution in successive stages provided safe-

guards against Communist trickery. The most

feasible form of election would be a referendum

which would say either yes or no to the basic

point of proceeding further at this time.^

‘ The question, “docs the United States need time in

which to im])rove its position in South Vietnam?'’ can

be answered only by experts on the area. The current

apparent answer is yes. The Diem government is in

power. Bao Dai is discredited. Diem's subordinates

arc often inexperienced or incompetent. There are

evidences tliat tlie regime is improving month by month;

lie is certainly far ahead of where he was six months ago.

fie appears to generate loyalty in a way that no previous

Vietnamese leader has succeeded in doing for the anti-

Communist part of the country. It is quite patent at

this point that Diem is not willing to be an American

puppet. Some Americans have been irritated by his

Continued on page 78
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Limited inilitfiry operations against Com-
munist forces which remain illegally in the South

can provide excellent training and testing facili-

ties for the Yietnamese National Annj’- units

which have come into being. The NVA force

is substantially^ smaller than the DRV. The

application of some of the disarmament issues

arising from Porkkola and other Communist

moves in Europe to Vietnam miglit be all to the

good from the Allied point of view.

The United States, therefore, has eveiwthing

to gain and nothing to lose hy^ insisting that the

DRV is not a separate and independent prob-

lem, but is mercty one sector of the world-^vide

Communist front. Insistence on Communist

good behavior on this front can and should be

coupled with problems involving a detente on

other parts of the front. Skillful propaganda

correlation of the DRV offensive strength with

Communist allegations of disarmament else-

where might exercise a restraining pressure on

the DRV build-up and give the free world a

chance to build up the VNA.
The United States commitment in South

Vietnam should, therefore, not be particularized

at this time.

Above everything else, the United States

must avoid playing the game of satellites with

the USSR, while using the unfortunate Viet-

namese people as pawns in an apparently cold-

hearted game of power politics. Seen in this

light, Deim’s intransigence in dealing with

the West is a positive asset. The DRV is dan-

gerously close to becoming a Chinese vassal.

Excessive American interference \vith Diem
might exculpate Ho from the charge that he

has become a cat-paw of Peking. Finally, it

Continued from page 77

rebuffs of advice from the United States. The avail-

ability of Americans as mentors, bankers, military

experts, and diploniatio advisers may be more im-
portant than their role as leaders of a confused South
Vietnamese situation. The United States should insist

on a high minimum of progress on economic issues such

as land reform, refugee care, resettlement, and mone-
tary reputability. Military gains will not by them-
selves turn Vietnam into a viable state, but they will

provide the shell within whicli such a state can grow.
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must be noticed that the French are still present

in Indochina; the good to the United States in

the French presence should be exploited. This

good derives from two sources. First, the pres-

ence of some French representatives, and oven

of some French forces, prevents Vietnam from

becoming a purely^ American problem. Second,

if Diem and the French can reach a genuine

post-colonial relationship, the United States

may^ be able to support South Vietnam and
France both.

The offer of coalition government must bo

resisted if coalition government means the kind

of farce which the Communists presented in

Peking in October 1949. The United States

cannot acquiesce in a coalition which simply

provides a screen for tlie final Communist
take-over. It is suggested that the coiTolatioii

of the German and Vietnamese problems may
provide the most fruitful means of ostablisliing

a policy wliicli will combine reasonable progress

with a prudent regard for our own safety^.

The United States cannot make the Dioin

government popular to its own people. Noitlior

overt nor covert operations can do much against

the governmental realities which have boon sot

lip. A great deal can be done, liowevor, to

resist specific Communist schemes and to

expose Communist subversion and sabotage.

It is not recommended tliat at this time

American policy-makers give their attention

to the question, “what should the United

States do if all of Vietnam falls under Com-
munist control?” The question is premutiiro

and the defeatism of its implications would
put the rest of our considorations in an undesir-

able context.

The Promising Area of Cambodia

The recent victory of the part of ex-King

Norodom Sihanouk makes the already promis-

ing prospects of Cambodia oven more choor-

inspii'ing for the anti-Communist side. It need

be pointed out only that a maximum progress

of Cambodia toward economic, political, con-

stitutional, and military viability is very mucli

in the interest of the United States.
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Often overlooked is the peculiar closeness of

Cambodia to Thailand and the implacable

hatred which the Cambodians have had for

the last several centuries against Vietnamese

aggressors. Much can be gained by a closer

affiliation of Cambodia and Thailand and by

the disassoelation of Cambodia from the for-

tunes and misfortunes of Vietnam. It can

almost be said that wliicliever side the Viet-

namese join, the Cambodians %vill join the

other.

Laos

The international control facilities set up by

Geneva I in Laos have leaned over backward

in preventing an anti-Communist counter-

attack against Communist military aggression.

The Patliet Lao forces are widely advertised

on the Communist radio and a scurrilous at-

tempt is being made to attribute anti-Com-

miinist aggression to an area in which the

Communists themselves at one time said that

tliey had no territorial ambitions.

In many ways Laos offers an almost perfect

piece of this sample territory in which to test

the reactions of the Asian neutralists to fur-

ther Communist aggression. If the Asian

neutrals will not heed Communist aggression in

Laos at this time, they will probably remain

blind to Communist aggression—short of spec-

tacular invasions—^for the immediate futm’e.

If Laos is capable of stirring them out of their

sti’afcegic lethargy it might be to the advantage

of the United States to leave Laos to the

attentions of the Indian, Indonesian, and other

neutralist Asian governments, rather than to

make an attempt to support Laos either by

military commitments or an urgent training

program.

II. INDIA

Two of the most massive psychological reali-

ties underlying India’s relations with the

Western powers are these:

a. the emergence of India from colonial

T9

status leaves most adult literate Indians

still preoccupied Mth the problems of their

own past and unready to consider problems

of tbeh o^vn future, thus making anti-

colonialism rather than aiiti-Commimism

the key issue in their lives.

b. the difficulties and the frustrations of

themselves in the new context of self-govern-

ment makes it vitally necessary for all sensi-

tive, educated Indians to have outsiders on

whom they can vent then spite, disappoint-

ment, VTath, or other psychological frustra-

tions—and since the Indians are much closer

politically and linguistically to the English-

speaking world than to the Russiaii-spealdng

or Chinese-speaking worlds, it is a sign of

Indian mental health that they should complain

incessantly about the United States.

American toleration of Indian petulance

is very different from American complacence

with the specific content of Indian complaints

at any one time. Diplomatically and per-

sonally, American spokesmen and lenders should

show friendliness, forbearance, and a patient

restraint in meeting the often unreasonable de-

mands of the Indians. In mass propaganda

the United States should avoid the defensive

position when answering Indian complaints to

other parts of the world. There is a long-range

gamble involved. The American gamble can

and must be the hope that the Indians w’’ill

gi’ow up, internationally speaking, faster than

they will collapse, and the development of

Indian power will from ^vithin India itself

increase the degree of political and moral

responsibility shown by the Indians.

Take Indian comment on the policy of the

United States toward China as an example.^

The key groups of Indian public opinion,

both governmental and journalistic, are still in

what can be ascribed as a honeymoon period of

calling themselves Asians. “Asia” is not very

well defined in tbeii’ minds. The pliysical fact

is that Israeli territory is just as much a part of

the continent of Asia geographically as the

Republic of India. Culturally, Chiang Kai-

shek is considerably more Chinese than Nehru
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is Hiiuhi; liis European component is less.

The whole concept “Asian” must be taken as a

reflection from European socialism of attitudes

in tlie former British and Dutch possessions.

It can be suggested that the Indian, Indonesian,

Ceylonese, Burmese, and Pakistani viewpoints,

so often called “Asian,” have little connection

with the majority of the inhabitants in any of

those countries or w'ith political leaders of the

other nations of Asia. However, the concept

“Asian” is a simplification which has become

popular in the United States as well as in many
Asian capitals.

Significantly, and the most important thing

which the United States could do vis-a-vis

“Asian” opinion is to display majestas,

Indian opinion may illustrate this point.

Compliance by the United States ^vith the

demands made by some Indian journalists and

politicians nrould arouse nothing hut contempt

and hatred from India. Within Hindu civili-

zation the arts of chattering, clamoring, up-

braiding, and bedeviling an antagonist are well

known. For the United States to give in to

what the Indians themselves Imow to be

billingsgate would bo a concession of weakness

and confusion on the part of American leader-

ship. A reply in kind—^insult for insult, abuse

for abuse—would place the United State.s in the

position of the ludicrous man, contemptible by

Indian standards themselves, who has lost his

temper because of childish taimts. Toward
India the United States needs more than any-

thing else a sustained, serious, majestic, sincere

afl^mation of American ideas with the express

corollary that the Indians will follow America’s

example if they are wise and will fail to follow

it if they are foolish. Even in Indian life itself,

even in the uproar of the Hindu family or

temple, integrity begets respect, majesty in-

spii’es real friendliness, and compliance in-

dicates nothing more than moral weakness.

It can therefore be suggested that whatever

policy is good for America, is sound against the

bnckgroimd of cold war strateg}^, is reasonable

for the Chinese, and is eloquently expressed,

will ultimately be more acceptable to the various
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Asian opinions than a policy, half-sneaking and

Iialf-apologetic, of tiying to give in to Nehru

while not abandoning Cliiang Kai-shek.

Purely local cooperation with India in Indian

matters is all to be desired. On the world-

wide scene it might he a wise division of labor

between the Americans and the British for the

two nations to admit the often implied assump-

tion that as long as naval power coimts for

anything in the world, the United States is

primarily responsible for the Pacific Ocean and

the United Kingdom is responsible for tho

Indian Ocean. It is, therefore, entirely possible

for the United States to understand why
British or Hindu opinion should regard Formosa

as far away and unimportant; it does not moan
that the United States must agree with tho

British or the Indians. A policy of dignified,

explicit, and separate difference might be more

desirable than an attempt to make Anericau

and Indian policies coincide when in fact they

do not. The social, economic, political, and

cultural backgromids of the two countries aro

as different as those of any two nations on earth.

In manj’- ways the United States and the Soviet

Union have more in common than do tho

United States and India; an attempt to force

agreement between U. S. and Indian opinions

on foreign policy matters is almost certain to bo

unsuccessful, if not stifling. Our primary

propaganda mission should be the achiovomont

of recognition of ourselves, not compliance with

what the Indians think to he their own interests,

correctly or not, at any given time.

If in the course of the longer future the

Indians realize that the maintenance of thoir

independence depends primarily upon them-

selves, and not upon the British masters wlio

have sheltered them in the past, they may look

at the map of the world long enough to see that

the United States has a mmimiim of interest

in the Indian Ocean area and that it is in tho

long-range interest of their own country to

resist Communism by whatever means tho

Delhi government may select. If the American

government can ignore the irritations coming

from Indian inexperience and mistakes at the

SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA
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present time, it is not at all impossible that

within a decade the Indians themselves may

initiate serious and mature discussions for the

perfection of theii' own defense arrangements

against possible Communist attack on India.

IIL THE RELATIONS OF THE BRITISH

TO AMERICAN POLICY IN THIS

AREA

It is interesting that in a group of papers

such as the present no one single presentation

concerns itself witli “American Approaches to

the Eritish Problem.” In the world at large

"the Britain problem” is not less important

than “the China problem.” Much of the un-

certainty arising in Southeast Asia comes

iicithor from the Communists nor from the

Amorienus, but from the well-meant but un-

successful attempts of the British, so far as the

Ear East is concerned, to remain on the best

possible terms with all worlds.

One of the advantages of British policy in

Asia, purchased at U. S. expense, has been

Britain’s comideto reliance on the United States

ns an anti-Communist force. The British are

confident that, if real Communist difficidties

arise, the Americans will come to the aid of the

British; they are, therefore, able to take for

themselves the role of conciliators toward Com-

munism with the assurance that they face no

serious danger of losing Malaya or even

Hongkong.
This paper is too specialized a presentation m

which to suggest that a delineation of American

interests in British policy should be included m
subsequent work of this panel. The most, it is

suggested, that can he done at the moment is to

list some of the points on which either congr^

ence or agreed difference should be set up by

the American and British governments tor

the better effectuation of then common policies

and the minbnization of conflict or iriction

between our separate policies, when om policies

arc indeed separate and not common.

The fohowing is a list of some of the major
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questions which should arise from a psychologi-

cal-political American evaluation of the role of

Britain to current American needs in the world.

British Domestic Policies Affecting U. S.

Position in the World

(1) How vulnerable is the United States to

charges of colonialism arising from its conlinu-

oiis support of the British empire proper?

(2) What interest does the United States

have in the rapid establishment of small, poten-

tially stable self-governing territories such ns

the Gold Coast, Jamaica, British Guiana, or

Singapore?

(3) Does the United States have any definable

interest in the continuation of the British em-

pire as a cosmopolitan democracy of the parent

state, the United Kingdom, together with a

large number of minor fractions of territories

and populations, none of which are suitable for

complete self-government in national form?

(4) What territories now colonies can be ex-

pected to depart from the British empire, as

opposed to the Commonwealth of Nations,

Mthiu the next ten years?

(5) Do the policies of the several British ter-

ritories with respect to socialism and capitalism

as economic procedures indicate that the British

have solved the problem of economic co-

existence within then own empire?

(6) To what degree can the United States

unload responsibilities on the Colombo Powers,

and in particular relegate to the British the

primary responsibility for economic develop-

ment of territories either in the empire or m the

Commonwealth?

(7) Since the U. K. is the source of a gi-eat

deal of the democratic, Leftist anti-American

sentiment in Asia, is there anything which the

TT. S. information mission in Britain can do to

head off the worst forms of antl-Americamsm

at their som’cos, rather than leaving . ^ .

information and diplomatic agencies the chore

of meetmg non-Communist, anti-American

Leftist attacks in each separate Asian location?

If so, can this be done, with the cooperation of
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British authorities or without it, ia such a

manner as not to impair the more important

and more sensitive problem of Washington-

London relations on the European scene?

British Policies on the International Scene

Affecting the United States

(1) Is it possible for the United States to

devolve some of its ps3’'chological and political

responsibilities on the British instead of trjdng

to caiTy a separate American load throughout

the world?

(2) Is it possible for the jVmericans and

British to make the informal arrangement that

the British will placate Peking while the

Americans mollify Taipei, and that each will do

its best to keep its respective China happy for

the indefinite future?

CONFIDENTIAL

(3) To what degree do American interests in

Japanese recovery, economic and strategic,

clash with American interests in Britain's

economic viability and military safety,

particularly in the Southeast Asian area?

(4) Would a more responsible British policy

in the Indian Ocean and East Asia be a support

to the United States?

(5) Would a combined psychological warfare

conference between the U. S. and the U. K., as

suggested by the British at the close of the last

war, serve to ventilate any policy problems

which remain as sources of uritation or

difference at the present time?

(6) Is it desirable or possible to delegate to

British military power the protection of most
of the free world between Suez and Singaporo,

leaving the United States free to protect the

immense oceanic area of the Pacific?
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The Middle East and Africa—A Working Paper

Originator: George A. Lincoln

Critic: George S. Pettee

—This paper is qualitative rather than quantitative in its attempt at analysis.

of faeJrand cmisycritions are obscure and so controversial that the quaUtative approach appears bo=t smtccl to the

purpose

.

L PROBLEM
To oxamino the MicUllo East and Africa in

light of doveloioinents at Geneva with the pur-

pose of developing guidelines, looking to the

coming decade, for an integrated U. S. national

strategy. .

Tins problem is to be approached within di-

mensions of U. S. policy which include maintain-

ing unity and strength of the free world, and

assisting the orderly democratic development of

nations outside the Iron Cm'tain. Also, it is

hoped to retain the moral issue of freedom vs.

spiritual oppression of Conmiunism and to find

some other motivation than fear.

At the outset of this discussion, it should be

stressed that the above statement and exposi-

tion of tlm problem impinges only tangentially

on somo aspects of the area under consideration.

The main pertinence of Geneva to the ama is

probably the further indication that the Soviet

Union is likely to follow a soft line for a consid-

erable number of years—thereby loosmg even

moro the dynamic and disruptive forces exist-

ent. Tlie hope for an orderly democratic de-

volopinoiit is hardly consistent with the situa-

tion. Revolutions, even X
military violence, are not orderly. FmaUy,

fear of Communism has not been a primary

motivation except in t,vo “
eounti-iee oI the area. It

the
motivation since Geneva- ^

primary motivation of the policy WJ

U. S. and, to a lesser extent, of our we

allies oporatmg in the area.

General Description of Area

The Middle EasGAfrican area has a generally

subsistence economy with generally illiterate

people unskilled in modern political institutions.

It is a rapid transition out of colonial status

to national sovereignty and to somo variation

of a western type economic system. Greece

and Turkey are at one extreme of the area s

development ;
portions of Central Africa arc only

heginning to move with the surge. There are

strong indications that the rale of change

throughout the area is accelerating.

The area is best approached, from the geo-

graphical standpoint, ns two related subprob-

lems. The Middle East and ^o^th Africa is

the immediate as weU as continuing

With the exception of Cyprus and French North

Africa, this area has emerged from direct

coloninUsm. A case can be made that some

other situations constitute varieties of colonial-

ism. It has two generally cohesive

not so predominant in Africa below the t>a-

hara— (1) almost all the people are Arabs and

(2) almost ah the people are Moslems. Afncn

below the Sahara (except the Sudan) « a

aim of 3-10 yearn from now, has possibihties

“t prlems maloriaUy different from the o her

aim, and trill be discussed separately heloiv.

II, north AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE

EAST

This aim is vitally strategic to all the gmat

Buiopean powers including the USSR. T
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point might he einpliasized by suggesting
tliJit a tight military alliaiieo in the Middle
Ka-t iturl involving the V. S. miglit be viewed
hv the r>SK with somewhat the same tm-
trujsiirig attitude as the Chinese Communists
might vifw [. S, military power on the Yalu.
riie Midtile Phist and Xortlx Africa are also

vitally strategic from tlie political and economic
stantipoiiils u> particular counlries. France’s
(ami «)ur) dilemma in North Africa is obvious.
Western Europe drew 77 percent of its oil in

ami may draw up to 90 percent by 1959,
fmm the Miildle hiast. Until such time ns
atiunit- povv(*r iH'cornes a reality, the U. S.
fh pendenee on Middle Eastern oil will increase.
The current import of 300,000 barrels a day
might riiw(? to 2.000,000 in five 3'eai's—and might
rise even higher if the oil industry operated
^>ldy on an CM onomic basis. So long as Middle
hastmi oil is priced on the basis of Western
Hemisphen? prict^, the profits will be enormous
?md the amount of western capital
(an firmnre a largo continuing development
f(rogmm The Middle East has 64 percent of
the vu^rlds estimated petroleum reserves, the
\\estem Hemisphere has 27.6 percent and theiNMi only .5„s percent. Six governments,
ImTiog responsibility for only about 30 miUion

arc endowed aith this l.ugc resource.
4 tie (‘urrent per capita income from oil varies

aim'',

I

IVriinent figures for oil in million metric

OU Paj/menlt

1-5 8. 1

30. 1 191. 4
47.7 217.3
4. 8 23. 3Aratiia...

® ^3. 3

jr.. > ,

40. 6'2C0.0
iisfu, a hati I'-asTijent.

that government capital is
^ .Nuiifce: The Kc-onofnist, July 2, IO55,

CONFIDENTIAL

g available for development. It is, in fact^ being
e so used in part, and on a basis of encouraging
:1 orderliness, except in Saudi Arabia. In this

last country there is currently a serious govern-
s mental financial situation which may continue

until the feudal concept gives way more to a
) sense of civic responsibility,

i Four of the gi’eat revolutionary forces in the
'> area are (1) nationalism, (2) the *h’ovolijtion

of rising expectations,” (3) the unsuitability
of the social and economic base lines for the
current and developing situation, (4) Israel.
None of these forces are readily ehcokod or
dampened by fear of Cornmnnisin; all create
opportunities for Communist advance by means
other than military. In the MiclcUo East,
more than any other place, we can lose the ball
game by too much preoccupation with the
conventional military aspects.
The nationalism of the Middle East and

Africa varies in nature and tends to bo a nega-
tive force rather than a Avestern typo na-
tionalism. Except for Turice3>', the nationnlism
lias anti ’ elements more dominant than '*pro”
elements. Anti-colonialism, anti-imporiahsm,
sensitivity tOAvard the presence and infiuonco
of large foreign capital and toward a suspected
attitude of patronage and tutelage, anti-
^rael, these are important nationalistic forces.
The cohesive forces are often stronger in rela-
tionship to religion, family, bribe or foudnl
leader—than to nation-state. There is Jiow-
ever, no generality Avitliout excoptioii. Whilesome histoncal parallels to most of the Middle
bast are perhaps best found in the history of

devln may
GiulX orAr T°"

Vonolia

loXrr than

expectations iseertamly generated in part by modem eoml

SrmXr disparities t lXso
tteXindn

^q-ivalent oftheestoin industrial revolution
. Ponnlation

“ P”*' "'eatem hygiene"lapid mcrease m urbanisation, shortage of
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markets except for oil, continuation of tlie land-

lord system in many areas, lack of raw materials

other than oil, lack of capital and lack of eco-

nomic systems to procure and use it according

to western capitalistic methods—these and

other aspects increase the hazards presented

by the ^hising expectations.” We have prob-

ably made the primary contribution to building

the expectations to a level incapable of ful-

fillment—even in the oil states. Israel and

Turkey, now overextended on borrowed money,

are good examples. But a projection of popu-

lation increases and probable capital develop-

ment supports the judgment for all states

except perhaps some of the oh states. Capital

development must far outstrip population in-

crease if the exijected gains arc to bo made.

The Middle Eastern-North African area has

no frontiers to exploit except oil, improved

irrigation, and the individual productivity of

tho people. A rapidly moving social and

economic situation requires a high degree of

political competence to give reasonable assiu*-

anco against disaster. If the government is a

democracy, the competence must exist on all

levels and is derived from both literacy and

experience. The required competence prob-

ably does not exist. There is disunity inter-

iintionally and probably all governments except

Turkey are of questionable stability and of

questionable continuity as to policy. Peoples

and leadership are volatile and emotional in

reactions to situations.

Tho unsuitability of the social and economic

base line is a matter turning on the time ele-

ment. If the area had 350 years to make the

changes accomplished in western Europe since

IGOO (some portions of the area are starting

from the time of St. Patrick!) all might be well.

But this change seems now scheduled for a few

decades at most—^starting from about 1940.

The progression from an agricultural to a mixed

economy, tho consequent development of a

large laboring class, even though those in the

oil fields are well paid, the development of a

middle class and tho problem of satisf3ung its

aspirations, the problems created by minorities

traditionally remaining unified and separate

from the remainder of the local people; these

ate some of the continuous hazards of the area.

The unnatural boundaries from a geograpliic

and political standpoint are even more un-

natural from the standpoint of probable eco-

nomic requirements of the future.

Israel is an international fact of life. The

Arab world views Israel, in varying degrees, as

a foreign intrusion into their land (a form of

colonialism), an outpost of, and supported by,

western imperialism, and a future threat to

A’ab territories. The Israeli view their situa-

tion as a return to a traditional home from which

they may again be ousted by the Arabs, Theirs

is a military state mth power to conquer quicldy

in any direction—^but with questionable stamina

to hold unless supported. Furthermore, the

Israeli have started a state on an economic level

far above the Arab lands and of the indigenous

capabilities of their land’s resources. It can

be sustained only by outside subsidy, by an

industrialization dependent on assured markets

(as Japan and U. K. are dependent), or by both

methods. Israel is in the dilemma that she

needs to get off the western bandwagon, get rid

of the reputation in minds of her neighbors

that she is pet of western world, and be ac-

cepted as part of local national community;

yet she has no present formula for the transi-

tion. Wo should not be shocked if, in her en-

lightened self-interest, she makes the change.

Tho Arab refugee problem is one of the most

potentially explosive situations in the world.

Progress toward solution of the three prob-

lems mentioned in the preceding paragraphs is

gravely hampered (at times paralyzed) by tho

Arab-Israeli problem. This problem hobbles

the U. S. intornationally (and by internal politi-

cal factors) in seeking solutions assisting the

developments in the area along a course which

is not too hazardous to U. S. interests.

Which way might the area go in the next

decade? It seems reasonable to expect as

much change as since 1945. That woidd be a

lot of change. There is a rapid drift toward

elimination of every form of colonialism.

CONFIDENTIAL
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remaining directly colonial areas. There seems

certain to be increasing pressure to dilute fur-

ther the situation sometimes called indirect

imperialism—Jordan and some of the oil com-

pany relationships being good examples. A
leader or leadership group able to demonstrate

an abilitj^ to push the foreigner around, has

great popular appeal. Some lessons might be

learned and applied from a study of the liistory^

of Mexico and some other Latin American

countries. Pressures due to increasing popu-

lation and urbanization will increase. There

will be great difficulty in keeping in phase the

markets, the demand for capital, and the

political arrangements for capital import. Lit-

eracy and political aptitude will not keep pace

^vith political and economic requirements.

Truly democratic governments are likel3^ to be

the exception rather than the normal. Dicta-

torsliips and oligarchies are more likel3'^, and

perhaps more suitable from man3" standpoints.

Such governments are prone to generate local

disturbances, external and internal, in order

to rall>’' adherents and distract attention from

unsatisfactory conditions. The white collar

class is likety to be ahead, in number and aspira-

tions, of the political, social and economic
opportunities needed to keep it from being an

increasingly hazardous element. Yet, tradi-

tionally, a relativel3" large middle class is needed

to give stability in a democracy.

In turning to the U. S. concern over the area,

it may be helpful to split this problem into two
related pai’ts: (a) militaiy; (b) other.

The 17. S. military approach to the area is

deepl}’’ rooted in anal3^sis of 5-8 yeai*s ago. It

would be sound to analyze oin military interest

and needs in light of the probabilities of the next

ten 3"ears. How long, for instance, will our

seem‘it3’' require land bases in the ai’ea? Is the

“uortliern tier” concept for a general wai*? or

for a peripheral woi’ in the m’ea? or to create a

psychological position of strength in the ai-ea?

or to give a reason for om‘ presence there? or

for some combination of reasons? Is there any
hope, over the next decade, for development of

CONFIBENTIAH
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indigenous military power (other than Tiu’key)

l)C3’-ond that needed for internal securit}’^? If

so, what? If one premised theii* speculation on
an assumption of a veiy low probability of

general war during this decade, and that it

would probably be nucleai* if it ocemTed, what
then?

As to aspects other than military, the United

States is interested in a progression toward
stable governments friendly to the free world.

But this progi-ession may be similar, althongli

more rapid, than that of Latin America. Tho
U. S. is interested in the oil of the area, pri-

marilj-, at the iwesent time, because of depend-

ence on this oil of parts of the world other than
the U. S. But the U. S. may become much
more dependent on Middle Eastern oil. It is

interested in the fnendsloip and political as-

sociation of the countries.

Current Threats to the Situation

Now wliat are the tlmeats in the situation?

They are both immediate and long-range. Tho
“era of perpetual crisis” is likely to continue for

us ill this geogi’aphical area even if it is pai’tially

dissipated in nuclear matters. Ftrst, the Arab-
Israeli problem is most explosive. Second,

French North Africa and C3q)riis will continue

to place oui’ interests in jeopardy in many wa3>s

and may explode any time with practically no
waiming. The Soviet Union, while continuing

to radiate Geneva sphits, can fish openly in

these troubled waters. Third, the values of tho

“northern tier” can be turned into liabilities by
the success of a bland friendly Soviet gesture

accepted by a country in reoi' of the tier. The
Arab-Israeli situation gives opportunity for such

penetration which the USSE is able to under-
take without placing any outwardly visible

strings thereon. Fourth, theEg3^ptian-Sudanese
problem is potentially explosive. Fifth, the

rapid and unsteady pace of political and
economic advance can easily bring revolutions

of violence in one or more countries. Com-
munism is in the happy position of finding its

cause fm’thercd merel}^ by helping these people

THE MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA
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to do what tends to come naturally. Sulh,

there is a great hazard in the building of leader-

ship to fill the gap between the peasant and new

worldng class on the one hand, and the tradi-

tional feudal-landlord leadership on the other.

It seems that the old leadership must catch up

with the times or be eclipsed. Currently the

leadership in Egypt comes from the military

—

and there are worse alternatives, also better

ones. The equivalent of Atatiu’ks may arise.

A frustrated educated class would be a great

hazard.

The Communist Hazard

It seems unlikely that the area under discus-

sion (except Turkey and perhaps Iran) will feel

that the threat of Communism is so overriding

that peoples and states should not deal mth

Russia. Even Turkey and Iran will probably

deal on details and on a limited basis. While

Iran may continue to be sobered by the

Azerbaijan incident, there may bo a probability

of a policy of playing the USSR against the

west. There is one hazard that needs close

examination. Taldng into account the ex-

panding economy of the Soviet Union, the

estimated limitations on Soviet oil reserves,

the possible increasing rcstiveness toward

foreign companies, coupled with the yearnings

to show independence, and the surplus of

Middle Eastern oil production capability, could

the USSR, again blandly, initiate an oil deal in

the Middle East?

The Communist appeal and way of going in

North Africa and the Middle East seems un-

likely to be a doctrinaire and ideological

appeal except to dissatisfied intellectuals (and

this is admittedly dangerous). Rather, it is

likely to ho an economic and social force, per-

haps, if successful at all, deliberately postponing

attempts to seize power openly. It is also

likely to be a political force operating openly in

the colonial issue and with quiet effectiveness

in the Israeli matter. One of oui’ difficulties is

that the optimum Soviet way of going initially

may he approximately the same as it would bo

87

if they honestly had the same general objectives

as the Free World, and were participathig

actively in a “Colombo Plan” for the area.

Finally, the USSR with ite considerable Moslem

population, havhig experience and cultures

similar to those peoples in this area, is in an

excellent position to laimch a Colombo Plan or

a TCA. The Soviet actions in Afghanistan are

sobering and may he a pilot run. The western

powers can object, hut not without suffermg

the adveme political impact of strongly imply-

ing that the Middle East is considered to be

their sphere of great power mfluence.

As a summary statement at this stage in the

discussion, we and our allies have at times

engaged in local power politics on a short-term

basis for short-term advantages since 1946.

We probably had no other recourse. But, in

the revolutionary situation, the short-term

tends to be very short indeed and the price of a

short-term advantage may prove very high in

the mid-term and long-term. The short-term

diversion incident to entrance of Turkej^ into

the Cyprus problem may cost high in the long

run. It is obviously deshahle to discard, as

rapidly as possible, the expediencies adopted to

attain short-term objectives, pointing instead

more directly at longer term objectives. In

doing so, we may more often have two or more

alternatives open to us when the crises arise.

III. THINGS TO DO IN THE N. AFRICA-

MIDDLE EASTERN AREA

Something new has been added to the situa-

tion. First, such motivation and check as was

occasioned by fear of the USSR has been

decreased by Geneva. This trend ^vill almost

certainly continue. The trend is exemplified

by the raising of the Cyprus question and by

current Greek-Turldsh difficulties. These

things would hot have happened two years—or

even one year—ago. Second, the USSR is

turning to use outside the Iron Curtain of

economic, technological, and social means

which, up to now, have been almost a monopoly

of the West. The ball game, primarily military,
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may be about to become a political, economic,

psychological and military Donnybrook affair.

The Arab -Israeli Situation

The Secretary of State has made a wise major
proi^osition to the opponents. Time appears

to work against Israel, once the U. S. 1956

elections are passed. Dependent on subsidies,

with a high cost in money and in manpower for

armed forces, with Soviet support almost
certain to be given progressively, on an out-

wardly legal basis, to the Arab countries, the

outlook is bleak if the current stalemate

continues—unless (and this is important) the

U. S. continues subsidies. The hope might be
that the Western Powers would, by the develop-
ment of circumstances, be left with no military

base possibilities in that portion of the Middle
East except Israel. But the Geneva develop-
ments do not further the likelihood of tliis sort

of happening and, from the Western Powers’
standpoint, such a militaiy situation would be
bleak and perhaps of little value. Hence, on
any rational analysis, the Israeli ought to be
willing to come to a reasonable settlement if

properly pressed. But there is no assiu’aiice of
rationality and, at the other end of the spectrum
of possibilities, a military flare-up might leave
an e.xpended Israel in the U. S. alignment and
the Arab states taking counsel and resources
from the USSR—mth U. N. votes against us.

The .tVrab situation seems more difficult from
our standpoint. The Arab leadership and
peoples arc likely to be emotional and iiTational,
they may sense coiTectly that time is on their
side, and are unlikely to move on propositions
that appear to be U. S. pressuie. Put bluntly,
the iVrab countries concerned may exact a
considerable quid pro quo from the western
allies—and a settlement would be worth a
considerable cost to these allies. The details
to be considered include the Gaza strip, the
possibility of a freeway across the Negev, the
water problona, Lpearno type treaties, continued
U. N, policing, assurances on immigration
curtailment, and Great Power guarantees.
The foregoing incomplete list seems drastic.

CONFIDENTIAL

But we can afford to pay a high jn’ice and tho

hazards are gi’eat. In spite of the immediacy
of the problem, particular caution will bo
requhed until late fall of '56. The Soviet
Union may be clever enough to devise a way
to utilize internal U. S. politics to give us a
serious setback in the Middle East. Perhaps a
formula can be devised for initiation through
the U. N. that the Soviet Union, consistent with
their Geneva sphit, would be unable to oppose.

The Colonial Problem

There is an old rule that it is better to go
gracefully than to be lacked out. In retrospect,

a great part of oiu* problems in the woild como
from having our allies kicked out of tlicir

colonial areas, and this without having made
prepai'ation for a stable friendly govorninont to

follow. Of the 800 million people, one-third
of the world, in some form of colonial status in

1945, only 200 million so remain. Most of the
latter, except those in Central Afiaca, and some
islands, seem certain to move to self-dotormina-
tion (not necessarily sovereignty) within tho
next decade. The United States has lost to tho
Soviet its traditional raiment of su]3port of
independence movements. It has incurred
some distrust and dislike through being grouped,
in the minds of most newly freed peoples, with
the colonial powers. Tho reasons for this
uninvited situation are well Icnown and perhaps
there was no better course, If tho current
“soft” Soviet policy continues, there will bo
seemingly less reason for the fence walking ap-
proach we have taken dining the last fow years.
The United States should reexamine its ap-

proach to the colonial problem in light of
Geneva, and Cyprus may offer an opportmuty
needed. This is no t to siigges t that the solu tio

n

is either annexation by Greece or continuation
in the present status. Some other formula
should be considered (and is apparently aheady
beingproposed—late—by the U. K.). Cei-tainly
all concerned would probably like to see one
produced. The North African situation is
more difficult. But the likel3

?- long-run direc-
tion of its movement seems to pose a hazard to

i
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the IT. S. if we become firmly associated in

African and Asiatic minds with opposition

thereto. France needs North Africa; equally,

North Africa needs France. Out of this truth

some better modus vivendi might be developed.

The antipathy toward colonialism and the

colonial powers tends to be carried over into the

conditions of autonomy and independence of

newly formed states. This statement is more

often true when all the conditions on which

independence is granted ai’e not accepted by the

free will of the state concerned. If this inde-

pendence is achieved on the basis of imposed

treaty obligations implying intervention if the

obligations are not kept, there is a tendency to

build up extremes of nationalism. Jordan and

Kuweit can be categorized as somewhat co-

lonial, but their peculiai’ situation makes cui*-

rontly for stability. Iraq’s remaining colonial

characteristics are diminishing rapidly. Tunis

and Morocco are colonial in that there are

conditions which are not self-determined. This

matter is psychological as well as legal and needs

to be considered in connection with military

bases and stationing of armed forces. In

Finland, for instance, the USSE has given up

nothing that it did not impose on the Finns.

The Soviet base in Finland was a form of colo-

nialism. The U. S. bases and forces in Em’ope

are in an entu-ely different category in that the

indigenous governments determined of their

own free will that these forces should be there.

If an allied government ever comes to feel that

it cannot successfully invite us to leave—we

will have grave difficulties and there may be a

resultant impetus to the local “American Go

Home” movement.
The Soviet Union has the capability of en-

gaging in a give away contest with the U. S.

Furthermore, in the long run, it can attain

the facility to live up to its promises. Arms

are the most dangerous give away. They must

be obtained from outside the area since manu-

facturing facilities do not exist, except a few

in Turkey. Up to the limits of a very ade-

quate internal security, the least undesirable

alternative seems to be to stay ahead of the

306322—66^7—7
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Russians in this “arms race.” But it carries

with it a continuing commitment. Arms re-

quire industrial support not existent in the

Middle East. Promises of this support are

part of the bargaining hazards of the present

and futme.

Regional Organization

In the over-all give away program in our

enlightened self-interest, it seems that we should

look to the possibility of a Middle East Colombo
Plan or OEEC type of mTangement. This is

bound to have a very unsettled early voyage.

But it may help to help these people help

themselves and may make them feel more their

own masters. There is a need to develop some

center for study, planning and exchange of

information, which transcends the unnatui'al

geogi’aphic compartments. Even the oil com-

panies have had an inadequate interchange,

paitly due to British-American rivalry and the

U. S. anti-trust laws. Our free world stakes

in the Middle East are too high to let such

matters (called “inherent contradictions of the

capitalistic system” by our Communist oppo-

nents) be a barrier to effective action. Politi-

cal and military regional organization probably

does not lend itself to the purpose. But a

social, economic and technological institute

type of organization might be successful.

The U. S. should consider a U. S. regional

organization for guidance of our operations. A
close look may show a distui’bing lack of re-

gional knowledge, regional team work and

support of overall U. S. objectives (as com-

pared to local aspirations) on the part of oux

personnel. Such parochialism as exists has to

be combatted by a definite progi'am. Integra-

tion of our regional efforts requires more than

a policy statement. It probably depends pri-

marily on provision of funds for travel and

conference purposes and on assignment of

adequate personnel to embassies and missions.

Operation of Private Organizations

Operations of church and other educational

organizations and foundations have long fur-
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thered U. S, interests in the Middle East.

The oil corporations have undertaken useful

programs incidental to their activities. It may
-well be that this way of going should be further

stressed and expanded. These companies are

the managers of the “one crop’’ (oil) economy,

from the standpoint of money earnings, of six

governments. This resource, located in the

possession of about 30 million people, is of

vital importance to hundreds of millions. The
oil companies have a tremendous and a very

difficult task important to free world security.

We might recognize that they are, and have to

be, mstrumen ts of that seciuity.

An energetic program of association of U. S.

universities, including engineering colleges, with

institutions of learning in the Middle East,

financed in part by government funds, may
pay appreciable dividends. This idea is not

new. The Hangoon association with Johns

Hopkins University seems to set a successful

pattern to follow.

The rapid transition of the Middle East

results in a need for economic and social

planning which these countries are unable to

accomplish on their o^vn. The Soviet methods
ai‘e bound to appeal to some. It would be

wise to offer alternatives which are superficially

separated from gi'eat power political control.

Flexibility, Suitability, and Rapid Action in

Our Middle East Operations

We should study and draw lessons from the

Soviet actions in Afghanistan. They have
slio’wn a willingness and capability to use

quickly many of the techniques and programs
we have developed mtli painful slowness

tlu’oughout the world. When technical ad-

visory pei-soimel arrive in the capital city a few
days after being invited, pray in the mosque for

an afternoon and produce what it takes to pave
the main street the next day, the favorable

impression achieved is likely to he enormous.
We should consider:

a. The shiftmg of our administrative pro-

cedures and organization to take “quick
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tricks^’ when the opportunity offers. Wo
should have a policy to this effect. A good,

and perhaps sole, example of this typo of

action was the flying of pilgrims to Mecca.
Such a policy requires “mobilB forces” in

being and is probably best carried out by
giving the missions to a going U. S. govern-

ment organization or a private firm. In the

technological area, the Bureau of Eeclama-
tion, the Corps of Engineers, and civilian

engineering firms are logical instruments for

consideration.

b. How to avoid becoming identified too

closely with existent regimes. Some of

these are bound to change, perhaps accom-
panied by violence.

c. The futme hazards of a crisis such as tho

Mossadegh affau*. In the future, the Soviet

Union may well have a "mobile force” and
an attractive program to offer—as they did

in Afghanistan.

IV. AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA

This vast area is enthely colonial except for

the Sudan, Ethiopia, Liberia and the Union of

South Africa. No political unit has more than
20 per cent non-African population except tho

Union of South Africa, The remainder, except
for Southwest Africa, Southern Rhodesia and
Eritrea has less than 6 per cent non-African
population.

The Union of South Africa has definitely
I

adopted a segregationist policy (Malanism or

apartheid). There are differing opinions as to i

the likeliliood that this policy will succeod, I

some knowledgeable individuals contending
i

that the economic realities alone wiU cause its I

failure, The policy has certainly aroused a
great deal of adverse world comment and will

^

result in increasing difficulties as colonial Africa
|

moves further along the dhection it appears to
^

be going. The British portions of colonial
|

Africa are at the crossroads between integration
and segregation. The French, Belgium and h

Portuguese have a policy of integration of those
i i,
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who have readied a certain level of what is

called civilization.

The current outward direction of political

movement varies considerably. The Gold

Coast, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Uganda, Togoland

and the Cameroons are on their way to African

self-government. French tropical Africa and

Madagascar (which has a strong tradition of

nationalism) are destined (by the French) to a

developing status in the French Union.

French Colonies

The French, political concept of the French

Union is a difficult one because no such ar-

rangement has ever existed. Lilce the unicorn,

people talk about it but no person has ever

seen one. Hence, it faces the initial difficulty

of competition with the better understood

concept of nationalism. The Union concept

envisages progressive development of colonial

areas either to departmental status or to the

status of ‘'associated states.” The point is

made here and stressed again later that the

element of time may be the determinant of

success or failure of this concept—and the

French can be fairly judged as being slow thus

far. It would be most unwise for the U. S. to

base its policy on an assumption of success of

the French Union concept. We must provide

for other alternatives—^which are probably

more likely. W e should recognize that the

French have, thus far, a consistent record of

disturbance and various degrees of failure in

their arrangements for keeping political institu-

tions in step with evolution of colonies. The

British, on the other hand, have a fahly

uniform record of success—even though their

policies have been much more pragmatic.

Brltisli Colonies

The British colonial territories are developing

toward self-government but without an as-

sumption of iiltunate African control and with

locally exercised political power in the hands of

non-Africans. As an example, less than a

quarter million whites exercise the local political

power in the British Federation of Central
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Africa (Southern Rhodesia, Northern Rhodesia,

Nyasaland) which contains over six million

blacks. This current situation exemplifies the

difference of opinion as to whether the relation-

ship between white and black should be one of

“trusteeship” or one of “partnership.” This

situation, illustrative of the situation through-

out Africa, calls to mind that color conflict can

be as much of a disturbing force as economic

and other factors, and that the Soviet Union

and Communist doctrine can perhaps be even

more persuasive in this area than in economic

and social problems.

Other Colonies

The Belgium, Portuguese and Spanish

territories do not have any developed method

and direction for their future couree. Ob-

viously, their course, like the othera, lies within

the spectrum of possibilities ranging from an

African state through various types of multi-

racial political structures to close political

supervision by the current colonial power.

Currently the Belgians seem to be progressing

well in the Congo. But the likely rapid

increase in the African laboring and lower

middle class, due to mining and other economic

development, may quickly bring problems.

Some Problems and Hazards of Progress

There is considerable basis for a generalization

that African political participation and progress

toward self-government increases from south

to north. In the current revolutionary situa-

tion, the tendency is likely to be toward

acceleration of the laggards toward the pace of

the foremost. And the foremost may tend

toward increasing pressures for greater speed.

Also, there is a basis for the generalization that

denial of political action leads to conspiracy.

There is no attempt made here to discuss illit-

eracy, shortage of land, shortage of labor, and

several other important African problems.
The

discussion is limited narrowly to certain national

secmity and political aspects. These are

greatly conditioned by the natural drives for

modernization and racial equality. These

CONFIDENTIAL
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drives do not necessarily generate a demand for

national sovereignty. The French, formula

could give the objectives desired. But na-

tional sovereignty is the traditional formula.

The multiracial societies (even though the

European components are small) are likely to

generate increasing African nationalistic move-

ments. “With the introduction of modern in-

dustry (including agricultural methods in some

areas) and communications, and an assured

rise of a literate leadership class among Africans,

the multiracial approach to political institutions

is bound to have progressively tougher sledding.

Much of tliis part of Africa stands no further

fonvard than French North Africa, with its

current acute multiracial problems, stood ten

years ago. Perhaps if the French had moved

seven years ago to the point to which they have

now been forced, there would not have been

the recent and current troubles in North Africa.

The principal religion in a great part of this

area is Islam. It is judged by many to be in-

creasing its converts. There are judgments

that theMoslemism of most of the people is not

deep—nor for that matter is the Christianity

of the Christians. The disquieting, perhaps

veiy improbable, speculation is offered that an

alliance between Islam and Communism in this

areas is a possibility.

The Communist Threat

It is very questionable that the U. S. should

key its poUcy and objectives in the area pri-

marily to the threat of Communism. Even if

there were no Communism in the world, the

possibilities of unrest, disturbance and power

political maneuver connected therownth, are

sufficient to give concern. If tropical Africa

moved happily to self-government tomorrow,

there might, within ten years, be a major dis-

tirrbance due to economic problems, or due to a

Moslem drive of conquest to the south, or a com-

bination of these and other developments.

But Communism and the Soviet regime are

interested in Africa and Communism is already

there. The situation is not one for mass parties
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such as the French and Italian Communist

parties. It is a situation where small cells of
,

indoctrinated and deeply dedicated individuals

are the best instruments. The appeals are not

ideological but rather are economic, social, and

nationalistic. Two of the principal methods for

acquiring, training, and introducing party

zealots into the area are the labor union move-

ment and the education of natives abroad.

The French CGT is a channel to French Africa,

the Egyptian labor unions to the Sudan, It is I

logical that Communism proselyte native

students abroad. Parenthetically, French edu-

cation on the Paris left bank, even disregarding

Communism, is not today likely to build friends

for America.

African Leadership

This area, like the Middle East, has a prob-

lem of developing an adequately educated.

African leadership class. And it has the related
|

problem of moving rapidly enough to satisfy

their social and economic aspirations after they

are educated.
|

The development of any African people
|

through various stages of self-government to ;ii

national sovereignty, status of an “associated

states”, etc., is almost certain to be materially

different from the usual U. S. idea of develop-

ment of a democratic state. The useful ex-
[

amples are most likely to be found in Latin i

American history. The “hero” or messianic
|

type of leader is more likely than the Wash- f

ington or Jefferson type. There is some pos-

sibility that an African educated elite will

develop while the mass lag far behind in literacy

and political competence. But even a small li

proportion of the total population can be very
j

vocal and can sway the remainder. There have
|

been recent examples on the rhnland of Asia
|

which support this last point.
|

Unsuitability for independent status of cur-
|

rent geographical units. The current bound-
|

aries in Africa bear only a limited relationship
|

to ethnic groups, communications, resoiu'co p
sufficiency, security, and other characteristics 1;
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desirable for the stability and continued ex-

istence of a nation-state. Every cuzTent polit-

ical unit is bound to be materially dependent

on the developed countries for a long while for

markets, capital and technical assistance. These

conditions add hazards to early autonomy. If

granted too soon, there is bound to be shopping

among great powers for the best deals—and the

USSE can oven now give a good deal, witness

its rapid action in Afghanistan. Obviously,

from the economic and security standpoints,

continued association \vith a developed country

is the best solution . The alternative might have

to be long-term subsidies such as Libya and

Israel are receiving.

Once the white man dictated, he now must

deal. Africa now stands at a very definite phase

lino. Previously, the colonial powers could

dispose of the local peoples’ affairs. Now they

must deal with them about those affairs. The

vision and wisdom with which this dealing is

done will determine whether in the next decade

we have crises and major concerns about

African impact on om’ security. It is not yet

too late but time is running out.

V. THE U. S. PROBLEM IN AFRICA—
COLONIALISM

The U. S. problem and the predominant issue

is the colonial issue. There are other aspects

such as raw materials, military bases, etc. But

the objectives involved will be achieved or faff

of achievement depending on the handling of

this issue. Wo have two lines of interest. (1)

our traditional anticolonialism; and (2) our

strategic interests in our allies, bases, raw ma-

terials, etc. It is suggested that a doctrinaire

adherence to either line is likely to be disas-

trous. A middle course is a better course. But

it is not a simple course.

The United States faces the almost certain

hazard of being requhed to stand up and be

counted within the next few years on mattem

pertaining to Africa. Our close association

with the colonial powers, the poUcy of India

particularly to beat the anticolonial drum at

every opportunity, the precedent given by the

newly sovereign Arab states to African areas

which are predominantly Moslem, the un-

impeded movement toward independence of

certain western African areas, the strong

so-called anticolonial propaganda drive of the

Soviet Union, and finally, the opportunities

presented in the U. N. forum, seem to assure

that our country will soon have to be much

more definitive about this problem. One might

even speculate about the possibility of internal

political pressures within the United States.

Fortunately, no area in Africa, except the

Union of South Africa, is moving in a direction

materially different from that which appears

consistent with our interests. The problem

seems primarily one of coordination and accel-

eration rather than of change of direction.

Any acceleration would be in the direction of

generating a feeling in peoples that, by their

own efforts and political decision, they are

progressing toward then* social and economic

goals. The peoples, particularly their leader-

ship, need to feel that their grievances, real or

imagined, are receiving reasonable attention.

If this pattern and progress do not come about,

then a nationalism of a type we now little

foresee or understand (witness the Man Man

movement), may overflow the land. This

nationalism would be characterized by im-

predictahilities, emotional as to policy, which

would make the irrationality of some Arab

politics seem like cold logic.

VI. WHAT’S THE U. S. PROGRAM?

With respect to colonialism, this paper

obviously cannot and should not suggest more

than a direction of policy and areas for further

investigation. The direction of policy needs

to be a shift away from our comparative silence

on specifics concerning colonialism and toward

more of a middle ground. The Geneva develop-

ments, if sustained, ore almost certam to bnng

acceleration of pressures (as they ali-eady have

in Cyprus). This approach requires prior

notice to allies—which is a leverage. It
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requires a climate reflected to those allies

through all U. S. officials concerned. And it

requires that we speak with constructive

suggestions ahead of the Soviet Union and

India now and then.

How much should we enter the African

scene? This is a very troublesome question.

There are related ones. If the inclination is to

act as an observer enunciating a few pious

principles periodically, we must face the

question of whether we can accept the hazards

of such action. Our interests have been

seriously impaired already by the ineptitude of

our allies in some colonial matters. If we
decide to take an active part in our enlightened

self-interest, what^s the program?

A Possible Program

1. Better intelligence. This is a must.

2. More knowledge about Africa in higher

education and U. S. intellectual leadership.

There should be at least one adequately en-

dowed, and active Institute of African Affairs

in the U, S. It should he a part of a university,

thereby facilitating education of African stu-

dents.

3. Emphasize the activities of non-govern-

mental agencies in non-political areas such as

the position of women, health measures,

changing undesirable local customs and taboos,

etc. This means U. N. agencies and also

private foundations. The more that can be
done through private enterprise, the better’.

4. Related to the foregoing, there should be a
feasible way to operate Point 4 type of programs

in Africa through contract with universities,

foundations, etc.

6.

A search should be made for ways to

assure careers to educated Africans, particularly

those educated abroad. Such careers might
well be in efforts of universities, foimdations,

and the U. N. in the area.

6. The U. S. should spend some money on the

area as insurance against problems of 5 to 10

years from now. This might be a few tens of

millions and probably not over 100 million a

year.

7. The way of going of colonial powers in the

area needs to be coordinated before a crisis

situation arises. Something like an Institute

for African Development, tied to a Political

Council for African Development with the

latter forcing consultation and an exchange of

views on the governmental level, may bo

desirable. Such an Institute would really bo,

in part, a study center for problems of non-

Communist revolutionary change.

8. Maximum use in any U. S. operations in

the area of U. S. citizens of African descent.

9. Consideration of counter-action to Com-
munism in the trade union movement using

U. S. trade unions.

10. Increased participation of the U. S, in

education of Africans.

11. In general, try to lower the barriers and
reduce the conflicts found to exist due to color

and religion. Nationals of countries such as

Timkey and Mexico may understand the local

problems better than Europeans and Ameri-
cans, and may have more of an appeal as

technological experts, etc.
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Appendix A

Notes on U. S. Policy Formulation for Middle East

and Nortk Africa

1, Support for Communism in the Middle East

and Nortla Africa is minimal at present:

a. Proximity of Russia

h. Successful programs by U. S.

0 . Influence of Islam

d. Failure to create effective local Com-

munist parties.

2. Plowevei^ conditions favor increasing support

of Communism:
a. Growing social awareness among under-

privileged classes

b. General instability among governments

0. Populations biglily susceptible to uTa-

tional propaganda

d. Rising labor and middle classesj largely

without voice

e. The tradition of oriental despotism is

more akin to Communism than it is to

the alien concepts of democracy and

freedom

f. Decline of Islam os a force for unity,

stability, and order

g. Improving communications.

3. U. S. policy since World War II has em-

phasized change in the Middle East

:

a. Mutual defense agreements

b. Israeli state created

c. Economic development emphasized

d. Modern military forces created

e. Democratic institutions attempted.

4. There are many obstacles to orderly change

in the Middle East that may have been

underestimated by U. S. planners:

a. Lack of resources

b. Corruption within governments

c. Popular suspicion of government as an

innovator

d. Hostility among ethnic and religious

groups

e. Uncooperative attitudes between na-

tional governments

f. Power of vested economic, political, and

cultural interests

g. Minimal educational standards and gen-

eral illiteracy

h. Inexperience in self-government.

5. Because of these obstacles, some of our policy

has worked to our disadvantage, although

immediate successes have been gained:

a. Distrust between national states has

been fostered

b. Political instability has not been alle-

viated

c. Greater economic expectations have

been fostered among masses

d. Islam—the one unifier—has been in-

creasingly challenged

e. Military power has been thrust into a

vacuum, with minimal pohtical controls

over it

f. The U. S. bos allowed self to become

scapegoat for failures.

6. U. S. policy in the future must he conditioned

by the above experiences:

a. Greater emphasis should be placed on

the emotionalism that characterizes

Middle East reaction to U. S. policies.

Policies that save pride and salve emo-

tions may be just as important as

policies which grow wheat.

h. Excitement over some present prob-

lems must be abated as soon as possible,

for the U. S. is held primarily respon-

sible. The Arab-Israeli dispute espe-
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cially, the French North African dispute

secondarily.

c. Policies that, generate radical and rapid

change in the area may create as many
problems as they solve.

d. Policies that ‘'use” the Middle East to

satisfy requirements of other areas may
very well undo all that is done for the

area directly. Best example is alleged

support of French in North Africa to

save NATO, eto.

e. Policies which aim at fostering Western
concepts—such as "human freedom”

and “democratic institutions”—^must be

interpreted loosely for the Middle East
if they are to be useful.

f. Policies which openly advertise U. S.

sponsorship redound against the U. S.

if failure occurs. Policy failure in tho

post-Geneva world may have groator

consequences than in the past.

7. In view of the above considerations, thor-

ough study should be given to the selection

of target groups and areas for U. S. policy.

It is difficult to maintain support of the

mass populace afid the special power interest

groups in Middle East areas. It is difficult

to maintain support of discontent opposition

groups and groups in power in the rapidly

changing Middle East. Ultimate success of

U. S. policy may depend largely upon the

ability of the U. S. to counter USSR influ-

ence mth vital segments of the population

who hold the power to direct local govern-

mental policy.

The Current Crisis

Paper 10:

Appendix B

Ml of the preceding pages concerning the
Middle East and North Africa may be only
on the periphery of om* cmxent pressing problem.
In hindsight, the outcome of World War II

almost certainly had to include the ousting of
the colonial powers from most of the Middle
East. This ousting has occurred. It was
bound to be accompanied by instability, a
power vacuum and a distrust for the gi-eat
powers only recently lords in the area. A great
opportunity existed for the United States—

a

“neutral” great power without imperialist trap-
pings—in its enlightened self-interest, to serve
as a stabilizing factor and fill the power vac-
uum. That opportunity was partially elimi-
nated by the appearance of Israeli. It was
further reduced by the “Geneva spirit” and by

CONFIDENTIAL

not finding some action capable of dealing with
concern over the military situation.

The United States now seems to have lost tho
initiative in the boiling ai'ea of Middle Eastern
affaii-s. This loss is, in itself, not critical. But
who has it? It appears that it may be shared
by the USSR, Isi*ael, Eg3qjt, and porha])s
unpredictable Ai’ab political entities such as
Yemen.

The sight of the USSR moving to fill tlio
place in the Middle East that might have boon
ours should cause some soul seoi’ohing as to
the who and why of responsibility and some
appraisal of how much we ought to he willing io
pay to reverse assuredly this trend. The ap-
praisal should not stop

,
at a “lot the sand

settle” conclusion but should face the liazoi-cla
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of major USSK infiltration and figure the costs

of meeting it successfully; then decide whether

our country wants to pay the cost.

We now have two emerging alliances in the

Middle East:

(1) The so-called Northern Tier

(2) The hinterland less Israel behind the

Northern Tier

The hard facts of the situation include, first, a

currently friendly association and possible

increasing affinity of the second alliance toward

the USSU, and second, a sympathy of the

Northern Tier for the hinterland alliance on any

problem concerning Israel. Stated mildly, this

is an unstable and explosive mixture. The

Middle East does not have much strength

vis-h-vis Communist advance except the two

alliances can be molded together in the stand for

regional security in the Middle East.
^

The

situation has considerable potential for friction

and intrigue. And the Arah-Israeli situation

is a sputtering fuse.

There is of this witing a policy of military

retaliation being pursued by both Israel and

Egypt, general talk of war, talk of “preventive

war” by Israel leadership, and talk of maintain-

ing an arms balance between Ai'ab states and

Israel, as well as mention of other distasteful

subjects. It may be that the United States has

to “bite a bullet” on the Middle East in order

to avoid a high probabffity of very adverse

happenings. But the alternatives currently

facing us are bleak. Fighting with adveise

developments for the Israelis is certainly con-

trary to our objectives. And the outcome

would be fraught with hazards. Fighting with

major reverses for the Ai-abs is now likely to

result in disastrous developments from the

standpoint of om’ interests.
.. -v.* /

We should face seriously the possibilities oi

the Egyptian situation. This hinteiland alli-

ance already has ties across North Africa.

Some success against Israel might well set a fare

to Arab nationalism. A reverse could both set

fire to Arab nationalism and create a close

affinity with the USSR.

Looking to the longer range of tliree to ten

years, Africa south of the Sahara may look

increasingly to people of the same color and

religion for leadership and assistance. If Egypt

and its hinterland alliance adopted as a policy

the active support of anti-colonial movements

throughout Africa, our Communist opponents

prosperity would increase and so would our

troubles.

The concept of maintaining an arms balance

between Israel and the surrounding Arab

stat^ makes questionable sense in the long run.

Considering areas, populations, and the loca-

tion and numbers of states concerned, the

concept seems parallel to a similar concept for

Luxemburg or Switzerland. Our poUcy and

programs must, it seems, move to eMnate

this concept of arms balance. The elimination

must he accompanied by the substitution of

something else. Our security guarantee, in

association with Britian and France, may have

to evolve, and soon, to an active posture for

actual “police action”, perhaps under UN
aegis.

In summary on the current Middle Eastern

situation, the directions of poUcy and the

foundation costa which must be paid to reverse

the adverse trends to our interests are:

a First, and the easiest, U. S. and British

efforts must be and remain together; this

includes matters pertaining to oil.

b. A formula must be sought and applied

to bring the two Middle Eastern affiances

together.

c. The Arab-Israeli situation is a cri^

in the matter. In our hard-headed seU-

interest we can afford to pay very highly for

some alleviation of the adverse position m

which the situation continually places our

country.
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Latin America—as a Demonstration Area of

U. S. Foreign Policy in Action

Originator: Stacy May

I. INTRODUCTION—THE thesis of this

PAPER

The threshold concept has extraordinary

relevance to our Latin American policies.

Important to that concept is consideration of

the critical factor of size or intensity of an

otherwise well-conceived effort that must be

achieved to make it effective, and anything

short of which is doomed to yield disappoint-

ingly negative results.

Our aims and objectives with respect to the

area are exemplary and for the most part

clearly defined. The programs and courses of

action that have been developed for forwarding

our objectives are generally intelligently con-

ceived to cast an influence in the direction of

our aims.

The results, while fai’ from negligible and

seldom negative, cannot objectively be ap-

praised as conspicuously successful, or at least

they seem to fall far short of realizing the full

advantage to United States interests that would

accrue from a fuller realization of our objectives

in an area that is:

1. Inherently of more direct importance

to the United States than the relative atten-

tion given to its affairs in our political,

economic, and psychological strategy and

action would imply.

2. Probably of greater potential signifi-

cance to the broad strate^ of our inter-

national relations in the period immediately

ahead than has been overtly recognized in

our foreign policy formulation os a whole.

There is a considerable and persuasive body

of evidence to suggest that a relatively modest

intensification of the attention and effort that

we are directing toward Latin America, without

great substantive change in existing procedures,

might carry their effectiveness over the thresh-

old that marks the division between moderate

and spectacular success in the achievement of

our aims.

IL U. S. AND LATIN AMERICAN INTER-

DEPENDENCE

The importance of Latin America to the

United States in political, strategic, and eco-

nomic terms should not require a great amount

of documentation.

On the political front, our relationships mth
the 170 million peoples of the Latin Americas

(a population that is growing faster than that

of any major area of the world) have about the

most venerable roots that U. S. foreign policy

has produced. They have evolved in a pattern

that has shaped and influenced our a^ange-

ments and accommodations 'with nations in

other areas. The smoothness of their function-

ing is inextricably entwined with the reputation

and prestige of the United States in the foreign

policy field. We count heavily upon support

of the twenty Republics for U. S. positions in

the U. N.

On the strategic side, while the military

potentials of the several Latin American Re-

publics, or of all of them colleotively, are as

yet inconsequential, there are obvious impera-

tives for us in seeing that no potentially hostile

forces obtain a foothold in the Hemisphere, in

protecting the canal, and in assuring our access
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to imports of materials upon which hoth our

peacetime and wartime economies are impor-

tantly dependent.

It is in the sector of economic inter-relation-

ships that the community of interest between

the United States and Latin America has been

most undei-rated. The two-way trade between

these two areas now approximates 3K billion

dollars in each direction. Latin America

affords the United States an outlet for well

over a fifth of its exports and supplies about a

third of its imports. We in turn supply almost

half of their imports and purchase about 46

percent of their exports. Even more impor-

tant is the unmistakably evident trend toward

an increasing degree of interdependence in the

two areas, shown by the grooving importance

of their inter-trade as a percentage of the total

trade of each. Upon the basis of the growth

trends of the economies on either side, there is

reasonable expectancy that the trade inter-

change will double by the mid-1970's, on an

annual growth rate oi percent. By that

time, the population of Latin America may
total 275 million, outstripping our own by a
considerable margin. There are many eco-

nomic indicators to suggest that the Western
Hemisphere as a whole, with Canada of course

included, is evolving upon a growth trend that
is importantly outstripping that of the rest of

the Free World, in total and per capita outputs
and even in the volume of its inter-trade as a
percentage of world trade.

III. HEROIC OBJECTIVES AND HUMAN
PERFORMANCE

It is impracticable here to spell out the detail

of stated U. S. objectives ’with respect to Latin
America, and that of the many programs that
have been established to give substance to om
aims. It must suffice to summarize the former
in the statement that it is our purpose to pro-
mote a maximum degree of hemisphere soli-

darity of purpose and procedure, a vigorous
growth of strong and democratic governments,
security forces competent to afford protection
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severally and collectively against outside ag-
gression or internal subversion, and sound
growth economies that yield increasing living

standards and assure reasonable stability. It
is a definite part of our aim to progressively
strengthen the Hemisphere political and security
progi’ams to make them increasingly offectivo

in the part that they play in the whole Ihm
World system.

The point that may warrant emphasis hero
is that the weight given to Latin American
affairs in oui’ over-all foreign preoccupations is

neither commensui’ate with the intrinsic im-
portance of the area to our interests nor suffi-

cient to convince Latin Americans that wo re-

gard theii* status as of first-class moment.
In the straight political field, where wo have

had really remarkable success despite the gen-
erally instable and embryonic state of demo-
cratic institutions in many Latin Amorionn
countries, there is considerable justification for

their chronic complaint that Latin Amoriosn
affairs are given relatively small attention in

the highest echelons of the State Department
and the Executive Office. For a considorablo

period, consideration of Latin American affftira

has been relegated to last place upon almost nil

of our Government policy dockets, and the pre-

emptive demand of emergency situations upon
top-level personnel has too often resulted ill

“last-minute” resolution of Latin American
issues that have given the impression of liasly

improvisation.

On the stragetic front, Latin Americans can

learn from the Annual Report on the National

Security Progi*am that their share of post-war

direct military assistance provided by tho

United States has been about one percent of

the total. It is avowedly to our advantage to

see that the military equipment employed by
Latin American countries is of U. S. origin,

particularly to assure that our military missions

are relied upon to fiumish training in its use.

Nevertheless, in spite of our declared objooLives

to meet foreign competition in this field, it

would appear that about half of Latin Amorkan
armanent purchases since 1960 have been made

lATIN AMERICA
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from European suppliers. The order of mag-

nitude of such foreign purchases would appear

to have averaged around $25 million per year.

It is on the economic front, however, that

Latin Ameiicans have been most vocal in their

expression of feelings of neglect, or lack of

appropriate consideration. Certainly, the

voicing of a complaint does not constitute its

justification, hut the objective record shows

that the Latin American share of U. S. eco-

nomic grant and loan assistance has been very

small when compared to that area’s claims

upon LT. S. interest based on the relative weight

of its trade. Thus, of the (non-military)

grants and credits extended by the U. S. Gov-

ernment from July 1, 1945 through March 31,

1956, the Latin American share accounted for

only 2.4 percent of the total. In the year

19B4, it amounted to 2.6 percent. In the field

of international educational exchange, Latin

Americans received about 6 percent of the

total U. S. grants in fiscal years 1953 and 1954,

and 1 1 percent in 1955, Even in the matter of

U. S. Information Administration expenditures,

whore the importance of promoting solidarity

and combatting Communist subversion ef-

forts would seem to warrant particular em-

phasis, the share attributed to Latin American

programs has averaged under 3K percent in

the past three fiscal years.

Capital investment

Latin American countries generally have

managed to mobilize some 16 to 16 percent of

thoir Gross National Products for oapitd in-

vestment use in the post-war period. This,

together with certain windfall benefits in the

terms of thoir goiiorally thriving foreign trade,

has resulted in an over-all growth rate m total

economic output for the area considerably

greater than that shown by the United States

sufficiently greater even to show a comparative

advantage in 'per capita output as well, despi e

the morkedly higher rate of Latin American

population increase. _
The U. S. contribution to Latin American

capital formation in the post-war period has

played a far more important role in this growth

record than its relative percentage propor-

tions—less than 10 percent—would imply.

The preponderant bulk of U. S. capital contri-

butions to the area have been in the form of

direct private investments. These particu-

larly have focused in high-yield fields of pro-

ductive investment to a much greater degree

than has Latin American domestic investment.

It has been, estimated, for example, that U. S.

direct investments in Latin America, which

cumulatively amount to not more than about

6 percent of total stock of the area’s capital

accumulation, produce not less than 30 percent

of Latin America’s total foreign exchange,

through the export items they generate for

shipment to the United States market alone.

The oYer-ah record since World War II

would seem to imply a very healthy status for

the Latin American economy as a whole, and

equally to testify to the adequacy of the over-all

U. S. economic program directed toward that

area. Unfortunately, a closer scrutiny of the

situation reveals grounds for disquietude. There

seems to have been a marked slo^ving up in the

tempo of the area’s econoimc growth smee

1950-51, when compared to its exuberance in

the earlier post-war yearn. Progr^s has not

halted, but its rate has fallen sufficiently to

change the picture of improvement in per capita

living standards from one that considerably

exceeded the long-term growth rate in the

United States to one that is fai* lower than that

upon which we have counted in this countiy.

This lowering of growth trend rate has been

concurrent irith a considerable falling off of the

direct U S. private investment of capital funds

in Latin America, which has been compensated

only to a minor degree by the modest hut steady

growth of the level of Export-Import Bank and

IBRD loan disbursements to the area.

It would be spurious to impute a controlling

influence to U. S. capital contributions m the

total Latin America-n economic record, but it

is reasonable to assume that it has had a con-

tributory effect. At least, it would be ac-
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®pted as a mark of U. S. earnestness in seeking
to foster growth economies in the twenty
Hepublios, jf we adopted the general goal of
keeping over-aU U. S. capital exports to Latin
America moving up at a rate that would sus-
tarn, in a continuing economic trend for
the area, the same relative influence that it
exercised over the earlier post-war years of
vigorous growth.

Obviously, no such commitment could bemade m unqualified terms. The “climate” for
domestic and foreign investment in Latin^enca necessarily would be a controlling
factor. But the enunciation of the aim woulddo much to convince Latin Americans of the
senousness of our interest in their economic
progress. This would be enhanced if our ex-
pression of purpose were backed up by concrete
proposals for action on our part to make direct
U. S. investment abroad more attractive (most
opefully tlirough tax concessions or throughqmck amortizaHoii privileges) and for steppingUp the level of Export-Import Bank and IBBDoan commitments and disbursements. Therehas been recent and quite vigorous action along

latter hues that is a hopeful sign, and thfMtabhslment of the International Finance
Coloration is a further consti'uotive step.There idso have been a number of promisine
recent developments in the establishment ofprivate iMtitutions to furnish intermediate

the al^r “Pitol for

It should be noted that the objective sue-grated for the U. S. in the field of capital con-tributions is far from grandiose. To Zttmue total U.S. capital contributionsLb““h

nitude to a contmmng growth trend in LathiAmerican economies would imply an increaseby only an additional $200 million betweennow and 1958, the $500 milUoi, annual levdof net direct private investment flmvs rein-

mnZ T n”®"’ Bai andffiRD disbursements combined that has beentue post-war average.

Trade
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It has been contended by some that the
significance to Latm America of its $3K billiontrade account with the United States dwarf!the importance of all other considerations Tl,i
position probably does less than fuU justiceto the influence of capital contributions, par-ticularly m view of then crucial role in hi-increasing the production base and the dis-

n!ted oTd bas bcoii

T 1 ?
P"™‘® ^vestments uponLatin Ammoas export capacity. Howovorthem can be no doubt of the compelling imiportMce of trade opportunities to the area’sdevelopment prospects.

» mens

In the trade Arid, the United States recordmth r^peot to Latin America is generally
unassadable. Most of our major impo'tefiom that area are subject to very moderate
taitfs If any at all. But there have boon
sufficient nncertamties about our import policieswith respect to oil, and sufficient question ofthe equities of our sugar policy (which would

P“'^*y intensified bythe pending Admmistration legislative pro-posals m that field) to uiulon4e M c!„.

degiee to which theu- interests wifl be givenweight m U. S. trade policy discussions 1

^’eiy positive contribution to current and
prospective Latin American difficulties. Th“o

Of trade opportunities m strategic items vigor-

end ^iw!f
* ^

1

™“^ evaporated at war’s

Pluses
agi'ioultiiral siii-

daml^r ^ ‘0 “bial

coS;.
“

TT
^

‘bem could boS t^e
P™otioal action that wenld take. 'The pomt is that we have been
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less tlian successful in convincing them that

the essential magnanimity of our stated ob-

jectives toward them in the economic field will

be maintained in the face of opposing pressures.

Erom their view of the record, we regard them

as poor relations, toward whom our intentions

are benign, and to whose interests we will afford

consideration other things being equal (which

they seldom are).

IV. COMMUNIST SUBVERSION EFFORTS
IN LATIN AMERICA

Although the case for an intensification of

^ TJ. S. effort to cultivate increasingly firm and

satisfactory relations with the Latin American

Republics rests primarily upon positive moti-

vations, there are evident signs of intensified

subversion efforts by international Communism
that require effective countering.

The political instability that has been chronic

to most of the RepubUcs and then’ stiU retarded

and often insecure economic status provides a

fertile field for Communist subversion efforts

aimed at exploiting unsatisfied aspirations.

Although the Communists have had only

meager and temporary local successes in

capturing effective control of national govern-

ments in Latin America (as recently in Guate-

mala), they have persistently and often success-

fully adopted the tactic of permeating various

"front" movements of labor, youth, student,

women, racial, and peace groups and of dis-

torting valid aspirations for political, economic,

and social reform toward Communist-oriented

solutions and particularly toward anti-United

States sentiments.

Despite the Hemisphere-wide collaborative

efforts to counter Communist subversion formal-

ized at the Caracas Conference, Communist

Party (card cairying) strength in Latin America

is estimated at 250,000, mth two-thirds of the

total concentrated in Brazil and Chile.

Since the outbreak of the Korean War, there

has been a marked step-up of Coramumst effort

in Latin America, fostered by covert transfer of

funds and propaganda material from inter-
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national Communist headquarters. This has

been channeled largely through Soviet Bloc

missions to Latin American countries. There

is evidence of abnormal expansion of the per-

sonnel and activities of such missions, particu-

larly in Mexico and the River Plate countries.

Dramatic evidence of recently increasing

effort to build a more effective Communist
apparatus in the area is offered by the record of

Communist-sponsored trips of Latin American

nationals to the Orbit. Less than 100 such

trips were sponsored in 1950; this munber had

increased to 1,000 in 1953, and, while it de-

clined somewhat in 1954, it appears that the

operation will attain record levels in 1955 mth
particular emphasis on cultural and labor

missions.

The field of trade also presents a picture of

stepped-up Soviet effort at Latin American

permeation. While trade with Soviet Bloc

countries still represents a very small fraction

of Latin America’s total ti'ade, there have been

disquieting signs of an increased upward trend

that, if continued, soon would lead to an

uncomfortable degree of trade interdependence

between certain Latin American countries and

Soviet Satellites. There are now 19 bilateral

trade agreements in effect between Latin

American and Soviet Bloc countries. The

actual amount of this inter-trade increased

from a $70 million level in 1953 to between $200

and $250 million in 1954. The great bulk of

this trade—80 percent of the total—was

concentrated upon exchanges between Argen-

tina and Brazil Mth Soviet Bloc countries,

Argentina's trade with the Bloc quadrupled in

1964, and Brazil-Bloc trade doubled. Trade

between Uruguay and the Bloc also showed an

upward trend in 1954.

While it is true that over-all trade levels fell

far short of bilateral agreement goals, and while

Latin American shipments to the Soviet Bloc

were restricted to non-stoategic items—coffee,

cacao, cotton, frozen meat, and wool—in

return for manufactured goods exports from

the Bloc (and minor shipments of machinery

and equipment against much larger Bloc
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promises of deliveries in these items that were

unfulfilled), the trade record is one that we
cannot afford to view with complacency. It is

part of a fabric of evidence that all points to a

heightened level of Soviet Bloc effort to drive a

wedge into United States-Latin American

interdependence and the mutual regard it has

helped to engender. It calls for an increased

effort on our part to see that the Bloc intentions

are thwarted before rather than after they have

achieved substantial success.

V, CONCLUSIONS

1. It is difficult to suggest remedies in

generalized terms, particularly since our objec-

tives with respect to Latin America are gen-

erally beyond criticism.

2. The chief shortcoming that may be cited

with some degree of fairness is that our action

programs, particularly in the economic field,

while consistent with our objectives, are not

genuinely adequate for their effective accom-

plishment either in conception or execution.

The remedy lies in a meticulous re-examination

and often a strengthening of a wide variety

of action programs.

3. While it is understandable that the more
acute problems in other areas should have
commanded a disparate claim upon our atten-

tion and resources, the result has been a neglect

of Latin America not only relative to othei’

areas, but in terms of its inhei’ent importance
to U. S. interests. This has been keenly felt in

Latin America, to a degree that prejudices our
relationships in that area. As in om' early

administration of the EGA program in Europe,
our current procedure with respect to Latin
America versus other areas tends to thi*ow the
weight of the incentives that our progi’ams
offer on the side opposite to our intent and
interest, since unsatisfactory performance be-
comes the criterion for attention and assistance.
Clearly we cannot refrain from talcing action
to eliminate trouble that is presently or pro-
spectively threatening our intei*ests. But this
calls for counterbalancing measures to certify
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that our policy is not one of offeiung carrots to

recalcitrants while preserving the stick of

discipline for good pea’forraance. Even within

Latin America, our record has been one of

offei’ing the most generous assistance to those

nations that have departed most widely from
what we regal’d as sound practice.

4.

Although the “public relations” approach

to Latin America \vill not siiflice of itself to

change the currently widespread resentment of

our alleged neglect to an attitude of enthusiastic

cooperation, the demonstration of a deeper and
more consistently maintained concern for tlio

twenty Republics is an important part of the
formula. The recent global broadening of our «
international interests and commitments is of
itself a factor that induces an older-child,

new-born-baby complex in Latin America that

requires an exaggerated demonstration of afl'oc-

tion as a thei-apy. The base of good will upon
which we can draw is sufficiently ostablislied

to give genuine hope of success if our gestures

of interest are accompanied by positive actions

to demonstrate:

a. that we are willing to endure a con-
siderable amount of domestic political heat
in order to accommodate competitive Latin
American exports to our market;

b. that we are intelligently and resolutely

prepared to take steps to keep U. S. capital

contributions, private and public, flowing to

Latin America at a rate that keeps pace witli

their commensurate influence upon the eco-

nomic gi'owth of that area in the 1946-51
period, provided always that there is local

effort to make such flows tenable;

0 . that we do not apply stricter criteria to

Latin America than we employ elsewhere;

d. that we take Latin American potential

contributions to Hemisphere and Free World
security seriously.

6. The dimension of increased cost to tho

United States of implementing such a program
appears to be relatively modest. Importantly,
it is a matter of intensifying concorn and mak-
ing our attitudes more conspicuous. As has
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been indicated, the dimension of appropriately

increased capital contributions is not formi-

dable (a stepping up to an additional $200 mil-

lion annual flow over a five-year period) par-

ticularly since the great bulk of such increase

would be in the area of private direct invest-

ments and the increase in public, funds largely

in the form of loans that should be sound.

Again on an over-all basis, Latin American

resom’ces for servicing foreign equity and loan

investment debt would seem to be adequate for

any expansion reasonably in sight.

6. Finally, it is suggested that we might

profitably regard Latin America os a demon-

stration economic area, the continuity of whose

growth record is usefully exploitable in the

current struggle between political and eco-

nomic systems for the adherence of under-

developed areas. If we are correct in apprais-

ing the Communist strategy as giving ex-

tremely important weight to the subversion of

underdeveloped areas with the Im’e of the claim

tbat Communism can offer them a quicker

route to the development they seek, it is of

major importance for democratic-enterprise

coim tries to rehut this claim effectively. For

all of the qualifications that must be made,
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the twenty Republics are generally oriented

toward political democracy and enterprise eco-

nomics. Among all of the broad underdevel-

oped areas of the world they can show the

most convincing evidence of having escaped

dead center and entered into a period of gen-

uinely djmamic giwth. There are somewhat

disquieting signs of a slackening off in pace,

but as yet these are not sufficiently serious to

question the validity of the growth trend. If,

os is here argued, a reasonably temperate in-

tensification of U, S. effort promises to con-

tribute usefully to a resumption of their

economic vigor, the effort would appear well

worth the making. The conscious and overt

alignment of United States interest in Latin

American economic dynamism os a demonstra-

tion of the advantages of adhering to our type

of institutions has evident hazards. But the

odds of success appear to be good, and the

gesture would focus our national attention on

something that is important to our interests

quite apart from cold war strategy. It might

serve both to crystallize our o^vn purpose, and

to carry greater conviction of its sincerity and

continuity to Latin Americans than could be

done in any other way.

LATIN AMERICA
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The National Cost and Policies Required to

Maintain a Modern Weapons System

Originator: Ellis A. Johnson

Critic: William Webster

I. THE PROBLEM

To determine the effect of economic limita-

tions on the weapons systems of the U. S. and

Soviet Blocs in order to indicate the policies

required to maintain a superior U. S. strength.

IL ASSUMPTIONS

The long-range intention and actions of the

Soviet Union will be such as to cause them to

attempt to retain relative military superiority

over the U. S. Bloc,

III. FACTS BEARING ON THE PROBLEM

a. The U. S. and Soviet Blocs are at present

approximately equal in the technological quality

of weapons systems.

b. Unless vigorous corrective action is taken

by the U. S. Bloc, present trends will give the

Soviet Bloc a 3- to 5-year technological advan-

tage by 1965.

c. In view of the relative technological equal-

ity between the U. S. and USSR, their relative

military strengths depend primarily on the

relative magnitudes of theii’ military estahlish-

inents.

d. The gi’oss national product of the U. S. is

probably three to seven times as great ns that of

the Soviet Union.

e. The U. S. military budget is determined

primarily by political rather than economic and

military considerations.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

The military effectiveness of two opposing

military establishments depends on three prin-

cipal factors.

Fii’St, it depends on the relative tactical

effectiveness of the two establishments in both

offensive and defensive actions. In the ques-

tion of tactical effectiveness, the quality of the

weapons systems is very important but may
not necessarily be decisive by itself.

Second, the relative effectiveness obviously

depends also on the relative magnitudes, in the

same way that a good big man is always better

than a good liiUe man. Furthermore, because

a modern military establishment must attack

and defend itself simultaneously on land, sea,

and in the air, and since critical parts of the

land-sea-air battle may determine the outcome

of a war even though the remaining strengths

remain proportionately great, both the over-all

relative magnitudes of the military establish-

ments and the relative strengths of the opposing

attacking and defending forces are important.

Thii’d, in the build-up and planning prepara-

tory to a general war, the economic bounds of

the two opponents determine the limitations in

a military-economic game, and it is the success-

ful play in this game that ultimately determines

strategy and the probable outcome of the war.

Since either side can vary the six semi-independ-

ent parameters of land-sea-air attack and

defense, and since offensive and defensive forces

in critical factors must be matched (but in an
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unsymmetrical way between the two opponents),

the military-economic gaming is critically

dependent on the quality and timeliness of

intelligence, especially with respect to the fore-

cast of the production of the opponent in each

category and the reporting of the quality of

weapons systems and of tactical doctrine,

which together should result in an estimate of

the offensive-defensive exchange rates by the

combat units.

The importance of lead times cannot be over-

emphasized—in particular the lead times re-

quired for training, production, and decision-

making, Since aU information with respect to

the opponent is imprecise, the gamble taken in

every decision-making move involving large

expenditures in weapons systems is great, by
the very nature of the need to forecast. It is

like a poker game with deuces and treys wild,

played by two gamblers, each of whom has a

very limited stake that he must risk on a single

hand, guessing at what hand he will getl

There are, of course, important interactions

between these three factors. For example, the

exchange rate between offense and defense

determines the rules for the military-economic
play. But the exchange rate itself is deter-

mined by tactical effectiveness, and tactical

effectiveness itself depends on a complex of
military factors that includes very importantly
the quality of the weapons systems. Thus in
playing the militaiy-economic game, one must
bear in mind the whole complex problem of
tactical effectiveness in exchange rates and its

complicated dependence on the quality of

doctrine, training, and weapons systems.

So far as is known a satisfactory military-

econonuc game has not yet been devised,

although some progress has been made by the
RAND Corporation and by ORO. One major
difficulty is that of making an adequate forecast
of costs and of tactical exchange rates; other
difficulties are those concerned with human
factom—in particular the levels of damage to

populations, troops and economies, which bring
about defeat by a combination of physical
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destruction and lowering of motivations to

continue the conflict.

The outstanding feature of modern weapons
systems is their gro\ving complexity and cost.

For example, in 1937 aU. S. destroyer operated
with no more than 60 vacuum tubes to run its

various mechanisms. Today one piece of

equipment on a destroyer may contain as

many as 2600 vacuum tubes. Most of those
mechanisms are absolutely critical to tlio

combat missions of the destroyer. Not only
has this complexity increased cost (as is, shown
in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, which give the cost of
Army tanks, Aii- Force aheraft, and Navy
aircraft carriers as a function of the models
and time), but there has also been a tremendous
increase in the logistic requirement for support.
Most weapons in combat before and during
World War II could bo expected to perform
without failure for times ranging from days to

months without breakdown. Today many of
the critical weapons can be expected to operate
only for minutes, hours, or a few days before
breakdown. For example interceptor aircraft

and modern guided missiles, as well as mucli
electronic equipment, have an expected life

before failure that can be measured in minutoa,
and complicated weapons, such as the M48
tank and strategic bombers, require contimiona
and heavy maintenance and have failure rates
that can certainly be measured in days. Thus
the tremendously increased effectiveness of the
individual new weapon, as compared to its

predecessor, only partly compensates for Us
great over-all increase in cost, primarily the
logistic cost in manufacture and maintenance.

It may be argued that the potency of thermo-
nuclear weapons is so great that this very
effectiveness will make it loss costly to defeat
an opponent. This indeed miglit be so if

delivery were unopposed and there were no
strategic and tactical reaction to this tliroat.

For example, if the Soviet Union were unde-
fended against modern high- or low-altitude
bombers, then perhaps 100 bombers carrying
thermonuclear weapons would be adequate to
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Figure 1.—Unit Costs of U. S. Tonks,

destroy tho USSR. These might even bo

bombers of a relatively obsolete type. Such a

bomber force could be supported at a cost of 2

to 3 billion dollars a year.

Unfortunately the universal reaction to the

delivery of atomic weapons has led to the

design of incredibly effective air defense systems.

These have now progressed to tho point where

th© forecast can be made that after paying a

certain admission price to establish warning

and control nets, the air attack, in order to

keep its ability to destroy, ^vill be requhed to

spend between 2 to 10 dollars for every dollar

that is spent in the opposing air defense. Thus

in a symmetrical game of ah’ attack-ah* defense

between the U. S. and the USSR, such as now
exists, the outcome will be determined by the

funds spent in the prior 6 years to establish

levels of attack and defense.

The lead time to bring an effective system

into being is of the order of 6 to 8 years. Thus

in this gaming the imprecise forecast, and there-

for© the gambles taken 6 to 8 years previously

and pursued vigorously, determines the out-

come of the combat at tho time of war.

The rapid turnover of air weapons systems

shown in Eig. 4 illustrates the dynamic natme

of weapons systems and the rapid rate of

obsolescence. Figure 4 also illustrates the

increasing competitiveness of the Soviet Union
in the race for a modern air attack system.

Note that the Soviet lag, as in the Tu-4 to the

B-29, changed to a forecast lead for the

ICBM. A good part of Fig. 4, of course, is

based on intelligence information with respect

to USSR and U. S. weapons planning.

The nature of the relation between an air

defense budget in billions of (equivalent)

dollars on the one side and an air offense

budget in billions of (equivalent) dollars on

the other side with respect to the outcome of the

air battle is shown in Fig. 6. This applies

only to the battle between manned bombers of

the type shown in Fig. 2, and guided missiles

of the type now being installed by the U. S. and

the USSR. (By equivalent dollars is meant the

amount theU. S, would have to spend to produce

the given weapons systems. The conversion of

equivalent dollars to rubles is complicated not

only by the lack of free-currency exchange

ratios, but also by the fact that the ratios of

labor to capitalization are different in the U. S.

and the USSR, The USSR may to some

extent substitute labor for capitalization. The

uncertainties in the present analysis make

refinements of this sort unprofitable. It is

assumed here that equivalent dollars may be

Figure 'Unit CoiH of U, $, H??ivy Bombers.
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Figure 3.—Unit Costs of U. S. Aircraft Carriers.

converted to rubles by a ratio near that of the
diplomatic currency exchange. The imcer-
taintiea of the methodology are thus pushed
back to a determination of the maximum
feasible "peacetime” military budget.)
The linearity of the relations in the main part

of these curves may be subject to refinement,
and even the slopes of the lines may be some-
what in error. One essential featiu’e of these
illustrative curves is the threshold phenomenon
indicated by the horizontal segments at the

SECRET

lower ends. The exact nature of this threshold
phenomenon is but poorly known. The pres-
ence of these segments is duo to the fact that
a minimum defense budget is required (for
radar systems, etc.) before any real protection
can be afforded and a minimum attack budget
is requii’ed before any appreciable damage can
be inflicted even on an undefended ZI. Incre-
ments to the offensive budget above the minr
mum level produce an immediate appreciable
gain in damage until adequate defense above
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the threshold limit has been provided. The ping and maintain U. S. control of the seas,

slopes of the curves in Fig. 5 indicate that an provided the offensive budget exceeds the

advantage of over 10 to 1 for the attack budget threshold. Moreover, the defense budget must

over the defense budget is necessary to achieve exceed 3 times the budget for the offense to

high probability of high damage to the ZI; on maintain even marginal control of shipping

the other hand, a defense budget half the lanes and the ground war in Europe or the

enemy’s attack budget will give high probabdity Soviet periphery.

that little damage may be inflicted on the ZI In Fig. 7 the relation between opposing

attacked. ground forces is sho\vn. For these curves, it

In Fig 6 the relation between submarine and is postulated on a relatively inadequate basis

antisubmarine budget is shown. The presence that for equal budgets land-combat effective-

of a nearly horizontal segment in the curve ness is approximately the same on both sides,

giving high probability of controlling the sea averaged over a war. Under this assumption

lanes again indicates that there is a minimum equal budgets lead to stalemate, whereas an

defensive expenditure before control can be advantage of 3 to 2 in favor of either side

assured even against light attacks. leads to a reasonably high probability of

On the other hand the curve delimiting mar- victory. Whether there is a threshold effect

ginal disruption of sea lanes crosses the hori- for this latter case is debatable. Any such

zontal axis to the right of the origin, indicating thi'eshold would be relatively small ($0.4

that sea attack must exceed certain minimum billion, say) and has been neglected here,

levels before any appreciable effect can be An implication of the preceding illustrative

produced. The slopes of these curves indicate curves is that to ensure U. S. victory, including

tihat defense budgets must exceed 4.5 times heavy damage to Soviet PVO, adequate pro-

tho attack budget to completely protect ship- tcction of V. S. ZI, victory in the European and

YEAR

Fiaurc 4.““Tltnc of Introduction of U. S. and USSR Bowb®t*«
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USSR GROUND BUDGET, BILLIONS OF (EQUIVALENT) DOLLARS

Flsu« 7.-Relairon between Ground Budsets. (The dotted ilnei and numberi Identify the regions and scoring of the games
In Appendix A.)
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peripheral ground wars, and complete suprem-

acy at sea with unchallengeable control of

shipping lanes, the U. S. budget should cover

SAC forces exceeding the Soviet air defense

budget by a ratio of 10 to 1, an air defense

budget exceeding 0.5 times the Soviet LRAA
(Long-Range Air Army) budget, an army

budget exceeding 1.5 times the Soviet army

budget, and a sea defense budget exceeding 4.5

times the Soviet submarine budget. A Russian

budget of any specified size is thus most

effective if most heavily concentrated on sub-

marines and least heavily on SAC. On the

other hand, if the U. S. were content to maintain

the status quo and merely defend with a smaller

budget, the U. S. ah defense budget should

exceed 0.5 times the Russian SAC budget and

the naval budget should exceed the Russian

submarine budget by a factor of about 3

to 1. Again the Russians can best force a

larger U. S. budget by concentrating largely on

naval forces. The advantage of ah defense

expenditures over ah offense expenditures

makes for stalemate (easy parity) in the air

battle or for a quick surprise attack mth
Trojan-horse tactics. Thus in searching for

good strategies, the most attractive budgets

tend to be balanced—or are even slightly

directed toward predominantly naval

expenditiu’Gs.

The general conclusions based on the slopes

and shapes of the assumed curves, imprecise

and inaccurate though they may bo,, can be

further explored by simple military-economic

games, as hidicated in the matrix of cases

tabulated in Appendix A. Such games can

be established to determine whether or not the

best solution for the U. S. lies in a high, inter-

mediate, or very low budget, and to determine

the general nature of these budgets.

The proposed model would consist of a

symmeti'ical air attack-ah defense model with

exchange rates based on Pig. 6; included in

the ah offense budget would be the use of Navy

and Air Force strategic delivery. That other

part of the naval effort that is concerned with

transportation of the Ai’my overseas and with

115

amphibious landings could be allocated to

land-war budget. The relative exchange rates

shown in Fig. 6 relate to the USSR attempt

to prevent transport of U. S. forces overseas

and the attempt by the U. S. to counteract and
eliminate Soviet attack. Accepting these

relations, then, one plays a set of military-

economic games with different budgets on the

U. S. and Soviet sides.

For illustrative purposes these games have

been played with the budgets ranging from $3

billion to $80 billion in ratios from 4:1 to 1:4.

For budgets sufficiently above the threshold

levels the ratios are most important. The game
matrices ai’e illustrated in Appendix A, where

various combinations of U. S. and USSR budgets

of fixed amounts are compared. A “good"

strategy for each aide is then selected according

to the minimax game principle based on

subjective estimates of the values of the

outcomes.

Four striking sets of facts tend to emerge

from these games:

Fii'st, by expanding reasonable funds on air

defense it is relatively easy to achieve an

atomic stalemate in which neither side can

make effective use of strategic delivery of

thei'inonaiclear weapons.

Second, the pay-offs have an antisymmetry

(introduced principally by tlie naval exchange

ratios) favoring the USSR for low budgets,

and to a lesser extent favoring the USSR for

high budgets in ratios from 2 (U. S.) to 1 (USSR)

on thi’ougli those of high USSR budget ratios.

Considering that the maximum budget in a

cold war condition (without decreasing cap-

italization rates) that either side may expend on

defense is much greater for U. S. than USSR,

the high U. S. budget expenditure gives the U. S.

its most advantageous position vis-&,-vis USSR.

These conclusions (os implication of the ex-

change ratios of Figs. 5, 6, and 7) are illustrated

in Fig. 8, where the outcomes resulting from the

good strategies are plotted. The contours of

equivalent results have been constructed from

the outcomes for specific budgets, where each

SECRET
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Table 1.—Estimated USSR Military Budget

* Ruble figures do not include hidden or undisclosed
defense expenditures.

* Dollar figures include hidden expenditures.
* Not announced.
* Estimated,

side is assumed to follow the “good” strategy
selected from a game matrix like that in Appen-
dix A.

Third, extreme strategies of the type “put-
ting all the eggs into one basket” tend to be
dangerous strategies easily countered by a
balanced force on the other side.

Fourth, that advantage for the U. S. is not
achieved at low budgets until complete dis-

armament is approached.

The recent estimated budgets of the two
countries are shown in Tables 1 to 3. An
estimate of the maximum defense budget each
side is willing and able to expend under cold-
war conditions is subject to many uncertainties.
It is considered that tliis maximum would not
interfere with the present rate of capitalization,
but would result from decreasing civilian con-
sumption and (for U. S.) achieving a maximum
of production per unit capitalization. These
maxima are estimated to be about $60 billion
for U. S. and about $30 billion (equivalent) for
the USSR, These estimates are given here more
for illustrative purposes. The consequences of
these limits can be seen from Fig. 8.

These figures are not firm estimates of maxi-
mum capabUity. The $30 billion figure for
the Soviet Union represents the middle of a

SECRET

Table 2,—U. S, Gross National Product and Yearly
Defense Expenditures (Unclassified)

(Billions of dollars]

Fiscal realr GNPi Total 3 Amyl Air Force > Navy *

1956 40. 6 8, 85 16. 6 0 70
1955 *380 40, 6 8. 90 16. 2 9. 78
1954- 360. 5 46. 6 12. 91 16. 7 n. 29
1953--. 364. 6 60. 3 16. 24 16. 1 11. 88
1962-.. 346.2 43, 8 16. 63 12, 8 10. 10
1961... 328. 2 22. 3 7. 47 6. 36 6, 68
1950— 285. 1 13. 0 3. 99 3. 00 4. 10
1949... 267. 3 12. 9 6. 24 1. 76 4. 39
1948... 257. 3 11. 8 6. 34 1. 12 4, 20
1947... 232. 2 14. 4 6,28 (point Army 6. 60

and AP)
Extrapolated values based on 1953 maximum

defense expenditures
1957— » 425 * 00

max.

1 “Survey of Current Business” (National Incomo
Number), July 1Q56.

2 The Budget of the United States, PY 1966,
® Estimated.

Table 3.—Gross National Product by Use

Country and use
[

Year

1037 10-la 104-1 1018 1061 lOM

USSR:
Consumption 66 06 47 68 66 55
Government 3 4 3 5 4 4
Investment 23 16 12 23 26 27
Defense— __ 8 16 38 14 16 14

U. S.:

ConsumDtion. 74 71 63 70 67 70
Government... 10 9 3 6 4 3
Investment 16 18 4 20 19 16
Defense 1 2 41 4 10 12

range of USSR defense expenditure estimates
for 1955 and 1966 increased approximately 6
percent annually until 1960 to suggest a rather
optimistic rate of growth in national product.'
The working figure of $60 billion for the U. S.
relied on bo th an extrapolation of the trend of

i^rojoct xno Jiiconomy
of the Soviet Bloo: Production Trends and 1067 Poten-
tial,” 20 May 1953,
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Figure 8.—Result of Best Sfrafegles on Both Sides in lllusfrative Game.

the GNP through 1960 {Tahle 2) and an estl-

mato of 1960 gross national product amounting

to $425 billion. 2 This defense expenditure

would amount to about 16 percent of the esth

mated GNP, the same relation that existed

between the two quantities in 1963, the year

of highest defense expenditure in peacetime.

The $54 billion USSR defense expenditure in

1954, from which the $30 billion was extrap-

olated, constituted about 20 percent of the

Soviet budget in that year. There is some

reason to believe, however, that the CIA esti-

mate of Soviet product considerably overesti-

2 C/. Gerhard Cohn. The American Economy in 1960,

National Planning Association, pp. 30-42.

mates the true picture. It should be empha-

sized that the $30 billion figure is used for illus-

trative purposes only, but the uncertainty over

the proper figure to use serves to point out the

necessity for a more convincing estimate.

It is recognized that these particular games

represent only a mockup or simulation of more

accurate informative and extensive games that

might be played in order to determine the best

strategy for tlieU, S. This land of quahtative

analysis is a form of operational gaming, and

to be meaningful requires a more accurate

determination of the economic and military

bounds of the U. S. and the Soviet Bloc, It can

be seen that if the economic capability of the

SECRET
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Soviet Bloc cAn be established at a particularly

low level, this provides the U. S. with the unique

opportunity to oiitgame the Soviet in a niilitaiy

economic sense and therefore to deal with it

out of a real strength—^Air, Navy, and Army
budgets being equally critical.

From the same argument it is clear that if

the Soviet Union recognizes tbe nature of this

game it should make a maximum attempt to

bring about a world-wide reduction of military

budgets to the lower level, where it will have a

superiority.

The difficulties in determining the gi’oss

national product of the Soviet Union and the

U. S. ai’e apparent to anyone attempting to

make this estimate. A reasonably acem’ate

estimate of gi’oss national product and estimate

of the Soviet military budget including break-
down by services must be determined before

significant a’esults can be obtained thi’ough this

kind of analysis, since this is critical to the
level of the U. S. budget if war is to be deterred.

Even more important, a rough analysis of the
input-output systems of the two economies is

required. An analysis of such input-output
systems suflScient for this kind of gaming could
be established, but so far as is known this has
not been adequately done. It is also clear
that the present cursory attempt to establish
military models, especially for exchange rates,
is not adequate, but it is considered that such
models (which could be crude and aggregated
for the pui’poses of this kind of gaming) could
be designed on the basis of existing knowledge
in the military establisliments.

In view of the importance of ah defense in
this gaming, the eft'ectiveness of ah defense
for the continental U. S. and NATO is dis-
cussed in Appendices B and C,
The results of the illustrative games ai’e

strongly dependent on the military-economic
exchange ratios. Obviously these will not be
static quantities; they will constantly change
with the technological evolution of the weapons
systems. The exchange ratios illustrated in
Figs. 5 and 6 ore consistent with the prognosis
for the immediate futmn (1960-1962), assuming

SECRET

that the U. S. as well as the USSR can havo
adequate ah defenses by this period. Wlion
the ICBM becomes operational the great ad-
vantage of ah defense over ah attack will bo
lost, and the situation with respect to the air

battle will revei’t to that which has existed

in the immediate past. Wlien the ah attack
is favored, the good strategics lead to high ah-
attack budgets; when the ah defense is favored
the good strategies lead to balanced or even
low ah-attack budgets with higher gi’ound and
naval budgets. Not only will the situation

with respect to budget strategies be changed,
but also it is predicted to swing much more
favorably for the Soviet Bloc. For the
period when the USSR has ICBM and the
U. S. does not (1962—1964), the air ofl’cnsivo

will be dominated by the enemy until the U. S.
Bloc can restore parity by making its own
ICBM operational.

V. CONCLUSIONS

1. High-level military budgets provide a far
more favorable chance for the U. S. to win and
a far gi'eater deterrent to wna* in a conflict

between the U. S. and the USSR than lower
budgets.

2. The Soviet Union at intormodiate and
lower budgets would have a relative advantage
and therefore would tend to attempt to bring
about sufficient reductions in world arinamonts
to bring their system into a favorable zone of
competition.

3. In order to get a good estimate of a
relatively favorable military budget for the
U. S. an input-output analysis for the Soviet
Bloc and the U. S. Bloc is requhed. Such
an analysis is feasible and could bo relatively
crude.

4. An aggi-egated military model designed in
terms of economic parameters is also roquhoci
in order to obtain useful results. Such a modol
could be constructed on the basis of existing
information.

5. Only complete disarmament in ofionaivc
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weapons systems approaches a high-level budget

system in relative advantage to the U. S.

6. Intei’mediate-level military budgets are

regarded as especially dangerous to the U. S.,

and care should be taken to achieve either a

high military budget or complete disarmament

with a minimum of time of transition thi-ough

intermediate budget levels. In fact until such

a time as the U. S. is completely assured of the

good intentions of the Soviet Union, it would be

extremely dangerous to consider a prolonged

transition from high budget levels to complete

diaaamament.

7. The NSC could make a sufficiently ac-

curate analysis, of the type described hei’ein,

by a cooperative effort of existing agencies.

8. Research and development needs to be

kept at a high level in order to prevent

establishment of an unfavorable tactical ex-

change rate for the U. S,, with the resulting

xinfavorable effect on the budget required to

119

maintain deterrence, The U. S, should seek

through research and development to correct

the unfavorable exchange ratio between the

enemy naval attack and the U. S. defense. The

U. S. should seek to maintain a favorable ex-

change for ail’ defense (or air counterattack)

over enemy air attack, particularly with

respect to ICBM.

9.

The U. S. air defense budget requires

the most immediate and urgent national

attention.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Consideration should be given to making an

analysis of the relative U. S. advantage of

military budgets at various levels and at

various futui’e times, and of the land, sea, and

ah offense and defense budgets most suited to

provide the greatest deterrent against war.
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Appendix A

Results of Illustrative Game

This appendix contains the working sheets

for the outcomes of the illustrative game. To
emphasize the game character of the problem,

and to organize the results, the outcomes have
been laid out in rectangular matrices. Because
of the simple linear nature of the assumed
curves of exchange ratios, much of the results

can also be obtained analytically.

The selection of the “good” strategies—that

is, the combination of strategies when each

side is pursuing his preferred strategy—depends
not only on the outcomes but also on a sub-

jective estimate of the relative preference

among the alternatives.

Each budget mix for the U. S. must be selected

in the absence of information concerning that

mix—or even that budget—selected by the

USSR. These uncertainties led to conservation

and to more nearly eq[ual mixes.

The outcomes are coded according to the

code numbers on Figs. 6, 6, and 7, which plot

the exchange ratios for air attack-air defense,

U. S. sea defense-USSR sea attack, and ground
interaction, respectively.

The outcomes based on these approximate

and illustrative cui’ves imply that the IT. S,, even

for budget ratios twice as great as that for the

USSR, could have its sphere of influence re-

duced to that of the North American continent,

if challenged, in the period when the weapons
systems described are in effect.

The games illustrated here far from exhaust

the investigation of possible strategies. How-

ever, for budgets above $20 billion (effective)

the outcomes and relative budget mixes are

determined more by the budget ratios than by
their absolute values.

Outcomes are coded in Table Al according

to code numbers in Figs. 5 to 7. The figures in

parentheses at the top of each box give the out-

comes of the air battles (see Fig. 5); the first

number being the effect on the U. S., the second
the effect on the USSR. The number 3 repre-

sents high probability of heavy damage, 2 an
expectation of moderate damage, 1 of light

damage. Thus the combination (2, 1) repre-

sents moderate damage to U. S. expected, but
only light damage to USSR. The number in

the middle gives the probable result of the

ground battle (sec Fig. 7), whore the intoi*pre-

tatiou is as follows: 2, U. S. wans; 1, U. S. can
possibly win; 0, indeterminate; —1, USSR can
possibly win; —2, USSR wins ground battle.

Whenever a ground outcome favorable to the

U. S. but a Navy outcome unfavorable to the

U. S. is indicated, the number is put in parenthe-

ses, indicating that the ground battle can be
lost from lack of capability of LofC. TheNavy
outcomes ai'e coded according to Fig. 6, where
the intei'pretation is: 2, U. S. controls seas; 1,

U. S. can achieve local control of seas; 0, inde-

terminate; — 1, USSR can deny local areas of

sea to U. S.
; —2, USSR controls seas. Prefer-

able strategies (in judgment of the writer) are

indicated by ellipses.
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;^2 ILLUSTRATIVE GAME SEOEET

table A1

OUTCOMES OF GAMES -FOR VARIOUS COMBlNATIONS-OF =US .ANp USSR.-BUDGETS^

1 \ USSR . $3 billion 35 billion

\ budgets (equivalent) (equivalent)

\ Air Atk .3 2.0 i;o .5

\ Air Def 2.0 2.0 ?.Q 1.0

US \ Ground o;5 0.5 I.O 2:o

bodgfttA Navy
..

0.2 0.5 1.0 1.5

id
o
'A

Air Atk .5

Air Def 2.0

(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) /^0,oTN.

i Ground .2 0 -2 t-2 ~2

S Navy .3 0 0 0 0

Air Atk 2.0 (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

Air Def 2;0

Gronnd 0i5 0 0 -2
o

&
Strategy

Navy 0.5 0 0 0

Air Atk I.O (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) b
1

Air Def 2.0

Ground 1.0 2 2 q -2 ^
a Navy 1.0 1 0 q -2 fg0

Air Atk .5

Air Def 1.0 ;

^ (Q»Q) (0,0) (P^Q) (0,0)^

Ground 2;0 ( 2 2 2 0
Navy 1.5 0 0 VUS Preferrec Strategy

Air Atk .3

Air Def 1.0

(0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,p)

Ground 1.5 2 2 2 Y -1 /Navy 2.2 0 0 0 0^
®See Para A7 for explanation of coding.
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Table :A1 (contiaaed)^

\ USSR . 1

\ .budgefa
1

410 b!1

'(oqidTa

lioa

leni) Hi
\

tis

budgets

.AirAtk

Air Def
.Ground

Navy-

2.0

2.0

0.5

OA

0.5

1.0

2.0

3.5

0.5

•3.6

1.0

o;&

4.0

3.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0.

0.5

3.6

:3.0

•3;S' HI HT
g

Air Atk-.2,0

Air Def-5.0

Ground 0’>S

Navy OA liH (0,0)

-2
-2

(0,0)

-2
-2

<0.0)

-2
-2

1 ..,

AJr/Atk 1.0

Air.Pel ZA
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Table Al (continued)^

Defense of Continental U. S. Against Air Attack

^
(BGcause of its security classification, this paper is not included in this vohimo. It may bo

obtained on a ‘Wd-to-know” basis from the Director, Operations Research Office, Johns Hop-
kins University, Washington, D. C.)

^
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Defense of NATO Against Air Attack

Paper 11:

Appendix C

I. CURRENT MILITARY POSTURE OF
NATO

The current military posture of NATO has
an especially crucial aspect; the feasibility of

obtaining an adequate defense of Western
Europe against airborne nuclear attack by
1958-60.

This aspect of U. S. military policy is held to

be crucial for one outstanding reason—the
viability of the NATO alliance depends on the
willingness of the people of Western Europe to

face up to the fearful implications of modern
war. There ai'e of coui’se other reasons, among
them the necessity for defending U. S. and Allied
bases, lines of communication, and ports
against air attack. But since these purely
military considerations would be of little

moment should the NATO alliance fail, major
attention has been directed to the question of
Western European morale.

It has been concluded that by 1958-60,
through an accelerated surface-to-au guided-
missile production and training progi’am, an
antiair defense sj^tem could be erected that
would render an air assault on Western Em’ope
very costly and, more importantly, would give
the people of that area visible assurance that
they were not to be left to bear the brunt of
nuclear attack. A progi*am capable of effect-
ing a very high level of defense, although desk-
able, is probably not feasible mthin the given
time frame. However, a “high level” defense
IS not absolutely essential to achieve the pri-
mary objective.

More specificaUy it is concluded that cm-rent
and projected NATO defensive measures are
inadequate to meet the magnitude of the
known air attack tlu-eat and that manned
interceptors alone are inherently incapable ofmeetmg it under the limitations imposed in
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Europe by time and distance. The moat
promising ak defense system must bo based on
surface-to-ak missiles. Of these, NIKE is

cuirently available and offei'S in being a weapon
that can at once supplement Cixisting weapons
and serve as the nucleus from which a high-
level defense system can be evolved.

A level of defense sufffeienb to render tJio

cost of an air assault nearly prohibitive and
give visible evidence of a modern dofonso in
being could bo achieved by the omployment of
81 NIKE battalions in Western '

Europe,
Greece, Tiukey, and North Africa.

The initial oveivall cost would approximate
$2.2 billion, of which the U. S. would probably
bear about $1.5 billion. Annual ojiorating
costs after installation would total $240 mil-
lion, of which the U. S. share would amount to
$100 million.

Ei'om these conclusions it is proposed that
immediate steps should be taken to obtain
approval for and direct the implementation
of all requisite actions to ofl’ect the doploymoiit
of NIKE B guidcd-inissilo battalions for use
in the ak defense of NATO Europe.

II. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
In the absence of cleai> assurance that the

current policy of nuclear retaliation would in
fact be decisive in the event of war, and in the
face of possible stalemate or noutralijiation, the
role of land armies in Europe cannot bo disre-
garded. In the initial phase of a general ^val^
the principal NATO strength on the ground
necessai-ily would be the armies of Western
Europe.

Thus the validity of current national policy
rests m large measure on the will to fight of the
people of Western Eui’opo. Not only is their
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military contribution to NATO laud powor at
stake; equally important is the safety of

United States forces committed in Europe at
the outbreak of hostilities. Defection of one
or more allies would weaken already inade-
quate land forces, would threaten Unitee
States lines of communication, and Avould posd
the possibility of internment of those U. S.

ti’oops in, or dependent for escape on passage
tlu’ough, the defected country.

Without seeldng to bring into question the
soundness of existing policy, there must be
emphasized the possibility that the aii' cam-
paign might be stalemated, or prove indeci-

sive, or be prohibited by exigencies that may
be conjectmed but not predicted. In any
eventuality, NATO military success and the
political and economic survival of the NATO
nations would necessarily depend on the

ability and willingness of all members of the

alliance to continue an initially unfavorable
contest on land.

The foregoing considerations relate to possi-

bilities in case of actual war. They bear with
equal or greater force on any period of tension

preceding woi’ or the imminent probability of

woi\

Terz’ible as the thi'eat of nuclear devastation
may appear to the people of the U.S., it is even
more fearful to the people of Western Europe.
Distance and time limits the numbers of bomb-
carriers that may be dhectecl against the

North American continent; Western Europe is

within range of literally thousands of ahcraft

capable of carrying nuclear weapons. Ei'om the

standpoint of morale, the question of long-

range siu’faco-to-surface missiles, aside from
the technological aspects of attack and defense,

falls into the identical frame of refei'onco. In
the course of development of siidi missiles

there is precedent for the assumption that mis-

siles capable of reaching Western Europe
targets would precede those capable of attack-

ing targets in the Western Hemisphere,

These facts, magnified by apprehension that

is in turn magnified by propaganda and sensa-

tionalism in politics and journalism, are very
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real to the people of Western Europe. They
are complicated both in immediacy and magni-
tude by the publicity given the probable

destructiveness of nuclear weapons. As reports

of more powerful bombs (in being or projected)

and the lethality and inescapability of fall out

reach the people of Western Europe, it is not

um’oasonahle to suspect that their apprehen-
sions must approach the proportions of genuine
psychosis. Much of what the people of

Western Europe believe may bo fantastically

um’ealistic, but these beliefs influence their

actions, and iqjon their actions depends in

large measure the viability of the NATO
alliance. It hardly comports with logic to

expect already war-won.ry people to achieve

unanimity in accepting cortain death as the

price of a freedom that oven their cliiklren would
not live to enjoy.

Yet all these people except the British have
tasted, dictatorship in rccont years. Some-
where between the extremes of resignation to

atomic obliteration and resignation to slavery

lies a mean on which nil could rest in hope and
relief. The most acceptable moan, of course,

would be a state of world peace, wliothor

attained by good will or by n firm stalemate in

military power. If the possibility of war must
be accepted and lived with, the alternative

mean appears to bo a defense against tlio

delivery of nuclear weapons sufficient to

promise each man a bettor chance of survival.

The importance of the hope and promise of

an adequate defense cannot bo too strongly

stressed. Whatever decisions the people of

Western Europe may make in the event of war,
these will rest on foundations laid before war
begins. People convinced prior to war that
resistance is synonymous with annihilation

could hardly be expected to put their conviction

to the test. Conversely, people convinced
that defense against nuclear devastation is

possible, and confronted with the physical

evidence of such a defense in being, should be
more ready to risk the chances of war.

It must be assumed that these considerations

are not obscure to the enemy. They provide
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him ’vvith a psychological weapon of such

importance that its application may well

determine the alignment of forces against him
and even the course of a war. This weapon is

atomic blackmail.

To undefended people the threat of nuclear

bombing as the alternative to deserting the

NATO alliance must be persuasive indeed.

Such a threat might be preceded by sample
attacks on a few chosen cities^ though the

genuine fear of undefended people would seem
to render such tactics har^y necessary—the

threat alone should suffice.

Since it would appear to be in the interest of

the Soviet Union to restrict warfare to a contest

on land with more or less "conventional"
means, consideration must be given to Russia’s

capability of using atomic blackmail to achieve

this result. A land assault in Europe, ac-

companied by a declaration that the USSR
would not use nuclear weapons unless the U. S.

initiated their use and that retaliation would
be against the major cities of Emnpe, could
place the U. S, in a dangerously equivocal

position. Should this form of blackmail
succeed, the U. S. would be faced mth the
choice of abandoning long-range air warfare in

favor of an unequal contest on the ground or of

withdrawing from Europe and conducting an
intercontiaentaJ war of attrition from its own
final base.

One countermeasure for this sort of black-
mail is the establishment of a reasonably
adequate antiair defense of Western Europe in
time to forestall the contingencies cited above.
The problem is simplified in heavily populated
Europe by the proximity of population centers
and most military targets. Thus defense of
populations and defense of military targets will
in many cases coincide, ivith consequent reduc-
tion in the requirement for defensive in-
stallations.

The necessity for providing an antiair defense
of military installations in addition to that in
support of the integrity of the NATO alliance
must be considered. Without such a defense,
no WOT in Europe would be possible, whether

SjBORET,

or not the NATO alliance remains intact. An
air attack against enemy bases, whether
offensive or defensive in purpose, would be
severely handicapped, if not impossible, with-

out secui’e and protected NATO buses. No
land army could fight for long at the end of

lines of commmiication under constant inter-

diction by nuclear weapons. Nor might the

latter consideration be material if a surprise

attack disrupted NATO command eoholons

and decimated NATO troop units at the outset.

Although attention has been focused hero
on one weapon system and to a lesser extent
on one weapon, there has boon no intont to

suggest that this weapon system necessarily

would supplant any or all others. It is regarded
as a valuable, even essential, addition to the
antiair defense of Western Europe.

It should fill a gap now existing botwoou the
capabilities of interceptor aircraft and AA
artillery, while performing more effectively

some of the functions of both.

It should provide useful augmentation, em-
ployed in its surface-to-surface role, to the air
attack on enemy bomber and missile bases, thus
favorably influencing the exchange of nuclear
stockpiles.

Its release to the armies of friendly nations
should stimulate missile R&D in the labo-
ratories of friendly nations and ultimately
should lessen the cost burden on the U. S.
through indigenous production.

More immediately, its presence on site, as a
product of dynamic science, should go far to
reassure the people of friendly Europe that
they have not been forgotten in the titanic
implications of nuclear warfare.

III. THE THREAT
Available estimates of Soviet Bloc air

strength leave little doubt of the enemy's
ability to deliver an air attack capable of over-
whelming defenses now in being and projected
for the period 1968-60. Pertinent estimates
follow:

(a) The Soviet Bloc during the period will
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possess a total of approximately 18,000

military aircraft, of which not less than

6,200 will be bombers.

(b) Bases will be available within range

of NATO targets for approximately 2,800

light bombers and approximately 4,650 fight-

ers, exclusive of interceptors for the defenso

of Soviet Bloc territory.

(c) By 1958-60 the Soviet Union is be-

lieved capable of producing nuclear weapons
adapted in size and weight to delivery by
fighter aircraft.

(d) By 1958 fighters capable of carrying

low-yield nuclear weapons will be available.

Employed ns bomb-carriers, these ancraft

would be reduced in range to an estimated

70 to 100 nautical miles. It appears,, there-

fore, that then’ use as bomb-carriers neces-

sarily would be limited ahnost exclusively to

short-range tactical missions in support of

ground forces.

(e) The Soviet Union durmg the period

win have developed not only improved ver-

sions of the V“1 and V-2 missiles but a super-

sonic missile wtli a range estimated at 880

nautical miles.

Of the 18,000 aircraft expected to he available

to the Soviet Bloc, 3,600 to 3,800 will bo light

bombers (11-28 and an improved successor) and

10,000 to 12,000 will be fighters. The latter,

including both fighter-bombers and intercept-

ors, will consist almost exclusively of MiG-1 7s

and a new aheraft capable of performing as

a day or all-weather fighter according to con-

figuration.

The number of aircraft actually available for

attack on NATO targets would be limited pri-

marily by the capacity of Soviet Bloc bases

within range. A second limitation would be

imposed by the magnitude of logistical prepa-

rations for attack as a factor affecting surprise.

An attack by aheraffc normally assigned to

bases within range of NATO targets could be

carried out with little or no advance warning

of its imminence. Any material increase in

the light-bomber strength witliin range, or

preparations to stage large numbers of aii'craf

t
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through forward bases, probably could not
escape detection and evaluation as an indication

of Soviet hitenbion to attack.

The probability of success in an initial attack

would be so nearly in direct ratio to the degree

of siu’prise that it is hardly conceivable that the

enemy would deliberately sacrifice surprise

except to gain some greater advantage, No
such greater advantage can now be envisaged

except the possible one of attack in overwhelm-
ing numbers. Aircraft normally within range

of NATO targets would themselves constitute

overwhelming strength against currently pro-

jected defenses. In addition an obvious build-

rip for attack might provoke preventive strikes

by NATO air forces. It appears, therefore,

that the logical Soviet course would be to attack

with those aircraft initially within range, stag-

ing aircraft forward for successive attacks to

the extent that logistical support could be
maintained.

On this basis the Soviet Bloc would have

available 1,410 light bombers for the initial

attack on targets in Western Europe without

prior redeployment of aircraft. These light

bombers would bo capable of reaching targets

in all but minor fragments of NATO Europe

from their homo bases, 720 rctm-ning to those

bases and 690 returning to fighter bases near

the border. Additional light bombers would

be available for follow-up strUms by staging

the number dependent on the extent to which

supplies, espocially POL, could have been stock-

piled at staging bases witliout compromising

surprise.

For attacks on Turkey and Greece, an esti-

mated 670 light bombers would be available

without prior redeployment of aii’craft. Thus
an estimated total of 2,080 light bombers could

be committed in the initial assault without

telegraplmig the attack by unusual activity

at bases.

In all the foregoing instances, aircraft

available must be multiplied by a factor of 0.70

to 0.75 to account for those temporarily out of

commission. Of those available and sortied,

another 6 percent or more may be expected to
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al>ort. Therefore 1,400 to 1,500 of the estimated

2,0S0 light bombers available may be accepted

as representing the magnitude of the actual

initial threat.

Fighter support of these light-bomber strikes,

exclusive of interceptor defense of Soviet Bloc
tOTtory, could be provided by an estimated

3,290 aircraft without prior deployment. In
addition to limited support by short-range
nuclear Imrnb delivery, these fighters would be
available for escort, gunfire, rocket, and light

bombing attacks on NATO bases, and as decoys
to d^i^de NATO earlj^-warning and target-
acquisition radar. Support for hght bombers
attatrking targets in Greece and Turkey could
be provided by an estimated 1,360 fighters
without prior redeployment. This over-all
total of 4,650 must be degraded not only by the
availability and abort factors cited above but

by the requirement for close support of
Soviet Blw land forces should the air attack be
accompanied by a simultaneous assault on land.
Even in the latter event some portion of the
ground support interdiction campaign no doubt
would be directed against targets whose destruc-
tion would result in concurrent support of the
air campaign.

In ad,lition to its capability for nuclear
attack by manned aircraft, the Soviet Unionmay be expected to have operational by the

under (Consideration several surface-to-

carrjdng nucleax
^arhead>. the present time, improved

bSlS^"
cruise-tjTie and the V-2

allisuc missile are believed operational. Theknown J^viet concentration on ballistic rather

h« a'fX'-?'
‘to estimate

t a further improvement of the V-2, the G-2
“ 7T nown prw^ of phaamg put earlier models. Byu ,s «pected the USSR wiU have opera‘ional a smglMtagc ballistic, .,2?.““
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velopment, and no definite numbers availability

has as yet been established.

IV. DEFENSIVE WEAPONS SYSTEMS

.
- tvm nave onera-

namic^ mUes
“

3.5

^3Sils=
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Within the next 10 years the major weapons
systems that are in being now, or will come into
being as fully operational defensive units, are
manned interceptors and four families of
surface-to-nir missiles. The latter are NIKE,
TALOS, BOMARO, and a system that could
be evolved from the HAWK I weapon, which
shall be designated heroin ns the HAWK-typo
weapon.

Obviously defense of NATO would not bo
earned- out with any single weapons system.
Several weapon types are roquirocl, each udth
its own set of advantages and disadvantngos.
To develop a nearly uniform capability against
the various possible attack strategics ami
tactics, it is essential tliat the dofoiiao ho a
mixture of weapons. On tlio other Imnd
availability of the various weapons systems is
not the same; thus the best air clofonso cannot
be achieved all at once. For the purposes
already examined the NIKE system is the
obviou^s choice, principally because of its
availability. Features of the NIKE system
^vlll be examined briefly:

^

ir„?onf intoope place aei'ious limitations on tho ofFoc-
tiveness of manned intorcoptors. Of the 26
aircraft asmgned to the intorooptor squadron,

star nt ™ ™«'.V

5-mn alert 4 on 60-min alort and 6 on 2- to3-br alert. Under tho conditions of wnrninirtuns avadable or planned for most of l^n-o m
alsr^^T?*^ airornft on 6-iniii^ert could bo involved in tho air battle oi 10

This handle
could bo ongogod.

tins rt ^ of other limita-

the compiro
unsuitable to porfonn

eIpc for Woatorn
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V. NIKE

This weapon, the fii'sfc in the U. S. guided-
missile systems, already is operational in
continental defense. It has a maximum rang©
of approximately 25 nautical miles and can
engage targets up to altitudes of 60,000 feet,

traveling at velocities up to 1,200 miles per hour.
The time of flight varies from 90 seconds at
maximum range to 20 seconds at close range,
averaging roughly one missile per battery per
minute. Its single-shot loll probability has
been assessed at from 0.6 at close range to 0.2
at extreme range.

The fii’st major modification of NIKE will bo
conversion to NIKE B, a missile with a rang©
of SO nautical miles and an altitude capability
of 80,000 feet. NIKE B will be capable of
candying a nuclear warhead and may bo
equipped ivith a seeker on which it 'would homo
on its target in the final stage of fliglit. NIKEB ivith conventional warhead is accorded a
single-shot lull probability of unity at close
range, dropping to 0.5 at maximum range.
The single-shot kill probability of NIICE B
with seeker installed should be unity at all
ranges. Equipped with a nuclear warhead, tlio
missile would inactivate any luiclear weapon
carried by the target.

The principal disadvantages of the NIKE
missile ai’e its relatively low rate of fire and its
limited capability against targets at low
altitudes, featm-es particularly important in
defending against saturation-types raids. It is
possible, however, that both capabilities of theMIKE system may bo improved by already
Kiio^vn techniques,

^

In studies of missile eflfectivoness, inaiiy
simulated battle problems have been run on
high-speed computers. The results of these
wiiile not put forward as definitive, at least
provide a basis for estimating the offeetivenoss

B defense of Western Europe.
£>hould 81 battalions be deplo3md in Europe theenemy loss before eflfective penetration of all
of the defended areas should total nearly 1 100
aircraft, or two-thhds of the light-bombor force
initially available. With nuclear wai’hoads fcho

cost to the enemy on the above basis should be
more than 1,400 aircraft, or very nearly 100
percent of his initial light-bomber strHdng force.
It is recognized that tliis effect is nob of a high
order against the maximum threat including
balhsfcics missiles. With 300 battalions the Idll™ ^ minimum of 5,500 aircraft

warheads. And, it is emphasised, theNIKE ami other juture SAM weapons alone
ham a potential eicetimness against the ballistic-
missile threat.

VI. EMPLOYMENT OP NIKE
Tlie method adopted for determining the

best employment of guided missiles in the air
dofonso of Western Europe proceeds from these
assumptions:

(a) Tho^ optimum air-dofonso systom ulti-
mately will roly on siirfaco-to-air guided
missiles as tlio principal "kiir* weapons.

(b) An oarl^^ start on training personnel in
the developing electronics tocimology is
osaontial.

(c) First stops nocdocl to bo taken at once,
fixing on tlio specific weapon tliat will bo
nvailablo within the pertinent time frame.
1 lie weapon that best meets these require-

rneiits is NIKE B, which will have phased out
the present NIKE by the time under considera-
tion. To arrive at the best feasible cloploy-
mont, a barrier two or tliroo batteries deep was
orcctGcl along the East-West border. Tlien
protection was allocated to tlio principal popu-
lation-industrial contors, and finally battones
woi'o assigned bo U. »S. SAC bases and other U. S,
military installations. The total is 81 bat-
talions, of wliicli would bo allotted to
dofonao on non-U. S. niilitary and civilian tnr-
pts, and 20.5 to U. S. installations. This total
is 75 more than the 6 battalions aiiprovod in
tho^prosonb program for deployment to Europe,

Ihia total is nob presontod as represonting
an ^optimum or adequate missile dofonso of
NAIO Kuroiio, It represents the deployment
believed to bo politically accopbablo in the U. S.
and at the same Umo suffioiontly offcofcivo to
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ron(Jer excessively costly an air attack on West-
ern Europe. The 54K battalions allotted to

non-U.S. targets are fewer than the 61 currently

approved for defense of the continental U. S.

Yet to the people of Western Europe they would
be tangible evidence of interest in their welfare
and, as representative of scientific achievement
dcilicated to their defense, exert a psychological
influence far greater than their intrinsic military
worth.

To achieve an optimum defense of NATO
Europe, as many as 300 NIKE battalions might
be required, a figure not believed attainable at
this time. It is true enough that 81 battalions
are not 300. But they are 81 more than none,

DEFENSE OF NATO SECHET

be met by mid-1959, about tho sajno fciino

estimated for the battery sots.

and the critical demand at the present time is

that something palpably reassuring be presented
to Western Europe as the alternative to sur-
render as the sole means of survival.

Vir. PRODUCTION FEASIBILITY

Bee^ause of the magnitude of the threat, the
t^otal NIKE B requirement for Europe would
be about 14,300 missUes, including a 20 percent
aupentation for reserve. Addition of 75 bat-
talions to the 79 currently planned would
present a requirement for 325 battery sets.

Neither tho requirement for missiles nor
hat for battery sets, which was considered

jointly with the U. S. requirement, could be met
at currently scliedulcd production rates within
the time limit under consideration. By some
minor shortetiing of lead times, increasing plant
shifts from one to three, and transfer to Char-

T ^
modification of NIKEI to MKE B battery sets, the requirement for

ba.teo- sets could be met by mid-1960 and the
le requirement by 1958. Under a greatly

u leail iiinfe, e.xpanding the missUc source eta cost of about $250 million, placing missile^yee on a .9-shift, 24-honr day, ZlyTeek
aocd;raZ™R i''S
for

mcreased tooling levelfor tcM facilities, the missile requirement could
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VIII. COSTS
An 81-battaIion NIKE B defense in NATO

Europe could be provided by 1960 at an esti-

mated cost to the U. S. of approximately $1.56
billion. This figure includes initial costs over
the 5-year period as well as operating oosts ns

battalions are activated during the jioriod.

About $625 million of the cost to tho U. S. would
provide defense for U. S.-NATO forces and
SAC bases.

The total cost of the 81-battaIion progi'am
is estimated at $2.15 billion. Of this total,
approximately $600 million would bo borne
directly by the defended coiintrios fcliomsolvcs
or would come from NATO intrastnicturo
funds. The annual operating coat, onco tho
program was in full operation, is estimated at
$240 million, of which $100 million would bo
borne by the U. S.

IX. PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
Allocation of 81 NIKE battalions to NATO

Europe would require 75,200 officers and men.
Of these, 49,400 would be indigonous personnol,
members of national forces assigned to tho 54
battalions defending population-industrial cen-
ters. The remaining 25,800 would bo U. S. por-
sonnel required by the 26^ battalions assigned
to NATO forces and defending SAG bases.
Current Amny planning foresees a lead time ,

of not less than 24 months from the decision
to activate a missile battalion to its movomont
to site for training tho highly skilled personnel
tl at form an essential part of its strength.
Although these technicians are relatively fewm number, thy are vital to the operation and
maintenance of the battalion's equipment. All
of them must be school-trained in courses re-

This requirexnent for specialist training acu t oenoaghm theU. S. Army, would boincreted by
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several magnitudes in tke ease of battalions

formed from Eui’opean manpower. Not only

must the U. S. technician first be trained, but he

must then be given time to impart his training

to the European, Some time might be saved,

although the language bamer would impose

serious limitations, by training Etu’opean spe-

cialists in U. S. schools. Until indigenous bat-

talions have been trained, the program im-

doubtedly would impose onerous manpower

reqiiiremeiits on the U. S.Army . If the program

is initiated promptly, this burden could be

carried with acceptable dislocation. By delay

it would bo increased to the point where it

might not be supportable without significant

increases in U. S, Ai’iny strength.

Equipping the NIKE B missile with an

atomic warhead would impose a requirement

for an additional 68 special-weapon specialists

in each battalion, or 6,508 (324 officers and

5,184 EM) for the total program. Whether

Lhoso additional specialists need heU. S. person-

nel or could be drawn from the indigenous popu-

lation would he principally a question of

security. Assuming that sufficient trainable

personnel could be procmed in each country

atTocted, their assignment to tins specialty

would bo contingent on the action by the

Atomic Energy Commission or international

treaty. In tlie absence of assurance that such

arrangements could be ijromptly made, it is

safe to assume that these technicians at least

initially would be U. S. persoimel, increasing the

U. S. manpower requhement for the 81 battal-

ions from 26,800 to 31,308,

X, SPECIAL PROBLEMS

In addition to the questions by

inclusion of nuclear waibeads in the

armament, other essentially political problems

would be posed by the allocation of missUe

battalions here proposed. None of these prob-

lems is essentiaUy new in NATO experience,

and non© appears insuperable.

One question is that of control of weapons in

the hands of NATO troops other than U. S,

This question, though it deals with command, is

fundamentally political. Antiair measures con-

template the defense of national targets from

national territory by national forces. Yet

since attack on any NATO nation involves aU

of them, antiair defense is equally an inter-

national affair that requhes a degi-ee of coordi-

nation if it is to return maximum effectiveness.

Once batteries and battalions have been or-

ganized in national components of NATO
forces, and their personnel trained, national

pride should be assuaged and local political

requirements met by their designation as mili-

tary units imder national command. Coordi-

nation by SHAPE of their tactical emplojunenb

would not be an unreasonable provision; its

extent should be the subject of agreement at the

outset. Such agi*eement should be rendered

less difficult than may have been true in other

cases, since coordination and not command is

the object.

In any event, coordination of communica-

tions, especially the information net, should bo

settled without possibility of misunderstanding

or cavil. Continuing tests then should serve

to maintain coordination as a real rather than

illusory condition.

Land acquisition for sites, while no simple

matter in land-hungry Europe, should present

less than the usual difficulties, since the land

would be designed for the dhect defense of

cities and them populations. The majority

of battery sites could be located on land already

devoted to military pui-poses.

Whatever the relative advantages and de-

ficiencies of the various available and projected

systems of ah defense in Western Europe, ic is

essential that steps be taken to provide a defense

in which the people affected can place reliance.

The NIKE system, of those now available,

offers the greatest promise of achieving this

aim at the earliest time. And time is the

decisive factor.
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I. PROBLEM
The problem is to examine the ptu’poses and

uses of military power over the next decade in

the light of developments marked by the

Geneva conference and for the purpose of

developing guidance for portions of the U. S,

national strategy.

This problem needs to be approached within

certain dimensions which are accepted U. S.

policy. One of these is that the unity and

strength of the Free World be maintained and

increased. Another is that there be an orderly

^

democratic development of nations outside the

Communist bloc. This would provide a strong,

perhaps the strongest possible, attraction to the

satellites. It has been suggested that the

guidelines should also include (1) retention of

the moral issue of freedom versus the spiritual

oppression of Communism; and (2) provision of

some other motivation than fear. These latter

two dimensions are mentioned here at the

beginning because the creation and employ-

ment of armed force tends to involve actions

and processes difficult to keep within these two

dimensions.

The discussion that follows does not cover

the strategy of a general nuclear war. It

applies to a no-general war situation, which is

the likely situation over the next decade.

IL ASSUMPTIONS AND GUIDELINES

The discussion on this paper accepts certain

assumptions and guidelines as to what is really

going on in the world tod ay and what the world

may be like over the next decade. Some of these

are discussed in the following parngi’aphs.

The Soviet Union is very unlikely to choose

general war as a policy course unless free world

military power dwindles to a comparative level

where there is a high possibility of quick success

without major damage to the USSR. Or, the

USSR would be likely to choose general war if,

thi'ough a rapid development of events, it

appeared that the Free World might attempt to

extinguish the current Soviet system. This last

point is really a statement to the thesis that a

cornered rat ^vill fight and that you must not

press your enemy against a locked door unless

3^ou arc ready to take the consequences. The
term "general war” does nob necessarily mean
initiation by surprise intercontinental atomic

attack.

The Soviet Union is likely to continue its

current Geneva type policy line for some time.

This would be in the classical Communist tra-

dition with its precedent from the Party

Congress ending in 1928 and called after the

failures in China and Hungary and the apparent

effective containment of Communism. The

decision to await and exploit the alleged inherent

contradictions in the great power capitalistic

system bore fruit, by 1939, in a gi’eat de-

pression, a global capitalistic woi’, a major

Communist advance in Middle Europe without

cost, and a rapidly crumbling colonial system.

There is a reasonable probability, which must

be guarded against in om* military program, of

a sudden reversal of this policy line. Such
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reversal would again be in the classical Com-
munist tradition. But, there is this time a

reasonable probability that the current policy

line will continue, at least throughout the

decade, without sudden drastic change.

The policy line cuts two ways, both to the

probable advantage of the Soviet Union:

a. If it brings disunity in the Free World
and a lowering of defensive positions so that

a reversal of the polic}^ may reap great

benefits, it is successful.

b. If not successful along the line just

described, it still givTS the maximum oppor-
tunity for (1) building the economic and
political strength of the Communist orbit;

(2) Communist advance by x "helping band"
program for the underdeveloped.

The Soviet Union now shows some chance of
growing within a decade or two to a power
center which might quickly overwhelm EurAsia
and Africa, politically, economically, and psy-
chologically if the western world got into
difficulties. The difficulty hoped for, of course,
is a recurrence of a great capitalistic depression!
The current revolutionary change in the

middle third of the world, often called under-
developed, will continue, may accelerate, and
will almost certainly involve periodic occur-
rences of violence.

The Soviet Union’s captive instrument of
rtwolution, the international Communist party
^hile retaining its traditional nature and
purpose, may be kept under wr&ps except when
opportunities for quick favorable decisions
ai>pear. It will operate through front organi-
zations and will strive to capture mass or-
ganizations in underdeveloped areas e g
nationaUst parties and labor unions in tropical

ation*n -ll

more separate oper-
ation will be harder to counter.
In the free world there wiU be a definite and

increasing reluctance, so long as the SovietGenova spirit contmues, toward major military
expenditures and personal military serviceIhe comtermg of this is a major psychological
task. Legislative leaders, after 9 days i/the
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USSR, are aheady publicizing their views that

the Soviet climate warrants reduction of U. S.

Forces.

The general tendency in the U. S. toward
military expenditm-es (and all security expendi-
tures except perhaps atomic energy) and per-

sonal military service will be one of nibbling
reduction. The real impetus ivill bo tax-

cutting, budget balancing, onr current variotios
of isolationism, reluctance toward personal
militaiy service, etc. The alleged reasons will

be various and conflicting, e. g., reduction of
war threat, shifting burden to allies, improved
technology’- and manageinont give ^‘greater
security at less cost", “cut tlio fat while leaving
the muscle", etc. The initial doclino w-ill

probably be in readiness to deter ^creeping
expansion” and local war.
The Chinese Communists, while not moving

in dii’ect opposition to the Soviet Union, arc
capable of following indepondent linos of action.
They will pull together wlieii it liolpa tliom,
especially in use of threats, and go outwardly
separate ways when such works to their
advantage.

Technological advance in nuclear mattora
wiU continue rapidly. Both the U. S, and
USSR are in sight of enough nuclear explosives.
No acceptable way will bo found from tlie

technological and operational standpoint to
give an adequate guarantee that nuclear weap-
ons will not be used if war occurs. Tlio
psychological and political roluctanco toivnrd
such action will increase. JNTo way will bo
found for an adequate dofonso against such
weapons which will be accepted psycJiologically
and politically by the mass of peoples. Some
riieoretically practical formulae may be evolved.
Ihe drive for limitation of armaments, parti c-
nlarly in the nuclear area, will be continuous
and probably increase in magnitude. There is
a real danger that any progress whatsoever will
cause an undue trust in too many hopeful
people. Hence, there is a task for education
and for direct countering of undue trust~-wJnIo
placing a maximum effort on search for some
elective progress on regulation.
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III. NATURE OF ARMED FORCE
Ai’med force is what people think it is. Until

actually put to active use, the nature of armed
force is what statesmen and peoples think

it is. This situation makes armed force a

psychological factor and a psychological instru-

ment in political affairs, both internal and inter-

national. The emotions it arouses run tlie

gamut from apprehension to fear insofar as

armed force in the possession of a potential

enemy is concerned, and from concern to

confidence insofar as armed force in tlio posses-

sion of ourselves and allies is concerned. It

seems unlikely that within the next decade wo
will stand at either end of oitlior of those two
defined spectra. If a situation develops where
we do stand at some oxtromo, it probably will

he fear. The clement of fear, traclitiounlly and
now, is the lover generating armed forces in

most states. The concept of armed force as a
carefully controlled instrument in support of
policy is overly sophisticated for most pcopies
and many statesmen, oven thougli this is tlio

traditional uso of armed force, The immodi-
ntely foregoing points are made hero becauao
pai-t of the problem facing tlio United States
and the Free World is the maintenance, with
the current dilution of the element of fear, of an
adequate structure of armed force. Looking
to history, states have, in the past, appreciated
the combined advantages and cbeapnosa of
maintaining in being enough of the right kind
of military strength, e. g., the legions of Romo
and the British Navy in the 19 th Oentury.
There are even instances of appreciation of the
need for continuous strength and touglinoss on
the part of small states, c. g,, Switzerland.

Arms Race or Great Power Manouver—Arms
Equation?

Sloganized short-cut descilptions of com-
plicated situations are often misleading. The
term "arms race” can bo dangerously mislead-
ing. It is dangerous if only that the concept
weakens the unity and strength of the Free
World, Wo know tlmt the very highest

808322—66 10
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military people do not consider that we are in
anything as simple as an arms race. The true
situation is a different one and a much more
complicated one. (The term "competition"
seems much more meaningful.) First, the
struggle going forward in the world is essentially
a power struggle. Advance and retreat as a
result of military action are most unlikely to
occur unless there is prior deterioration in the
political, economic and psychological fields.
Conversely, military power must bo viewed as
an aid, most of the time, to political, economic
and psychological inoasiires rather than as an
instrumont used alone. For the first time in
history no nation can bo strong enough inili-
taril.y to have absolute security, Even a 1 to 2
or 1 to 3 statistical superiority does not guar-
antee against a gravely damaging blow. Such
race as exists is in tlio sum total of relationships
among nations and oven extends to develop-
ments \vUhin nations, such as the rate of
increase of strongtli of the ocononiics in the
wosLorn world and the Communist world,
A more correct analogy, rather than a race

which implies a finisli lino, is a contest of team
against team in a chess match in which all
boards arc played at once and moves on one
board can influonco pieces on anotlier. Some
of the pieces could bo described as military,
others as oconomio, otliors as pa3mbological:
the pay-offs are always political. The nuclear
rooks counter each other and opposing teams
rarely, if over, dare to move them. So the
military movements in the dread game arc the
pawns of peripheral and brush fire wars. If
one cares to carry tlio analogy further, one can
think of tlio chess boards as roprosontativo of
difforoiit areas of the world, or of some otlier

catogori nation.

The dynamic situation is materially affected
by the time olomont. It is too customary to
project some single factor forward five or ton
years, for example, technological advance, and
then to inako judgments thereon. Singlo

factor analysis can often bo projected in mathe-
matical terms that are suimrficially prophetic

—

and honco a clear guido to action, It is im-
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possible to state the complete flow of advance
in mathematical terms. The best that can be
done is to envisage an ever widening span of

possibilities as we look into the future, and to

program a method and direction of policy which
will cover the maximum of this span while
having a flexibility permitting adjustment to

include any portion initially uncovered if a
turn of events happens to be that way.

Characteristics by which To Judge Military
Power

These are closely related among themselves
and include magnitude, readiness, location,
mobility, endurance or capability for sustained
action (bases, etc.), cost as a relationship to
the economic base, suitability, versatility and
flexibility, and political aspects (applicability
to political problems, abihty of the state to
make political decisions needed to use its avail-
able power, etc.). As an example, massive
atomic power is a very specialized capability
both in actual use and in support of the inter-
play of international political actions. It has
magnitude but limited versatility and suita-
bili ty. ConVersely, conventional military power
has great suitability and flexibility but probably
would not have the magnitude to be an ade-
quate deterrent to general war.
There is a dangerous tendency to equate the

deterrent to general war with adequacy for all
other purposes for which military power is
needed. This leads to concentration on prepa-
ration and planning (which is necessary) for
the unlikely event of general war with a fixation
that results in blindness to the requuements
and characteristics of military power to meet
the more likely and more immediate problems
of creepmg expansion. This psychological
phenomena is as old as the activities of thefet amateur magician who misled his audienceby fomg their attention on an item unrelated
to the action he was actuaUy undertaldng
An essential purpose of military forces 'is to

^ nailitary victories if war comes, but another
essential purpose is to create strategic impres-
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sions in sujiport of prevention of both war and
creeping expansion. There is no priority
among these essentials, particularly when there
wiW shortly he little possibility of stx'ategio

victory if war comes—even though some
battles may be won.

“Nuclear Superiority’^

"Nuclear superiority” fulfills only one facet
of security need. The phrases “nuclear superi-
ority”, “nuclear parity”, etc., are rapidly be-
coming of limited meaning. A state equiiiped
ivith nuclear weapons but with “nucloar iufori-
ority” now has, or will soon havo, onough to
offer such a hazard to a potential opponent that
the opponent will seek other moans than
nuclear war.

For the first time in history, no head of
state, wlietJier demooraoy or dictatorship,
can proini.sc the man on Main Stroots (sio)
clearcut and certain victory in war,
(General Twining at Air Force Assooiation
Convention, San Francisco, August 12, lOfifi.)

, _ lUUl
tieetmg nuclear superiority as contributing
materially to our current position of strength.
The Soviet Union has recently docidod not to
contmiie playing, for the timo being at least,
on that playing field. We do not havo tiio
political resolution to continue playing on it
^uce Geneva, nor did we beforo—witness
Dienbienphu. Even if wo did, wo would prob-
ably lose thereby because of the disunity which
would be generated in the Eree World as a
result. If there is any true race, it is a race to
hnd and offer proposals for some control of
armaments—tho objective being to achiovo n
political advantage through psychological im-
pact, even though nothing substantive results,
ibis situation could go on, with fluctuating
emphasis, for a decade.

Two Equations

It may be useful to think of the arms equa-
tion as two separate but closely related equa-
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tions: (a) the massive nuclear destruction Germany in World War II. The overriding

equation applicable to general war, which in- fact is that, for the foreseeable futm'e, both

eludes defense against nuclear weapons (Equa- the western world and the USSR will not trust

tion A)
;
and (b) other armed force (Equation each other enough to drop tlieir nuclear guard

B), primarily applicable to local and limited below some materially high level, giving a mu-

war, creeping expansion, and suitability in

support of political action.

Wo can bo optimistic about avoiding a third

world war, and we can also hope with sound

logic that wo will avoid local wars.

But ns prudent men wo cannot rule out the

possibility that situations may arise again

Boinotimo in which force will have to be used

locally and specifically and controllably as the

inodorn army, accompanied by sea and air

power, can do it,

(Ambasandor Lodge, U. S. Eopresentativo to

the Unitod Nations, spoko at a reunion dinner

of the Second Armored Division, of which he

was a member in World War II.)

Shortly, both the U. S. and USSR will possess

the power of mutual devastation. With sur-

prise, one side might achieve a situation called

“victory” relatively unhurt, unless the other

has maintained strength and vigilance. Hence,

tliQ likelihood of long-term nuclear standoff,

unless ono side is driven to desperation or both

sides are so maladroit as to puU down the tent

of nuclear destruction on the world. Accept-

ance of this situation may for a time be only

tacit. There is likely to bo probing with

limited wars. Hence, the simultaneous equa-

tions must provide (a) strength and alertness

for a nuclear war while not expecting to use

this ability, and (b) readiness to handle a great

variety of brush Arc wars and situations requir-

ing military power in support of policy.

Equation A

Equation A—general war—^lias a major cle-

ment of time therein. The march of technology

may at times seem to give somewhat of an

advantage to ono nation over another. But

exploitation of any advantage requires a co-

ordination of technology, production, psycho-

logical and political action, which scorns very

unlikely. Eurtherinore, the cost of a mistaken

ostimato is much higher than that paid by

tual deterrence.

The five main national subprograms for deter-

rent to general war appear to be:

a. A long-range massive nuclear force,

b. Technological advance—\l the analogy of a

“race” has any valid!t}^, it is in the technological

area. On a 2-5 year leadtime basis, as we are,

the faihu’6 to keep up in both attack instru-

ments and counters thereto could be disas-

trous—and the disaster could occur through

political and psychological developments only.

c. Defense, This is part of the deterrent and

also a confidence-building program. But na-

tions may choose to depend primarily on offen-

sive nuclear power, a course of action more

suited to the USSR in time of tension than to

the U. S. Even a mere facade of defensive

power would be an important asset in time of

crisis. It may bo argued that a technological

breakthrough may give a near perfect defense.

Even if such is developed on a laboratory and

theoretical basis, it should be viewed with

extreme scepticism from the standpoint of both

practical operational and budgetary considera-

tions. As a final comment, what we can do,

the USSR can do eventually. A 100% sure

defensive system for the USSR, atomic invul-

nerability, might face us with as great a political

predicament as the coming nuclear standoff.

d. Intei'national action to reduce the immediacy

of the nuclear threat. Readiness and cost thereof

have an exponential, rather than a straight line,

relationship. A reduction in immediacy might

enable us to shift priorities for military forces

(within approximately the same budget) so as

to provide more atomic defense and other means,

such as deterrents to creeping expansion, thus

far not provided in reasonable adequacy. Also,

a reduction in immediacy of the threat makes

an even further reduction in probability of

general atomic war since more time is thereby
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provided for political action to save the situa-

tion, This subprogram must be carried out on

a basis that no trust can be placed in paper

agreements alone, The program must continue

in the USSR a fear of retaliation and a mistrust

of ability to win. The initial dividend of this

subprogram may be development of a high de-

gree of public realization concerning the realities

of the cm’rent secmity situation.

e. A poliiical and i)sychological program con-

sistent with the above points and directed both

externally and internally. We might well (1)

search for ways to acqxiire the necessary effort

from our own people and others; (2) while at

the same time foUo\ving the rule that national

security is the program that statesmen should

do the most about and say the least about. If

we can find a formula for these somewhat con-

flicting objectives, we will go far toward in-

creasing the unity of the Free World and pro-

moting a confidence that furthers great progress.

Time may be on our side if our people become
educated to, and accept, the necessity for alert-

ness, strength, endurance, patience and under-

standing.

Equation B

hlilitary Power for Equation B—deterrent to

limited wai* and counter to creeping expansion.

What are the subprograms?

a. Forces to deter peripheral and local war

through or by assooiate and satellite. We have

recoiled from the thought of American boys

dying in limited war and this reaction has

generated, among other things, a policy called

massive retaliation. Some (including allies and

neutrals) interpret this policy as meaning likely

resort to major atomic action if we take any
action at all. Thereby we have tied our hands.

If we have in being the power, other tlian mas-
sive atomic forces, to intervene militarily

against creeping expansion, we have the most

effective deteiTeiit against that expansion.

The obscurity in the enemies' minds of what

we might do with atomic power, either locally
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or generally, adds to the strength of our deter-

rent. We paid too high a price in Korea for

lack of readiness for local war—and perhaps a

higher price in Indo-China.

b. Fo7'ces to influence a deteriorating inter-

national situation. If we have nothing but
general war nuclear capacity, the enemy realizes

that the situation can be pressed a long ways
without real danger of general war. If we have
only specialized nuclear forces able to act, our

allies and neutrals will be quick to counsol

caution and concession. We will not have
acceptable alternatives to ofi'er them or to

choose from oui*selves.

c. Internal security against infdtraiion, local

disorder
i

and palace revolution. This must
generally be initially a matter for the indigenous

govei'iiments concerned. The United States

can, and can afford to, provide the arms, mis-

sions, etc.—the more inconspicuously the bettor.

In addition, governments shoiild have always

present the hope, or better still the confidence,

that quick assistance is available. In a world

where propaganda is a powerful instrument, an

appearance of legality is useful. Hence, we
should search for inci-eased facility in working

tlii'ough regional arrangements and the U. N,

In hindsight, Indo-China might have been

made less of a defeat by use of the U. bT.

d. The support of an atmosphere of confidence

in Free World, and of a feeling of respect (not

necessanly fear) in Communist, statesmen. We
need that power coming from (1) realization

that strength is tliei’e, and (2) it will be used

propei'ly, intelligently, and discreetly. This is

the strategic impression we need to make.

The U. S. negotiator at the conference table,

sitting militarily only with bomb in hand, is

very inadequately equipped for the next toti

yeai's. Our opponents luiow we are most un-

likely to use this weapon except ’in case of

general war, which they are not going to pre-

cipitate if we maintain an adequate nuclear

postiu’e. They loiow that if they can trick ua

into flaunting atomic power, they will gain

ARMS EQUATION
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fchi’ough disunity of our allies and antagonism

toww’d us of neutrals.

We should have a program of suitability,

flexibility and versatility which (a) leaves a

dioice to our own statesmen; (b) gives increased

confidence to allies and neutrals that we will

not be forced (by an all or nothing progi’am) to

either (1) atomic war, or (2) knuckling unclei*;

and (o) keeps the opposition a bit unsure. We
have to have a readiness for situations such as

Indo-China and even hostilities or near-

hostilitics in mid-Europe (the German unifica-

tion problem has such possibilities) after

possible initiation of the Eisenhower arms

inspection appi’oach. The charactei’istic of suit-

ability needs to extend to allied action. The

political and psychological climate of friends

and noAitrals is likely to turn more and more

to a condition necessitating allied (including

XJ. N.) action if any efl’cctive action is to be

launched.

As a final, and very important, point under

this Equation B, we think readily of historical

instances of technological changes, battlefield

maneuvers, and other shifts which have, often

quickly, noutralified major increments of mili-

tary force and major elements of military

policy. Wo should bear in mind that the turns

of international political action over the next

docado (which we may find wo must accept

even though wo dislike them, and might find

to our advantage if wo have retained the mili-

tary versatility) may have such effect on cur-

rently important portions of our military

program. If anyone wishes an example of the

march of changes overtaking a portion of a

program, consider the history of XJ, S. coast

dofenao.

Allies, Geneva, and Nuclear Standoff

Under this heading the allies divide broadly

into two categories: (a) European (NATO);

(b) the rest. The changing situation created

by Geneva and the coming nuclear standoff is

probably not going to bo drastically different

from the present for countries other than

Eui’opean (Japan is a possible exception).

Their military problem is one of internal

security and defense against local aggression.

Eor European countries, we have had a

psychological problem engendered by nuclear

power ever since Hiroshima. These peoples

and their statesmen are deeply conditioned by

a history of conquering armies and of forces

designed to stem the advance of .such armies.

How will they react to the changing future?

There has been, and will be, a thesis that the

only real threat and need for armed forces is a

general nuclear war. Hence,

a. the XJ. S. nuclear power is a sufficient

deterrent and little else is needed.

b. western Europe will be devastated if

involved in nuclear war, hence the XJ. S.

nuclear forces are not wanted in the area

since they bring the hazard of nuclear attack

which might otherwise he avoided.

With the decline, real or fancied, of the

likelihood of nuclear general war, European

peoples and statesmen will, more and more, ^k

what their armed forces are for . This wavering

is already apparent. While not taken within

the scope of this paper, it would be sound to

examine a number of hypothetical situations as

of 1960. Suppose, as one situation, that XJ. S.

forces withdrew from the continent. Would

the U. S. then hazard American cities over a

repetition of some situation such as Czecho-

slovakia (38 or 48)? We would he in a very

inflexible position to choose any other timely

alternative.
,

An examination of the Swss way of national

SGcm’ity may show a pertinent precedent.

The Swiss have, without fighting, mamtamed

the integrity, except for one short period, of

theh country for centuries. This is due, m

great part, to their reputation for readiness to

put up a time-consuming fight, their continuous

posture of readiness and resolution, and the

probability that mfiitary action against the

Swiss would trigger other adverse military

actions which could he brought to bear before
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a fait accompli was achieved. Switzerland has

not needed alliances to give assurance of help

in case of attack. The realities of the inter-

national political situation assured that help.

Perhaps the military future of western Europe

is os a confederation of “Switzerlands”, but

with the added deterrent of ready arrangements

for U. S. aid.

If Europe moved militarily to an inflexible

situation where the choice apparent to peoples

in time of tension was between nuclear war

and knuckling under, the weaknesses of the

European political system iu time of crisis

would create a grave danger of the latter choice.

The United States has here, over the next

decade, a very sensitive psychological-political

problem. Changes in our military deployment,

the planning approach of our officers on allied

staffs, the public and private statements of our

leaders, etc., these will be very important and

should “speak with one voice.” Published

reports do not support any belief that NATO
countries are really expending a high proportion

of resources on preparation for a possible long

war of attrition. Nevertheless, a new look at

the balance between readiness on the one hand,

and depth of military power measiu’ed in

combat day capability, might produce some

helpful variations in programs.

The Importance of NATO

The cmrenb change in Soviet attitude has

been brought about in great part by the exist-

ence of NATO. The importance which the

Soviet Union ascribes to NATO is indicated

by the openly stated intention of the USSR
to destroy NATO. Any complacency about the

Soviet Union striving with perseverance and

ingenuity to cany out its stated intention, is

extremely unmse. It does appear that, unless

the NATO powers led by the United States

take some positive actions diffei’ent from those

in the recent past, the NATO may be badly

weakened.
A method and direction along the following

two mutually supporting lines is suggested:

SECRET

a. There must be a material increase in

use of NATO as an international political

institution. The concept of NATO as a

purely military institution is completely in-

consistent with the modern realities where

things military cannot be separated from

things economic and things political. The
ties that have bound NATO can be readily

loosened by (1) a succession of events giving

aid and comfort to the enemy such as the

Cyprus affair and (2) a succession of open

diflferences among NATO members aired in

other international organizations such as

theU.N. If NATO is to continue as a suc-

cessful military alliance it must become a

successful diplomatic alliance also.

b. The United States must give leadership

to NATO on the basis of being “first among
equals”. This requirement placed on the

U. S. for leadership exists in the political and

economic areas as much, perhaps more, than

it does in the military areas. Here the

biblical warning “For if the trumpet give an

uncertain sound, who shall prepare himself

to the battle?” is a particularly sobering bit

of strategic guidance to the United States.

There is some question that our country

has given to NATO the most “certain

sounds” that it might have given over the

past few months. Wo can and should do

better.

IV. INTEGRATION OF MILITARY FORCE
WITH OTHER ARMS OF NATIONAL
POLICY

The classical and generally accepted primary

objective of armed force iu this country has

been the achievement of victory in war.

Relatively little attention has been given to

other objectives until within the last decade.

The obvious existence of other necessary

objectives has been dealt with too often with

the thesis that maximum possible preparation

for victory if war comes (and it has been usual

to define the expected types of employment

rather narrowly) will ipso facto achieve all
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Other objectives. Giving priority, sometimes
overriding, to conserving existent military
power for use in a possible general war, and
never having enough to assure strategic victory,
it is customary to resist, as maldeployment, the
commitment or programming of military power
as a deterrent to creeping expansion—unless
the action required happens to fit the estimated
optimum readiness for a narrow range of
possibilities. We are deeply conditioned by
our past military experience, which has tricked
us twice recently (Pearl Harbor and Korea).
We have written our histories that 'hve always
win^’ and we now tend to assume that winning
again means winning in tlie usual way. Some
military men and American statesmen are
turning to a broader view. But time may be
running out.

The generation of psychological strength and
confidence is a main objective of our armed force
and that of our allies over the coming decade.
We must stand before others to command both
respect and a reasonable amount of trust.

This is a variation of the power for peace
theme. It is not inconsistent with, in fact it

requires, such programmed components as

readiness and technological progress.

The application of armed forces to national

policy is determined in groat part by the policy

statements made concerning them and by the

general attitude in connection with the handling

of them. As an example, the USSR reduces

its effective military strength, or says it is going

to, with tlie implication that the world is a
safer and more peaceful world, A few weeks
later, differGnt members of the Executive

Branch of tlio U. S. Government generate

public discussion of a reduction in U. S. armed
forces in tlio interests of economy and with the

imx)lication tliat it is cutting the fat while

leaving the muscle.

Those policy statements and policy actions

com© not only from our Hoad of State but

from a groat many peo;^ilG whoso remarks and

actions are noticed abroad and within the

United States. Wo need to have a much
bettor party lino and much more of a party

line as to what we are doing and why we are
doing it.

Operation through regional arrangements
and the United Nations seems likely to get
further in many matters connected with mil-
itary force, in spite of the exasperating aspects
of action in cooperation with other nations.
This method usually contributes to unity and
gives added opportunity for useful political

effects. Furthermore, we must consider and
develop ways to use oui* military international

arrangements in closer collaboration with
political and economic measures. This ap-
proach may well make the needed allied mil-
itary collaboration and effort more palatable
to allies and neutrals. As an example, Para. 2
of the NATO Charter should be dusted off and
ways sought to put it to use. From a practical

political standpoint, this evolution of arrange-

ments originally entirely military may draw
support from foreign ministers and prime
ministers in discussions and negotiations which
are too often heavily conditioned by the points

of view of economic ministers.

Maximum emphasis on suitability and ver-

satility should characterize the maintenance
and evolution of armed forces. To pick an
exaggerated hypothetical example, if we moved
to complete dependence on massive nuclear

long-range power for om* military posture, and
a seemingly feasible method of regulation of

such power were evolved and generally accepted

by other nations, we would then probably suffer

a reverse in the world only exceeded by the

fall of a major area to Communism. We must
have armed forces and a military policy which

give our statesmen maximum latitude in the

uncertain future.

Definite thi'esholds must be topped if our

military power is to be of the needed value in

supporting political action. As an example,

only a token force in Germany would not have

been enough dmdng the last few years and

would not be enough today. There must be

a force in position so adequate that it is ap-

parent to the western Europeans that we have

to stand steady in time of acute tension and
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have to fight in the unlikely event of hostilities.

There should be an e.xamination of the require-

ments of the "thresholds” in connection with

our policy. Our reserve policy, although in-

adequate, is a desirable move toward one
threshold which may be needed to give assur-

ance of the direction of our intentions and of

our steadfastness to our allies.

A scientific study of ways to utilize U. S.

military power on political targets, in addition

to its narrowly military mission, should be
made. An excellent example, of coui'se, was
the flying of pilgrims to Mecca by the U. S.

Air I'orce. Another possibility, perhaps worth
considering, is the use of the Ai'my Corps of

Engineers organization and experience. The
line of thought in this paragraph comes from
the two generally accepted theses that (1) the

struggle in the world is a power struggle for

the way of government, thinking and living of

over a bUlion people; and (2) that peoples, no
matter how friendly, get tii’ed of foreign forces

within their midst.

The responsibility now rests on executive
leadership. Support of militaiy power fluctu-

ates with threat. This truism for a democracy
is an axiom closely related to the axiom that
military power, until used, is what statesmen
and peoples think it is. It is also a political

axiom that a decrease in military power, usually
generated through cutting budget and personal
service, in a democracy is not recovered until
and unless there is, a clearly discernible increase
in the threat to security. Put another way, we
have had to be scared in order to build back and
we probably have had to be scai’ed a bit now
and then in order to maintain a level program.
The next decade requhes a sober public under-
standing of the realities. Increases and de-
creases in our military program, usually meas-
ured in terms of dollars allocated, should be
carefully keyed to external political operations
and should certainly not be a matter for internal
politics. This thought may be ignoring the
past realities of public opinion and politics.

But leadership, in the Executive Branch can*
currently, achieve the indicated objectives.
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V. THINGS TO DO
The preceding discussion suggests a philos-

ophy of approach and some specific things to do.

The following paragraphs outline additional

donTs and do’s which flow from this philosophy.

The dangers of the coming decade include:

a. Wefll lower our guard because of trust,

underrating opponent or softness (both in

the head and in way of life).

b. We’ll build an unsuitable or inade-

quately flexible program—as was the Maginot
Line.

c. Om’ design will be too costly for support

and hence will fall short of the thresholds

of eft'ectiveness.

d. Our program will not be adequately

designed to mesh (inter-lock) Avitli (1) U. N.,

regional arrangements and other states, (2)

non-military factors.

The military agencies need more clear and
more specific guidance for planning and also

for the security plulosophy they presonfe to tho

U. S. public and to the world external to tho

U. S. This statement refers to two different

but related progi’ams of guidance. If the likely

situation is as suggested in the preceding pages,

then there is a grave question that all services

and the Department of Defense are planning
on this basis, and on the same basis, for the next
decade. Parenthetically, it is believed that
tho approach outlined in the preceding pages
provides an adequate basis for shifts in time to

meet the possible but improbable that may de-

velop. As to the way of speaking, our military

people and theh civilian superiors should speak
\vith more of one voice, leaving to the colum-
nists and the technical and parochial military

magazines the arguments as to comparative
merits and demerits of particular weapons
systems.

A military progi’am with a minimum of un-
expected fluctuations is a vital need. Even
with maximum efficiency, lead-times are long
indeed. The dollar and the man, programmed
and spent hurriedly, cannot have the maximum
possible military effect and may be a political

ARMS EQUATION
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liability rather than a political asset. The sud-
den shift in direction of a program is wasteful
in money, readiness and other military charac-
teristics. A sudden downward shift in scope of
a progi’am is even more destructive. The num-
ber of dollars saved on paper is almost certain
to be matched by a loss in readiness, mobility
or some other characteristic which is measured
by many times the same number of dollars.

There are cuiTent examples, Furthermore,
that these sudden shifts can have grave external

political and psychological repercussions. How,
for instance, can General Gruenther expect to

persuade the European countries to continue
their current military programs when the head-
lines from the United States record both that
the economy of the U. S. is at its highest peak
in history, and rising, and the U. S. is cutting

its military progi-am?

What we say and what we seem to do should
have a close relationship.

Withdrawal of some forces from some parts

of the world must be considered as a proba-

bility of the next decade. We should examine
particularly our forces located in colonial areas

to sec if better political aiTangemeuts can be
made consistent with political trends.

Military aspects of our Japanese situation

need to bo continuously examined with a view
to seeing whether it would not be vnsQ to get

ourselves into a position where wo could be

openly pressing the Japanese for arrangements

permitting withdrawal of some forces at least.

It would bo much hotter to bo ahead of the pos-

sibility of a movement from the Japanese people

tliat our forces leave.

Suppose the USSR soft policy is prolonged.

WhaVs the auitahlo and feasible program? If

the ofFort is not underway already, the National

Security Council should press the preparation

of a militoi’y program and a military policy

pointed at 3 to 6 years from now and which

assumes a continuation of tlio Geneva spirit

and some success along the line of limitation of

armaments. Such a study, if it provided no

other dividends, might well develop useful

145

courses of action guiding our national psycho-
logical and political policj’’.

Ai’e the priorities in our readiness program
suitable to the next decade? Tlie traditional
national securit}’^ readiness program of the
United States to include industrial mobiliza-
tion, preparations for a long period of hostilities,

large stoclqjiles of materials and the finished
items, provisions for transportation and support
of huge numbers of personnel and huge tonnages,
etc., may well not be in accord Mtli the reason-
able probabilities of the next decade. Certainly
our continental defense arrangements and
our civilian defense are not currently consistent
^vith our military inventories and many of our
other preparations. At th e other extreme, there
is, of course, a thesis that practicall^’^ none of
these inventories, etc. would be used if hostilities

broke out. Rather, the decision would be
reached in a matter of hours, if not days, and
in so short a time that there would not even be
opportunity for rapid promotion of the surviv-
ing young officers in the Air Force. Conceiv-
ably, the course of wdsdom is a middle ground
with somewhat less emphasis on support of
lengthy hostilities and more on ready mobile
forces suitable for limited war. If this matter
has not been examined incisively in light of the
reasonable probabilities of the next ten jmam,
then such an examination should be undertaken,
stepping off from guidelines which do not at

present seem to exdst with sufficient definition

on the National Security Council level.

A scientific costing review of the cuiTcnt al-

location of effort may be indicated shortly.

The headings for the analysis include:

a. Now—^near future—^loiig term.

b. massive nuclear power—defense—mo-
bile forces—follow-up

c. R & D—^lioixlware—^bases, etc.—men
d. readiness—mobility—^flexibility—politi-

cal applicability

e. Other

Any shift in our military program, such as

the recent budget-balancing proposals, should

be undertaken in light of such an analysis. A
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close analysis could conceivably show that we
are over-insuring in one area compared to the

hazards being accepted in another. Are we
buying the equivalent of overseas bases twice,

of nuclear devastation of the USSR more than

once, of R & D less or more than once?

The suggestions in the preceding three para-

graphs are admittedly particularly difficult of

achievement and require the best of profes-

sional knowledge combined with judgment.

The difficulties are compounded by the fact

that such analyses immediately crosses the

most important vested interests and runs

athwart firmly held objectives of military,

fiscal, and other individuals and departments

in the Executive Branch.

VI. WHAT IS THE PRICE TAG?

At best, this can be discussed only in gen-

eralities and not in absolute figures. It might

be that savings in some areas, rising out of

the subjects in the immediately preceding para-

graphs, would be about balanced by needed

increases in other areas. It seems almost

obvious that a reduction in U. S. military

expenditures from those programmed at the

beginning of tills year, particularly if reductions

are conspicuous ones, will trigger at least pro-

portionate reductions in military effort on the

part of our allies and will reduce the chances

that our statesmen ivill be able to achieve

political arrangements justifying such reduc-

tions. The net effect may be a need for in-

creased cost to the U. S. Costs of equipment

and of men are hound to go up during the

decade.

The price of increased readiness and mobility

for limited and peripheral war should now be
accepted and paid.

There are gi’eat psychological dangers in

relating (1) disarmament to (2) the political

desii’es for balancing budgets while at the same

time cutting taxes. The political wish can

very readily father fallacious judgments in the

national security area. If the U, S. policy

approach is consistently that we are willing

and able to pay the price of security, including

the non-militaiy measures required about the

world, we will better lead the free world in

the efforts it needs to make and will avoid

giving aid and comfort to Communists.

Tliis memorandum does not pretend to under-

take any economic analysis of our capabilities

or of the problems of reconciliation of eco-

nomic capabilities and political realities on the

one hand mtli national security requirements

on the other. It is noted, however, that our

coimtry’s gross national product is expanding

rapidly and that the free world is materially

better off than it has been before since World

War II.

On the other side of the coin the costs of

military power are steadily rising on an item

by item basis and are also rising due to the

rapid rate of obsolescence forced upon us by
the racing pace of technological change. There

is a basis for a judgment that, in maintaining

the present level, (1) cost measured in monetary

units such as dollars must almost certainly rise

if adequate security is provided and (2) cost

measured as a proportion of gross national

product is manageable and may fall slightly.

The most important aspect of the price tag

point is not the exact number of dollars. The

question is: Can we afford it if necessary?

There is no doubt that the U. S. economy can

support materially more than it is now support-

ing without adverse impact. The additional

amount needed, if any, would not he more in

the near futimo than 10 to 20 percent of the

current military budget. Tliis is available,

and possibly avaUable from the current tax

stmctui’6 while still approximately balancing

the budget.
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Crucial Problems of Control of Armaments and

Mutual Inspection

Originator: Ellis A. Johnson

Critic: Stefan Possony

I. THE PROBLEM

To detormino tho critical inspection problems

if a surprise attack is to bo prevented.

II. DISCUSSION

Appendix A reproduces tho varied opinions

of invited scientists covering the principal

contors of the United States, It is clear that

no consensus was reached and that the diffi-

culties of designing a good inspection system

are great.

An important point is that strategic aircraft

spend 6% of their time in the air in training

flights lasting, on the average, 8 hours. Since

only about 70 aircraft are required for a sneak

attack, U. S. and USSR>rcraft would have to

bo accounted to within about 2% at least every

two hours. If both sides have 1600 aircraft

this seems a most difficult task.

(147)
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Surreptitious arming on super highways

appears feasible.

Diversion of the following numbers of nuclear

weapons for clandestine use by the USSR
would be requu’ed:

30 percent in 1955

10 percent in 1960

2 percent-5 percent in 1965

This seems easy to do prior to establishment

of inspection without possibility of detection,

especially in the later years.

A fail proof communications system appears

to be difficult to design.

The value of an inspection system appears to

be illusory unless the United States and NATO
has an ah defense that when warned can with-

stand the surprise attack which is to be de-

tected. Otherwise, what difference does it

make.

No final conclusions were reached.
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Appendix A

Science Advisory Committee Comments on Control of

Armaments and Inspection

I. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION ON
ARMAMENT REDUCTION

A. What are the purposes, from the U. S. point

of view, of a program of armament reduction?

1. To increase relative strength of U. S., now,
and in the projected future. Remark; Present
position relative to U. K. and USSR probably
satisfactory.

2. To increase absolute physical security of

continental U. S. Remark; present position in

this regard clearly needs improvement; U, S. is

vulnerable to surprise attack, and fear of such

attack plays a strong role in national thinking,

loading, for example to talk of preventive war
and to groat stress on massive retaliation con-

cept. Possibly major objective of program
should bo to eliminate the possibility of surprise

attack.

3. To create bettor international atmosphere

for normal development of democratic institu-

tions by reducing tension and fear.

4. To open the Soviet bloc and permit pene-

tration of democratic institutions and ideas,

Remark: Our best security would bo a hole in

the Iron Curtain.

6. To reduce the economic burden entailed

in heavy armament programs. Remark; This

especially applies to Germany and France whoso
economies are unable to support a largo military

program. (On the otlxor hand, abrupt curtail-

ment of U. S. Defense expenditures could have
severe impact, both abroad and at home,)

Remark: Present situation of almost total

ignorance of Soviet capabilities and intentions

requires preparation on tlie part of the free

world for all possible kinds of attack. Not
infrequently, our plans and policies must be
based on exaggerated intelligence estimates,
xvith the consequence that expenditures all out
of proportion to the real threat are required.
With better intelligence and elimination,
through control and inspection of certain
weapons systems, great economies could bo
achieved and much effort now devoted to

meeting threats that do not actually exist
could be directed to more useful purposes.

6. To establish a position of moral leademhip
for the U. S.

7. To further progress in underdeveloped
countries.

B. What can be predicted about the conae-
quencies in the next 10-25 years of present
U. S. policy?

1. Is relative strength of U. S. increasing with
time?

2. Wliat is the rate of technical advance of

the USSR? Is our being ahead enough to

guarantee security?

3. What will be the effect of technical ad-

vances in other countries; specifically giwving
atomic weapons capabilities of small counkies?

4. What will be the effect of increasing

independence of smaller countries: Japan, SE
Asia, Germany, Arab states? Effect of chang-

ing political complexion on our strategic

position?

6. Weakness of India? Spread of neu-

tralism?

6. If threat of surprise attacks continue,

what is cost of dispersion economically and
socially?

(149)
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7. What will be the effect on our secvu’ity of

foreseeable technological developments as

guided missUeSj high-performance aircraft,

ICBM, CEBAR?
8. Is reduction of armament a political,

economic, and military necessity for the free

world? (Adenauer) For the Soviet bloc?

9. To what extent is reduction of interna-

tional tension necessary to preserve our way
of life? Does external tension feed back and

generate internal tension, and can this lead

to a warlike orientation mthin our o^vll country?

10. Will our present policy be interpreted

by USSR and neutrals (and Allies) as preparation

for aggression?

C. What would be the consequences to the

U. S. of a general arms reduction?

1. What is the pm-pose of a militaiy force?

a, to promote national aims and support

diplomacy, or

b. to deter aggression, prevent war, win

war, m inimize losses.

Remark: cmrent policy is apparently

dhected entirely toward (b); Soviet

policy has been successful in both (?).

2. Can a reduced military force meet the

demands of la and b? What would be the

composition and puipose of such a force as

regards

a. offense

b. defense

c. contribution in alliances,

3. What other means can be used to pro-

mote national aims or settle disputes if military

forces are reduced? U. N.? World Court?

World opinion? Restraint of trade? (Is re-

duced military force correspondingly reduced

in effectiveness if balanced by equal reduction

on the other aide?)

4. Economic impact on West of arms re-

duction?

D. What are the obstacles to negotiating an

arms reduction?

1.

Clarification of position of the Depart-

ment of Defense: “any negotiation and any
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arms reduction would be detrimental to the

interests of the U. S,” Is this a representative

viewofDOD? WHY?
2. Position of Department of State favoring

negotiation? Reasons for difference from DOD
point of view? Relative importance of DOD/
DOS in determining national policy? Possible

reconciliation of views?

3. USSR proposal of May 10, 1956:

a. relation to theh previous position?

b. reason for sudden change?

Remark: possibly increased respect for

nuclear weapons, possibly internal

economic difficulties.

c. what parts are unacceptable to us?

d. views of om* Allies?

Remark; formulation of a suitable an-

swer to the May 10 proposal is surely a

matter of gi’eatest urgency.

4. What U, S. commitments must be main-

tained? U. N.? NATO? SEATO? Japan?

South America?

5. What can USSR reasonably require as

residual forces for international commitments,

internal security?

6. What will be the reaction in the U. S. to

proposal? How deal with DOD, SAC?

E. What are the technical problems involved

in arms reduction?

1. li’eosibility of obtaining strategic warning?

a. value of such warning?

b. assessment of reliabUity?

c. how much warning can be expected?

d. how define critical terms: “breach, viola-

tion, aggression”?

2. Feasibility of absolute control over or

knowledge of

a. nuclear weapons

b. weapons systems

c. delivery systems (aucraft, commercial

aircraft, ships, submarines)

Remark: high-performance aircraft,

Mach 0.8, and missiles may require

control even in R and D stages.

d. land armies (how count reserves, in-

ternal police)

CONTROL OF ARMAMENTS AND MUTUAL INSPECTION
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e. capability for surprise attack

f. overall capability to exploit surprise

attack

g. clandestine activities

h. infiltration, subversion.

3. Will it be necessary to permit a retaliatory

capacity in being? Should each nation retain

a stockpile of nuclear weapons for this purpose?

4. Nuclear weapons

a. Is complete elimination necessary or

possible? Can a fixed number bo con-

trolled?

Remark: with jiresent development of

the art a stock of a few hundred could

constitute a serious throat. Production

of woapons-grade material on a massive

scale could probably bo controlled.

b. How ooordinato reduction in nuclear

weapons with reduction of conventional

weapons?

c. Effect on our forces of elimination of

nuclear weapons?

d. Can Pu bo eliminated?

Remark: unthinkable thatoxistingstooks

would not bo used for peaceful applica-

tions, 0 . g., in breeders, but question-

able wlietlior production would continue;

cost of separation is very great.

6. Control techniques

a. international vs. national teams?

b. international research center?

0

.

mechanism of communication?

d. access to “objects of control’^; moaning

of language of May 10 proposal?

e. usefulness of open information via proas,

trade, travel?

F, The purpose of a program for the reduction

in armaments should be:

1. To increase the relative strength of the

U, S. now and in the projected future.

2. To provide a more absolute physical secu-

rity for the continental U. S. and ite possessions.

3. To create a better atmosphere for the

normal development of our institutions and way
of life in the U. S. and in the free world.

4. To open up the Soviet bloc so that demo-

151

cratic institutions can grow and suiwive in that

area, and the reduction of mystery and threat

from that area.

5. To reduce the economic pressure of arma-
ment in the free world.

6. To obtain for the U, S. a position of moral
leadership in the world working for an exten-

sion of freedom and democracy to help the

underdeveloped countries make economic and
political progress.

7. To reduce tension and fear all over the

globe.

II. TOPICAL OUTLINE FOR A STUDY OF
THE TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC
BACKGROUND FOR A U. S. POSITION
ON REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS

A. Projection of relative free world and Com-
munist positions If present policy continues—

10 years, 26 years.

Now weapons, etc.

Is the security of the U. S. increasing or

dooroosing as the cold war develops?

Wlmt strains develop in the economic,

political, and military situation in the free

world allies and in the Soviet bloc?

Qug}"i): is reduction of armament or rate of

growth a political, economic, or military

necessity for the free world or for the Soviet

bloc?

Important in this topic is increase in atomic

stockpile, peaceful uses of atomic energy for

])0wers all over the globe. Now aircraft and

ballistic missiles, dispersion problems and

increasing independence of smaller coun-

tries.

I'ho rise of Asian political consciousness.

The future of Japan, China, India, SE Asia.

The increasing power of the U. K. and the

rising power of Germany. Above all, the

increasing economical gi'owth of the USSR.

Can our position of leadership and superiority

(if true) he maintained under the changing

circumstances? Is being ahead sufficient for

the physical protection of the U. S. and the U. S.

way of life?
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B. What U. S. commHmenta must be main-

tained?

(a) What U. S. forces must exist even if there

were no overwhelming threat of Soviet ex-

pansion? What military power must the U. S.

possess to fulfill its commitments in the U. N.

and to keep peace in the world, i. e., vis-a-vis,

China, the Arab states, SE Asia, France,

Gennany, change in Japanese attitudes, weak-

ness of India, etc.? In short, what military

strength and organization is necessary to

promote the national interest and support

national policy?

(b) Wliat military strength could be per-

mitted to USSR so that it can fulfill its require-

ments for self-defense Avdthout being a powerful

threat to its neighboi*s and to the world?

C. Problems of the reduction or abolition of

the stockpile of atomic weapons.

(a) With the destruction of the stockpile

and plants for the production of plutonium,

and diffusion plants for the enrichment of

uranium.

1. Effect on the infant atomic industry.

The diiection of development of nuclear

power.

2. Inspection problems, intelligence in gen-

eral. Technical devices for inspection.

3. Wliat military capability we would
have left in peacetime military establish-

ment and in case of emergency.

(b) Reduction of weapons but with contin-

uation of plants for production of fissionable

material.

D. Technical problems arising from reduction

of armaments.

(a) Purpose and composition of forces for each

important industry:

Interest oj U. 8. A. {continental)

1.

Duninution. of sm'prise and maximum
utilization of U. S. natm’ol defenses, wide
oceans, northern wastes, effective elimina-

tion of long-range surprise attack on U. S. by

aheraft, submai’ine, and ships and missiles

caiTying large atomic warheads.

2. Strong defensive power and strategic

and tactical early warning through radar,

intelligence, etc.

3. Retaliatory force in being under proper

control.

Interest oj Ij. 8. A. '{allies and free ww'kl)

1. Protection of Western Europe warning

systems, neutralized zones. Compositions of

land armies and tactical air forces.

2. Outljung possessions and allies, Japan,

Philippines, Hawaii, etc.

3. Keep sea lanes and communications

open and safe.

4. Mobility and easy transportability.

(b) Enforcement, inspection, and control;

To achieve the objectives of D. The reduc-

tion in armament cannot he on tiro basis of

percentages or numerical strength or a formal

abolition of some weapon such as atomic

weapons, hut must be on the basis of weapon
systems and the inspection enforcement and
control ^viU vary with the different weapon
systems.

(a) Land armies and armored troops

—

straight forward method.

(b) Navies, ships and submarines—not
difiS.cult to check, must watch out for

conversions.

(c) Aheraft

1. Ordinary aheraft easy to defend.

2. High performance at long or short

range and high speed over 0.8 Mach very
thoroughly controlled.

3. Missiles—thorough control even in

research and development stages.

4. Atomic Weapons
Elimination impossible with certainty.

Massive production difficidt with in-

spection.

Techniques for detection of diversion,

not certain but will diminish sm’prise.
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1 August 1965

ni. MEMORANDUM
IDEAS DEVELOPED IN DISCUSSION RELATING TO D. Z. BECKLER’S LETTER OF

JUNE 3 ON DISARMAMENT
Participants: Bronk, Haworth, Fisk, Beckler, and Berkner at meetings of June 30~July 1 , 1955.

A. What are the relative advantages to the free world of control of armaments per se compared

to the situation as it is and will develop in the absence of control?

On the side of control:

1. Are WG willing to continue the present great tensions which the threat of almost unlimited

destruction by nuclear weapons poses to both sides?

2. Is it possible that the present armament activity will shortly lead us to either a financial

or a technical situation from which we acquire growing weakness rather than a continuance

of strength? (Relative strength must be measured in terms of a time scale but our planning

must not only consider our present situation but the future development of this situation

in both the political and technical sense.)

3. Even if wo can succeed technologically in retaining oui’ military strength in the game of

measure and couutoi’measure, will the economic strain tend to destroy the American ideals

of froodom and progress that differentiate it from the "isms”? In other words, even if we

can afford the necessary uncontrolled arms race in new weapons, vnll not the pressures

of the race destroy our free culture? n i j ^

4 Is it possible that negotiation on, and steps toward, disarmament could lead to the

‘

disintegration of the "Iron Curtain” thereby supplying us with new strength in new direc-

tions to replace the advantage of present military strength?

On bliG side of status quo:

1. Would not any form of control over disarmament tend to diminish our present strength

vis-a-vis the Soviet Union?

Would not disarmament perpetuate the captivity of the Satellites and endanger Western

Europe or other strategic areas?
* ^i

3. Is not the apparent Russian position evidence of the fact that our mihtaiy strength i

having a powerful, persuasive effect in modifying certain of their undesirable ideas, and

if so would it not bo unfortunate at the present time to curtail our military activity?

In other words, if wo have them on the run, should we weaken our hand now?

4. Ai-o wo necessarily going to lose our strength advantage at any f

5. Must we assume that a nuclear war would lead to alhiost unlimited destruction or can

technology contain nuclear destruction in the future?
^

6. What is the relationship of disarmament to consequent increase in power and mfluence of

thii'd parties?

B Quite independently of limitations in armaments, the establishment of mutual

operatloXarharmerit This could be an important step toward the ultipiate breakdown^

the Iron Curtain. In particular, an inspection, if it can be devised,

of immediate preparation for a passive blow with nuclear weapons would have the following benefits.

1. It would greatly diminish the possibfiity of surprise attack,

i 2 It would generally reduce the possibility of widespread armed conflict.

3. It would induoo stability by reducing extent of ™
4. It would reduce tbo need for oxeessivo armament m the face of tlio un

.
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We are under no illusion that inspection could be obtained without some cost to iis. Bu t we
should evaluate cost in terms of gains.

Inspection and control need not be tied together. It is valuable to think of tliem separately.

It would be unwise to agree to a control system based on inspection until we know how to

make inspection work and can evaluate it.

C. Basic questions that might be answered by the Science Advisory Committee to aid the
U. S. Government in assessing, developing and evaluating plans for inspection and control.

1. What are the relative strengths derived from various combinations of weapons systems in

relation to different conditions of armaments control.

(a) Which combinations from our point of view are superior, tolerable, and intolerable?
(b) AYhat (numerically) would be the effect on U. S. position now and in tlie future of

abandoning nuclear weapons?

(1) altogether

(2) retain for air defense

(3) other

(4) does control necessarily requhe control of nuclear matter?
(c) Is inspection of nuclear materials technically feasible?

(1) 'UTiat would be precision of estimates?

(2) Wliat is tolerance in accuracy of estimate?

(d) Is '‘inspection” of means of “long-range” delivery technically feasible?

(1) TiTiat would be precision of estimates?

(2) What is tolerance in accuracy of estimate?
(e) 'What kind of inspection of other than nuclear weapons is necessary to make a control

or disarmament plan feasible; is tlie necessary inspection technically feasible?
(1) conventional

(2) B & CW
(3) other unconventional

(f) How does one develop and adapt inspection procedures necessary to reveal the de-
velopment of any unanticipated (or new) type of weapons and weapon systems?

?. Is a “fail safe” communications system technically possible?
3. 'V^^lat are die values of inspection and how can we arrange it?

(a) Assuming the Iron Curtain to be one of the great military weapons of all time, can we
evaluate the value of "inspection” as a major means of destroying it?
(1) intelligence value of inspection U. S. vis-H-vis USSR.
(2) negation of surprise

(3) social effects on “climate”

(These points requhe amplification.)

^) TOat type of inspection would best accomplish these ends?

^
foctmy tlfus?^

induced to join an inspection system that is completely satis-

teadTfoHt?^^^^^
independent values of inspection, what would we be willing to

(2) Could inspection be presented with auffioient attractiveness to obtain Soviet
alliance without undue cost to us?
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IV. MEMORANDUM

BBPORT OP
OP ARMS SPONSOREDDi bOlJiNCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

A two-day meeting was held in Cambi'idge, Massachusetts, J,dy 20 and 21 to disco., to „prelnmnary manner poss.ble technical approaches to the control ofUsTtonn^tn
Those in attendance all or part of the meeting were:

David Z.Beckler Science Advisory Committee

Marshal G Holloway Lincoln Laboratory, M. I. T
E^n H lLT::;;;::::::::;:::
A Ion Latham, Jr Artluu-D. Littlo, Ino.

HMitloy Rowe.. United Fruit Company

w ^ o®w - D- Little. Ino.

wm”. Jr?* Cambridge Corporation
New England Power Company

Jeiiold R. Zaolianas Massachusetts Institute of Technology & SAC
At the outset it was generally agreed:

. SAC inpcction is an entirely different situation, since its dedicated piirnoso and its nn«rn

TherXft“jRjVtr’’r
<»• »«tant retaliation?'^

surprT“ttalk!
' -P^^-n to prevent

The general conclusions reached and observations made were:

to armamlnJwMenoZp™lThtvlK
Some Elements of Short-Term Detection

litGe j' J inspection system limited to this alono would provido

va neal"” jZn? '“'’•T mtelligenco anrolho!values as an impoi tant stop in international inspection.
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b. Eight to Unlimited Scheduled Overflight, This is essential to any inspection system for

minimizing surprise attack going beyond paragraph a above. Such overflight would be

carried out in an inspected, identified international plane.

c. Inspection of Long-range Aircraft Traffic. A system of scheduled flight plans for all

long-range aircraft, commercial, tankers or SAC bomber practice fliights, and a reporting and

tracking system would be required to account for long-range aircraft in order to detect devia-

tions and possible hostile intentions. Electronic beacons might be devised to assist in the

accounting. Limitations of total number of bombers in the air may be requii*ed.

d. Inspection of Payload, Detection of the marrying of weapons to airplanes is one of the

big inspection problems. All long-range aircraft would have to be inspected, especially for

nuclear weapons. This would be valuable despite the possibility of concealed weapons and

secret staging bases.

e. Observers at Delivery Vehicle Production Centers. This would make available production

figures and minimize the possibility of clandestine modification of aircraft.

f. Eeliahle "Fail Safe” Communications. This is a problem of authentication as well as

communication. Oyptogi’aphic means of identification as well as arrangements for inspectors

and their location require study.

g. Inspection and Control of Nuclear Maiei'ixds and Weapons. Inspection and control

sufficient to keep illegal diversions to within the accuracy of normal accountability (See con-

clusion 2,). The importance of limited inspection will increase with time as the USSR
approaches nuclear and delivery parity mth the U. S. Although such inspection can reduce

both the possibility and probability of smprise attack, it cannot be relied upon to the exclusion

of tactical warniog devices. It can be importantly supplemented by unilateral intelligence

activities. We cannot afford to pay a high price for one- to two-day warning (as by giving up
Em'opean bases). Although these inspections and controls can bo circumvented or spoofed,

they may introduce such uncertainties into Soviet planning as to discourage the launching of a

global war.

To be effective the inspection indicated above would have to be extended to the entire

Soviet bloc. It would require huncheds of U. S. nationals; although, representatives of neuti’al

nations could also be used.

Although a sm-prise attack could be mounted without detectable activity in the army and
navy, such activity might precede an attack. In any case, the posting of inspectors at central

points involving these services would be useful as a source of intelligence for us and a restriction

oh Russian preparations to follow up a surprise attack,

2, Any inspection system involving inspection of fissionable materials production should bo
based on the assumption that a certain small percentage of the total production (about one to

three percent) cannot be accounted for and could be secretly diverted to illegal uses.

However, an inspection system capable of accounting for fissionable materials down to even
a few percent would be highly worthwhile in refining our estimates of USSR production and would
be essential to control and/or inspection of the distribution of fissionable materials for weapons use.

This conclusion assumes that clandestine nuclear production facilities in the USSR and her
satellites would be detectable through inspection. The quantity of fissionable materials which
could be diverted over the next five years Tivithout detection could be sufficient for some ten to

one hundred weapons, including thermonuclear. If our retaliatory power is decreased or con-
centrated on few bases during this period, the diverted weapons could decisively cripple our
retaliatory power if not our population and industry.
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To the above eatimate of unaocoimtable material must be added (he irreducible error m

-lairis a point the Scieuoe Advisory Committee W1 have to consider furthei.

doa might be possible by ,ea;,nable inspection and

secondary to primary threats due to
detection and possible control of clan-

desWdiS'Srtte^

‘^”":ratl:Copdsinginspec^^^^^^

rnldb?pi by general discussions with the USSR on types of actmtiss and

r ollTuirjotrplants to the public, disclosing total capacity and fuel.

b. Disclosuro of siKo of nuclear stookpilQ.

0* DiBcloBure of numbers of aircraft).

t
“

facmtios.
of uaragrapb o are not yet in oxistonoc, and there is a good

tion at this time.
^ , „r,nnfe

f. Nonproduotion of b“tf ^t^sis for cooperation in the life sciences.

area in which to initiate international mspection.
„„„„„

6. Inspection and control *0^^
Tiis.limitation is necessary to avoid the technological surp
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the country which carried on clandestine research and development in violation of a control
agreement,

7. In assessing schemes for inspection and control of armaments and related activities, em-
phasis should be placed in the over-all probability of success in detection indications of hostile
mtent rather than on absolute reliability in every step of inspection and control. Even though
the chances of deception and evasion in any given step may be ninety percent, a chain of five such
steps would have an over-all probability of success of less than sixty percent. Secondly, tho in-
spection plans must be measured against our present knowledge of the USSR ratlier tlian solely
on me basis of what information would be ideally requmed. Thii-d, the plans must bo evaluated

sup^r
of nuclear and delivery equality ratlier than against our fading weapons

Any presently conceived system of inspection and control can be cii’cumvented to a dangerous
degree by m^ive deception practiced by a vast country with a totalitarian government. Tiioro-
ore. It IS highly unportant that the U. S. not place confidence in any inspection and control systom

alertneL^^”^^
niaxmmm mihtaiy preparedness under the agreements and of constant national

8. Inspection of mdicators of national productive capacity such as, the stool, petroloiim

ThTu^ promising avenue for detection of hostile intontiona

Such anWootion of

to be 'th^SeT^ld Thin ® ^7 7
inspectmn In general, one couid consider as a bare mSe L^e^Sflafe

“

unpnffitebie.

°
'^motion. Make attaek obviously

^
offensive retaliatory oapabUity with full inspection,

c. Brush fires to be handled by a UN Brigade.

Bruce S. Old, August 8, 196$,
Drstabution.. Members and ConsuibmH SAG Attendants at Cambridge Meeting an listed

Executive Office of the President
Office of Defense Mobilization

V. MEMORANDUM Washington 26, July m, 196$

Memorakdum Fon Membebs Science Advisobv Committee
object: WMbington Seminar on Inspection and Control of Armaments

In accordance with the wishes of fhA a j • n
inspection and control of armaments was held on JulvTf n

hiformal discussion on
participated in this discussion, full or part-time- David^Z Bo”l1

following persons
CaptamDonsId W, Gladney (Mr. Stafsen’s officerColoLr
SECKET Lawrence J. Hender-
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Jr., Ellis A. Jo^son, Stefan T. Possony, Herbert Scoville, Jr., William Shocldey, Merle A.
Inve, and Alan T. Waterman.

A summary of the opinions expressed is enclosed. This summary has been checked with
selected members of this group, but it has not been possible to chculate it to all who were present.

David Z. Beokler,
Executive Officer

,

Science Advisory Committee,

VI. SUMMARY OP VIEWS

AD HOC GROUP ON INSPECTION AND CONTROL OF ARMAMENTS MEETINGS INOFFICE OF THE ODM SCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE, July ll and 12 1956
1. The developnaoiit of multimegaton thermonuclear weapons and long-range aircraft have

greatly increased the risk of a surprise attack. Fifty to one lumdred well-placed bomba on U. S.
targets would at least offcctivoly cripple if not defeat this country.

_

2. An inspection system could somewhat increase the probability of Avarning and reduce the
risk of surprise attack. There is no practical inspection system which can assure warning Even
though imroliable from a warning standpoint, the experimental, intolligGnce and psychological
vnluG^of mspoction would be highly advantageous to the U. S. Acceptance of an inspection system
requires considerable build-up of our dofonso posture, including non-military defenses. Strong
measures would need to bo taken to bo sure other iiitolligonco activities wore improved and
strengthened.

3. Although the group >vas pessimistic that both a reliable and mutually acceptable inspection
system could bq devised, it felt that the potential importanco of developing such a system Justifies
serious study.

4. Three levels of armaments require further study in terms of the risks of siupriso attack and
Its probable consequences (a) tho uncontrolled armaments race, (b) intermediate levels of disarma-
inent, and (c) very low levels of armament. It Avas agreed that level (a) would bo unstable because
the great destructive power possessed by both sides might lead to an irrational decision to attack
because of a temporary technological advantage accruing to tho aggressor nation. Level (b) Avould
likeAViso bo unstable booaiiso tho possibility of deception and tlio availability of reliable information
on relative capabilities would make a favorable outcome probabilistic for tho U. S. Level (c) Avmild
require some moans of neutralizing tho manpower of tho USSR witli her advantage of interior linos
of communication.

6. The group folfc a nood for a more precise quantitative catimate of tho degree of accuracy
required in estimating violations of an inspection system in terms of capabilities for auiprise attack.

6. Several suggestions wore made for limited inspection possibilities to determine what is
loquired for adequate inspection and warning time and to develop tochniquos for more general
inspection an'angoinonts.

a. Exporimontation Avithin the U. S. employing U. S. nationals to inspect SAG operations, and
U. S. industry.

b. U. S.-USSR inspection of a specific weapons system, o. g., strategic air forces.
c. U.^ S.-USSR inspection of agreed upon selected geographical areas within each country.

7. A brief examination of possible combinations of inspection and controls to facilitate inspec-
tion (as contrasted with limitations) did not disclose any scheme which could not easily bo circum-
vented by a determined enemy to prevent warning during the interval required to launch a surprise
attack. Further, any inspection scheme must consider tho possibility that weapons, troops, ma-
teriel and production could bo concoalod in China or tho Soviet Bloo.
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8. There was agreement that a tight inspection system for fissionable material production
would be unrealistic because of the manifold possibilities of diversion, and that controls over de-

livery vehicles were more practicable than over nuclear production.

9. However, there was lack of agreement on the need for inspection and control of niicloar

production. One view rejected nuclear inspection and control as impractical and misleading,
Another view was that the stockpiling of nuclear weapons should bo limited to a largo but limited
number (such as 500) whereby expected errors in inspection would not be dangerous, but total

destruction in the event of global war could be somewhat restricted as compared with unlimited
stockpiling (thousands of atomic weapons).

10. An inspection and control arrangement must be time-phased to accommodate changes in

weapons systems (as in going from long-range aircraft to the ICBM).
11. There is no basis for hope in being able to control the design or performance cliaractoriatics

of weapons systems or to outlaw weapons because of the possibilities of designing around and
circumventing such restrictions. The psychological advantages of outlawing large-scale fallout
through agreements to control the employment of thermonuclear weapons I'oquires study.

12. A possible alternative to control of aims is to balance military power such as by promoting
atomic capabilities on the part of other nations including neutrals.

Vn. COPY OP LETTER

C The rand Corporation C
0 1626 Eye Street

^ N. W, O
^ Washington 6, D. C. p
^ Y

August Ilf 196S

n WIr-1064
Mr, David Z, Beckler
Execniive Oijicer

Science Advisory Committee

Office of Defense Mohilimtion
Execuiive Office of the President

Washington 25, D. C.
'

Dear Dave:

^ DuBridge and enclose a copy of my lotto for

two cTiJ^eTtsr''
report you prepared, which I think is excellent, I haro only

T
paragraph, which discusses the adrantages to the U. S. of insnootion

Lentllfe^aS tis bvIr ^ - which hatpZ«
mutuarL“Zrof slo and Simp b

^ sample, to a^rco to

aspects of SUCAC and they know a greaUeal about SAO^
‘’ro outward

intelligence considerations kTn InC!!. .
wolves operational and politiosl

objeots. I think this is a fairly important pot“
intelligonco on physical

- Luj.t.-ss: a rx,-;:
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defense against it. It is too risky from the operational standpoint to rely on this kind of thing in
tlie case of a really serious policy decision. Besides, I don’t see the relation between level of arma-
ment and technological advantage. Wouldn’t the latter be more important in the case of lower
levels of armament?

I hope I was able to be of some help and appreciate the fine job you did in preparing the
aummary.

Best regards,

Sincerely,

Afctachmenb

(s) Larry
L. J. Henderson, Jr.

Associate Director.

VIII. COPY OF LETTER
G The RAND Corporation O
O 1626 Eye Street, N, W. O
P Washington 6, D. C. P
Y Y

Aiigyst 11, 1955

WL-1063
X>r, L. A. DuBridgb
Science Adnsory Oommittee

Office of Defense Mohilimiion

JD^xecutive 0-fJice of the President

Washington 2B, D. 0.

Dear Lee:

As yon may know, Dave Beolder asked me to join \vith Hugh Dryden, Alan Waterman, and
IVIorle TuvOj among others, in a session held here in July on the subject of the control of armaments,

for the pm’pose of possible assistance to yom’ Committee. Dave tells me the summary report of

our meetings is being made available to your Committee, and when I told him that I had some
^additional notions which might possibly be of assistance in yoiu’ deliberations, he suggested that

I wito to you.

I should first like to say that this letter is purely an expression of my personal views and is

being submitted solely in the hope that it may possibly call the attention of your Committee to

some aspects of the problems you are considering which may not otherwise have been brought to

light. I certainly have no specific proposals to make nor even any suggestions as to solutions of

tliG very complex and difficult problems involved. However, the general matter of control of

armaments and inspection appears to me to be so critically linked to the security of the free world

that I felt impelled to set down some of my thoughts, however ill-considered, in the hope that

I might perhaps contribute something.

DISAEMAMENT

Disarmament, or limitation on armament, seems to mo to be a subject on which there are in

some quarters a good many misconceptions. Most of us have perhaps been conditioned to believe

that limitation or reduction of armaments is something to be desired in itself. It is not at all clear

to me that this is necessarily so. For present purposes, let us assume that what we really wish is

to avoid war or at least a cataclysmic war. We might say then that this is the end, and disarmor

ruent simply one conceivable means to this end. Disarmament or control of armaments is. not

SECRET.
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therefore an end in itself. It is conceivahlo, in fact even quite possible, that means other than

disarmament may he preferred. Until recently this has been the position of our government since

the Korean war.

It seems to me, therefore, that we should examine the control of armaments objectively in

terms of probable pay-off and cost in comparison with other means to the same end. Perhaps

an analogy is the local police force. Here the end is the reduction or control of crime. The
reduction of the pohce force is not an end in itself, although if the end can be achieved while at the

same time reducing the police force without adding other burdens upon the community, then

sometimes the reduction of the police force might be justified. However, in practice such instances

appear to be rather rare.

Considering the end of avoiding or reducing the probability of a catastrophic war and looking

at control of armaments as a means to this end, we then must determine how wo can get the saino

or better protection against the probability of war, at a lower cost, while disarming. If this condi-

tion could he achieved, then disarmament might appear desirable. However, there are certain

facts of life which we must face. In the first place, in the opinion of many responsible pooido,

our protection is now inadequate. Our present and planned military capability does not look

very impressive in the light of the gi'owing Soviet atomic stockpile, long-range Air Force capability,

and missile development programs. It might, therefore, well be argued that oven our present
armament program is grossly inadequate to achieve the protection we require.

A second problem is that in the atomic and thermonuclear era, as opposed to earlier eras,

where mobilization and leisurely preparation after the outbreak of war were possible, reduction
or control of armaments would almost certainly have to be supplemented by other measures such
as passive defense, dispersal and hardening of our remaining forces, etc. These additional meas-
ures might in fact cost as much as a higher aimameut level and might not necessarily give us ns
much protection. This, I am afraid, is a point which has not been adequately considered by those
who see in disarmament a step toward reduction in government expenditures. Furthormoro, wo
all know how difficult it is to persuade people to take the kind of supplementary action required
to mamtain our safety at even the present level. Measures looldng to the reduction of vulnera-
bility in our mihtaiy are woefully slow of adoption and certainly our civil defense program has
not been outstandingly successful. If the political or other considerations which have caused tliosn
programs to lag are of a permanent or seimipermanent nature (i. e., we just won*t make up our
minds to do these things) then disarmament or control of armaments might in fact be siiioido from
a practical standpoint.

One aspect of control of armaments which has perhaps not received as much consideration as
it shoffid relates to the relative ratios of types of armament or weapons systems. This is of course
a familiar problem when put in terms of USSR manpower vs. U. S. air-atomic technology, but it is
more complex than this and should probably receive considerable study. Clearly the Soviets
have studied it or they would not have come out with the rather specific proposals they have made.

As a corollary, much is said nowaday about the higher probability of peripheral or limited
war vs, total war. It seems quite conceivable that some forms of control or limitation on arma-
ments which might appear deshahle from the standpoint of total war could be very undesirablem terms of the free world^s capability to deter, or, if necessary, wage limited or peripheral wars.

INSPECTION

the inspection problem, which perhaps can best he considered separately from
the disarmament problem, one is struck by the fact that here also the Soviets seem to have r
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notion of what they want which is more concrete than any we have officially adopted, I under-
stand that Charlie Lauritsen has suggested that a careful analysis be made of the Soviet proposals
in an attempt to determine what it is they want or expect to learn from their inspection in the U. S.
This would appear to be an extremely desirable study to have made. I am not at all sure that we
know what it is we want to know about the Russians. This should certainly be given very careful
study in terms not only of objectives but of feasibility and reliability.

In looking at USSR inspection in the XT. S., I think we perhaps tend to exaggerate Soviet knowl-
edge of our true operational capabilities. Undoubtedly, they have much better intelligence con-
cerning us than wo do concerning them. On the other hand, the confidence they can place in
the information they have may be low enough so their doubts greatly restrict their freedom of
decision. I submit that it is eminently desirable for us to avoid any reduction in these doubts,
for leasons which I shall not go into here but which I shall be glad to discuss %vith you at any
time. Outward appearances, even on a fairly detailed basis, are very different from a real and
accurate knowledge of true capabilities.

ALTEUNATIVES

There is a brief suggestion in the summary report of our meetings here in Washington relat~
ing to the balance of military power. This has to do with the possibility of changing the bi-polar
world, at least in military terms, to a multi-polar one. This is an extremely complicated and
difficult problem but perhaps should bo studied much more carefully than it has been. There are
a variety of possibilities.

Even if wo took no action, the U. IC. and almost certainly some other European nations will
acquire an air-atomic military capability before too long. There are things we could do about
this natural growth. We could accelerate it by support of various kinds or we could, conceivably,
actually create an atomic capability on the part of our allies, or even neutrals, such as India.
Perhaps the oxiatenco of multiple atomic capability would not be an unmixed blessing; on the
other hand, it might reduce the confidence of the Soviets that they could achieve all their objec-
tives by a massive blow against one nation, such as the U. S. It seems to me that this is an area
which requires searching examination.

There is one aspect of disarmament which might be mentioned here as it is related to the
question of multi-polar capability. Some armament control schemes which might look attractive

to us or bo in our interest might not bo in the interest, say, of the U. K., because of the difference

in the state of their atomic or military programs. Presumably such angles are being considered
by the U. S., but there has been very little mention of them to my knowledge.

I am afraid this is a rather disjointed and fragmentary letter, but I hope it may perhaps
contribute to your discussions in a small way.

With best regards,

Sincerely,

/s/ Larry
L. J. Henderson, Jr.
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Thresholds of Armament Effort-

U. S. and U. S. S. R.

Originator: Stacy May

Critic: George A. Lincoln

The purpose of this paper is to examine the possibilities of increasing the volume of armament

production to a point where there would be a good prospect of straining the Soviet economy to

the breaking point by inducing a competitive effort beyond that which its economy could support.

I. CURRENT U. S. AND USSR COMPARI-
SIONS—TOTAL ECONOMIC OUTPUT
AND MILITARY EXPENDITURES

Perspective upon the question at issue is

furnished by comparing the rough magnitudes

of the two economics and their respective

military expenditure commitments,

The United States

1. The Gross National Product of the

United States is cujTently about $386 billion.

2. Our total military outlays are of the order

of $40 billion, or between 10 and 11 pei’cent of

the GNP.
3. Our annual expenditures on military hard

goods amount to somewhat less than one-half

of our total defense outlays.

The USSR

1, The Gross National Product of the USSR
is estimated at around $125 billion, or about

oho-tliii’d that of the U. S.

2, Its total military outlays ai’e estimated at

something over $20 billion, or 16 to 18 percent

of the GNP.
3, Its annual production of military hard

goods is estimated at around $10 billion,

Comparison of the Two

In proportion to the size of its economy, the

USSR is spending about 60 percent more than

we ai'e for military expenditures as a whole

and for the sub-category of military hard goods,

although the absolute amount of the expend-

itm’es in each case is only one-half as large as

ours.

The latter statement, taken at face value, is

apt to lead to erroneous conclusions, for:

a. With only about half of the “soft item”

expenditures of the United States, the USSR
supports far larger military contingents than

we do. Among the factors tliat make this

possible are their fai' lower pay and sub-

sistence scales and their comparatively large

concentration of military personnel grades in

the lower rank and pay brackets.

b. Similarly, in the matter of military

hard goods production, the USSR appears

to get a larger quantitative return than is

indicated by expenditure figm*es of currencies

theoretically reduced to a common base.

Intelligence estimates of comparative arma-

ment production seem to indicate a Soviet

production rouglily comparable in over-all

magnitude to ours, although the comparison

is admittedly difficult because of wide dis-

crepancies that fall one one side or the other
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in various weapon categories, and of qualita-

tive differences that are hard to appraise.

Seemingly, a much greater degree of stand-

ardization in a variety of major weapon

types on the part of theUSSR is an important

factor in producing this result.

At any rate, upon the basis of prevailing

practices and methods of comparing expendi-

tures in the two currencies, it is reasonable to

assume that the USSR could match an ex-

pansion in our overall military outlays at half

the cost represented in om budget. It is not

so clear that this would hold true for a matching

of military hard goods expenditures alone,

particularly if such matching were called for

upon a selective basis. In a number of fields,

such as electronic equipment, the ratio of

Soviet expenditures to American seems to work

out much closei’ to a 1-to-l ratio. Comparatively

large capital equipment expenditures on the

Soviet side might also be involved,

II. THE SOVIET BREAKING POINT

How large an expansion of military effort

could the USSR economy support? It is

logical to start from this end, since the U. S.

economy, without reference to internal or

external pohtical considerations, is clearly

capable of supporting a greatly augmented

military program.

Intelligence estimates indicate that, again

measured in purely economic tenns, the USSR
could mobilize without collapse as much as 40

percent of hea‘ total annual production for

military outlays in a cold wai’ setting, and per-

haps as much as 60 percent under all-out war

conditions.

If this appraisal is accurate, the USSR could

support total military outlays of a $60 billion

dimension \vithout intolerable economic strains if

the competitive pressui’o were deemed to de-

mand it. That would mean a multiplication of

her present military outlays by two and one-

half times.

Upon the basis of existing U. S.-USSR

expenditure ratios of something like 2 to 1, it
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would take a $60 billion dollar increase in total

U. S. military outlays to invoke this Soviet

competitive response. Since a U. S. expansion

of anything like that dimension is far beyond

the range of practical acceptance in the present

domestic and Eree World political context, the

concept set forth for exploration in this paper

appears definitely unpromising, at least if the

challenge is offered through an over-all military

outlays approach.

But the prospect of inducing strains in the

Soviet economy appeal's less fanciful if the

competition is visualized as one that focuses

sharply upon selective military hard goods fields.

If, for example, the United States were able to

achieve a substantial developmental break-

through in major weapons of offense, such as

intercontinental guided missiles, and were

willing to devote considerable additional sums

to their production, there would assuredly be a

considerable pressure upon the USSR to answer

the challenge.

The some result might be obtained by a

United States breakthi’ough in defensive weap-

ons—^particulai’ly in weapons that assm’ed ua

of substantial immunity from enemy bombs
delivered by manned aii’craft at a time when
the USSR still was vulnerable to our delivery

potential and had not yet developed a massive

capacity for guided missile attack upon us.

Obviously, any breakthrough that would give

ua precedence in establishing additionally

effective protection against guided missile

attack would be of even greater significance.

It is by no means cleai* that the USSR could

expand its output of militaiy hard goods by
anything like 2^ times (to a $26 billion level)

in a short period . A recen t appraisal estima ted

that Russian military hard goods production

at its $10 billion level mortgaged approximately

one-thud of her $30 billion pei’ year metal

worldng industry capacity. By contrast, the

U. S. military hai’d goods production absorbed

less than 15 pei'cent of oiu capacity in the

same field. The requuement of matching an

additional $8 or $10 billion expansion of hard

military output would probably cause consid-
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erable internal readjustment of Soviet internal

arrangements that might induce embarrassing

if not untenable strain, if it wei*e of a type that

called for Russian expenditoes somewhat com-
parable to ours.

The optimism of the preceding paragraph

should be qualified, however, by a numbei- of

considei’ations.

It would take a developmental breaktlu’ough

of genuine strategic importance to offer sub-

stantial assurance of sufficient pressm'o to re-

quire a Soviet response in kind.

Thoi'o are a number of visualizable develop-

inonts of this nature that might logically call

for a diversion of current expenditures on either

side, the substitution of now weapon production

for that of weapons currently manufactined,

rather than a not addition to output or ex-

penditures.

The speed with which the USSR would feel

called upon to respond is problematical at best.

In substance, she is in the enviable position of

having control of tho trigger. She can bo rea-

sonably certain that, unless she overtly forces

tho issue, wo will not aggressively attack oven

though tho advantage rests with us. Wo can

have no such assurance. Thorofore, although

such a development as has boon premised would

undoubtedly ovoko a response, the tempo of

such response could bo importantly of Russia’s

choosing. Tho pace could bo timed to fall

within tho limits of accommodatable internal

adjustment.

Unilateral action on tho part of tho United

States to considorably stop up its military ex-

penditures would meet with formidable internal,

allied, and neutralist opposition. Tho net po-

litical consequences of such repercussions, and

then Communist exploitation, would have to

be carefully weighed. However, it should be

noted that increased U. S. mditary expenditures

of the type outlined in section II above, could

be rationalized as having a pm'ely defensive

connotation, even though in fact they could

alter the enthe balance of massive offensive

potential as a deterrent force. Expenditures

for “defense” could probably be increased with

a minimum of political repercussions.

III. CONCLUSIONS
1. On balance, it does not appeal’ that the

concept put forth at the beginning of tliis

paper holds sulRciont promise at the present

juncture to woi’rant high precedence in our

current strategy.

2. Time and a change in political climate

could radically alter the appraisal.

3. Tho potentials of the idea, pai’ticularly in

its selected application as suggested, are worthy

of intensive study against a time when the

approach may have greater applicability than

now.

4. Meanwhile, it is significant that our most

hopeful means for inducing at least embarrass-

ing strain in the Soviet economy would seem

to lie in tho area of radically increased expendi-

tures for new weapons relating to delivery and

defense against delivery of atomic and hychogen

bombs. A breaktlu’ough in either of these fields

would be of crucial importance upon solely

strategic considerations. It has tho added

vu’tuG of ofl’ering tho type of production com-

petition that is compai’atively most costly for

the USSR to match.
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Psychological and Pressure Aspects of
Negotiations with the USSR

Originator: Henry A. Kissinger

Critic: Stefan Possony

I. THE PROBLEM
The series of negotiations whicli started with

the Geneva summit conference ai’o forcing the
U. S. to examine again its diplomatic and
psychological posture, to assess the nature of

fclxo process in whioh wo are engaged, and to

determine the moans to deal with its pitfalls.

Perhaps the beat way to approach an under-
standing of cuiTont negotiations is to compare
them with thoir counterparts during tbe hey-

day of ^'secret diplomacy" in the nineteenth

contmy. At that time negotiations played a

determinato role: to delimit the ai’oa of at-

tainable agreement and to find formulae to

reconcile divergent points of view. Because
no power considered the existence of another

as a tlu*eat to its own survival the penalty of

diplomatic defeat was the loss of a tactical

position and not national catastroplio. And
because the risks wore smaller, no power felt it

necessary to maintain force levels of a magni-
tude whicli required intensive preparations of

public opinion, either domestic or allied. The
flexibility of diplomacy was, thoi’efore, much
greater than in an ora of imminent nuclear

destruction. In framing his pi'oposals, the

diplomat was more independent of domestic

support and for reasons whioh can bo suin-

mai’ized in those propositions: (1) no gov-

ernment attacked the domestic structure of any
other state; (2) the demands on the population

either in peace or in war were relatively

noghgiblo.

(1G9)

800822—55 12

^

Nothing could be more different from the
situation today. We are confronted by a
power which for over a generation has claimed
for its nation both exclusiveness and uni-
versality of social justice; which has based its

domestic control appni-atus on the myth qf a
permanently hostile outside world; and which is

building a nuclear capacity to inflict catas-
trophic blows on the U. S. In those circum-
stances the whole pattern of international

relations is transfonnecl. In the face of sub-
version by the Cominform the freedom of

action of many governments is being circum-
scribed. In the face of the demands of the

technological race the U. S. Government must
fight a war on three fronts: domestically, to

generate enough support to build the force-

levels without which we eaimot negotiate;

towoi’d our allies, in order not to trade whatever
freedom of action remains to their govei^nmonts;

and towoi’d the Soviet Bloc, to pi*event its

splitting the U. S. system of alliances or to

expand its sphere oven fui'ther. In this manner,
"normal" diplomatic relations have changed
their meaning. What is at issue is no longer the

adjustment of local disputes between pro-

tagonists agreed on a basic framework, but the

basic framework itself. Diplomatic confer-

ences become sounding boards which attempt

to haimonize conflicting considei-ations: the

possibility of continuing a domestic consensus

and the relationship of the IT. S. to its allies

while determining the ai’ea of possible agreement

with the USSR.
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All this is another way of saying that the

predominant aspect of the new diplomacy

is its psychological dimension. If the U. S. in

the process of attempting to establish a better

atmosphere lulls its own people into a false

sense of security it may paralyze itself in the

next roimd of negotiations. If in order to hold

allies in line the U. S. appeals to its most de-

featist elements, it may gain a propaganda

victory but erode the basis for any decisive

action that may prove necessary. If a detente

is achieved in Europe it may remove the only

incentive of our European allies to support

us in case of a crisis in Asia. The more the

Soviets succeed in giving the impression that

there exists a “third alternative” in the con-

test between the U. S. and the USSR the more
difficult our coalition effort becomes.

And the psychological element is no less true

vis-a-vis the USSR. Let us assume one of

two motives behind recent Soviet maneuvers:

(a) that the USSR sincerely desires an accom-,

modation with the U. S. or (b) that it is simply

playing for time until its nuclear capacity is

more nearly conmiensurable with that of the

U. S. and until the constellation of forces in

the non-Communist world becomes more fav-

orable. It is true that in case of eventuality

(a) an intransigeant U. S. attitude may lead

in turn to a hardening of the Soviet stand.

(This is so only within limits as will be discussed

below.) But is it no less true that a too rapid
surrender to Soviet blandishments may give
the USSR all the advantages of course (a)

and still retain for the USSR the capabilities

of course (b), i. e., it will still give the Soviets
the option of executing an about-face when it

serves their purpose. Everything therefore
depends on projecting to the Soviet leaders a
correct picture of U. S. determination: if they
are sincere, in order not to mislead them into
believing that a real accommodation can be
purchased by a change of tone alone; and if

they are playing for time, in order not to allow
them to buy it cheaply. In short, it is to the
U. S. interest to strengthen those forces in

the USSR not willing to risk everything for

SECRET

the sake of expansion but to do so in a manner
which neither disintegrates domestic U. S,

support for a fiim policy nor undermines allied!

relationships.

The real difficulty with the above observa-

tions arises from appl3ung them to concrete

situations, particularly if one inquires into tho

psychological potential available to achievo

American objectives. There is no doubt that

the desire for peace is the predominant trend

ill the public opinion of all the countries of tho

world including the Soviet Bloc. It is tlio

attitude which must be used to legitimize any
U. S. policy. The USSR has so far been most
skillful in utilizing it in two ways: (a) By
talking about peace, in general, it has given

the impression that the outstanding disputes

are minor and that the achievement of pcaoo
depends largely on a change of tone; (b) By
focusing on security problems, such as German
rearmament, the USSR has placed itself in the

position of being threatened and has put tho

onus for reassuring it on the West.

Both tactics are eminently to tho Soviet
advantage. While the concept of peace is

identified with the ease of international inter-

course it will be relatively simple for tho USSR
to play for time and to prolong negotiations as

long as it suits its purpose to negotiate. Tho
more the Soviet Bloc is permitted to capitalize

on gestures which cost it nothing, such as visits

of Soviet farm delegations or releasing illegally

imprisoned U. S. citizens, the more difficult it

ivill prove to get popular support for the lovol

of armament expenditure which brought tho
USSR to the conference table in the first place.

The more prolonged the discussions about
threats to Soviet security, the more difficult

^rill it prove to return to the real security prob-
lem: the disproportion in conventional military
strength and the presence of Soviet troops in

the center of the European continent. In tho
process unless the U. S. is vigilant it may bo
forgotten that no peace is permanent which
does not take into account the nature of power
relationships. Stability is not achieved only
by conciliatory words—at least no statesman
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can gamble the survival of his charge on words
alone particularly under conditions of modern
nuclear capabilities. This is all the more true

when confronted by a power priding itself on
its assessment of “objective” factors to which
professions of good faith unrelated to power
factors will seem caused either by hypocrisy

or stupidity.

If this is true, the U. S. has the following

tasks in the present negotiations: (a) to main-
tain within the U. S. the domestic support for

a continuation of a firm policy; (b) to reduce

the Soviet peace offensive to concrete terms as

quickly as possible
;
(c) to announce a program

which captures the universal desire for peace

while leaving no doubt that peace can only be

achieved through a series of concrete adjust-

ments; (d) to announce a program which ap-

peals to the general desire for economic ad-

vancement in the underdeveloped countries;

(o) not to permit the present negotiations to

be conducted solely on a plane where the U. S.

will bo placed in the position of reassuring the

USSR. In other words, the presence of Soviet

troops in the center of the continent and the

Soviet satellite orbit must be stressed as one

of the causes of the present tension; (f) to

generate symbols which will create pressures

which the Soviets must include in their calculus

of risks.

II. THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE GENEVA
SUMMIT CONFERENCE

Against the background it may prove useful

to reassess the Geneva conference. There is

no doubt that it yielded some gains for the

U. S.:

a. It demonstrated that U, S. relationships

with its allies can be conducted only as an

aspect of U. S.-Soviet relationships. No

amount of patient discussion with our allies

had the electrifying effect of the U. S. dis-

armament proposal to the USSR.

b. In limited fields and for the time being

the U. S. has gained the diplomatic initiative.

in

c. For the time being the wind has been
taken out of the sails of the neutralists.

d. If the USSR is really interested in an
accommodation, Geneva has supplied the
atmosphere in which it may occur,

e. It may have launched the USSR on a
process it may find difficult to reverse. In
the present atmosphere a return to a “hard”
line may have deleterious effects on the

USSR both domestically and abroad.

Many of the above gains are problematical,

however; others are useful only for a limited

time. It is not at all clear for example whether
the USSR cannot reverse its present course at

a moment’s notice as it has so often in the

past. On the contrary it may well be that if

the USSR should decide to adopt a more in-

transigeant policy it would derive considerable

benefit from its present line since the Soviet

people at least would probably be convinced

that only provocation on the part of the out-

side world could have led to the new reversal.

Nor is our new-found popularity in the neutralist

press likely to outlast our first attempt to

implement our alliances for something else

than generalities. Above all Geneve has con-

fronted us with the following dangers:

a. Domestically, the “spirit of Geneva”

may make it more difficult to obtain appro-

priations for defense or to continue a firm

policy. The same problem may be faced by

most of our allies.

b. Within NATO, we may have played

into the hand of all the forces making for

inaction. Public support for coalition policy

concerned with anything but a dhect threat

to the survival of oui' European allies may

be reduced.

c. To the extent that tension has been

lowered in Europe we may have isolated

ourselves in Asia for the only incentive for

the support of our European allies in Asia is

theii’ fear of being left alone in Em’ope.

d. We may have given the USSR an

atmosphere in which to gain time to catch

up in its development of nuclear weapons

SECRET
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and thereby shift the strategic balance

against us.

e. We have strengthened all the forces

who advocate a thhd course both in Europe

and in Asia.

f. The policy of the Bonn government

has become more vulnerable domestically.

(See Paper 16.)

III. OUTLINE OF A FUTURE STRATEGY

Whether Geneva was a success or failure

therefore depends on the use we make of it.

We have gained a measure of freedom of action

but it win be of little avail if we do not exploit it.

But what is meant by the term ‘^action” in the

context of a detente or at least a series of

negotiations leading to a detente? Wliat

measures can utilize the psychological potential

of a peace offensive while at the same time

bringing pressure on the USSR? How can we
keep the USSR from gaining time and dis-

rupting our system of alliances without appear-

ing bellicose? Wliat pressures, in short, are

available to the U. S. to bring the negotiations

which started at Geneva to an issue favorable

to us? The answer to these questions depends

on an analysis of what brought the USSR to

the conference table in the first place.

As alreadj^ noted two interpretations are

possible: (a) that the USSR is simply playing

for time until the constellation of forces in the

outside world is more nearly favorable to it and
until it develops its nuclear capability more
fully, (b) that the USSR has found its previous

course too rislcy and that it sincerely desires an
accommodation with the U. S. It must be
stressed at the outset that these motivations

are not mutually exclusive. In the short term,

they can coincide or at least it is in the U. S.

interest to make them coincide: i. e., the U. S.

should not permit the USSR to gain time except

on terms which the U. S. considers the basis for

a real accommodation. Conversely, even if the

USSR sincerely desires a settlement it will

undoubtedly seek to buy it as cheaply as

possible. Thus a period of relaxation of
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tension which is permitted to remain largely

formal may have the paradoxical result of

tempting the Soviets, whatever their present

intentions, into a more intransigeant attitude

later on if they get through this period with

their power unimpaired.

To be sure, the U. S. should do everything in

its power to strengthen the peaceful elements

within the USSR by giving demonstmtons of

limited objectives and by meeting legitimate

Soviet concerns for their security. But tlie

U. S. cannot gamble its existence on the

assumption of continued Soviet good faith. A
“better atmosphere” is not an end in itself but

only a condition in winch U. S. objectives can

be realized. In short, the U. S. while keeping

the door open to a real accommodation must
frame its policy on the assumption of the worst

contingency, that is, that the Soviets aro really

playing for time. The moat signal acluovo-

iiient of Geneva has been the emergence of the

President as the most dominant figure on the

world scone and the explosion of the myth of

U, S. intransigeancie. This is the platform

from which the U. S. must move in charting its

future strategy.

How then can pressure be brought on the

USSR in tlie form of a peace offensive? If the

USSR is interested in gaining time, then “time”

itself is negotiable, then the U. S. must soil

time as dearly as possible. This means that

wo must overcome the static concept of negotia-

tions which looks at a conference as an isolated

phenomenon the failure of which merely defines

the subject for a future negotiation. Siioli au
attitude is tailor-made for the Soviets to confuse

the issues while prolonging the semblance of

harmony. If on Uie otlier hand we realize tliafc

the failure of negotiation can be used as the

basis for increasing tlie pressures on the Soviofc

Bloc and if no doubt is left that this will bo the

result of a failure, we will have created a motive
for Soviet conciliation. For oven if tlie Soviets

are ^villing to make concessions, they will find

it impossible for domestic reasons except insofar

as the U. S. poses a calculus of risks that will

make yielding appear as the lesser of two evils.
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But how can time be negotiable? It can be

used as a means of pressure if the U. S. an-

nounces objectives whose very existence will

generate pressure on tho USSR (i. e., the dis-

armament proposal). Although our tone should

always be conciliatory, it should be made clear

that unless negotiations show some progress

toward tliese objectives the U. S. will see no

further point in conferences and will await the

time when discussions promise to be more

fruitful. The announcement of these objec-

tives would in itself force the Soviet hand in

case they sliould wish a long-range settlement

and it will make clear that peace is not equiva-

lent to general statements of good will. By

relating these objectives to definite timetable,

we shall make clear that negotiations cannot

be an end in themselves.

The U. S. therefore faces a threefold task:

(a) to become clear about its own objectives:

specifically, to clarify the extent to which the

Soviet sphere is compatible with U. S. security

and determine what U. S. policy can prevent

furdier Soviet gains in the uncommitted areas.

It is all tlie more necessary that tlio U. S. be

clear about its objectives lest the USSR score

psychological gains by means of concessions

which do not affect the strategic balance (it

will therefore, be necessary to develop policies

on tliG colonial issue, Soutlieast Asia and the

Eormosa Straits); (b) to make tliese objectives

clear to the American people so that tliere will

exist public support for a long-range program;

(c) to make clear to tlie Soviet leadership tliat

tho faihii’6 of negotiation entails a penalty, at a

minimum tho refusal to continue to negotiate,

at a maximum a stepped-up defense effort.

These goals can be achieved by the following

stops;

(a) A fireside chat by the President explain-

ing that while Geneva has created a better at-

mosphere it wUl still be necessary to test Soviet

intentions by concrete measures; that while the

U. S. is willing to negotiate as long as there

exists a hope for conbrete results, it wall not be

a party to misleading the people of the world if
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the negotiations should merely mask continued

Soviet intransigeance. As a first test of the new

atmosphere the President should propose that

the Soviet leaders associate themselves with

him in a declaration that the Big Pour oppose

the settlement of disputes by force and that

they will refuse to support materially or other-

wise any effort to settle disputes by force. As

far as the U. S. is concerned such a declaration

would merely formalize what has long been an-

nounced U. S. policy (i. e., the U. S. attitude

toward South Korean threats to advance north)

and it would further strengthen the image of

the President as a man of peace. As for the

USSR, such a declaration is fraught with the

danger of a split wth China and it would in any

case make more difficult the strategy of using

the detente in Europe to obtain freedom of ac-

tion in Asia. If the USSR refuses this proposal

we would have an unassailable basis to refuse

further negotiations.

(b) The U. S. should announce a dynamic

program for the underdeveloped areas to con-

vince the USSR that time is not on its side and

to demonstrate the superior viability of the

Free 'World. This may involve an interna-

tional Point I'V agency or similar cooperative

ventures and the measures outlined in Paper

16 and othei*s.

(c) The U. S. must maintain its present force

levels and if possible increase them, for, to the

degree that the strategic balance shifts in favor

of the Soviets, their readiness to make conces-

sions will diminish.

(d) The U. S, should continue to push tho

Geneva inspection plan but announce at least

partial realization of it as the condition for fur-

ther negotiation.

(e) The U. S. should propose a conference to

discuss concrete measures to lift the Iron

tain, perhaps beginning with a proposal for free

travel within Germany (See Paper 17).

All these proposals should be designed (a) w

create by theii' very existence pressure on the

USSR (b) to make Soviet concessions accept-

SEGRET
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able domestically within the USSR; they should
not be calls for surrender but at the same time
they should make clear the penalties of rejection
(o) to attempt to restore fluidity to the diplo-
matic situation by starting a process the
Soviets may find it difficult to control (d) to
make clear to the U. S. public and the rest of
the Free World its dangers as well as its oppor-
tunities (e) above all conciliaiion should stand
at the end not at the beginning of this process;
it is the price we can pay the Soviets for concrete
concessions. We can learn from Tito in this
respect: he replied to every Soviet blandish-
ment \vith a demand for deeds and not words,
until Khrushchev appeared in Belgrade.

'

IV. NOTES ON THE ARMS RACE
A special word must be said in conclusion

about the arms race. There can be little doubt
that the existence of the arms race can in itself
furnish a pressure on the Soviet Bloc. To be
sure, the Soviets can hold their own in some
fields but to the extent that they do so, they
may impose a measure of stagnation on the
Soviet economy and retard Soviet efforts to
industrialize China. On the other hand, Soviet
resources freed by disarmament may well
emerge ia a competitive effort in the under-
developed areas. Finally in stressing disarma-
ment plans based largely on the number of
troops under arms, the USSR is seeking to shift
the strategic balance in its favor: (a) because
of its superiority in conventional weapons (b)
because even if it should accept a limitation on
the production of new weapons its stockpile
of convejitional weapons is presumably far
superior to that of the Fi-ee World.

.All these considerations ^vill be dealt with in
detail in other papers. It may be useful, how-
ever, to stress here the psychological aspect of
the ai-ms race which has two facets: (a) its
i^mpact on the USSR (b) its impact on our allies.
Looking at the world through Soviet eyes, the
continuation of a high level of U. S. defense
e^enditures, however conciliatory our profes-
sions, will be a source of concern and therefore
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an effective means of pressure. The U. S.

defense effort can therefore under no circum-
stances be relaxed until we have obtained a
transformation of the strategic situation. It
may be argued that a continued high level of
defense expenditure coupled mth. a refusal to

negotiate unless the USSR makes concessions
may lui’e the Soviets into an anticipatory strike.

But it is more than doubtful that the USSR will

launch a "preventive war” unless it considers
its chances better than even, a situation which
our force levels should always be adequate to

prevent. In any case reassuring the USSR is

the task of our diplomacy, not of our military
policy.

The impact of the armaments race on our
allies is more subtle: no matter how disquieted
they may profess to be by American military

preparation, they will be made infinitely more
nervous by a relaxation of this effort. Their
leaders have no illusions, even if their public
has, that U. S. strength is the only obstacle to

the immediate occupation of their country by
Soriet troops. But while the size of the U. S.

military establishment represents the basis for

our diplomacy, the distribution of its force

levels and the strategic concept behind them
supply the basis for its flexibility. The stra-

tegic concept must be adequate to deal with
any form of Soviet aggression for our ability to

act wll be largely determined by our planning
before action becomes necessaiy; and onr force

levels must be able to implement this strategic

concept. (It is significant that there has been
increasing debate in the German press about
the meanmgfulness of German rearmament.)
The real significance of thermonuclear weapons
may well be that they place a premium on a
strategy which shifts the risk of them use to the
other side by means of an alternative weapons
system. If we stake everything on an all-or-

nothing military policy one of two consequences
becomes inevitable: either our allies will feel

that peace is preferable to wai’ almost at any
pz’ice; or they reduce their military expenditures
on the assumption that events cannot be
affected by their action. In short in order to
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obtain indigenous support for local defense, we opportunities for the U. S. but they will be no
must make local defense meaningful. greater than our strength and if we fail to
Thus even the armaments race has a psycho- grasp them they will merely define the dangers

logical component and one we can ignore only which are inevitable if the USSR gets through
at our peril. The period ahead holds many this period without a major adjustment.
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6

The German Problem

Originator: Henry Hissinger

Critic: Philip E. Mosely

One of the most serious problems facing the

United States is the increasing rigidity of the

diplomatic situation in areas where the Soviet

position is weakest. 'While on the surface this

rigidity may seem to work in both ways and

offer a measure of assurance for the maintenance

of the status quo, actually the reverse is true:

for the longer the Soviet bloc can freeze existing

lines of division between it and the Tree World,

the more it will give rise to the idea that the

fate of the nations now under Soviet rule and

even more tlie fate of the nations now divided

depends enthely on the good will of the USSR.

To the extent that this notion gains ground the

U. S. position automatically deteriorates: if the

status quo comes to bo generally accepted, the

satellite orbit ^vill require a smaller control

apparatus and, more important, some of the

nations now divided, Germany in particiJar,

may find a direct deal with the USSR increas-

ingly attractive.

The issue of German unity is ideally suited to

restore a measure of fluidity to the diplomatic

situation. For Germany is the area where we
are diplomatically strongest; there our power

and our moral position are in harmony. By
contrast the USSR can only lose on the issue of

German unity for in almost any form that will

be acceptable to world public opinion German

unity must lead to the collapse of a satellite

regime; it will involve a withdrawal of the Soviet

armies from the center of the continent; it

almost necessarily will raise the issue of the

Oder-Neisse line even if security guarantees

against German aggression are given. One

might add that oven a neutral Germany, as long

(177 )

as it is rearmed, would be to the Soviet dis-

advantage; it would stiU constitute a barrier

to a Soviet advance; it would still exercise

considerable pressure on the satellites. Thus,

on every issue, except tlie maintenance of the

status quo, the USSR finds itself at a distinct

disadvantage.

It is for this reason that the USSR took its

stand at the November foreign ministers’ con-

ference on the security issue. For this is the

one ground on which they can gain public sup-

port both in Western Germany and in Western

Europe: in Western Germany because of the

Socialist argument that only rearmament stands

in the way of German unity, in Western Europe

because of the fear of resurgent militarism in

Germany. But while the Soviet strategy is

understandable we cannot afford to let ourselves

be lured into negotiating only on their ground

and at their pace. European secui’ity is the

most disadvantageous negotiating point for us,

because it can be transformed into a teclmical

problem which deprives it of any symbolic

value, and because of the emotions aroused by

the memories of Gciman aggression. To ho

sure, we must be prepared to demonstrate the

hollowness of oven this Soviet tactic. But we

need not rest on it; we must be prepared to

show not only that the USSR is not ^villing to

accept unity on our terms, but that it is

unwilling to accept it on any terms.

And this is equally important in order to

maintain Adenauer’s domestic position. For

ah’cady there ai-e growing doubts in Germany

about the efficacy of a reaimament in the face

of neAV weapons’ development and a protracted
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diplomatic stalemate may completely erode

the psychological framework which alone can
make German rearmament meaningful. It is

no accident that however the Summit meeting
was received elsewhere, in Germany it was
considered a setback for Adenauer's policy.

The longer negotiations between the USSR and
the U. S. continue without any tangible

progress or at least without a concrete U. S.

proposal which demonstrates how unity may be
approximated if not achieved, the weaker will

Adenauer’s position become. Until November
the German opposition was restrained by the

forthcoming meeting of foreign ministers at

Geneva. Since this passed without result we
can expect the pressures against the implement-
ing legislation for rearmament to multiply.

Color will then be lent to the Socialist argument
that only rearmament stands in the way of

German unity. Moreover not only may it

prove difficult to obtain passage of the necessary

implementing legislation, but pressures for

direct Soviet-German negotiations will increase.

Indeed Soviet strategy may well be designed to

deal on German unity, if at all, directly with the

West Germans, perhaps coupling it with offers

for increased East-West trade.

For all these reasons we must develop an
integrated program for German unity, any
one of the proposals of which we can afford to

have accepted while the acceptance in turn

can only weaken the Soviet position in Eastern
Germany. In drafting such a program wo
should focus on the most blatant wealmess of

the East German regime, that it cannot afford

a free election. It should, therefore, be our
aim to induce the Soviets to accept or to shoul-

der the onus for refusing free elections for some
all-Geiman organ however circumscribed its

powers. The very fact that there exist two
electoral mechanisms, one for an all-German
body and one for the East German government
coupled with the certainty that free elections

in the Soviet zone would show results totally

different from the controlled elections for the
East German regime would shalce the hold
of the Pankov government. The U. S. strategy
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on Germany might then take the form of pro-
posals phased in several stages and designed to

shift the onus for the failure of negotiations
on the USSR:

1. In Stage 1, we began by asking for political

unity and all-German elections coupled with a
number of security plans.

2. Now that the Soviets have refused these

proposals, we should announce that since the
USSR did not agi’ee on political unity and since

it would not accept our security proposal we
should move the discussion on a plane which
is divorced either from the issue of political

unity or of rearmament. It should be stated

that the German people should not be deprived
of an approximation to its rightful aspirations

by the inability of the Big Four to agi’ee on
the issue of over-all unity; instead we should

realize German unity in the fields where it is

attainable.

With this general statement the U. S. should

then propose an Economic Parliament for all of

Germany elected by free universal suffrage

under international control. This parliament
should have competence in specific fields such

as finance, customs, or whatever other spheres

may be agreed to by the Big Foiu-. The U. S.

should further propose that the central sector

of Berlin be neutralized by the withdrawal of all

four occupation forces on the model of Vienna,

and be declared the seat of the all-German
Economic Parliament. The U. S. should

further invite the USSR to join in establishing

a fund to assist in the economic equalization of

the two zones. Such a series of proposals

would have the following advantages:

(a) If the Soviets refuse it will take the

wind out of the sails of the German opposi-

tion which claims that only rearmament
stands in the way of German unity. In

short, it would divorce the issue of German
unity from that of German rearmament.

(b) If the Soviets accept we will have
established the principle of all-German free

elections. The disparity in results between

the controlled and the free elections would
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weaken the moral authority of the East

German regime.

(o) The Economic Parliament can in any

case be only temporary and ^vill by its very

existence add another weight for the achieve-

ment of political unity. Any educated

Gorman will remember that once before, in

the nineteenth century, economic union pre-

ceded political union.

(d) It will be easier for the Soviets to

accept an Economic Parliament than a pro-

posal which is tantamount to a demand to

dismantle the Pankov regime. By the same

token, it will be more difficult for the USSR
to refuse and will shift the onus for failure

clearly on the USSR.
(e) By establishing a free zone in the

center of Berlin we will have added to the

attraction of Berlin as a center of a unified

Germany.

It may be argued that hy making such a pro-

posal the U. S. admits the legal existence of the

East German regime and its willingness to

settle for something less than full political

unity. But we can avoid this danger by

making it clear that what is involved is not a

parliament composed of delegations from the

existing parliaments but growing out of free

all-German elections. Moreover we would

not be proposing the Economic Parliament as

our last word on German unity but as the only

attainable step in that dii'ection.

3. For these reasons wo should not accept a

Soviet refusal of the Economic Parliament as

final. Instead wo should move to Stage 3 of

our strategy and offer variations of the above

179

plan, keeping the principle of free all-German

elections in the forefront. One possible varia-

tion on the proposal would be tbe assembly of

an Advisory Parliament based on the same

election modus as tbe Economic Parliament to

deliberate on certain areas where laws can be

equalized between East and West Germany.

4. If the USSR refuses to accept the prin-

ciple of free elections for any all-German body

we should in Stage 4, upon consultation with

the Bonn government, propose certain areas

where laws between East and West Germany

can be equalized. Specifically we should pro-

pose an immediate end to all restrictions on the

movement of persons between the two zones.

This should be coordinated with the Bonn

government so that the Bonn government will

bo able to time its announcement of its readi-

ness to abolish these restrictions with the pro-

posal made at the foreign ministers' meeting or

before.

It must bo stressed that every stage of the

above program should be advocated not as an

end in itself but as a step toward full political

unity. If wo fail to emerge with an intermedi-

ary program we will aiUTender the pace of futme

negotiations to the USSR. They will not be

satisfied mth maintaining the status quo but

dangle the carrot of German unity and East-

West trade before the Federal Republic in

return for leaving NATO. If on tbe other hand

we announce a concrete program, Soviet con-

cessions will appear as a result of U. S, pressure

and any progress on the issue of German unity

will strengthen the pro-Western orientation of

the Federal Republic.
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Soviet Evolution

Originator: George Pettee

Critics: Philip E. Mosely

Stefan Possony

I. THE PROBLEM

What would bo the ohai*actor of a Soviet

oommunity which at somo time in the future

might play the role of a normal partner in a

permanently peaceful world, without having

had World Woi- III?

IL SUBPROBLEMS

What would be tlie nature of the world

political system?

Wliat is the present condition of the Soviet

political system:

a. As a state among states?

b. As a parlei-stmt'^

c. Wliat factors favor development in the

right direction?

d. What factors favor development in

the wrong direction?

0, Wlmt can the U. S. do about it?

The problem bos been stated above so as to

relate it to the issue of possible peace or prob-

able war, ratbor than to formulate it as a

purely predictive problem as to the actual

evolution of Russia. It is assumed that only

by defining a goal or a range of alternative

goals, by considering tlie effect of all factors

except U. S. actions, and by further considering

the degree to which U. S. actions by all

moans available may affect the outcome, can

the question be formulated as an action

problem. The alternative would bo to con-

sider the Soviet community as a closed system,

predict its probable course of evolution and

prescribe courses of action for the U, S. con-

sequent of rather than causative of Soviet

developments. The choice of approach taken

in this paper is not meant to imply rejection

or exclusion of the other approach from

consideration.

III. FACTS AND ASSUMPTIONS

The Soviet Union is politically organized as

a sovereign state.

Although dominated by the Russian com-

munity, it is a very large state geographically

and in population, and multilingual and multi-

national in origin rather than a typical nation-

state type.

It is one of the two great powers which now

possess the independent capability to wage

major wars; whose interests are affected by

developments in all parts of the world, and

around which most other sovereign or quasi-

sovereign states have coagulated in various

forms of alliances.

The Soviet system has a general cult\ire which

does not share many of the most significant

ingi’edients of western culture (including re-

spect for the individual, humanitarianism, and

the tradition of law) for the simple reason that

the historical development of western culture

was not shared to any significant degree by the

people concerned.

The Soviet system is now politically organ-

ized as a doctrinaire or partei-staai of police

and totalitarian type, but in the fourth decade

of its existence, a state of this type may be
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subject to developments whicli do not occur in

a shorter period.

It may be assumed that the United States

can influence the course of social and political

evolution in the USSR through the presenta-

tion of ideas and through the establishment of

facts having meaning to the Soviet mind, as

well as through actions presenting problems

which the enemy cannot ignore.

IV. DISCUSSION

This discussion will be under the following

heads

;

a. The USSR in the present world political

system.

b. The primary characteristics of the

USSR as a communit3^

c. Factors tending toward a favorable

development.

d. Factors tending toward an unfavorable

development.

c. Alternative forms of struggle.

f. Possible U. S. courses of action.

The USSR in the Present World Political

System

The present world political situation has

evolved from that which existed before World
War I. While world politics before World
War I were in a constant state of dynamic
evolution, the situation from the Peace of

Westphalia in 1648 to the opening of World
War I in 1914 may be characterized as the
nation-state system. As implied by books on
the nature of nations and nationalism witten
in the nineteenth centuiy and the fii’st quarter
of the twentieth, the typical nation-state was
a community having common language, a
large degree of common traditions, a govern-
ment enjoying full legal powers within definite

territorial boundaries, and the capacity to
conduct wars and to survive as an independent
entity. The t}q>ical nation-state was France
or Britain, taken in each case without their
colonies or empires. Tendencies to rationalize

CONFIDENTIAL

and systematize the nation-state system had
led to the unification of Germany and Italy in

the nineteenth century and to the separation

of Belgium from the Netherlands and Norway
from Sweden. The predominance of European
technology and power in comparison with the

rest of the world had led to the growth of the

colonial empires of the major European powers,

The tendency to identify nations on such

“natural” characteristics as language and
tradition and the tendency to build larger and
lai'ger economic commonwealths with the

growth of technology came into explosive con-

flict in World War I. Imperialism has rapidly

declined in the west since that time with the
liberation of Ireland, the establishment of free

Arab states, and the division of India into two
independent states. At the same time, how-
ever, it has continued as a major dovolopmont
on the Communist side with the elimination

of several independent small states (Latvia,

Lithuania, Estonia) and the extension of

Russian hegemony over many others. Tlio

relativol}’' small nation-state was militarily,

and therefore politically, viable as an inde-

pendent entity in the period when military
technique was dominated by the long bow or
the musket. Serbia and Greece became in-

dependent of Turkey when the political con-
sciousness of their populations together with
the military technique of the time and con-
ditions made it too costly for the Turks to

maintain their predominance. Other small
states survived because of tacit agreement by
large states that it was more convoniont to

keep the small ones independent as in tho case
of the Low Countries, but tho critical fact
sotting the viability of a nation-state was its

military viability under tho prevailing con-
ditions of military and logistic technology. In
general, each such state had demonstrated its

capacity to conduct war and to survive war
mth its neighbors, and tho number of sovereign
states in the world and their size and dis-

tribiition reflected these general conditions.
World War II brought, or demonstrated,

radical changes in the economic and techno

-
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logical basis of war. Only a very few states were
able to participate in a fully self-governing
sense because only a very few had the capability
to produce the range and variety of weapons
required for the conduct of war in the quan-
tities essential for the maintenance of combat,
and with the variety of trained military man-
power required. The U. S. was, actually, the
single power which conducted full scale war
with all three types of forces: ground, sea, and
air.

The U. S. and the USSR are today the only
communities which can play the role of pro-
tagonist or antagonist in a truly major war.
This is a reduction from approximately ten or a
dozen states formerly regarded as ‘‘hrst-class

powers" a generation ago. All others, including
even Britian, can play a part in a major war
only as the ally of one or the other of the two
great powers. Other states which, like Bel-
gium, could produce a complete weapons sys-
tem for war as late as 1914 can independently
produce only a small part of a weapons system
today.

The reduction in the number of states with
full power to make war and to survive it from
approximately sixty in 1910 or 1920 to two
today has in some ways modified the nature of

sovereignty. This is obvious as a limitation

on the sovereignty of all states which have lost

such a degree of independence. Obviously the

relationship of each of the two major powers to

the other and to the rest of the world of

"sovereign" states is very seriously modified,

and can modify both the content and the con-

duct of all diplomacy. However, one major
characteristic of the sovereign state remains.

Both of the major powers are sociologically

and politically independent decision-making

entities of the old familiar type in that de-

cisions on a course of action on problems which
affect them both can be made only by agree-

ment reached through processes of diplomacy

or negotiation, or through independent actions

likely to gonorato friction, or through war.

The processes which ordinarily generate war
between independent political communities are

fully operative in the USSR. They are ag-
pavated by the intensification of all elements of
interdependence in the modern world, economic
and social, and by cultural and ideological
disparity between the two great powers. On
the basis of post political history, without
taking notice of modern changes in basic condi-
tions, war between the two present great powers
could be predicted as inevitable. The two great
powers in the world today are concerned with
any minor struggle which can arise in the
world. They are both capable of major war,
but it is highly unlikely that both would
survive another major war. They may be
compared to Athens and Sparta as the two
polar powers of the Hellenic world before the
Peloponnesian Wars, or Rome and Carthage
as polar powers in the Central Mediterranean
before the Punic Wars.

The Primary Characteristics of the USSR
as a Community

The USSR is first of aU a state in the tradi-

tional sense of the term. It should be noted
that for a state in this sense, as for Germany,
Prance, or Britain in the period 1648-1940, the

occasional occurrence of war with its major
neighbors is to bo expected. The reduction of

the political scale of the world until the USSR
has only one major neighbor with whom to

have a major war does not affect this. The
polarity of the world between two gi’eat powers
tends rather to aggravate it, since all minor
tensions, as between the Arab States and Israel

or between the Portuguese and India are of

concern to the two major powers. On this

ground it is important to recognize that the

factors normally generative of war could be
expected to operate even if Russia were not

Gommunist,
In the second place, Russia is a state of

doctrinal polico-^ar/ei-stoa/ type. As such its

decision-making processes are dominated by
the adherents of a single doctrinal party,

adherents deeply and thorouglily trained in the

classics of Leninism-Staliniam. To the degree

CONPIDENTIAX
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that they think alike, they are as a group

coirespondingly less vulnerable to the impact

of ideas foreign to theii* own doctrine than

would be a multi-party or two-party system.

Thirdly, the historical tradition of the

communities which they govern is fundamen-

tally non-European. The great evolution of

western nationalism and of western humani-

tarianism based on Christian and Hellenic

origins, which occurred in Western Europe and

America in the last few centuries, did not occur

simultaneously or in the same form in Russia

or China or most of the other Communist-

dominated areas. Whether we refer to the

concept of the gentle knight originated in the

troubadour period in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries in Western Europe, the origin of the

Red Cross, the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals, or the movements against

child labor, we find historical records in the

West. We find such records in Russia only in

the form of superficial transplants. Many of

the peoples of the world faU to recognize an

“atrocity” or to share the western reaction to

“cruelty” just .as, if we botliered to recall it,

oiu* ow pre-humanitarian ancestors would have
failed to share such reactions. In simple terms,

this means that the typical inhabitant of the

non-western part of the world has far less

acculturated feeling for the dignity of the

individual, or abhorrence of cruelty, or faith in

the value of justice. In more complex terms,

it is reflected in the wedding of eastern rutliless-

ness and philosophical doctrine analyzed by
Shub as the essential characteristic in the

evolution of Marxism into Leninism.

Ill suminaiy, we have to deal with a state

which on all ordinary considerations might bo
e.vpected to become involved in war rather than
peiunanent peace. In addition, the situation

is aggravated hy the fact that it is a partei-

siaat, Fimthei’, the social and cultural condi-

tions of the community which it governs aggra-
vate the problem. It is the evolution of a
community from such a starting position which
we have to consider.

There are some other important character-

CONFIDENTIAX,

istics of the Soviet system. Although it docs

not share many elements of the western tradi-

tion, in philosophy and ethics particularly, the

Soviet Union is fully receptive to modern
science. Technological progress, especially in

weapons, thi'eatens not only to equal but to

surpass the United States. At the same time,

the general productivity is still low, and by
the same token, the standard of living is low.

Because of this the burden of full scale arma-
ments is felt as acutely by them, in spite of

totalitarian organization and police methods,
as b37^ the West, and the high costs of rapid

replacement of weapons cannot bo accepted by
them any more agreeabl}^ than by us.

Factors Tending Toward a Favorable
Development

The first favorable factor lies in Che ago of iJio

Soviet state. By inevitable evolution, tlio for-

mer type of professional revolutionary whicli

dominated tire top cadres of the Communiat

Party in the Soviet Govornmonf) during Uio

first few decades of power has been rapidly re-

placed by personnel of administrativc-oxGOUtivo

tjqje. The personality structure of such indi-

viduals cannot be the same as for tlie generation
of Lenin and Stalin . The relation of intollectu a!

doctrine to emotional motivation is not the

same. Fanaticism of a hide-bound typo may
remain, but it is more the fanaticism of Uio

one-track mind than the fanaticism of emo-
tional drive. This docs not imply tlint emo-
tional drives towards power for its own sake
may not be present, nor tliat such drive may
not be as dangerous as doctrinaire fanaticism,

However, the type of actions that will be taken
and the type of judgment exorcised may bo
considerably different in the one case from tlio

other.

The economic austerity which has been im-

posed on the Russian people for four decadoa,

since the Revolution promised thorn prosperity
and plenty, is related to the second favorable

factor. However low tlie present standard of

living in Russia may be in housing, in oonaiimp-
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tion goods, and in consumer's durable goods, that they share in dynamically stable progress
the Kussian people have had at least a taste of the free world, the myth that capitalism is
and a smell of economic welfare. Judging by dependent on imperialism must also collapse.
aU human experience, the more they get the And if the free world is able to maintain a
more ^ey will want. Having never enjoyed position of dynamically stable military strength,

e full piosperity of an economy free from such that the Soviet Union never has an oppor-
hoavy defense expenditures, the pressures for tunity to attack with tho expectation of success
reduction of taxes or against increases of de~ and without the threat of direct attack upon
fense effort are doubtless far less vigorous than the Soviet Union, the myth of the eventual,
in die United States. However, many specific inevitable conflict must also collapse,
sectors of tlie Russian economy may demand a Finally, Communism, even at its ruthless
larger share in incon^o in practical ways which worst, is not a doctrine of uncalculating,
tile state cannot deny. The gradual replace- emotional fanaticism. Communists never at-
ment of slave labor by wage labor, simply be- tack without expectation of success, and
cause the former dies off, is a concrete case Marxism, with all its errors, is no bar to a
which they cannot avoid. reasonably realistic calculation of the chances
The impact of education, including scientific in an immediate situation. They will not go

education, upon all those elements in the Soviet out for war for its own sake, or seek martyrdom
society which enjoy such education is a third for its own sake, and it is a deeply established
factor, We know that it is quite possible, part of Communist doctrine not to do so.
unfortimatoly, to bo botli a scientist and a
Communist. However, the police state or

'paHei-staat can hardly bo compatible in tho factors Tending Toward an Unfavorable

long run with tlie implied philosophio values of Development

any sciontifio education. In tho vo-y long run, The normal tendencies to antagonism be-
thereforo, it may bo expected that the educated tween sovereign states, whore such states have
elements in Russia will more and more pull iu substantial intorrclatious and, therefore, inter-
favor of the elemonts of democratic thought fere with the conditions of calcul ability for
present in Marxist doctrine, and make it more each other, are not directly affected by any
and more clifricultfor tho totalitarian system to decline in the strength of Communism. The
continue its perversion of such elements. It substitution of men of executive type for doc-
remains, of course, quite uncertain as to how trinaires will not by itself assure that men of
fast such a process Avill operate, and it would be such typo cannot be as nationalistic, and as
only stupid optimism to expect demonstrable inclined to war for national reasons, as the pre-
results in less than several decades on this alone. Communist statesmen of any nation.

Fourthly, tho Soviet Union cannot bo The most dangerous condition of all is the

immune to knowledge of tho evolution of tho general complex of factors which may provide
non-Soviet world. If the United States proves them ivith opportunities to gain in relative

that it is no longer subject to economic crises, power during the coming years. All gains,

that it is able to maintain continuous techno- whether in weapons technology, in political

logical advance, and that it is able to solve its weakening of the free world, in colonial civil

own social and economic problems, tho myth of wars, in reduction of free world arms defense

capitalist collapse must itself collapse. If tho cflort, or in economic recessions, will tend to

free world is able to reaiTango the political confirm thoir coniidonce and stimulate their

position of former colonial peoples, to develop motives to continue their drive to win the whole
systems both within such communities and world.

between them and tlio rest of tho free world so In the course of the last eight years of inten-

8 flft822—
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sive cold war they were forced by the tactics

they used, and b 5
’’ the free world’s reactions

to those tactics, to abandon or foreclose against

themselves many of the opportunities on which

they would otherwise rely for a high and con-

tinuing yield of profit. The abandonment of

the intensive cold war ofi'em them the oppor-

tunity to turn loose many factors not under

direct Communist control ranging from Mor-

roccan nationalism, to the demands for greater

welfare in many other areas, and pressui’es for

tax reduction in the leading free world powers,

^vhicli can work gi’eatly to Communist ad-

vantage and against which the free world has

no present w'ell-developed safeguards. The

more they are encouraged by the results, the

stronger theii* morale iviU he for continuing

towards their major goals and the greater the

likelihood of eventual war. This is a truism.

Alternative Forms of Struggle

and the turning of Communist efforts

support of movements of local or n

character throughout the free world,

manner of the Popular Front period of 11

is the appropriate Communist tactic

greatest difficulty which it will place

free world is the difficulty of maintain:

identification of the enemy and, there!

maintaining effort along all the lines n

to maintain a position of deterrent stren

A resort to a Popular Fi'ont type of t

fully compatible ivith the opening of Ri

travel in a far gi-eater degree than in

years. It may be forgotten that Russia

the first Five Year Plan, and again dur

Popular Front period, was again open to

travel and that Russians were able to

international meetings of a cultural and

fic type. There might be a very gi'eat

of relaxation of present barriers without

way exceeding the degi’ee of relaxation

such nast neriods.

Given that the time will certainly be long in

years before evolutionary processes can change

Russia into a genuine participant in an orderly

and peaceful world, and assuming that it may,

nevertheless, be possible to maintain a situation

wliich will deter them from choosing major war

tlu’oughout this period, the likelihood during

most of this period is for alternative forms of

struggle. The situation will be a more or less

tense armed peace with more or less violence of

limited character. The violence may be of no

great military importance since it may include

sporadic violence such as recent events in

Morrocco, in. which there is no such reinforce-

ment of both sides as occurred in Korea and,

therefore, no formal battles. The Communists

may count upon a futime economic depression

in the free world to create such conditions that

civil wai’s of various scale and intensity can

become possible. They can count with assur-

ance upon the fact that all cases of violence in

which Communist initiative is absent or not

apparent will cause severe strains in the system

of alliance of the free world.

The elimination of formal Communist aims

Possible U. S. Courses of Action

The permanent avoidance of World 1

involves a maintenance of an effective di

posture from now until the firm establ:

of such a degree of federalism in the wo

recourse to war on any serious scale w
become impossible. The principle has

been established in the conduct of Wo:

II in charges of crimes against the pe£

in the charter of the United Natioi

resort to violence is a criminal breach c

This by itself implies, but only implies

the drastic abolition of sovereignty of

When it has been fulfilled as an (

condition in the world community, tt

no longer be substantial national

forces in most nations and the idea of

to war will be as remote from the consid

of the governments of states in the wo

is from the consideration of state gove

within the American union today. T
not necessarily imply a world state, no

necessarily imply any pai’ticular pa'
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federalism Icnown to us today. It certainly
does imply the acceptance of legal decision-
making processes for the solution of all problems
and the elimination of war as a means of
decision. In order to conduct the world from
its present condition to such a future condition,
a very considerable degree of leadership will be
involved and required. The United States has
already informally, as in Korea and in connec-
tion with atomic energy for military purposes,
accepted an assigned role os the nation primarily
responsible for the conduct of world affairs

toward such a goal. Thus far, however, the

U. S. has done so rather tacitly than explicitly.

The concGiit of leadership toward such a goal

is an essential one. The U. S. can accept the

1 position of paying most of the bills and pro-

viding most of the armaments, and still have
no clear answers to many of the problems of

policy. The conduct of psychological warfare

on the most serious scale offers many questions

which remain unanswerable without some con-

cept of the major goal. The grounds of policy

cannot bo simply to deter the enemy from war

I

or from continued profit by aggression. There

has to bo an everlasting affirmation in action

j
and in words to all the principles involved in

j

the struggle.

^ On many specific issues, there will be matters

' on which a govorninont, particularly the gov-

ernment of the United States, can deal only

awkwardly partly because of differences in

1 American opinion which make it impossible for

I the government to take a position, partly for

i sheer difficulties of decision-making in the gov-

I

eminent. There ore many matters on which

the government cannot speak witli an affirma-

I tivo voice in tlio world. A groat part of the

} basic foundations of western civilization are

I involved in such matters. It is a fact that

i these foundations of western civilization were

;!
created by the ofl“orts of non-governmental

! groups. The prevention of cruelty to animals,

1 women’s suff’rago, universal education, and

I

many other concrete illustrations of our system

1 wore founded upon tlio intellectual effort of

I private persons followed up by the promotional

efforts of private organizations and persons.
The great body of philosophical and ethical
principles and the great body of acquired cul-
tural practices which we regard os the treasures
of oui* civilization have to be spread through-
out the three-quarters of humanitj" which does
not now share it before the social foundations
of a film world order m\\ exist. These can be
done far better in many of its aspects by private
money and by private effort than by govern-
mental agencies.

The maintenance of an effective deterrent
defensive position can be rationalized only as

the means to victory in war or as the means of

safeguarding the world during a transition

period which will not last forever. Clarity

about this second condition will permit all

psychological warfare to be oriented around the

positive principles implied and criticism of

evoiything in the enemy system which contra-

dicts these principles and of every enemy action

not in accordance with them.

The immediate and concrete measures which
the United States should take in relation to the

evolution of the enemy society are not separate

or independent of those dealt with in connection

with other specific issues. It is therefore felt

appropriate to omit any such concrete sugges-

tions from this paper other than the following:

1. The mobilization of a large-scale effort

under private auspices for the promotion of

the principles of western civilization through-

out the world in applied form should be made

a major instrument of American operations

toward the wnning of the cold war.

2. The maintenance of a fully effective

military deterrent position is a prerequisite

for all other American actions designed to

affect the evolution of the enemj’^ system and

of the world system toward this stable order,

3. We must clearly formulate, analyze,

and spell' out the concept of a transition

period, starting from the present situation, to

create a permanently orderly and peaceful

world by the close of this century. This

should bo most emphatically a magnificent
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work project, requiring enormous effort, and

in no way to be confused mtli Utopian gadg-

etiy. It must be kept everlastingly clear

that it will not promise relief from sacrifice

for a long time to come. It must also be

emphasized that the goal is in no way a supex’-

CONFIDENTIAL

ficial one, but involves the creation of a funda-

mentally new political system in the world to

replace the nation-state system, and that the

means are the realistic ones, creative work,

not wishful thinking.

SOVIET EVOLUTION
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Investigation of NATO

Originator: Stefan Possony

Critic: George Pettec

I. THE PROBLEM

The problem is to investigate methods by

which the NATO structure would be main-

tained as a going concern and be stimulated to

further growth and, perhaps, ultimately, to

integration.

II. ASSUMPTIONS

It has been said that fear was the predomi-

nant motivation for the creation of NATO.

This theory is only partly true: twenty years

ago even a gigantic pressure of fear would have

been inadequate to bring together the NATO

nations in a venture of joint military security.

NATO was possible because there are many

ties outside military interests which unite the

member nations. These ties, consciously felt

only by the “elites” in the NATO nations, are

as yet dimly understood. It is true, too, that

these ties are still rather weak. All the same,

they are developing, and in general the trend

of the socio-political development points clearly

toward ever greater mutuality and cooperation

It is conceivable however, that a true and

lasting “easing of tensions” would flow/o™
this process of “oonfedorahzstion. If this

slowdown is to bo avoided, there are only two

solutions: either to stimulate new and threat-

ening international orisos or to stimulate numer-

L ventures in which the NATO ualaons jorn

together for the double purpose of them own

material self-interest and of bringing about a

community of efliort in a maximum number of

fields. If it should prove feasible to set up

“joint ventures aiming at great common goals,”

the NATO structure no longer could be dis-

solved and should be moving in the one and

only general direction of confederalization or

even integration.*

Naturally, it is uncertain to what extent this

expectation wiU be fulfiUed. It is equally

doubtful whether fear will cease to be an mte-

grating (as well as disintegrating) factor—

m

fact this is entirely improbable. However, it

can be assumed safely that common efforts

among the NATO nations would

:

a. Remove some of the consequences of a

cooperation based exclusively on fear,

b. Create a larger area of truly common

interests and therefore act as an additional

means of improving cohesion.

In addition to the assumption that the

stimulation of common ventures would help

to cement and foster the emerging NATO

community, it is assumed that:

a. The creation of joint ventures is useful

in all fields of public interest;

b. These joint ventures must be weU-

prepared and be launched tlirough a system-

atic, step-by-step procedure;

c They must be of direct benefit to the

populations of the NATO nations;

d. The joint venture program is long-range

in nature aud will require ten to twenty

years before it is in full operation.

I Both 7 these terms evohe tslse
Jf

necessary to Bnd other words to describe the geltme

together of the NATO nations.

(189)
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III. DISCUSSION

INVESTIGATION OF NATO SECRET

Security Problems

Before entering into a discussion of joint

peaceful ventures, it is useful to stress that the

military cooperation among the NATO nations

also needs to become more intimate and more

“natural.” It is desirable to create various

types of joint military organs through which

further progress will be assured. Some ideas

which could be considered are as follows

:

1 . The more nuclear technology becomes the

basis of modern armaments, the more it will

be necessary to associate the continental

nations with atomic efforts. At the present

moment there are many restrictions against

closer atomic cooperation and it is undesirable

to move too fast in this domain. Among
other reasons, it is necessary to habituate the

European military and civilians gradually to

the new facts of life, and specifically to avoid

paralyzing fears. It is recommended, however,

that small weapons atomic tests be held in

increasing numbers for the benefit of the NATO
staffs and that some of these tests be set up

outside of American territory, for example, in

Atlantic waters or in certain areas of the

continent. In particular, it is recommended

that as soon os capabilities emerge, such tests

be devoted to demonstrations of ground-to-air

missiles with nuclear war-heads in order to show

the potentialities of a truly modern air defense.

2. It has been pointed out before that the

lack of a properly integi'ated and effective air

defense system protecting the industries and

major cities of the NATO nations is one of the

greatest vulnerabilities of NATO. The Soviets

will not fail to exploit this vulnerability through

nuclear blackmail. It must be recognized that

if the Soviets were successful in psychological

warfare based on nuclear threats such a “non-

militarj’'” attack could produce the de Jacto

paralysis or even the disintegration of the

NATO structure. On the other hand, there is

no gainsaying the fact that an effective air

SECRET

defense system ^vill reqime considerable in-

vestments which at the present time may be

beyond available resources. It is this assump-

tion concerning the financial and military

“impracticability” of a NATO air defense

system which has motivated the relative in-

action in this field. However, it is self-evident

that a military structure which cannot assure

the secui’ity of its base will prove ineffective

both as a deterrent and as a combat force.

Moreover, there is some doubt about the

validity of the assumptions underlying the

present policy of inaction. For the time being

—

with missiles and atomic warheads not yet

being available to the NATO nations—there

is no reason to improvise a costly and perhaps

inappropriate defense system. But it is be-

lieved that some progress could be made if the

NATO nations were to set up a scientific body

modeled after the American RAND or ORO
organizations to study the air defense problem

of NATO and make suitable recommendations.

3.

The present strategy of the NATO na-

tions, as well as the utilization of modern

technology by NATO has been, and continues

to be, a matter of controversy. Continental

nations are not happy wth present Anglo-

American thinking on two counts. They note

that the territorial defense of “forward areas”

(which happen to be the habitats of some of

the most important member nations) is not

properly assured. Moreover, these nations

are expected to make the major effort in ground

battle, while Britain and the United States

reserve for themselves the naval and air mis-

sions. Many continentals feel that the mili-

tary “sacrifice” is unevenly distributed, with

the Europeans expected to carry the main

blood burden. The point is not that there is

much choice in the present distribution of

military roles. Tbe point is rather that what-

ever strategy is finally adopted, it should be

the result of the best joint strategic thinking

which the NATO nations can produce. NATO
strategy should be made 'psychologically accept-'

able to all member nations through the device
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of having the best national specialists work out
the most suitable solutions.

a. It would be useful to increase the number
of Advanced Military Study Groups and in

particular to create gi’oups which develop
various alternate NATO strategies for the

long-range future. Some of these study groups
should operate from the United States and
preoccupy themselves with the question of

how continental nations can contribute to the

security of the most important NATO “ar-

senal,” i. e, the U. S. It is necessary to de-

stroy tho notion that, mUitaiily, NATO is a

one-way street, with all the key strength

flowing from tho U. S. and none flowing back

into this country.

b. It furthermore would be advisable to

enlarge tho structure of military NATO col-

leges in the double sense that additional col-

leges should be created and that the number of

ofTicers attending courses should be increased.

As to tho addition of new colleges it is proposed

that consideration be given to a NATO Indus-

trial College,® to a school dealing ^vith the

problems arising from multi-national and

multi-lingual forces, to a school developing

knowledge and procedures about the gradual

adaptation of national military organizations,

and to a tactical air defense school.

c. It is to be expected that these various

schools will come up with new ideas. It is

also to be expected that the validity of these

ideas may not bo determinable by merely

theoretical or a j)riori considerations. Accord-

ingly, it is suggested that there be formed

sevoiul types of expei'imental units which, in

collaboration witli these schools, test the sug-

3 A NATO Toohnological College would be a "nat-

ural” parallel institution. It would allow the highly

doflirablo utiliviatioii of European technical manpower,

tho creation of additional technicians, and the reoruit-

mont of qualified personnel into the military and tech-

nical stnicturo of NATO. The full utilization of

toolmioal manpower throughout NATO ultimately

will be dopondent upon the establishment of a NATO-

wldo socurity-oloaranco system. The development

of Buoh a system is recommended.
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gested solutions and moreover bring together
in joint and future-oriented field ventures (as

distinguished from joint staff planning) oflicers

from all the member nations.

d. In addition to these new NATO schools,

ever greater emphasis should be given to the

potentialities of exchange officers. Large num-
bers of officers—including, most importantly,

reserve officers—should be assigned for toum
of duty with military units in other countries,

partly as students and instructors in military

schools, partly as liaison officers and observers,

and partly (wherever practical) as integrated

officers.

e. Similar efforts should be made with pro-

fessional NCO’s, including an enlaigement of

exchanges between N. C. schools.

f. Outside such regular dutj" assignments, a

major effort should be made to encourage

travel by military personnel and civilians in

the military service throughout all NATO
countries. Convenient transport and credit

arrangements should be developed for this

purpose, and clubs and other facilities for

social intercourse should be formed.

g. To the extent that additional security

• systems such os SEATO come to life, contacts

between these organizations should be in-

tensified.

Peaceful Collaboration

Programs should be undertaken in four

broad areas: joint studies, joint ventures,

gradual and mutual adaptation, and reporting

organs.

Joint Studies

While many joint ventures could be im-

provised without delay, it must be recognized

that the concrete problems of the various

NATO nations and more particularly of their

interrelationships are as j'et poorly under-

stood. There is an urgent and overriding

need for major efforts at fact finding and

documentation as well as for joint training and

SECRET
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education. The following suggestions should be

given consideration,

Research ImlittUe on NATO Political In-

stitutions. The function of this institute would

be to identify and analyze pertinent facts

concerning the political institutions in the

various NATO countries, government pro-

cedures, and political problems, with a view to

determining

:

1. The best methods through which de-

cisions can be made collectively by all

member states.

2. The legal, institutional and political

obstacles delaying or precluding joint actions.

3. In a broader sense, the compatibilities

and incompatibilities of the various political

systems and the possibilities for the “har-

monization*’ of political institutions within

the NATO area.

4. The need for the creation of new organs

of joint decision making.

This Institute should have nationals of aU

NATO states among its working members,

including first-class and creative scientists able

to synthesize the information in order to pro-

pose novel solutions which would be beneficial

everywhere. In other words, emphasis should

not be placed on the mere modification of

existing institutions, bub on the stimulation of

political and institutional progress.

An Institute jor the Study oj NATO Legal

Problems. This institute would have to survey

existing legal systems and economic legislation,

theii* similai’ities and dissimilarities as well as

then* mutual compatibilities and imcompati-

bilities. It should evaluate the suflSciency of

these systems, analyze the validity and per-

tinence of current laws, and determine the

numerous laws which have become invalid but

have nob been repealed. On these studies, it

should base recommendations concerning the

joint and mutual reforms of the NATO legal

systems.

A NATO Medical Institute. To survey

SECRET

existing health programs, health legislation,

and medical education.

A NATO Resources Institute. This institute

would make studies in the field of natiual

resources within the NATO area, analyze the

technology of resource exploitation, and rec-

ommend the most advantageous and mutual

exploitation of various types of natural wealth.

Conservation within the NATO area would be

one of the topics to be dealt with by this

institute.

There are a number of other economic

institutes which could and should be created,

to deal with most of the significant economic

problems such as wages, taxes, finances, internal

and external trade, productivity, social legis-

lation, manpower training and mobility, etc.

Closer economic cooperation cannot be

achieved so long as there are major differences

in wage levels, tax structure and systems,

social legislation, etc. However, before these

differences can be adjusted—and this is possible,

if at all, only over the long pull—they and their

causes must be identified and their effectiveness

evaluated. A gi’eat deal of work needs to be

done in this area.

Universities. The curricula of continental

universities are in many respects out of date

and do not reflect either the findings of political

science or, more particularly, the specific

problems of NATO. An effort should be made

to establish throughout the NATO university

structure, additional courses on pertinent sub-

jects, including international relations, NATO
economics, intra-NATO cooperation, etc., and to

teach the political and social sciences in all the

universities in a really up-to-date fashion.

Moreover, a major exchange program should be

undertaken in some of the more obvious fields,

such as linguistics and history. As a general

rule the histoiy and language of a particular

nation should be taught in all universities by

natives from that country. In addition, there

should be several mandatory courses which are

to be taught in one or the other of the more

important NATO languages. Seminars par-
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tioipated in by students and professors from

other NATO countries and a groiving scope ol

international scientific conferences would bo

lO-seful.

There should be an attempt to coordinate

academic requirements and to out many of the

bureaucratic obstacles which at present mili-

tate against study in foreign countries, such as

loss of credits, non-accreditation of acadeimc

titles, etc.

There are many subject areas of p’eat im-

nortancB to the NATO problem which should

be approached through systematic study and

instruction. Reference
“fVclIele

to the usefulness of an Industrial Mege

V'itliin the NATO military structure. Within

the civUian context, there would be an urgent

need for an Administrative College to be

attended by public administrators from all

member countries as well as by

seek administrative careers. One by-product

ofLch a coUege would be that the dear^

objective administrative practices of

countries will be analyzed properly, peimitting

the expectation that sooner or lahw

trative reforms wiU take place. Again, this

Administrative College could be broken down

into its various component parts such a

municipal administration.

ministration, the administration of finance, e_

Consideration should be given to a NAiU

Teachers CoUege, or a gi’oup of

for all levels ol education. The primaiy pm

poses of these coUeges would not be
^

duplicate

the work of national institutions of this type

but to impart NATO-pertinent knowledge and

to advance the state of the pedagogic art an

advance which is highly necessary Graduates

of the colleges could do much through then

teaching to strengthen public understanding

of NATO. . ,
•

There would bo an advantage in having an

Institute for the Joint Study of the

History of the NATO Peoples; also institutes

on NATO Geogi-aphy, Sociology, otc.

The some approach, of coui-se, can be applied

in the natural sciences, especially insofar as

practical problems are concerned. For ex-

ample, there may be institutes on irrigation,

isotope medicine, isotope agriculture, photo-

synthesis, etc., in addition to institutes on some

of the basic sciences. The possibility may be

envisaged that some of these institutes do not

necessarily have to be restricted to NATO

participation, but could be opened to attend-

ance from neutral and even iron ciutain coun-

tries, In some areas, for example, in the fields

of meteorology, astronomy, space travel, the

broadest international cooperation may seem

to be indicated. A beginning could be made

with the creation of an Iniernalional Insliluie

for Cancer Research, to which the U. S., the

USSR, and the U. K. \vill donate the necessary

^^°l7rcoroUary to the Cancer Institute, and

as a symbol for the usefulness of world coopera-

tion, it is recommended that all isotope-pro-

ducing nations join togedier m effort to

equip all cancer hospitals m the world with the

necessary isotopes, not in the form of free gihs

but in the form of coordinated supply piogmm

at reasonable prices.

Despite the overwhelming importance of

influeneing the up-and-coming genevations. it

should not be overlooked that the older gener

tions who are politically active

tribute to the success or failure of NATO.

It would he unwise to abandon, even before

trying, any attempts to predispose this group

toward new ways of thinking or, m any eventi

neutralize some of their

they have against modem solutions. Hence,

oSdm'ation should he given to a program

of adult education which would aim primar y

at the groups who are moulding puhho opinion

Ih as teaLrs, writers, professors, as i^l as

at the directly infiueutial pmons m^h^

NATO societies su^ ‘

.[ideation
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reach down to the small town and village

levels; and of a S3'^stematic effort to discuss

NATO problems in the leading newspapers of

the continent, with the specific purpose of

breaking into the monop olj'^ of old-fashioned

and ignorant editorialists who constitute a
predominant force influencing public opinion

today, especial^ in countries like France.

In addition to these various institutes and
universities, it would be useful if private founda-
tions were to extent their operations throughout
the entire NATO area. The point is not that

American foundations should spend more of

their monej^ abroad but rather that European
industrialists who to date have not yet reached
the pinnacle of social consciousness, follow the

American example and set up national founda-
tions for the furtherance of arts and sciences.

For aU practical purposes, and with the ex-

ception of Great Britain and of a recently es-

tablished but not yet operating foundation
(Gulbenkian), very little private European
capital is available for scholarly pursuits.

There are, to be sure, government stipends but
the scope of these operations is limited. In
addition to stimulating the establishment of

European foundations, it would be useful, if

American and future European foundations
were to join forces in financing some of the efforts

needed ^vithin this overall NATO program.
Moreover, American foundations might per-
haps take the lead in persuading European cor-

porations that it might be useful to set up such
organizations. (It should be noted that re-
visions of tax laws would be necessary for the
success of this particular undertaldng).

As a support operation to all this, it would be
necessary to improve the library situation in
most European countries. Not only is the
average European library too small, but its

holdings usually do not allow the thorough
study of NATO problems. There is, more-
over, a great need for the improvement of li-

brary techniques, especially in the cataloging
field. In this connection, consideration should
be given to the establishment of a CentralNATO
Library which would collect the entire docu-
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mentation which is of bearing to the NATO
problem. Lest this particular proposal be con-

sidered unimportant, it should be remembered

that NATO will be made or destroyed by the

future generation of European statesmen, i. o.,

by the younsters who ^vill attend universities

mthin the next few years or so. However, the

effort should not be devoted exclusively to

university libraries but embrace the specialized

libraries of Chambers of Commerce, workers
organizations, etc.

Within the NATO structure the various
parliaments play a key role. Ultimately, it is

up to them and their legislative decisions

whether or not NATO is going to progress or
to collapse. Yet, heretofore, very little atten-
tion has been paid to these crucial institutions.

Many of the European parliamentarians are
rural and provisional politicans who understand
only vaguely what is at stake. They are igno-
rant of foreign countries and highly suspicious
of institutions like NATO. Moreover, the
opposition to overdue national and interna-
tional reforms not only oi’ystallizes but often
originates in parliaments. It must be remem-
bered too, that the average European parlia-
nientarian has very little opportunity to orient
himself about the issues of his own country, let
alone procure documentation on internationally
important issues. Hence, while ho votes under
pressure, he also acts from ignorance and ho
has no capability of educating his constitutents.

For all these reasons, it is believed that the
parliamentary question should be faced
squarely. This can bo done by creating an
Institute for the Study ofNATO Tartiarnentari^rn,
which keeps close track of the practices within,
and^ the current issues before, the various
parliaments. Such an institute would roferonco
for^ the use of all parliaments the particular
legislative solutions arrived at in some countries,
and provide useful and factual documentation.
And it would more specifically study the legis-
lative problems of NATO cooperation. This
Parliamentary Institute should have ample and
expert staffs and adequate financial resources,
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and be attended by active as well as retired
parliamentarians from tlie various countries.

It might also be useful if each parliament
assigned observers to other parliaments. These
observers should be non-political experts who
are essentially entrusted vnth tasks of infor-
mational liaison. (For a further elaboration of
the parliamentary problem, see below.)
The ministries, departments, and agencies,

etc. within the various NATO countries should
gradually develop an intra-NATO liaison struc-
ture. For example, the U. S. Treasury should
have liaison officers in all NATO finance
departments and in turn receive foreign liaison
officers. In this context, the mission of these
liaison officers should be in the fields of obser-
vation and study. In due time, of course,
these liaison officers could assume operational
duties in the field of coordination. (For a
further elaboration of this concept, see below.)

Joint Ventures

At the present moment the NATO security
effort obviously is tlie most important joint
ventui'e. There is, in addition, the Coal and
Steel Community, the Productivity Agency,
the European Payments Union, etc., some of
which undertalungs transgress beyond the
NATO framework. The usefulness of these

efforts is beyond argument and there are

naturally many areas where additional coordi-

nated programs could be set up. An example
is in the field of agriculture, where autarchic

practices still i-ule sui^rcmc, to the detriment of

all, including the peasant.

These undertakings, however, deal by and
largo with basic economic structures- Their
results, while indispensable and beneficial are

mostly ignored by the consumer who does not

feel their impact directly and dramatically,

Obviously, production precedes consumption.

But it also can be argued that consumption
stimulates production. Most economic reforms

liavo aimed at the productive apparatus as their

primary target, but the visible consumption of

the average European citizen has not received

adequate attention and in fact has not grown
very much. To put it in oversimplified terms:
Stimulation of economic growth through
stimulation of consumption rather than of
production has been one of the basic differences
between the American and European economy.
The dynamic satisfaction of consumers^ needs
is an outstanding element of American stability.
There is no reason why a major effort should
not be made to transplant this greatest blessing
of the American economy to the NATO scene.
For more than fifty years, Marxist

propaganda of all shades has opposed the
concept of private ownership and has condi-
tioned very broad publics to favor legislation
which is detrimental to all types of property.
Moreover, a quarter-century of Stalinist propa-
ganda deriving from Soviet economic planning
held that improvement in welfare of the masses
must follow massive, long-range investment
programs in capital goods industries. In the
meantime the public was expected to accept
“temporary” shortages in consumers goods.
The Free World never yet has met these two
concepts squarely. In fact, in many instances
it has consciously or unconsciously emulated
the Marxian program of expropriation and
over-investment in capital goods industries.

Actually the American example—as well as
the example of both Nazi and democratic
Germany—shows that increases in consumption
and production can go hand in hand, and that
consumers needs can be satisfied even while the
production base is being enlarged. There is

no reason, therefore, why the European con-
sumer can not benefit soon and visibly from
NATO economic cooperation.

One of the main reasons why the average
European, while not necessarily accepting the
Marxian creed, nevertheless is predisposed
to support any anti-property policy, is that he
sees very little likelihood of acquiring property
for himself. The average European owns
very little. He barely possesses a small savings
account. He has very little chance of acquiring

more substantial holdings which, for that mat-
ter, could not be easily passed on to his children.
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And he does not even own many durable
consumers goods except furniture and table

silver. To put this differently: The average
European mil not become a staunch supporter

of a dynamic free enterprise system unless and
until he acquires property himself or at least,

sees a chance of becoming an "owner.” The
revolutionary spirit will not disappear unless

and until the average European in addition

acquires a true stake in the existing system.

Naturally, the end of what could be called

"economic alienation” should not be expected
to solve by itself all moral, cultural, political,

etc. problems. But it will go a long way
toward making NATO a reality, simply by
substituting positive for negative expectations.

Furthermore, the introduction of a dynamic
element into the European economy, a dyna-
mism that would be based upon the urge of

the average European to become a property
owner in the true sense of the word, should
bid fair to transform NATO into wbat it ought
to be, namely a growing concern. Accordingly,

it is suggested that the United States take

the lead in setting up a NATO-wide and ul-

timately a worldwide ovmership program.
Disregarding the intellectual preparations

for such a program (which will be discussed

in a different paper) such a program may
include the following elements: the establish-

ment of a NATO-wide system of consumers
and mortgage banks which will make available

credit to suitable applicants at low interest

rates.'* The main purpose of the credit sys-

tem would be to allow the consumer to acquire
many elements of wealth including housing
and consumers’ durables. The granting of

these credits, of course, may be combined with

[ON OF NATO SECRET

stock and see to it that this stock be traded
freely on all European markets, and not be
subject to nationality and movement restric-

tions.

The United States should take the lead in

furthering the establishment, on a broad base,

of trust funds as well as of a suitable system of

dependable brokerage firms, concurrent with
the development of facilities for the massive
buying of stock. Studies should be undertaken
to determine the workings of the European
stock exchanges with a view toward introducing
proper laws and regulations of protection and
honest reporting. Moreover, there must be an
effort to acquaint the broad population with
the advantages of o-wnership in well-regulated

stock, as well as m the possibilities even for the

small investor to improve his situation.

The NATO nations should launch a major
effort in housing^ particularly in small one-

family structures. It would lead not only to

the decentralization of urban agglomerations,

but also to suitable mortgage arrangements.
A modernized mortgage system would place

better and more independent living within the

reach of the average European and allow him

3 Be it mentioned here merely that there should be
NATO-wide exhibits demonstrating the potentialities

of the ownership program.
* It should be emphasized that the ownership pro-

gram can, and probably should be enlarged to cover
the under-developed areas, especially those connected
with NATO. For this purpose, the NATO nations
should join in a combined effort at economic develop-
ment, one advantage of which would be to eliminate
the monopoly positions of the old colonial powers in

given areas. Such an effort, probably, would have to

follow initial successes of the ownership program within

an up-to-date system of private health, life

and property insurance. This hanldng system
should operate, as far as practical, through
existing institutions but the main financial

forces within NATO should join together
to underwrite the operation, and in particular

secure for it the necessary size, so that it can
be profitable despite low interest rates. In
addition, the consumer banks should issue
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NATO proper. Hence this problem is merely mentioned
at this point, yet this cursory reference must not be
construed as a judgment about its urgency. The
problem is urgent enough. At the present time, how-
ever, it is necessary to develop the capabilities for its

solution; i. o. the capital surplus which would be
available for overseas export. Within the under-
developed areas themselves there is a need for better

understanding of the problems of economic develop-
ment, This is partly a matter of education, some
aspects of which are discussed in another paper.
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to acquire wealth, in the form of real estate and

perhaps arable land.

Closely connected with housing is the need

for additional electrificaiion. The acquisition

of electrical homo appliances will lighten the

burden on the housewives and ultimately lead

to the highly desirable elimination of the serv-

ant class. Furthermore, electrification will

allow a general reduction in living expenses,

while providing additional comforts. It also

will be useful for the establishment of all kinds

of work and repah shops, home industries,

agricultural machinery, etc. The housing and

electrification programs by themselves should

enhance the economic security of the common

man. This program of electrification, of course,

should be tied in with the atoms-for-peace

undertaking (on which more in another paper).

To the extent that the housing and the elec-

trification programs will lead to decentraliza-

tion and sub-urbanization, the NATO countries

must undergo or accelerate the process of

motoi'ization. It may be pointed out that the

possession of a motor-scooter, motoi’cycle or

an automobile, anyway, is the dream of a

European youth and certainly is considex'ed as

a hallmark of success. The motor still confers

"status.” The program of providing cheap

motor transportation is well under way in some

European countries at the present time. How-

ever, it should be possible to reduce car prices

and above aU to allow lower interest rates and

longer installment periods. Moreover, it is not

entirely necessary that the effort be concen-

trated on automobiles. Depending on local

conditions it may be preferable to put greater

emphasis on small motorcycles or weather-

proofed family motor-scooters, recently put on

the market by Messerschmidt, which show

some signs of becoming popular.

It may just be mentioned that the potential

NATO market is larger than the U. S. auto-

mobile market, and that the dynamism of the

U. S. economy is, in no small measure, due to

motorization. As every American knows, the

size of this market is not dependent merely

upon the size of the population, but more
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signifi-cantly on the effectiveness and generosity

of the credit system, and its availability even

to the poorer strata of the population.

As another corollary to the decentralization

of the European economy, n great effort must

be made in the field of retail trade. The Ameri-

can chain food store is one of the marvels of

economic ingenuity and it should be a terrific

success ill Europe, especially in the countries

which like to eat well. Some timid beginnings

have been made along this line but only in a few

countries. The proper organization of retail

trade will not faU, to make life far more pleasant,

to enlarge agriciiltm'al markets, but also to

allow a more widespread distribution of NATO
products throughout the entire area. It will

break do^vn many barriers of nationalistic

consciousness.

Consumers satisfaction will be derived from

two additional sources: travel and entertain-

ment. Travel will result automatically from

motorization and higher income levels. No
specific efforts will be necessary to stimulate it,

except by enlarging the system of installment-

ticket buying, removing restrictions which

shah hamper the growth of aviation, expecially

on short hauls, and holding ready capital for

the enlargement of hotel facilities. Entertain-

ment will be covered below in the discussions

of cultural activities, television, and books.

It should be pointed out that these various

programs, if implemented, would lead to a

considerable and possibly enduring economic

boom. Moreover, the creation of additional

installations such as gasoline stations and

repair facilities for automobiles and electrical

appliances, as well as the need for additional

roads, and the development of a healthy

housing industry, etc. will increase employment

levels considerably and probably put an end to

the present one-family, one-bread-earner struc-

ture. When jobs are more plentiful than

applicants, there will be several earners per

family, and naturally the elimination of the

“industrial reserve army,” to quote Marx,

would increase the level of European wages

very rapidly.
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A great deal of thought ought to be given to

combining the large-scale purchasing activities

envisaged under these programs with the

regular 'purchase of stock. The ownership
program should aim, not only at increasing

the living standards of the average consumer,
but also at making him into a part-time

“capitalist”—a pemon who “profits” from the

economic system. If, in addition, it were
possible to diversify stocklioldings from the

national point of view—for example, n French-
man OAvmng some German stock or an Italian

owning stock in an electric power trust fund
which holds stock from power companies in all

NATO nations—then economic interests no
longer would be conceived of narrowly within
a nationalistic frame of reference.

The problem, natm’aUy, is how the European
consumer can be induced to buy stock. He
would be suspicious of the operation, although
economic dynamism, adequate capitalization of

suitable corporations, and reforms of trading

regulations and practices should allay some of

his suspicions. In emulation of some insm'ance
programs which involve the payment of divi-

dends to the holder of the policy, it may be
possible to find ways by which the consumer
thi-ough combined goods and stock purchases
might acquire stock property. The increase of

power consumption will require a continuous
influx of new capital. It should be possible to

acquire some of this capital by adding small
amounts to each electric bill and in the manner
of trust funds prorate these payments for stock
or bond holdings; or to create electric power
“cooperatives” with easily accessible member-
ship. It should also be possible to have a
permanent stock issue at prices which stay
fixed throughout a few months or perhaps a
year^ and to give the purchaser of consumers
durables rights to buy this stock. Normal
acquisition of dividend-paying stock could be
used to reduce installments. House buyers
should be encom-aged to hold stock in then
mortgage bank, some of which, perhaps, could
be set up in the form of cooperative banks.
There are undoubtedly many additional and
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far more ingenious methods. The objective

would be to make a maximum number of per-

sons over into recipients of dividend checks.

It can be anticipated that the first dividend

pa3^ment would change the political outlook of

many presently “alienated” Europeans. Inci-

dentally, the program could be made psycho-

logically palatable by describing it as the

modern and most efficient way of “profit

sharing.”

Since NATO is based on cultural affinity,

among other things, major efforts must be
made in the cultural (and entertainment) field.

Some of this has been covered in the discussion

about universities and academic institutions.

In this particular connection there would be a
need for the establishment of cultural maga-
zines—literatm’6, graphic arts, music—to make
all NATO nations share in the cultural achieve-

ments of each. The major works of literature

should be translated into all NATO languages.

An elaborate system of exhibits, expositions and
visits by theater companies should bo built up
and combined with suitable exchange programs.
Naturally, the new instrumentalities of radio
and television must be fully impressed into this

effort (see below).

Another matter should be given considera-
tion: NATO is going to be built by the rising

generation, not by its parents. Hence, activi-

ties should be launched which will strengthen
the commitment of 'youth to NATO. Perhaps
the Boy Scout movement can be enlarged
within the NATO framework. Exchahgo pro-
grams can be initiated on the high school level.

Existing sports and youth organizations can
be spurred on to undertake travels throughout
the NATO area, to leaa-n NATO languages and
to hold more frequent “jamborees” and other
meetings. Youth also should be given a
prominent place on television programs (see
below)

.

Adaptations

The ultimate purpose of the activities de-
scribed above should be to bring together and
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mutually adjust tlxe social structures within
the NATO area, despite the permanence of
regional and cultural differences. Wliether or
not a NATO “community” will emerge, many
activities could be undertaken jointly anrl
many facets of life as well as interests are going
to be similar as a result. If this expectation
were to come true, many organizational and
political structm-es and decisions of the NATO
countries would have to become “joint” in
character, partly to rendei’ these common
activities more fruitful, pai-tly to respond to
new situations.

It is naturally premature at this point to
talk about the many steps of this process of
adaptation and harmonization. Suffice it to
say merely that the adaptation process at its

most crucial junctures will have to pass tlu'oiigh
the legislative machinery and that sooner or
later it will become necessoiy for the various
NATO nations to enact paraliel laws and elimi-
nate incompatible provisions. In tm-n, before
legislative action can be coordinated, a more
intimate collaboration between the respective
parliaments must be instituted. It is there-
fore recommended that steps be taken to
establish an intm-NATO Parliamentary Steer-
'ing Committee.

In order to dramatize the significance of this
proposal (which is susceptible to being over-
looked) and facilitate the workings of this coni-
:rnitteo, it is recommended that, within the next
3rear or so, the United States invite all the
parliamentarians of all the NATO countries,
including the Communist parliamentarians, on
a two-week visit to this country.

The legislators should bo flown into the
XJnited States through a collective effort of
tpliG NATO civilian airlines, and in a large
ftiiditorinm, preferably in Washington, ho
a.cl dressed b,y the President in n welcoming
speech. Subsequently, the various parliamen-
fcary delegations should split up according to

committees and hold international coininitteo
mootings. Eor example, the foreign relations
committees of the various parliaments should
t>o constituted as ono group and should meet at
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one poi’ticular locality and discuss NATO
problems.

Similarly, the military, economic, educational,
etc,, committees of the various countries should
get acquainted with the personalities and
proolems of their foreign counterparts. The
formal exercise, with speeches by members
of all parliaments and discussions, should last
one week and should be followed by another
week of travel throughout the United States
and possibly Canada. The purposes of such a
meeting would include;

a. Get some of the legislators to travel;
b. Acquaint them with the U. S., which is

particularly important insofar as Communist
deputies are concerned;

c. Make them see the other fellow’s
problems and points;

d. Show them that their local pre-
occupations are not the only things that
matter;

e. Indicate to them, the usefulness of
international contacts;

f. EJstablish, ceremoniously, the Intra-
NATO Parliamentary Steering Committee.
Another device of mutual adaptation would

be the establishment in each member country
of a special NATO ministry through whicli nil

NATO operations of the particular nation
would have to be coordinated. In due time,
the heads of the ministries could meet in
monthly session, and gradually establish them-
selves as a NATO executive organ. Like the
office of the Swiss President, the cliairman-
ship over this council could rotate yearly
among member nations; if it could be
established, there would emerge, ultimately,
something like a NATO president.

Reporting Organs

In order to make these various programs
politically effective, a very large effort at re-
porting will have to be undertaken. It is

believed that one of the great informational
gaps existing at the present time is the igno-
rance of national decision makers with respect
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to political issues and realities in other countries.

Equally important is theh ignorance con-

cerning the practical solutions of problems,

similar to theh own, which were found abroad.

The French politician, to put it in more con-

crete terms, is blissfully unaware of the political

problems in Britian and even more so in the

United States. Veiy frequently he ^vTestles

with problems which were solved satisfac-

torily abroad, but which he cannot solve be-

cause he knows nothing about those pertinent

experiences. There has been no effort to es-

tablish a system of cross-reporting on decision

making, a failure which suits many legislators

and bureaucrats because it allows them to

operate in the dark and make their decisions

without fear that they ever would be properly

analyzed and brought to the attention of public

opinion.

The following solutions should be considered

:

a. A NATO Parliamentary Gazette modeled,

to a certain extent, after the Congressional

Record of the United States, should be estab-

lished. This Gazette, which should be made
available to all NATO parliamentoi-ians, should

print accurate summaries of paidiamentary

debates in all NATO nations, maintain records

of the votes of the various parliamentarians—
this should go a long way toward eliminating

some undeshable legislators—and, in emulation

of the Appendix to the Congressional Record,

reproduce articles and studies which are perti-

nent to current legislative problems. In addi-

tion, the Gazette should provide documenta-
tion and bibliographies on subjects which are

of timely interest to the legislator. The gen-

eral idea is that the Gazette should not only be
of informative value to the paihamentarians,

but also should become an indispensable tool

for then* practical work as well as a generally

accessible record of activities of individual

legislatora. The Gazette should draw exten-

sively on tile work by the various academic

institutions proposed above,

b. There should be created various Minis-

terial Gazettes

f

for example, a Gazette of the

finance ministries within NATO countries.

The purpose of this type of gazette would be

to cross report upon administrative decisions,

regulations, and practices, and upon the activi-

ties and problems of the various ministries and

agencies.

A gi’eat deal of the information necessary for

the accomplishment of joint ventures is at

present lacldng. This is due, among other

reasons, to the insufficiency of the statistical

services in most of the NATO countries. It is

recommended, therefore, that there be estab-

lished a NATO Statistical Office which will

produce and publish the pertinent statistical

information and gradually enlai’go the scope

and the pertinence of statistical reporting

6ver3rwhei’e. In poi'ticular, it is recommended
that the NATO statistical office issue a series

of Bulletins to report periodically on significant

NATO activities, including joint ventures such

as the ownership program suggested above.

As a reporting organ and as a means of

improving comprehension, television possesses

great potentialities. Since it is a new medium, it

is to be anticipated that people will go out of

then- way to view television programs and that

as a result there will emerge an extraordinary

opportunity to reach the attention of NATO
audiences. It is recommended therefore that

there be established a NATO Television Nei-

workt with the following prominent features:

a. The enthe NATO area, including its rural

sections, is to be covered by this network.

b. The network will be devoted to informa-

tional, educational and cultural programs with-

out, however’, eliminating entertainment and
sports.

c. So far as suitable, television programs will

be exchanged between countries, especially

programs of a cnltur-al type and they will be
used to create mutual familiailty within NATO.

d. The television effort will be supported by
a largo scale effort at producing documentary
film materials. These materials should deal,

among other things, with the concrete and
timely problems which must bo solved by the
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NATO nations, as well as produce knowledge
about workable solutions and genei’al loiowledge

of important topics.

6. A major effort should be made to put on

discussion programs dealing with political issues,

such as the American "Meet the Press,"

"Capitol Cloakroom," “Youth Wants to Know,"
programs. The participants in such discussions

should be nationals of different countries

analyzing their mutual problems.

f. The NA'IX) television network should

produce numerous newscasts and develop new
informational procedures to enhance the effec-

tiveness of tliG NATO mutual effort.

g. Efforts should be made to bring about an

ever larger audience participation and to

bring together on the television screen not only

professionals and politicans but also youth and

common people from the different countries,

201

Paralleling the development of the television
progi’am, similar efforts should be made in the
area of radio hroadcoBting.

The problem of hook production will be dis-

cussed in another paper.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Many programs, methods and devices can
be developed to maintain NATO as a going
and establish it as a growing concern.

Most important of the programs suggested

above is the ownership program which could be
developed as the key to tlie NATO future.

V. RECOMMENDATION
That those proposals which are considered

practical be adopted and then* implementation

bo initiated.
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The Atoms for Peace Program
Originator: Stefan Possony

Critic: William Webster

After many delays and misinterpretations

there is now emerging a growing support for

and a gradually better understanding of the

Atoms for Peace Program. Contrary to the

expectations of the sceptics, the psychological

response to this program has been good.

In its reliance on nuclear strategy the United

States inevitably must pay a considerable

penalty in the psychological and political fields.

The Atoms for Peace Program has reduced

the extent of this penalty and has detracted

popular attention away from the imago of a

United States bent on nuclear holocaust. A
position has boon reached in which the Atoms

for Peace Program has begun to serve as a

counterpart to the American strategy of nuclear

dotorrencG. We are beginning to create an

image of America as the guardian of peace and

the foremost promoter of progress. Thanks to

the program, the impression is spreading that,

like in its previous history, the United States is

anxious to advance the cause of technology and

humanity. The launching of the Atoms for

Peace Program has led many nations to worry

somewhat loss about the destructive atom and

to preoccupy themselves increasingly both with

technological progi’oss and international coop-

eration needed to bring this progress about.

This program is beginning to produce a climate

of opinion which should prove beneficial to

many other American ventures, including

dofonao measures. The program also has

shown some signs of being able to “smoko out”

the Russians in the atomic field.

Without minimizing those considerable ad-

vantages, it must bo pointed out that the signifi-

cance of the Atoms for Peace Program is much

more profound. The program inevitably plays

a truly central role in the long-range American
strategy. Occasional hesitations in supporting

the Atoms for Peace Program are due, in part,

to an underestimation of this program’s key
importance.

So far, the greatest attention within the

Atoms for Peace Progi*am has centered on

electric power. However, the program has

implications for transportation, industrial pro-

duction, medicine, agriculture, and above all,

basic research. Nuclear techniques of all

kinds will lead to a very far reaching overhaul

of technology and to a true industrial revolu-

tion, the nature of which cannot yet be grasped.

This aspect of the program is really the crucial

one, but since developments are as yet unpre-

dictable, nothing more will be said on this point

other than that it may be useful to bring these

other possibilities into sharper focus.

The rest of this paper will concentrate on the

electric power phase of the progi’am.

I. ELECTRIC POWER PROGRAM

Over the last 50 to 80 years, consumption

and production of all types of energy through-

out the world have been increasing very rapidly.

The increase in the consumption of electric

energy has been particularly fast since 1900,

but since the end of the second World War this

already astonishing rate of increase has been

accelerated further. Given the continuous

growth of population, the strong pressures for

industrialization, and the world-wide expecta-

tions for a continual improvement of living

standards, energy production inevitably will

grow, at least at the present rate of progress.
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It is uniiecessary to labor this point with detailed

statistical estimates, especially since practi-

cally all statisticians seem to agree that this

growth is not only unavoidable, but will be

considerable in scope. At a minimum, then,

electric power production ^vill increase at least

three to four times within the next forty-five

years. A ten to twentyfold increase is by no

means excluded. As a general “ball park”

guess, it may be assumed that by 2000 A. D.

world production will have risen from 1,400

kwh to 5,000 or 10,000 billion kwh, installed

capacity from 320 million kw to 1 or 2 billion

kw, and per capita consumption from 500 kwh

to 1,000 or 2,000 kwh per year.

By comparison, a rise to the present levels of

the XJ. S., Sweden, and Switzerland would re-

quire a world production of approximately

16,000 billion kwh in 2000 A. D.

Index of World Induslrial Produclion, 1870-195B

1870 100

1900 310

1913 530

1920 500

1929 800

1932 - 540

1937 - - 950

1946 1,000

1952_-_ 1,710

Annual Rale of Growth of Industrial World ProducHon

Percent

187(1-1900 4

1900-1913 - 4

1920-1929 — 5. 6

1932-1937 12

1946-1962 9. 6

Total World Demand for Primary Fuel on Certain

Assumed Compound Rates of Growth

(Billton tons of coal equlTfllent per annum)

2 percent
per annum

2ii percent
per annum

3 percent
per annum

I960 - 2.8 2.8 2.8

1976— 4. 6 6. 1 6.8

2000 7.4 9. 6 12. 1

2025 - 12. 1 17. 6 26. 2

2050- 19.9 32. 5

!

62. 9

This growth in power production poses many
difficult problems. For many years now, coal

prices have shown a gradual increase, due to the

combined impact of the unwillingness of

modern labor to work in coal mines and to the

exhaustion of the best seams in some foremost

producing countries. There are still plenty of

good deposits, but not many are situated close

to suitable transportation. Consequently, coal

production has risen only slowly. If the

increase in energy production were to be

supported from coal, output would have to be

tripled . It is likely, howev er, that raw material

shortages and transportation deficiencies would

arise and press prices upward, \vith the result

that the cost of energy would be increasing. In

fact, it is very doubtful whether the expected

increase in energy production could be based on

coal at all, especially since coal is becoming an

ever more important raw material for the

chemical industry.

Five Year Averages of Relative Prices op

Mineral Fuels and Electric Power in the

United States, 1900-1954.

Period
All

mineral
fuels

Bitumi-
nous

and lig-

nite coal

Anthra-
cite coal

Orudo
petro-
leum

Natural
gas

Eleotrlo
power

1960-64„- 112. 1 125. 9 111.7 113. 1 72. 9 30.7

1946-49— 108. 6 130. 5 107. 6 102. 1 04. 7 40. 6

1940-44— 96. 4 113. 6 102. 1 92. 1 81.4 69.4

1936-39-.- 100. 0 100. 0 100, 0 100, 0 100. 0 100. 0

1930-34— 94. 7 93. 2 129. 6 89.4 141. 2 132. 6

1926-29— 94. 9 88. 3 111. 7 109, 2 141. 0 90. 6

1920-24— 107. 4 119. 7 96. 8 123, 3 169. 1 92. 7

1915-19— 66. 1 78.9 66. 1 97. 4 88. 2

1910-14— 60, 8 74. 6 61. 3 81. 3 162. 6

1906-09— 60. 7 77.3 60. 5 82. 4 184. 4

1900-04— 68. 1 86.3 63. 6 123. 6 236.0

In contrast to coal, the price of oil has been

declining. However, it is unlikely that the

growth of energy production can be based on

oU, what with the expected increase in motoriza-

tion plus the greater geological stringency. The
same doubt applies "with respect to natui’al gas

which, although it is the cheapest form of
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onorgy presently available, is in short supply
and requires costly investments in transporta-
tion systems. Finally, there is not enough
potential hydro-electric energy available for

tho anticipated power expansion; and in this

case, too, transport difficulties are quite severe.

Accordingly, if the production of energy is

to rise as expected, it will have to be based to

a largo extent on nuclear fuels. It has been
said rightly that the discovery of nuclear fission

has como none too soon and that without it,

the economic progress of inankmd would have
boon stymied.

Wonra> Consumption or PniMAHY Fuel, 1929-1960

(Million molrlo touH of coni cqulvnlont)

Solid
(no)

oil
Nnlural

gns

Ilydro-
oleotrlc-

Ity
Total

1020 1, 410 270
^

80 100 1, 800

1060-h 1, 680 700 270 200 2, 760

Avomgo floinpoiincl

rate of Inoioaso*.. 0. 6 4.7 0. 3 3.3 1. 9

I Porcoal, pov nniiiim.

It is not implied that nuclear fuels will be

substituted for all mineral fuels, nor necessarily

tliat tlioy will, by 2000 A. D. or so, account for

most of tlio world’s energy. This may or may
not 1)0 tho case. In tho meantime, it is to be

anticipated that areas which can bo served by

liydro-oloctrio power or natural gas will want to

develop those minimum coat resources to the

utmost. Whether in other areas it will be

economical to stay with coal or oil or to replace

these fuels partly or entirely with fissile ma-

terials depends on a multitude of factors,

including eomimrativo costa, depreciation rates,

tho particular typos and quantities of power

required, the ofiioiomjy and availability of

various typos of nuclear reactors, tho possibility

of compound industries, the size of tho plu-

tonium and isotope market, etc,, etc. All of

tJiis is as yet unpredictable. It is logical to

assume, however, tho nuclear power will blend

into tho order forms of energy production and

that the ultimate balance between the variou®
forms of energy will vary according to time and
place. So long as the excessive demands of
power expansion can he met by fissile materials
and so long, therefore, as production of coal
and oil need not be increased drastically, the
older fuels will continue to be economical and
attractive in many areas.

Many warnings have been issued against the
faulty assumption that the cost of nuclear
power ultimately will become “negligible.”

Estimates made by various experts at the
Geneva Conference show a remarkable degree
of unanimity, despite the fact that these experts

from different nations did not coordinate their

vie^vs, Experiences in the U. S., U, K., Russia
and France seem to indicate that a cost price

of about five to six mills per kwh at the bus bar
can be expected. Such a cost price would mean
that nuclear power production would be about
as expensive as power production based on coal

and somewhat more expensive than that based

on oil and natm’al gas, and that in general terms

it would be about as expensive as the present

average cost in the U. S.

However, it must be remembered that coal

prices probably will increase, especially in the

case of continued expansion. Moreover, the

price of power varies in each country and

between countries. As of today, nuclear power

would ho cheaper than conventional power

produced in the New England States, but more

expensive than hydro, oil, and natinal gaspower

produced in Texas and in the American West.

Nuclear power also would be cheaper than most

of the power produced at present in Great

Britain and in many other countries which do

not have the rich and plentiful coal deposits of

the United States, or where coal deposits have

been depleted and oil must be imported. While,

therefore, nuclear power will not necessarily

lead to a cheapening of power, it will in due

time eliminate all expensive producei-s, fore-

stall increases in power costs, and in a general

way equalize power costs all over the world.

It has been pointed out that in order, to ep-

lai'ge power production on the basis, of conyen-
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tional fuels, very heavy investments in trans-

portation would have to be made. This is

particularly true of areas which at present are

not served by adequate rail or waterways.

The vast continental expanses of Asia and Latin

America, for example, cannot be developed

power-wise before siu:face transportation is

installed, but there is no economic reason to do

this so long as these areas are uninhabited and

remain empty because there are no local power

resources. A vicious circle. Nuclear power,

The industrial trend is to use more and not les

electric power. However, it is time that th

specifically industrial uses of electric energ

are not the most telling argument in favor of th

program. The very extensive other uses c

electric power constitute the strongest argumen

for electrification.

Power Requiremenis for Selected Electro-Procese Materia

ApproxlmtUe kv
required per tO)

of producl

however, can be installed in any out-of-the-way

place, simply by establishing an airfield and

flying in the generating equipment and the fuel.

The utilization of nuclear power therefore will

allow huge economies with respect to the open-

ing up of new territories. The possibility of

placing large power stations at remote mining

sites and carrying out processing and perhaps

primary refining on the spot will lead to an

amelioration of world mineral's supply both as

to quantity and cost, and also will make it

possible for underdeveloped countries to initiate

Titanium Metal 40, 00

Aluminum Metal 18, 00

95 percent Silicon Metal 17, 60

Electrolytic Magnesium 16, 00

35 percent Hydrogen Peroxide (100 percent

basic)-- 16, 00

Electrolytic Manganese 10, 20

Silicon Carbide 8, 60

70 percent Perrotungsten 7, 60

Sodium Chlorate 6, 20
Rayon 6, 20
Phosphoric Acid (via electric furnace) 3, 90
Electrolytic Zinc 3, 40
Chlorine 3, 00

a reasonable form of industrialization. Eimda-

mentally, the greatest economic advantage of

nuclear power is that it can be employed at any

point which can be served by aircraft, and there-

fore the requirements of surface transportation

can be cut to the minimum.

The importance of the Atoms for Peace

Program often is being minimized with a state-

ment to the effect that electric power accounts

for only a few percent of the cost and the “value

added” of industrial production. This is true

but not very meaningful. Quite possibly

nuclear power will not affect production costs

directly. However, it is not the percentile cost

which is of importance here, but the fact that

practically all industrial processes do requhe

electric power in substantial quantities. More-

over, as new metals such as aluminum and

above all, titanium, come into greater use,

power requirements increase veiy considerably.

Even many of the older industries tend to em-
ploy electi’ic power more and more, both in the

form of labor saving devices for auxiliary ac-

tivities and in the form of primary energy.

Cost of Energy Consumed by the U. S. Econom

Prom nation*
al product

Energy costa
percent ol
GNP

1899
BttUon dollars

18 4.

1909.- - 33. 1 6,

1919 - 87. 1 6,

1929 104. 4 7.

1939 : 91. 1 7.

1947 282. 2 6.

1950 - 286. 1 6.

1962 346. 1 6.

;

The growth of population and the increasing

requirements for a diversified and sufficient die

call for an enlargement of agidcultural pro
ductivity. This is on the one hand a matter o
increasing yields and of putting new lands unde;

cultivation, activities on which electric powe:
and isotopes only have indirect bearing, excep
insofar as poultry and dairy farming is con
cemed. On the other hand, this is a matter o:

food preservation, pest and disease control
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storage, and transportation. It is estimated
that even in advanced agricultural countries
about one-fiftb of the food produced is spoiled
while, for lack of storage and transportation
capabilities, another high percentage of the out-
put has to bo consumed by the peasants and
their animals. Electric power is indispensable
for refrigeration which is the key to storage and
transportation. Moreover, it is hoped that
isotopes will become useful for controlling pests
and as food sterilizers. Electric power also is

becoming indispensable for many supporting

farm operations such as heating, cleaning, hot
water production, improving the utilization of

labor (including that of older people), altering

tlie timing of production, improving the quality

of farm products, increasing the dependability

of farm operations, and increasing per capita

output. Naturally, power also reduces human
toil. Siiffico it to say that in U. S. forms use of

oloctricity is rising very rapidly. Moreover,

tho food processing industry requires power.

Electric power also is becoming the key to

water supplies. (Note: the availability of

relatively cheap power in rural areas probably

would load to a lesser use of wood for fuel pur-

poses. Power thus may be one of the conditions

of ro-forostation so urgently needed in some

areas.) In addition to well-pumps, there is an

ever increasing need for irrigation. It has been

determined that agricultural yields even in well

watered areas can ho increased considerably

through proper irrigation methods. It is not

always realized that U. S. agriculture uses

about 100 billion gallons a day from surface

and ground water sources and that particularly

tho groiind water use is increasing. Naturally,

many of tho semi-arid areas in the world can be

put under cultivation only to tho extent that

irrigation becomes feasible. Tho cultivation of

tlicso areas may or may not become necessary

duo to world-wide food requirements. How-

ever, improvoraonts in tho social situation of

such areas, for example, tho Middle East, de-

pend on the practicability of developing cheap

methods of irrigation. It should be pointed

out that most of those ai'oas do have large un-
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derground water resources. Therefore, as

proved by the example of Israel, their develop-
ment should be entirely practical.

It must be stressed that tho water needs of

modern industry and urban settlements are
insatiable. There are many signs that the in-

crease of industrialization and population is

leading to stringent water shortages in many
areas. Among the "thirsty” industries, the

following may be mentioned: oil refining, paper
manufacturing, metallurgy, chemistry, various

types of food processing, refrigeration, and the

electric power industry itself, not to mention
the nuclear industry. Water no longer will be
available “for the asking,” at least in many
areas and certainly not in urban and industrial

agglomerations. Whether the water deficit will

be covered by diversion of surface water, elabo-

rate long distance pipeline systems, or use of

ground or sea water, electricity wUl he required

for each solution. It should be pointed out

that while at present sea water treatment for

agriculture cannot possibly be profitable, such

a treatment becomes more economical if it is a

question of industrial uses and urban needs.

Space heating and cooling are other great

consumers of electric power. Whether or not

it will be pi’ofitable to continue current heating

practices is questionable, especially in areas

with little coal and oil. To the extent that

countries such as India become industrialized,

air conditioning must be considered as one of

the main prerequisites of industrial produc-

tivity, Natmally, heating and cooling also are

matters of living standards. It is anticipated

that sooner or later space heating and cooling

will be combined in one operation through the

employment of ‘'beat pumps.” This equip-

ment wUl be highly economical in comparison

\vith present methods, and also reduce the

pressure on coal and oil. However, while

economical, heat pumps will require enormous

quantities of electric power.

The raising of living standards is dependent

not only on industrial production and higher

incomes but also on distribution and local serv-

ices. Without a large system of retail end
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particularly food stores and repair shops, in-

creases in production would remain relatively

meaningless. Tlie model of the American chain

food and drug store is very pertinent. Nat-

urally, such stores can operate only if they are

liberally supplied with electric power, especially

for refrigeration and air conditioning. An av-

erage American drug store consumes about

50,000 kwh per year. Insofar as repair shops

are concerned, be it sufficient to point to the

electrical needs of garages and gasoline sta-

tions. The increasing use of power tools in

homes will not lead to a large increase in power

consumption, but the availability of power will

improve maintenance all around and thus lead

to many savings.

Electric power is the key to improved stand-

ards of living in the home. It is the foremost

labor saving device for practically all domestic

chores and in addition it provides many of the

"necessities” of modern life, including lighting,

radio, phonograph, television, etc. Insofar as

the underdeveloped areas of the world are con-

cerned, it should be remembered that the instal-

lation of electric light not only lengthens the

useful hours of the day but is correlated with

an increase in literacy, improvement in health

standards, and a decrease in birth rates. The
advantages of electricity for the home are so

great that most households, within the limits

of their finances, aim to make maximum use

of this utility.

C/. N. Eslimale on Rales of Growlh in Energy
Requiremenis

Agriculture

Industry

Transport

Households, heat.

Power
Population

Pmtnl

. 2

. 5

6

2

6

U. 6

‘ I. e„ 3.6 billion people in 1975 and 6 billion in 2000.

The great advantages of electrification nat-
urally could be spelled out in more detail.

Electricity is a commodity which has so much
become on element of modern life that people
take it for granted. Hence they have sonie

segrbt'

difficulty visualizing what it has done, and still

could do, to all of our lives.

However, while the advantages of electri-

fication appear to be clear, the question is:

Why is it in the U, S. interest to push the
program? Is this simply another “do-good^^

type of a venture? It need not be, although

in the wrong hands it could develop into a
"boondoggle.” Briefly, the main advantages

are:

1. The program should contribute to the

raw materials supply of the U. S. and specif-

ically facilitate the mining of foreign mineral

deposits.

2. The program should create a huge foreign

market for American generating equipment and
electric appliances. This should be a matter of

'private foreign trade. The scope of this trade

can be gleaned from a few figures: One dollar

invested in generating equipment requires

approximately the investment of 8 to 10
dollars in appliances (disregarding repair and
replacement). Hence, if the world would
install 800 million kw of generating equipment,

it would be undertaking a total investment of

about 1,000 biHion dollars. This figure is

neither a forecast nor a proposal to plan in

this order of magnitude, but simply an indicator

of the size of this potential market.

3. Naturally, in order to set up international

trade in such a way that the electrification

progi’am could be implemented, many other

beneficial developments would have to take
place; of which only the development of a
proper international credit structure, immune
against "nationalizations,” may be mentioned
here.

4. The undertaking should be combined with
the ownership program. Specifically, it should

not be exploited to encom’age socialist ventm-es

in electricity which seem to be so attractive to

many foreign nations. If so, it would con-

tribute to the emergence of a new style of

politics all over the world. This venture is

one of the few capabilities at oui’ disposal

which we might try in order to see whether or

hot most countries in the world can be induced
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to model their politics after those of

Switzerland.

II. DIFFICULTIES

There are really no convincing arguments

against the usefulness of the Atoms for Peace

Program, and none have been formulated.

However, there are some very groat practical

difficulties which tend not only to slow down
the program but also to arouse some scepticism

among policy makers. In tlie first place, the

time requirements of die program are measured

in decades. At the present moment the tech-

nology of nuclear power still is very uncertain

and, for that matter, not one large nuclear plant

is as yet in operation. If tlie program were

hurried up, die chances are that most of the

early plants would bo obsolescent wiUiin a

short time. Therefore, economic prudence

acorns to dictate that the program be developed

systematically, oven deliberately, without un-

due concern about psycho-political factors.

Actually, if the psychological pressures are dis-

regarded, tlioro is really no great urgency about

nuclear power as such, since the conventional

fuels will bo adequate to maintain die momen-

tum of olcotrifioation for many years to come.

However, pro-occupation with nuclear power

may be useful in giving diis monientum to

oloctrification. In addition, diere is a great

need to allow for adequate experimentation,

training and learning with nuclear reactors and

to avoid delays in diese preparatoiy phases.

The second difficulty is diat rapid progress

in nuclear power production is still hampered

by various types of sliortages, including fissile

materials, technical and scientific manpower,

and now metals. It will take many years

before these shortages can be overcome, al-

though, of course, proper planning may cut

some of these load times.

Third, diero are many difficulties in die area

of industrial safely which arc as yet wsolved^

It is nob BO much a question of a capability oi

keeping nuclear power production safe-this

cajiability exists—'but rather of how muci o

the present safety measures can be eliminated

209

in order to reduce costs and of how a proper

safety discipline can be enforced in some of the

underdeveloped areas. This question also has

some bearing on the problem of reprocessing.

Moreover, diere is the question of what to do

in case an accident sliould happen.

Fourth, there is grave doubt as to whether

in the present world situation it is to the interest

of the United States to spread fissile materials

all around the globe. There is a danger that

some of these materials could be absconded

and be used for military, revolutionary, or even

criminal purposes. Tliis problem indeed poses

great difficulties. It is connected with the

need for the establishment of an effective ac-

counting, inspection, and control scheme de-

signed to prevent misuse of the materials. It is

liniced up with the question of what types of

fissile materials should be used for power pro-

duction; specifically, would those materials

which are most desirable from the security

point of view allow low cost power production?

If not, do we have to sacrifice economy or

seciuity? It is tied up, lastly, with the ques-

tion of reprocessing,, plants for which, if

American interests were paramount, should all

be located in the United States,

While the first three difficulties will be over-

come as time goes by, the security problem of

course, will remain. There is no point in

minimizing tliis difficulty even though it is

true that despite the utter necessity for secur-

ity, the United States ultimately will have no

choice but to encourage nuclear power produc-

tion abroad or else be forced to discourage

further economic growth and thereby mn the

double risk of creating additional political

hazards and of allowing other powers of carry-

ing out the Atoms for Peace Program to their

interest. Such a development, naturally,

would be most undesirable.

The point simply is that the next few years

must be used to develop a proper security sys-

tem designed to take care of the dangers

inherent in this program. Consideration

should be given to the possibility of linking

the seem-ity aspects of this program to strictly
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military control scliemes. Nations miglit be
psychologically more disposed to accept thor-

ough inspection of power stations and once
having accepted such a type of outside inter-

ference, they may find it easier to acquiesce in

military controls which -would deprive them,

to a large extent, of their sovereignty.

ni. CONCLUSION
The conclusion therefore is that while the

Atoms for Peace Program is an utter and ines-

capable necessity of American foreign and
economic policy, it cannot become effective

before many yearn have elapsed. In the

meantime, the requirement exists to carry on
in order to keep the momentum and enlist on

our side foreign nations anxious to go into

nuclear power. The obvious solution from the

quandary seems to be to lend all support

electrification of the world and to consK oi

the Atoms for Peace Program as merely ^

the key elements within this overall imc oi-

taking. In turn, the electrification px'Ogiam

should be only one of the implementing jxliasos

of the larger American programs aiinoa at

raising living standards and in particular of a

hypothetical U. S. program designed to stimu-

late private ownersMp.

Thus, the Atoms for Peace Progi’aiHj Iuh-

toricaUy, can be described as the first plinso of

an overall U, S. peace program. In its eco-

nomic phases, this peace program aiii^o to

solve the ‘‘social question/^ Bleotrificsatioii is

one phase of this sub-program; and tho A-toms

for Peace plan, in its power aspect, is a pliaso

of electrification.
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an American Ideological Program
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Critic: Max Millikan

I. INTRODUCTION

Before proceeding oven one step with the

discussion of the ideological problem, it is

necessary to point to the ambiguous character

of the term "ideological.’’ An "ideology” is

ossontially false thinking. Very frequently the

term clonotos dogmatism in political argu-

mentation or "visionary speculation,” to quote

the Oxford Dictionary. The ideologist has a

pat interpretation and proposes inflexible solu-

tions to changing political problems. His is a

Arm and immutable program, "often with an

implication of factitious propagandizing,” ac-

cording to Webster. In Marxian nomencla-

ture, an ideology is a mental construction de-

signed to conceal social realities in order to

make it possible for the ruling class to continue

in power. It is “the manner of tlunkmg

charactoristic of a class or individual,” accord-

ing to Oxford.

In addition to those usages the term often is

employed to describe "ideas at the basis of

some economic or political theory or system

(Oxford), or an entire "system ' of political

thinking, especially those ending in "ism, such

ftB socialism, liberalism, conservatism, etc.

'Pile term may bo used to denote the inte -

Icctual pattern of any widespread culture or

movement” (Wobate). Surprising^, Oxford

doflnoa ideology also as "science of ideas.

It is perfectly plain that the terin is so me y

tlmt its usage best bo discarded. However, no

substitute has been found. It is therefore

necessary to stress from the outset that it is

not recommended for an American "ideological

program” to construct synthetically a western

ideology, nor to combat hostile ideologies with

artificially created falsehoods or with a collec-

tion of freeworld cliches thickly painted over-

mth. some new verbal veneer to provide them

with greater appeal.

At this point let it be said merely that,

among other things, the program should address

itself to two eminently practical problems:

a. What is the United States going to do

about the difficulties posed to U. S. security

by the widespread acceptance of hostile

ideologies?
.

b. What is the United States gomg to do

about the requirement of projecting our o^
political thinking abroad and of getting

foreign peoples to adopt objective approaches

to their problems?

In other words, the ideological program con-

cerns itself with political thinking m all its

ramifications. Surely, it would be redundant

to argue about the importance of tofang and,

once this importanee is admitted, about the

need to define a clear U. S. policy m such an

important area.

II. DISCUSSION

With some of the necessary caveats out of

the way, we now may proceed to a discussion

of what should be, but

"inteUectual or thoughtprogram.”
TbeUmted
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States has undertaken many progi’ams in the

economic and security fields in order to improve

the social health of foreign nations and to halt

Communist aggression. Judging by statistics,

these programs, to varying degrees, have been

successful. None of them seems to have been

entirely unsuccessful and taken as a whole, these

programs have stabilized the world situation.

At the same time, however, understanding of

the meaning and effectiveness of the American
efforts has not been achieved. While some of

the results are self-evident, the American pro-

grams have left no lasting imprint on the minds
of overseas people. In fact, in some ways there

has sprung up a great deal of misunderstanding

about American purposes and about our capa-

bilities to do something really useful about cui’-

rent problems. More deplorably, American
programs so far have not taught overseas

peoples how current problems can be solved,

either by example or by intellectual demonstra-
tion. There is a general impression that

American programs have been palliative in

character, stopgaps, and that they were needed,

in part at least, to keep America going. The
significance of the two facts that:

a. The U. S. was able to help on such a
lavish scale;

b. The U. S. was willing to help;

has not sunk in at all. The question, how is it

possible for the U. S. to be so protective and so

helpful, rarely, if ever, is being asked, let alone
answered. The facile assumption that “deeds
will speak for themselves” has proved to be
untenable.

Hence, while the intensity of revolutionary
or radical-reactionary thinking has been
reduced greatly as a result of U. S. progi-ams,
even in countries which superficially may give
a contrary impression, wide audiences in
Europe as well as Asia have retained false
notions in their minds, if they did not add to
them (for example, by concerning themselves
aboutAmerican “imperialism”). These notions
extend to practically all political problems and
make the application of problem solving

SECRET

techniques, including the establishment of

mutually beneficial international cooperation

—

and trade, difficult, if not impossible.

To put it in different terms: The effectiveness

of the voi’ious “material” American programs

has been limited because, with the exception

of more or less superficial informational pro-

grams, few efforts were undertaken to create a
basic understanding, not only of the programs
and their techniques themselves, but also of the

spiritual and moral values and intentions behind

them.

Natui’olly, this intellectual gap in American
efforts overseas has been recognized many
times. There have been policy decisions to

institute an ideological program designed to fill

those gaps, and a few actions have been taken

in implementation of those decisions. Nevei'-

theless, to date tliis progi'am has been ineffec-

tive and confused. Many difficulties were
encountered which have not yet been overcome.
These difficulties include the vexing problem
of funding.

Among the topical, as distinguished from the
budgetary, difficulties, the following have
gained some prominence:

American policy makers and their staff's have
a pragmatic approach to problems. The term
“ideological” evokes in them an automatically
negative response. They are afraid that a
process of theorizing is proposed which would
have httle practical meaning. They see very
little utility in an endeavor, which, as they see
it, would do little more than teach political

philosophy abroad. Instead, they oi’e inclined

to place then* bets on informational programs.

This type of an objection is based on a mis-
reading of what the ideological program should
properly be. Briefly, if it is useful to teach
foreigners about industrial and agi'iciiltiual

practices, it also should he useful to teach them
about the very basis of all socio-economic
activities; thuildng in gonei’al and political
thinldng in particular. If it is desued to
persuade people not to accept Communism bu t

instead to adopt democi'atic methods, a con-
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vincing line of reasoning, the ‘‘buttoning up*’

and the propagation of the argmnent must be
desu’able, too. How can we really be anti-

Communist and pro-freedom without presenting

proper reasons for oiu- attitude? How can we
expect to be taken seriously so long as we are

unwilling to explain and justify oui' beliefs

about which we talk so much but seem to think

so little? How can we really believe in our

system if wo do not advance it by creative dis-

cussions but instead appear to be satisfied with

public relations interju’etations on the clich6

level?

These are nasty questions which tend to raise

American blood pressures; but they are not

entirely without justification. Outwai’dly,

American culture has been characterized, to a

certain extent, by “auti-intelleetualism," at

least sinco the end of the Civil War. However,

Ibis is more apponraiicc than reality. But why

allow the appearance to continue when the

reality is sufFiciontly difl'erent so that, in time, a

more satisfactory impression can be created?

Political world leadership has been “tlmist”

upon the U. S., as the phrase goes. Such

loadorship, let us bo frank, cannot long be

exorcised in an intellectual vacuum. Intellec-

tual world loadorship would be a most noble

goal, a goal which would be in harmony with

tho best traditions of American history and the

greatest capabilities of the American people.

In many aspects the intellectual climate of the

United Slates is divorcedfrom the thinking habits

of foreign nations, Moroovor, the intellectual

development in tho United States is not entirely

in stop with that of Europe or Asia. Overseas

countries often throw up new political concepts

which boGomo known in tho United States

only after a time lag of many years (this

applies not only to “ideologies^' but to the politi-

cal soioncos as a whole), while tho sj)ecifically

Amorioan thoughts and solutions are very hard

to project onto non-Amorican conditions, The

concroto oxporionoos of the “old” and the

“now” worlds are vastly different, yet it is
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those experiences which give to concepts their

true meaning and their applicability. Hence,
politically, the U. S. spea^ a special language
which is hard to translate and to understand.

To mention just one of the key differences:

American political outlooks are optimistic and
trusting, while those of the “older nations”

(including Russia) are pessimistic and suspi-

cious. This difference alone renders American

thinking almost incomprehensible overseas.

A large percentage of American books are not

suitable for foreign markets. Conversely, over-

seas books rarely find their way into the United

States; foreign best sellers or academic prestige

books seldom make a hit here although,

fortunately, the obverse is not quite so true.

The situation is made even more difficult by

the two additional factors that book publishing

is among the most slowly moving American

industries and that furthermore the American

intellectual public relies on books to a much
lesser extent than their European and Asian

counterparts,

Yet despite these difficulties, the following

m*ong impressions persist among American

policy-makers:

a. There are enough and pertinent U, S.

books; hence foreign book needs are being

satisfied, at least to a reasonable extent;

b. These good Ameiican books are easily

and accurately understood by foreign readers;

hence foreign nations, at least those of

Western Europe, are united with the U. S.

in a common intellectual ventm-e in which

the major participants understand each

other, Western civilization being a concrete,

intellectual reality;

c. The American hook industry is doing

the best they can; and

d. Books are not that important, anyhow^

In order to be effective, a hook program cannot

he entirely directed by a government agency. On

the other hand, a book program which would

be satisfactory from the requirements point of
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view, cannot be left entirely in the hands of

private enterprise because:

a. Large markets for suitable books must

yet be created;

b. Many of the high quality books which

should be circulated will not sell enough

copies to allow the publisher to break even;

c. Most publishers are imaware of the

requb'ements as posed by this program, and

have no know-how in foreign markets.

The ideological program therefore poses

many organizational difficulties which, while

entirely solvable, nevertheless so far have not

been solved. It is necessary to stress, however,

that some progress has recently been made.

A peculiar difficulty of Ike ideological program

is that in many aspects, it must have a world-^vnde

character. At the same time, however, a highly

localized approach is needed. At a first glance

it would seem as though the Communist issue

were identical in character everywhere. A
closer analysis shows that there are vast

differences, for example, between Russian and
Chinese Communism, and the social context

of the Communist movement in both countries,

and between the Communist problem in

France, Yugoslavia, and Jordan. Some books
dealing with Communism may be useful

everywhere, albeit in varying degrees, but
many specific problems of Communism require

a localized treatment. Audience breakdowns
within one area also are required from time to

time; for example, a discussion of “historical

materialism” should be adapted not only to

geography (Christianity, Islam, etc.), but also

to ideological groups, e. g. free-thinkers,

theists, positivists, etc. The property issue

presents itself differently to a worker than to

a businessman. And so on. Organizationally,

the difficulty is not only to aequhe a capability

through which to produce the required texts

both for general and special audiences, but also

to establish adequate translation and distribu-

tion facilities so that each important audience

can be reached with the required impact.
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An ideological program hy necessity must

address itself to actual and potential leadership

groups. It is based on the theory that to the

extent that leaders can be persuaded, followers

will be influenced. This theory usually is true,

but not always. Often “followers” influence

“leaders,” especially in democracies like tho

U. S, and the U. K. American policy makers

have been impressed by the need to reach large

rather than “elite” audiences, because they

tend to assume that their experiences with

public opinion pressures and elections are

valid in most foreign countries. On the other

hand, they are also impressed by the undispu-

table fact that illiteracy is as yet rampant in

many areas and that accordingly, the written

word is a less suitable means of reaching foreign

audiences than audible and visual media.

The question of how the "mass” audiences have

been pre-conditioned to react to appeals from

mass communication media and how they have
arrived at certain ideas which, in part at least,

motivate their behavior is broached but rarely.

Naturally, the ideological program should not

be content wdth making an impression on
leadei-ship groups alone. It also should influ-

ence the ideas of the “crowd.”

There exists, actually, a very simple solution

to this problem. The medical literature, for

example, consists of advanced scientific trea-

tises and highly specialized scientific jomnals,

textbooks, popularizations in the style of Paul
de Kruif, indoctrination booldets, and posters.

Similarly, any political problem would have to

be explained at different levels of complexity
and understanding.

Obviously, the value and pertinence of the

popular’ literature and the action posters depend
on the quality and productivity of the scientific

inputs. Up to now American programs have
concentrated mostly on the broad masses and
have neglected both the leadership groups and
intellectual creativity. Therefore, in this wuit-

er’s opinion, they have failed to make a lasting

impact. Health indoctrination (aiming for ex-

ample at mass vaccinations) mthout (a) a
pertinent medical theory, (b) proper vaccines,
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ind (c) trained and cooperative physicians

vould make little sense. But this is precisely

vhat we have been trying to do in the political

ield. Sui’ely, we would not make a deliberate

iecision to exclude leadership groups from oiu’

ludiences. But, if so, what have we done to

•each them effectively?

There have been subsidiary objections to the

ideological program. For example, it is occa-

sionally feared that if the United States were

to set forth its political thoughts, it would come

into conflict with many socialist movements

and governments or with governments of a

neutral or semi-fascist type which, however un-

desirable they may be from the "intellectual”

point of view, nevertheless have joined us in

the fight against Communism. It has been

ai’gued oven that socialist movements are needed

on our side, if only to give mental and perhaps

intermediate refuge to Communist defectors

who, intellectually, remain convinced Marxists.

Thus, it is suggested that possibly the ideologi-

cal undermining of such regimes and movements

might in the end load to a weakening of the

free world position and, for that matter, open

doors to Communist infiltration.

This objection certainly highlights one of the

practical limitations of any ideological progi-am.

It is true that in some instances it may be in-

advisable to "rock tho boat.” Yet it is also

true that due to their ideological blinders, such

intellectually unfriendly allies often act in a

half-hearted and confused manner, and that

failure to change their political concepts gi’adu-

ally may, at a later date, lead to dangerous

crises, of which tho issues of colonialism and

residual feudalism already have offered telling

demonstrations. Granted that it would be un-

wise to antagoniKo allies, it is enthely unneces-

sary in such cases to run the ideological ofi’ort

in a provocative and hostile manner. Fortu-

nately, those "in-between” regimes are not so

dogmatic that they are unwilling to listen to

useful arguments. Such arguments do not

have to come from the U. S. government but

might originate from thoh own nationals. For-

tunately, too, most of these regimes and move-

ments—and this specifically includes European

socialism—are groping for new solutions.

Hence the chances for a careful, and tactful,

ideological approach would seem to be good,

precisely with this type of a labile audience.

This is essentially a matter of adaptation to

local conditions. The intellectual appeals can

be phrased positively in such a way that local

regimes and movements will be helped in their

current problems in a pragmatical manner.

The ideological past can be bypassed by turn-

ing the discussion toward the future and toward

concrete issues.

Another objection, raised so far only im-

plicitly, is that the ideological program is incom-

patible mth the principle of non-interference.

Without arguing whether this is or is not the

cose, or whether the objection would cany

much weight even if it were the case, it should

be remembered that loans, food shipments,

and even normal trade, constitute some kind

of interference into internal affau’s. The

ideological progi'am should be conceived of as a

sort of export of knowledge and technical

assistance in problem solving. Whether or

not the importers of tho intellectual commodity

put the new treasure to use, and in what man-

ner, is essentially up to them, It is interesting

to note that suggestions concerning the im-

parting of technical knowledge or the export

of any commodity usually are received kindly.

But this sympathetic attitude does not extend

to technical knowledge in thinking, nor to the

export of books.

One of the most frequent objections has been

the contention that the west in general, and the

United States in particular, ‘‘Juwe no ideology.'*

Consequently, it is implied, they have no

intellectual equipment with which to oppose

the false ideologies which may be rampant in

foreign nations, and they should really not

engage in this sort of skullduggeiy. The

other implication, of coui’se, is that the U. S,

can teach and lead only by example.

But how wiU this example become known
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and understood? Are the motivations and con-

cepts of the U. S, not part and parcel of the

examples we are setting? Is the “Why?^^

and the "How?” of an activity less important

than the "What?,” the "When?” and the

"How Much?” It is true that, in a certain

sense, the Free World has no binding, let alone

dogmatic, ideology. It is precisely the purpose

of the ideological program (a purpose confused

by that unfortunate term) to disassociate

foreign peoples from their ideological habits

and their stereotypes in thinking. In another

sense, however, the western world is com-

mitted to many basic ideals and values such as

freedom and human rights; to fundamental

organizational piinciples such as constitutional

government and private ownership; as well as

to the prescription that decisions should be

made objectively, impersonally, and legally by
appljnng problem solving techniques and de-

termining the proper solution through discus-

sion and persuasion rather than force. These
concepts constitute not only the main unifying

traditions of the free world, but also the fun-

damental rationale of why the United States

is engaged in its present struggle.

These concepts are not held dogmatically.

Then implementation is possible in multiple

forms. Practical difficulties justify exceptions.

Western governments do not adhere to these

concepts arbitrarily and capriciously. They
adhere to them because, at this time, they seem
to constitute the most satisfactory summation
of political experience. As of today, they
offer the optimal solutions. If better solutions

can be devised, the free world probably will

adopt them—this is precisely one of the mean-
ings of freedom.

Surely, it is inevitable that we explain to

the world what the very good and convincing
reasons are why we do not believe that Com-
mimism (or any other "ism,” for that matter)
would be a beneficial solution to pohtical,
social, and economic problems anywhere. Even
on the basis of a radical relativism which
would assert that truth is a function of geog-
raphy, it would be in our national interest to
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explain our particular "brand of truth” and

to terminate a situation in which the other side

is the only one which expounds its philosophy,

especially so, since the Communist "truth”

does not stand up under objective analysis.

So far, we have failed to give this explanation.

It is, therefore, not particularly surprising

that foreign peoples are confused about the

motives of the United States and about their

stakes in the world conflict. The galling

aspect of this state of affaii’s is that we have
allowed the bad thoughts to push the good
ones into the background. InteUeotually we
are on the defensive, although the opponent

does not have one single valid point.

The Current Situation

Regardless of the merits and shortcomings

of the above arguments pro and con the

ideological program, the United States is con-

fronted by a practical situation which in some
way or other requires positive solutions.

In many European countries (although not
yet in Asia), ideologies have lost much of thoir

lustre. People have begun to realize that the
old, stereotyped solutions do not work. Still,

they hang on to the old creeds because nothing
has come to hand which could serve as a sub-
stitute. Many have looked to the U. S. for

guidance, but have been disappointed. Leader-
ship must assert itself, above all, intellectually.

So far, the U. S. has not satisfied this require-

ment of leadership.

No one doubts the material accomplishments
of the U. S., but rightly or wi’ongly, there is a
great deal of doubt about American cultural

capabilities. Fundamentally, the pretended
lack of cultui’al creativity is the one, and cer-

tainly the most telling, argument of the "anti-
Americans.” The successes of this type of

propaganda are due to our almost intentional
default in the cultural fi,eld.^

For more than thnty yeai's Russia has
flooded the world book markets with Com-

‘ To the writer’s knowledge, very few, if any, U. S.
foundations are giving Bnancial assistance to the arts.
Moreover, while foundations finance "researoh,” they
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tinent fields. There is not mucli of an accessi-
munis t litoratm’e, translated in a maximum
number of languages and available at cheap
piicos. There is, in addition, a very large
output of books which are not properly labelled
Communist or socialist but which propagate the
Marxian creed. Readers in many countries
have easy access to this type of literature

—

innumerable book stores handle leftist Hteratiire
and no other—and they are therefore heavily
influenced by it, especially since they find it

extremely difficult and in some cases impossible
to procure, let alone buy, literatui’e which would
sot forth the objective point of view.
During the past few years literacy has grown

rapidly in many countries. As people learn
how to read, they desire to use the newly
acquired skill Being anxious to peruse books
and magazines and finding no suitable western
literature, they have no choice but to turn to

Communist literature wliich is offered to them
so liberally. One of tlie fundamental reasons

why tile Communists are making progress in

the so-called underdeveloped areas is precisely

fcliat they wore far-sighted enough to do
advance planning in the field of international

book publishing.

Concurrent with the growth in literacy, there

has been a great deal of progress in higher

education. Universities have expanded every-

where and the number of graduate students is

increasing oven in coimtries with "mature
civilizations.” Unfortunately, the textbook

situation in many countries is deplorable.

Texts usually are out of date by as much as

thirty to forty years and quite often they are

not available in suitable languages; even

worse, there are no textbooks for many per-

usually do not finance books. The products of TJ, S.

intollootual endeavor and, often, leadership remain

looked up in safes and rarely go beyond a mimeographed

mnnnsoript. In view of the millions of dollars available,

this la an utterly ridlouloiia situation. Even American

miisioal ooinediea, many of widoh are of high quality,

do not roach the European market for a few practical

reasons. Hence, the European theater-goer lives on a

diet of tho last century, i. e. the cultural export of

Austria still lingers on, and a groat American capability

remains unused.
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ble scientific literature which the student can
utilize instead, especially if he is restricted to
work in small libraries.^ Again, the Coirnnu-
nist book is most easily accessible and while not
all of then* texts are convincing, nevertheless
they perform a job of mental preconditioning,

especially among students who are politically

interested and who may choose a political

career. If education is one of the keys to a
more satisfactory long-range development of
the world situation, then obviously there is a
need to supply suitable books to foreign

students. Must not the U. S. do its utmost to

precondition foreign thinking to become sym-
pathetic to this country?

There is an overriding need to explain to

foreign leadership groups and their supporters

modern ways of solving political, social, and
economic problems. This need derives not
only from the requirement of clarifying for them
the various American programs and polities

which, in the last analysis, they do not quite

understand, but also from the necessity of

having countries work out their own solutions

and pai’ticipate intelligently in cooperative

efforts. So long as American aid programs

were restricted to humanitarian purposes, there

may not have been much use in such explana-

tions. However, Mtli more complex programs

aiming at long range results, education must go
hand in hand mth strictly economic and mili-

tary activities. It is a fact that overseas

leadership groups, to a large extent, still are

tliinldng in an intellectual framework which at

* Even the British Museum in London, one of the

world's outstanding libraries, is years behind in

cataloguing; hence the English reader encounters great

difficulty in obtaining American books which, in addi-

tion, are too expensive for him to purchase. And yet,

in this case, there are no language barriers. The

situation in France and Germany is far worse, and it is

unnecessary to comment on the situation in the more

retarded countries. Be it mentioned merely that, in

1963, the University of Panama (!) did not have a set

of the Encyclopedia Britannica; the Panamanian

student was forced to rely on the Spanish Encyclopedia

of 1926.
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b(^t is out of (late and at worst is shot through

with false notions. It is this unsatisfactory

frame of reference which prevents them from

comprehending what their problems really are

and from devising tlie proper solutions to their

troubles. American programs indeed often were

like an effort to fill up a bottomless pit. But

the lioles whicli we did not succeed in filling

were in peoples’ heads. Fortunately, this

situation can be corrected.

The many public information programs

undertaken bi’^ the United States have not come

to grips with the real difficulty. The mere

purveying of factual information, the distri-

bution of booklets intentionally written in a

simplified style, and even the presenting of an

occasional serious book do not undeimine

conventional and entrenched thought patterns.

On the contrary, such efforts at dissemination

often lose much of their effectiveness because

the propagated messages are evaluated on the

basis of pre-existing convictions and therefore

are discounted and disbelieved. Thinking can

be developed only by serious, profound and

even difficult discussion; it can be stimulated

only by the exercise of the brain. Populariza-

tions are necessary, but not enough; and even

popularizations must appear in the form of

books in order to hit the target effectively. So
far, despite all the great advantages of the

modern media of mass communications, none
of them has shown any particular potentiality

in the field of stud}^ and thought development.

There is no learning witlioub books, and hence
no thinking. In the intellectual field, the book
still rules supreme, even in this country. Bo it

remembered that the American student acquires

his basic knowledge and his thinking techniques

mostly from books and other scientific publi-

cations. Additional inputs from other media,
at best perform ancillary duties. The reason
for this is simple: The wi-itten 'vvord is a

permanent record; the spoken word and the

visual image give only fleeting impressions.

Within the requirement of imparting tech-

nical knowdedge, there exists the need to pro-

vide a frame of ideas, ideals, and values. Such
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“higher” concepts are necessary to evaluate

technical solutions and make the proper choices

from among the various technically feasible

alternatives. A solution may be tecbnically

perfect but it may violate tbe fundamental

criteria of ethics. For example, a country may
suffer from overpopulation . TecbnicaUy speak-

ing, this problem can be solved, easily enough,

through partial extermination. The question

is: why is this technically “perfect” solution

not acceptable? Naturally, this problem of

choices from alternate solutions usually pre-

sents itself in a less drastic manner. But since

people are very hazy about what their criteria

are, or, in their own judgment, ought to be,

or how to determine and define criteria in an
orderly manner, they frequently make the

wrong choices, even from their own point of

view. To be sure, this is an area beyond factual

science and wliicb, therefore, is exposed to value

judgments or mere opinions. Hence, discus-

sions of topics of this kind may be found objec-

tionable. The point, however, is not to per-

suade the audience to accept one or the other

value judgment, but to acquaint them with

the natui’6 of and the reasons for a particular

value judgment and still more important, with
the nature of and the reasons for competing
value judgments. The choice is up to the

audience, inevitably so, but an effort should

be undertaken to make them understand be-

tween wiiich alternatives they are choosing and
bow such a choice can be made through the

application of objective methods. It is quite

difficult to explain this type of a problem in
any medium other than books, although no
effort should be spai'ed to render other media
more useful for such an endeavor. Unfortu-
nately, current literature neglects tliis key
issue (unless we assume that the gap has been
filled by some sporadic European wi-itings),

thus giving the Communists the advantage of

making theh “solutions” appear* far more,
acceptable than they really are.

It is possible that the present negotiations
about increasing contacts between East and
West will lead to an influx of Russian travelers
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into western countries. This presents a prac-
tical situation in the most literal sense of the
word: Should there not be an effort to provide
these Russian tourists with reading materials?
It is known that Soviet personnel when traveling
in foreign countries make efforts to obtain
Russian language books printed outside of the
USSR. Put in different terms; we will receive

these tourists in order to show them the “sights’’

of the free world. What else must be done in

order to reach, in addition to the eyes, the minds
of those travelers? The “sights” by them-
selves will not toll the story. On the contrary,

“showing the sights” may lead to false impres-

sions unless proper explanations are provided.

It must bo expected that Russian tom’ists,

both before leaving and after retiuning, will he
subjected to some kind of Communist in-

doc-triimtion in order to neutralize the effects

of the trip. In this case, East-West contacts

may play into Soviet hands. In order to

benefit from these contacts, the U. S. must
attempt to reach the tourists’ minds, and reach

it by genuinely intellectual means. But how?

Radio and television transmitting to Western

audiences will teach the transient tourists very

little. Refugee newspapers may not be ac-

ceptable to them. Western language literatm’e

may bo accessible only in part. It is quite

apparent therefore that these travelers can be

reached effectively only tlmough Russian lan-

guage hooka and magazines.

Tho difFicult problem of the peaceful evolu-

tion of tho Soviet system has a considerable

hearing oji tho ideological program. We must

romombor that Soviet leaders have been living

in intellectual isolation and therefore may not

ho able, by tlioir own efforts, to determine the

proper solutions for their predicament. Sim-

ilarly, tho Russian bureaucrats and the dynamic

olonumta of tho Russian society, while realizing

perfectly well that they are confronted by

many (|uandaries, are not entirely able to

undorstaml the nature of their troubles, let

alone to discover solutions suitable enough to

iinjirove tho situation and at the same time

save tlieir heads. Russian intellectual life, at

least insofar as socio-political and economic
problems are concerned, is shot through with
false and antiquated ideas, ideological dogmas,
erroneous assumptions, and falsified historical

images. Mentally, the Russians are living in

a political dream world. This cannot be other-

TOse, not only because the “iron curtain” aims
at precisely this result—even granting that

there may be leaks in that curtain—^but also

because intellectual 'production necessarily takes

place in print. This particular type of produc-

tion is highly “underdeveloped” in the Soviet

Union.

Socially effective thinking takes neither the

form of solitary contemplation, nor of verbal

discussion, although both are necessary; it

manifests itself in writing, and it becomes

effective in the form of hooks and essays. The
commodity called “thinkmg” is a product of

two processes: free discussion, interchange of

ideas, and objective and frank mutual criticism

on the one band, and printing, binding, dis-

tributing, and reading of books on the other.

We are dealing here not with elusive matters

of the “Spirit,” but with particular types

of an industiy. Tho growth of this industry in

Russia has been thwarted. Despite a huge book

publishing effort within and outside the Soviet

Union, there is little output of the one com-

modity which is most m’gently needed for the

evolution of Russia: creative political thinking.

It is tlierefore necessary to provide tlie

Russian intelligentsia (in the broadest meaning

of the term, which includes political leaders,

industrialists, officers, etc.) with the necessary

wherewithal in this field, i. e. do the thinking

jor them or at least work up the required docu-

mentaiion. This situation is not at all new in

Russian histoiy. During the nineteenth cen-

tiuy and prior to the revolution, a great deal

of Russian tliinking was done abroad, both by

political exiles and by non-Russians. It "was

this thinking “from afar” which had been pro-

duced in Western Europe and which was dis-

tributed only Avith great difficulty withiu

Russia whicli changed tlie course of Russian

history. Like the British who must import
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their meat and bacon, so the Russians must
import tJieir thinking, and similarly os the

Britisli may buy from a Britisli firm incor*"

porated abroad, so this imported thinking may
be produced by Russian nationals living in

foreign parts.

To approach tliis same problem from a

different point of view, it could be said that

perhaps foreign nations cannot do much about

the evolution within tlm »Soviet Union (which

certainly would be an oversimplified assump-

tion). Certainly, the evolution would be the

primary business of the Russians themselves.

Yet the requirement remains for the free

world to see to it that this evolution goes in an

acceptable direction. One way to do this is to

supply the Russian society wdth the necessary

concepts and reform ideas, e. g. redemocrati-

zation; to get a genuine discussion about

Russian problems going; and to make sure that

this discussion will take place in full public

view in a maximum number of countries.

While the fundamental ideas needed to make
tliis discussion attractive and self-propelled must
come from books, there is of course no need to

restrict tlie distribution of pertinent knowledge
and argument to tin's medium, . On the contrary,

evDiy effort sliould be made to harness all

means of communication to the dissemination

of ideas, and to rely heavily on all those media
which can reach back into the Soviet Union
(this, of course, includes speeches by western

statesmen and diplomatic negotiations).

One concluding thought. Some of the most
important difficulties of tlie American posture
arise from the fact that European and Asian
intellectuals, by and large, do not side with the

United States. Some of those forgers of for-

mulas and makers of opinion may give this

countiy lukewarm support because 5iey lilce

Communism even less than '‘Americanism,"
but most intellectuals are "alienated" from the

American system and from free world institu-

tions in general. Hence these institutions are
not supported by the energy derived from a
steady flow of creative ideas, and the political

climate is uninspired, fear-ridden, confused, and
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even boring. If histoiy is any guide, such a
situation bodes ill for the future. Now, we
can philosophize about the causes of tliis

negativism by the intellectuals and in bombastic
style discover the symptoms of iiTasistible

decay: "the rise and fall of Western civili-

zation.” Rather than rely on the useless

apocalyptic testimony of Tnine, Spengler,

Toynbee, et al. in this matter, we sliould

follow the practical advice of Frederick the

Great, who is reported to have said that cooks,

ladies of easy virtue, and professors can be
bought at eveiy streetcorner. We need not
think about “buying," but tlie fact is that

some of this alienation can be explained ratlier

effortlessly by the insecure professional status,

low income, poor career cliances, intense

personal rivah-ies, and mutual jealousies of the

intellectuals. By giving them a real chance and
by integrating them into the system through
enlisting the better thinkers in the ideological

program, this so-called alienation probably
would disappear in a hurry and the west would
then be in a position to draw upon proper
intellectual support which, let us face it, in the

long run is indispensible to our security.

in. SUMMARY
It is easy to see that an unfocused ideological

program designed to spread Imowledge "in

general," easily could get out of hand and
would be difficult to organize. By contrast, if

the American ideological effort were geared
closely to current western programs such as
the inspection scheme, the strengthening of

NATO, technical assistance, and if adopted,
the ownership program, the operation would
become feasible. In this case, the ideological

debate would not have to be restricted to

questions of abstract theory, but would deal
with concrete issues and would have a bearing
on current activities and deoisions-in-the-mak-

ing. It should be added tha t the time require-

ments of the ideological program are rather
considerable, Hence, an early beginning is

imperative.
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Tlio primary task of the ideological program,
therefore, should be to provide the foreign
’World, including the “hon curtain” countries,
with suitable interpretations of American pro-
grams and developments. Second^ this pro-
gram should sensitize foreign audiences to the
scientific approach to problem solving in the
socio-political fields, and in general make pos-
sible the objective study of the political sciences.

Third, it should acquaint them with the

principles and criteria by wliich technical solu-

tions can be selected from the point of view
of their human, social, and economic costs?

Fourth, the ideological program must make an
ofiort to refute the Communist ideology in all

its aspects. While the western posture in this

area has improved considerably over the past

fow years, the entire documentation is available,

it is not accessible in most countries, including,

to a certain extent, in the United States.

Non-accessibility is due to three factors:

a) The documentation is spread out over

many languages with many of the language

* Assume, for argument's sake, that Communism
constitutes a toohnically perfect solution to the eco-

nomic problem. It is certainly a fact that people

have ospousCiCl the Communist solution because they

believe Communism to bo economically superior to

capitalism. If, however, it were made clear that the

cost of installing Communism is very heavy in human

B Hirering and blood and that to maintain a Communism

Bystom many freedoms would have to be sacrificed in

l>orpctuity, then it is reasonable to anticipate that this

Holution would lose mu oil of Its glamour. In addition,

it would bo made clear that the logic on which the whole

oconomic argument is based is shaky, and even as-

Bliming the best conceivable performance for Com-

munism and a bad performance for the free enterprise

system, tlio statistical difTcrences in the accomplish-

ments of both systems would be quite insignificant.

For example, a capitalist economy might grow by one

or two percent per year as distinguished from a hypo-

thotloal and well functioning Communist economy

with a growth rate of three to four percent. The

audiences will have no difliculty grasping that (a) this

difforoneo of a few percent is not worth the immense

aacrifleo, (b) the free enterprise system might be able

to compote with Communism after all; and (c) it is

not a ohoioo between blaok and white or zero versus

one-hundred.
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groups, particularly in the underdeveloped
areas having barely any literature at all;

b) The literature is quite voluminous but
the various pertinent facts are dispersed over
innumerable publications so that a casual

reader is enthely unable to get the complete
story;

c) To the extent that the facts have been

worked up, the acquisition of a relatively

complete set of documentary volumes re-

quires an investment of several hundred
dollars. Veiy few of the overseas libraries,

not to mention private individuals, have
made this investment.

It should be mentioned that a purely nega-

tive criticism of Communism probably would
not be satisfactoiy. The points which should be

driven home are rather:

a. Sovietism has moved a long way from

Marx;

b. Sovietism and Communism are really

antiquated and unsatisfactory;

c. Dogmatic thinking is unscientific, yet

Marxism claims to be objective and scientific;

d. Better solutions have become available,

etc.

In other words, a positive approach should be

taken, discussing the future rather than the

past.

Fijth, the ideological program should come to

grips with many of the non-Communisfc ideol-

ogies, such as economic nationalism and

socialism. Those are less erroneous and ob-

noxious systems than Communism, but both

exert world-wide influence and hamper progress

in many countries. There are also ideologies

of local character which requii’e refutation.

In all these cases it should be demonstrated

that these ideologies are antiquated and un-

imaginative, and do not address themselves to

the problems as they are solvable in reality,

IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. The United States has been hurt by

neglecting the ideological aspects of its policies.

2. The objections raised against the ideo-

logical program are genei*ally invalid, although
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it is true that, in many instances, the program

must be adjusted to local conditions.

3. The United States is confronted by many
concrete situations wliich m’gentU^ require

various efforts in the fields of ideology and

education.

4. The books and magazines must necessarily

be the prime, though by no means the unique,

media of llie ideological program.

5. The book program falls into the following

parts:

a. Re-issue of pertinent old texts;

b. Writing of new texts and books;

c. Translation of such books

;

d. Dissemination.

6. Moreover, the book programs should

embrace the following sub-programs:

a. Efforts within the "developed*^ free

world, including NATO.
b. Efforts within the underdeveloped areas.

e. Efforts against Communism in general,

and in particular against Communist
movements;

(1) Outside the Iron Curtain.

(2) Inside the Iron Cm-tain.

d. Efforts to foster the evolution of the

Soviet regime.

7. The ideological program to be effective,

must be properly organized and funded.

V. RECOMMENDATION
That on the basis of policy decisions made

previously, a decision be made to start this

program forthwith on a large scale that for

this purpose the necessary organization bo
created wdthin tlie government,^ and that the
operation be adequately funded.

APPENDIX
.

To shoAv that the ideological program does
not necessarily have to take the form of a
pedantic exercise in the siting of learned

* American foundations could be of great help in this
endeavor. Their cooperation should be requested.
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tomes, the following idea is suggested for

consideration.

The United States Government should de-

velop an exhibition to demonstrate to foreign

audiences the workings of the American eco-

nomic system. This exhibit should be divided

into the following parts

:

1. A division of living standards showing
how the standards of the average American
have risen since 1848, the time when MfU’x
Avrote the Communist Manifesto. It should

show the various facilities, including macliinery

and electric appliances in the possession of tiro

average American, include explanations con-
cernmg the utility of that equipment and its

money saving propensities, and also deal with
food, clothing, entei’tainment, ti*avel, etc.

2. A division dealing with the financial

asset m the possession of the average American;
his bank account, house ownership, bond
holdings, insm-ance policies, and stocks, and of

com’se, also with the various obligations which
he has contracted. It would he useful to show
how over the last hundred years the average
‘Svealtli” of the American citizen has increased,

how fm-thermore the financial status of a family
wliich is saving regulai’ly can grow, and lastly,

how the financial position of the average
American is improving in the course of hia
professional life.

3. A division showing the manner in which nil

American earns money. There should bo
represented the various methods employed by
American corporations to share profits witli
workers, to enlarge the participation of white
and blue colloi- workers in management, ns
well as the more standai’d practices of all
American industries of continual pay raises,
collective bai-gaining, paid vacations, etc. The
point ^yould not necessarily be to paint an
unrealistic pictm-e by glossing over difficulties,

but rather to uidicate that tliere has been
steady progress and that a lai*ge number of
methods have been invented and are being
expei’imented with, wliich will not only increase
the satisfaction of the worker, but equally as
important, constantly improve the worker’s
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status and augment the productivity of the

industry as a whole.

4. Another division should portray parallel

developments in the field of agriculture.

5. Again another division should describe

the various American economic institutions on

which all this progress is dependent, such as

retail trade organizations, fan trading and

employment practices, banking, credit institu-

tions, highway systems, advertising, anti-trust

legislation, etc. In this division there also

should be matei’ials showing the true charactei’

of the American economy, that is, not a

“capitalist” economy of Communist mythology

but one in which all forms of o\vnersliip and

management are being applied simultaneously,

according to common sense, economic

suitability, and efiiciency.

6. A sixth division should show the political

conditions in which such developments were

possible, including the indispensable role which

has been paid by private property, freedom of

speech and assembly, by the constitutional and

election systems, and by the American judiciary.

7. It might be useful to include a lost divi-

sion of overall statistical information. The

exhibition, to gain maximum of credence, should

indicate “soft spots” in the American picture.

For example, after showing the financial status

of the average American worker, it should indi-

cate the status both of the poorest and the

richest groups and also show the distribution

of the various income groups. The same ob-

jective approach can be used throughout. At

the same time, the impression should be created

that progress gradually eliminates the areas of
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poverty and dissatisfaction, and that this

progress continues unabated in the U. S.

In order to make the material exhibits more
comprehensible, it would be necessary to have

I'eady at such an exposition suitable literature,

on all levels ranging from simplified descrip-

tions to complicated analyses. This literature

should be sufficiently detailed to deal ^vith

many of the subsidiary problems which might

be of interest to the visitors, but at the same

time there must be texts dealing with the Amer-

ican systems as a whole, Natui'ally, it would

be very useful if, Avithin the framework of the

exhibition, lectures, and perhaps seminars

could be held frequently.

It is recommended that several such exhibi-

tions be prepared to be shown in various coun-

tries in Asia, Eui’ope, Latin America, and Africa.

These exliibitions of course, should not he uni-

form, but should be adjusted to the cultural

and intellectual levels of the prospective audi-

ences.

It is fiu’thermore recommended that such an

exhibition be prepared for showing in the Soviet

Union and in other Communist countries and

that the American Government, within the

framcAVork of the negotiations about increased

contacts between east and Avest, invite the

Soviet government to prepare on its own an

exliibition about the Avorking of the Communist

economic system to be shoAvii in the United

States, provided, of coru'se, the American ex-

hibition Avould be admitted to the Soviet Union.

This particular American exhibition should

include a legal section describing the safeguards

of the laAV AAdiich the American citizen enjoys.

SECRET
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LETTER INVITING PANEL PARTICIPATION

August 16, 1955

Dear :

Tlie recent conference of heads of government of the Big Four at Geneva
opened up new possibilities and requii-ements for U. S. action for both the
immediate future and for the longer pull.

In caiT3ung out my responsibilities to fuimish advice on the psychological
aspects of policies followed by the United States, I am particularly anxious to

enlist the help of outside-of-government experts like yomself. The contribu-
tion made by such people has proven extremely valuable in the recent past.
I desire to continue it in the future.

I would therefore like to invite your participation in a gi’oup study and
review of the psychological aspects of future U. S. strategy. This study
should develop the means and methods best calculated to achieve U. S.
objectives, taking into consideration the necessity for an integrated national
program within which long-term military, economic, technological, and
ideological programs can be developed and financed.

Enclosed you will find information relating to the administrative plans
for these discussions. I hope you will be able to join in this effort. I look
forward with pleasm’e to seeing you.

Sincerely,

/s/ Nelson A. Rockepellbr

Nelson A. Rockefeller,

Special Assistant to the President

Enclosure:

Objectives of the Panel

SECRET
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OBJECTIVES OF THE PANEL

A Study of the Psychological Aspects of Future U. S. Strategy

I. Problem

1. To study the psychological aspects of possible U. S. strategy in the light

of developments at Geneva in order to discover an optimum, integrated national

progi’am within which specific long-term military, economic, technological,

and ideological progi'ams can be developed and financed.

IL Discussion

2. A central problem of psychological significance facing the U. S. is what

means and methods it should utilize to maintain the unity and strength of the

Fi'ee World in the face of a Soviet peace offensive designed to dissipate the

fear and moral superiority wdiicli have thus far kept it together. The U. S.

must not permit the new international atmosphere to eliminate the moral issue

of freedom vs, the spiritual oppression of communism; otherwise. Free World

strength and purpose may be eroded away. In addition the U. S. must find

some other motivation than fear with which to inspire the efforts of free men

for the long pull.

3. It is now a long-range objective of the U. S. to assist the orderly demo-

cratic development of those nations outside the Communist bloc. It 'would

seem that perhaps this objective affords the most promising basis for free world

unity, particularly if it is built through a common effort to achieve the hopes

and aspnations of the peoples. To achieve this objective requires careful

long-term planning, financing, and integration of economic programs with

other programs. Exclusive reliance on economic aid is not enough. The

social, political, military and ideological factors must bo integrated with the

economic. The U. S. could concurrently exert far more dynamic, evolutionary

“idea” leadership which would give the uncommitted peoples of the world

the understanding that democratic solutions to their economic and social, as

well as political, problems can be found and that these solutions will he effective.

4.

The U. S. has the capability, tlmough technological development, to

block the Soviet military threat in every field. The real strength of the

United States lies in the dynamic social structure from which its mdustrial

and technological superiority flows. If this strength is effectively mobilized,

the United States can overcome the Free World’s markedly increased m-

difference which results from the new Soviet diplomacy and approaching

parity in thermonuclear capabilities.

6. To take these steps, national strategic coordination of all pertinent U. S.

actions is required. As the President has stated: . • we must bring the

dozen of agencies and bureaus to concentrated action under an over-all scheme
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of strategy.” (San Francisco speech, 1952) Such an "over-all scheme of

strategy” should:

a. Establish a basis for Free World cooperation which does not depend

on the fear of naked Communist aggression but which rests on the moral

ascendency of human freedom.

b. Achieve actual U. S. and allied military superiority.

c. Assure a rate of economic growth in the Free World superior to that

attained in the Communist bloc.

d. Assist free socieities to be more effective and more responsive to basic

human aspirations than Communist-dominated societies.

e. Create the long-tcnn political, economic and military unity of the

U. S.-led alliances, with due understanding of the realities of a nuclear

military posture as a basis for achieving a practical armament agreement.

ni. Conclusions

6. Current National Security Policy calls for "a flexible combination of

military, political, economic, propaganda and other actions ... so coordi-

nated as to reinforce one another." As a result of the new developments in

international affairs a greater need exists for psychological strategy which will

provide more specific guidance for departmental and agency programs and
which will enable the U. S. to gain maximum psychological advantage from
all its actions. To help fulfill this need, it has been agreed to augment regular

governmental procedures by forming a study panel. The study panel will bo
composed of outstanding experts in significant areas. In adition, selected

governmental officials should participate os appropriate.

7. A fresh outside look at many of the complex problems confronting the
Government can make a major contribution to the development of our evolving
national strategy. This contribution can be enhanced if made by outsiders
who have had some association with the Government and who are also gen-
erally familiar with current proeedm’es and capabilities. Certain official

background papem and other necessary information will therefore be given to
the study panel.

IV. Terms of Reference

8. The ternis of reference of the study panel are implicit in the world situ-
ation. An initial survey of the psychological aspects of the political, economic,
social and military factors affecting U. S. security will doubtless result in the
panel focusing attention on certain crucial areas of goveimment activity as
well as on the major regional problems.

9. Background areas of investigation

a. Major political trends

(1) Assess the likely emerging foreign policies of the USSR and other
major nations or groups of nations for the foreseeable future.
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(2) Assess the cohesiveness of the Soviet bloc vs. the Free World alliance

system, the impact and evolution of neutralism and the forces influencing

the uncommitted nations and peoples.

b. The military balance

(1) Assess the scale and character of the likely Soviet effort in the arms
race over the next five to ten years.

(2) Consider the possible uses, military, political, and psychological to

which Moscow might put arms parity or superiority, if they achieved it.

c. Asia, Middle East, Africa, and Latin America

(1) Assess the scale and character of the likely Comumnist challenge

over the next five to ten years.

(2) Consider the possible uses, military, political and psychological

which Moscow (and/or Peking) might make of a position of relative

strength.

10. Psychological Aspects of Implementing Programs

a. Consider the kind of U. S, and Free World policy, from the present

forward, which would take advantage of the new developments and
frustrate Communist purposes and lead to an internal modification of

policy within the bloc and result in an accommodation with the Free
World on tenns acceptable to the U. S.

b. Consider the scale and character of the U, S. and Free World effort

required to counter the Communist effort in Europe, Asia, Africa, Near
East and Latin America. Estimate the cost to the U. S. and Free World
of making the requisite economic, social and ideological effort, and the

psychological basis for demonstrating the all important long term self

interest of such a program.

c. Consider the scale and character of the U. S. and Free World effort

requu-ed to counter the Soviet military effort and intentions. Estimate

the cost of the economic outlay to the U. S. and Free World of making the

requisite effort and its psychological and political implications,

d. Consider the size and nature of the information program required to

maximize sustained public support for the U. S, and allied effort,

G. Consider the creation of now methods whereby U, S. private and
governmental actions might better promote regional cooperation,

f. Develop more effective programs for training U. S. officials in the

discharge of the U. S. role of cooperative world leadership.

11. Integration

After the foregoing separate oloments are explored, the study panel should

consider how best to integrate its findings in order to provide govornmontal

dcpartinonts with useful, definitive psychological guidance. To this end, it

should consider:

a. What potential resources, political actions, and strategic possibilities

ai’o suggested as offering the greatest promise for attaining a greater

degree of peaceful initiative by the U. S.
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b. In wbat respect is it possible to do more effective planning and use

resources more efficiently in the light of the new developments.

c. What world-wide, mutually beneficial objectives should be adopted

by the U, S. in relation to the Free World and what time phasing

is recommended for attaining these objectives.

12. Qualifying Factors

The study group should not merely arrive at a ''most likely” projection to

achieve psychological strategy objectives, but indicate franldy and explicitly

its believed margins of error and its doubts. In suggesting U. S. and Free

World counter-moves, the study gi’oup should indicate the margins of risk and

safety which it attaches to the proposed levels of effort and the intelligence

assumptions which underlie them. (National Intelligence Estimates will be

made available.)

While, in the end, the study group should emerge with a cost estimate, it

should define the political and psychological conditions on which the success

or failure of such an effort may depend.
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